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Abstract

This thesis is a study of the oeuvre of Krzysztof Kielowski. In particular, I examine
claims made by Kielowski and many critics that in the 1980s the director moved away
from filming the public world, which had been crucial to his work since he began filming
in the late 1960s and became instead primarily concerned with the inner world. Although
I agree that Kieslowski increasingly shifted his emphasis to the inner life, I argue that any
attempt to abandon the public world in his later films was in fact of more limited scope
than his claims suggest and his focus on the inner sphere neither absolute nor lacking in
ambivalence.
I distinguish between three realms of existence in Kielowski's narratives: the public
sphere, namely, public life be it socio-political, economical, or work-related; the personal
sphere, consisting of the individual's family and close friends; and the inner sphere,
comprising the intimate emotional and mental life of the individual. By extensively
examining Kielowski's treatment of these spheres and how they interact with and inform
both one another and the films, I aim to demonstrate that the public and personal realms
continued play a significant part in the productions of the 1980s and 1990s, regardless of
Kielowski's claims otherwise, and result in more complex, multi-layered, and
ambiguous narratives than is usually recognised.
In distinguishing between the spheres that make up the individual's existence, I discuss
the concomitant differences between public and inner realities. I examine the
complications and ambiguities that arose from the combined presence of these quite
distinct realities in the final works and end by looking at how they influenced
Kielowski's decision to abandon fihnmaking in the mid-1990s.
My thesis is also a career-survey of Kielowski's oeuvre and; in addition to substantiating
my arguments, I simultaneously discuss what I believe to be other interesting and
important aspects of Kielowski and his work, including the financing and censorship of
his films, his political tendencies, his representation of his male and female characters as
well as his distinction between youth and adulthood, his collaborative method; his
relationship with his audience, and his critical reception. In doing so I aim to provide a
detailed overview of Kielowski's entire career which can stand alone as a self-contained
and comprehensive reference work and thus fill the current gap in English-language
studies of Kielowski.
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PREFA CE

I examine Kielowski's films in an essentially chronological manner, with each chapter
referring to a different period in his career. In Chapter 11 look primarily at Kielowski's
first documentaries but also discuss the early fictional shorts Tramwaj (The Tram, 1966)
and Koncert ±yczeñ (Concert of Requests, 1967), as it seemed to me that these should be
examined alongside Kielowski's other early films and not postponed until a later chapter
dealing with his fictional films alone. Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the period 1973 to
1980, the former exploring the documentaries and the latter the fictional films. Although
this was a period during which Kielowski was working on documentaries and fictional
films simultaneously, I decided that the most profitable way of discussing them would be
to separate them off, though with cross-reference where appropriate. I examine the
features made between 1981 and 1984 in chapter 4. Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988) is
the main focus of chapter 5 but I also include the documentwy Siedem dni w tygodniu
(Seven Days a Week, 1988) at this point, again because I feel it to be related thematically
as well by its production-date. Chapter 6 deals with La Double Vie de
Véronique/Podwójne 2ycie Weroniki (The Double Lfe of Véronique, 1991), chapter 7
with the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy, and chapter 8 with
Kielowski's decision to quit filmmaking and the unfinished projects that he left behind
following his death in 1996. Every chapter begins with a lengthy discussion of my
argument in relation to the period in question, followed by individual analyses of each
film, and concludes on a short account in which I summarise the chapter and anticipate
the next. As far as the individual discussions are concerned, I allocate between two and
three pages to documentaries and to fictional shorts lasting less than thirty minutes, twoand-a-half to three pages to each episode of The Decalogue, with extra space assigned to
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the episodes relating to Krotki film o zabyaniu (A Short Film about Killing, 1988) and
Krótki film o miloki (A Short Film about Love, 1988) and approximately five pages to all

remaining fictional films. The films are analysed chronologically within their chapters
with the exception of the documentaries and fictional shorts: I link these according to
theme rather than date in groups of two or three within chapters 1 and 2 for the purpose of
highlighting their common features, but nevertheless I evaluate each one separately.
My interview with KrzysztofPiesiewicz, Kielowski's co-writer in the 1980s and
1990s, which I had the good fortune to conduct in November 1998, is included as an
appendix, first in the original Polish and then in an English translation. I had barely
started upon my thesis when the interview took place, and the range of questions asked
reflects the breadth of my own exploration of Kielowski at that time before I had settled
upon the particular aspect of his work that interested me most. Nevertheless, I have
included it as it offers Piesiewicz's valuable comments upon Kielowski and their
collaborative work, as well as fascinating insights into Piesiewicz himself. A
comprehensive filmography, including brief descriptions of each film, and a bibliography
are located at the end of the thesis.
At this point it is worth briefly commenting upon Polish Romanticism and its
effect upon Polish life and thought, given that Kielowski's relation to it is discussed in
almost every chapter. Romanticism in Poland, as in much of Europe, began in the early
nineteenth century but differed from its European counterparts in being less a literary
movement than a politically-motivated protest against foreign occupation.' Polish
Romanticism was not only a celebration of the inner life of the creative, sensitive
individual, but, additionally, was concerned with the restoration of Poland to its former

'Poland was partitioned and occupied in 1771, 1793, and 1795 by Russia, Prussia (later Germany), and
Austria. The final divisions meant Poland ceased to exist as a geo-political state until 1918.
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independent status. Its key texts comprise a series of allusions to the contemporary
political situation and employ a black-and-white paradigm of heroes and villains, the
former being Poles and the latter the foreign oppressors against whom they fought. The
artist had a particularly important role in actively using his skills (Polish Romantics
tended to be men) to inform, encourage, and lead his people; as one commentator puts it,
'Polish Romanticism's concept of personal experience as the reflection of national (and,
by curious extension, universal) history substantially revised the cliché of the conflict
between the artist and society, and instead substituted the model of the artist/poet and
society in conflict with an alien administration'. 2 The importance of Polish Romanticism
in relation to Kielowski rests upon the fact that it continues to dominate Poland today, as
the Polish historian Norman Davies explains:

Arguably, it [Polish Romanticism] has provided the largest
single ingredient of modem Polish culture. Indeed, since
the oppressive hothouse conditions which fostered Polish
Romanticism in the first place have continued in many
aspects to the present day, the Romantic tradition still
reigns supreme in the Polish mind.3

Like Polish artists in the nineteenth century, Kielowski was expected by many to rail
against the communist regime and rally Poles once again to the cause of independence.
In fact, as I explain, unlike many contemporaries he avoided the tradition of Polish
Romanticism, a position that whilst having unhappy personal consequences for him in the
early 1980s, led to the avoidance of both simplistic charactensation and a preoccupation
with the national question. It also resulted in considerably more complex and interesting

2

Donald Pine, 'The Agony in the Garden. Polish Romanticism' in Roy Porter and Miku1á Teich (ed),

Romanticism in National Context, Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1988, p.339. For more details
of Polish Romanticism see ibid, pp 320-339; Czesaw Miosz, The History of Polish lilerature, 2" ed,
Berkeley & California. University of California Press, 1983, p.2Olff.; & Norman Davies, Heart of Europe:
A Short History of Poland, rev. ed., Oxford. Oxford University Press, 1986, p.169ff.
3 Davies, Heart of Europe, p.169. See also Maria Janion & Maria Zmigrodzka, Romanrm I historia,
Warsaw: Pañstwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1978, p.567.
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films than might otherwise have been the case.
Apart from using a measure of critical theoiy in defining my theoretical
framework of the public, personal, and inner realms, and in explaining the social,
historical, political, and economic background against which Kielowski made his films, I
have largely avoided explicit invocations of theory in this thesis. Valuable and
productive as I think it is to view Kielowski's films through different perspectives, I feel
that although certain critical theories of literature and cinema, such as feminism,
Marxism, psychoanalysis, and New Historicism, can be applied to the director's oeuvre
with extremely rewarding consequences, some cannot be constructively applied to his
entire work whilst others, which can be applied to the work as a whole, would entail the
writing of an entirely different thesis. Of course, given my choice of Kielowski as the
subject, my dissertation falls by default into the general category of auteur studies, but
even here I have tried to avoid simplification. Whilst Kielowski, as is expected of an
auteur, was undoubtedly the guiding force behind all his films, he consistently
collaborated with many individuals including writers, actors, and musicians, and publicly
gave them credit for their input; unlike so many auteurs, Kieslowski was neither a prima
donna, nor so desperate for personal validation or threatened by his co-workers as to
ignore or shy away from discussing their contributions to his work. Furthermore, the
problem of the auteur theory is that at its weakest it sees virtue in the mere fact of
consistency, as though the fact that a filmmaker should churn out films reworking the
same themes, actors, or style is worthy in itself. Kielowski certainly revealed a marked
tendency to utilise key themes over and over in his films, but it is his ability to examine
the most basic questions with great profundity, his enormous emotional and intellectual
range, and his extraordinary talent, not his consistency per Se, that make him worthy of a
study.
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It is with non-Polish readers in mind that I have referred to English texts where
they are available and of equal interest to those written in Polish. Nonetheless, English
references do not always exist, especially where Kielowski's films of the 1960s and
1970s are concerned, and articles, reviews, and interviews written in English are
generally fewer, sketchier, and less wide-ranging than their Polish counterparts.
Therefore, I have in many areas drawn upon Polish material. English translations are
presented alongside all non-English material, and unless otherwise specified are mine. In
each chapter every film-title referred to is first cited in the original with an English
translation and production-date following in parentheses, and thereafter is cited in that
same chapter by its English title. The original names of all non-English cities have been
used, with the exceptions of Warszawa and Krakow, for which I have substituted the
English 'Warsaw' and 'Cracow' respectively. I have also included foreign-language
accents and diacritical marks for non-English names and quotations. Two dots '..' at the
beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a quotation indicate where I have omitted some
words or phrases from the original sentence being quoted. Unless otherwise specified,
three dots '...' in a quotation indicate a lacuna of one or more sentences from the original
text being quoted.
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INTRODUCTION

Krzysztof Kielowski was born in Poland on 27th June 1941. Growing up under a postwar communist system that made life hard for much of Polish society, he had a childhood
that was all the more difficult and disrupted for personal reasons: his family moved
constantly from place to place as his father underwent treatment in various sanatoria for
tuberculosis before eventually dying from the disease in 1956. Although initially
interested in the theatre whilst a teenager, Kielowski's entry upon his third attempt into
the Lódi Film School led him to develop a passion for the cinema and decide upon a
future in film direction. He would embark upon a career that spanned four decades, took
him outside Poland into Western Europe, and resulted in twenty-one extant
documentaries and twenty-seven fictional works comprising short, television, and feature
films,' the majority of which he wrote or co-wrote.
Kielowski was not only a prolific but also an exceptionally gifted filmmaker
whose oeuvre demands and rewards detailed study. In his films of the 1960s and 1970s
he charted the specific experience of life in People's Poland, examining the particular
impact of socio-political and economic developments upon individuals and their
relationship to society, and documenting both the reality of that time and his own critique
of it. As he made the transition from documentary to feature films at the turn of the
1980s, a change resulting in part because he desired more intimate access to people's
lives than he felt he could demand from his real-life protagonists, so too he

I place Zyciarys (Curriculum Vitae, 1975), a semi-fictionalised documentary, amongst Kieslowski's
twenty-one documentaries I reach the figure of twenty-seven fictional films by including Kiaps (Slate,
1976), a film consisting of out-takes from the feature Blizna (The Scar, 1976), in this category and by
counting the ten episodes of Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988) and the associated Krótki film o zabijamu (A
Short Film about Killing, 1988) and Krótki film o milosci (A Short Film about Love, 1988) as twelve
distinct films.
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began to lose interest in the individual's relation to the world and instead focussed
increasingly upon his characters' relations with themselves. Whether making
documentaries or fictional films, however, Kielowski had the rare ability to
communicate fully and precisely the emotional and psychological experiences and
sufferings of his protagonists. He also had the faculty of conveying this empathy whilst
simultaneously invoking that of the viewer for his heroes and heroines. It was this
humanity that allowed Kielowski to form profoundly intimate relationships not only with
his documentary subjects, whose trust of the director is evinced by the remarkable extent
to which they were prepared to disclose their innermost thoughts, but also with his
audience, whom he increasingly invited to a tacit dialogue in his works of the 1980s and
1990s. Indeed, it was during these years that his reputation grew in Western Europe and
North America, as did his international audience. By the time of his unexpected death
due to heart problems in 1996, Kielowski was internationally considered one of the
world's foremost directors and was compared favourably with the earlier leading lights of
world cinema including, amongst others, Bergman. Hitchcock, Truffaut, Bresson, and
Tarkovsky.
The question of Kielowski's shift of focus from the public world to the inner life
of the individual, mentioned above and often charactensed as involving a move from the
social to the metaphysical, forms the basis of this thesis. It has beccme something of a
critical commonplace to assume that whereas in his earlier films the director concentrated
upon the plight of his protagonists in relation to society, by the 1980s and 1990s he chose
instead to make the individual per se the focal point of his films. In Poland Janina
Kozbiel has contended that whereas Kielowski had used to look at an individual in his or
her social context, by the late 1980s he looked at the person alone, Ryszard Komczek has
commented upon the director's turning away from the individual's social existence in La
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Double Vie de Véronique PothvOjne yc!e Weroniki (The Double Life of Véronique,
1991), and Miroslaw Przylipiak has argued that in the late 1980s KieIowski shifted from
politics to a description of human privacy, a move that divided his career into two distinct
stages. 2 Tadeusz Sobolewski, a long-standing commentator upon the director's oeuvre,
has also affirmed the distinction between the early and late Kielowski. 3 Non-Polish
critics have reached similar conclusions. Christopher Garbowski has remarked that
Kielowski disregarded the Cinema of Moral Anxiety and its political fixations in the
1980s in favour of universal, humanist issues, an opinion shared by Geoff Andrew, who
has noted how the Polish experience had decreasing relevance in the films dating from
Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988) onwards.4
Kie1owski made similar remarks about the alteration to his method of
flimmaking, also referring to a shift of focus in the 1980s. Speaking in 1979, he was still
arguing that the documentary film was needed in order to observe '..aktualnych, gleboko
ujmowanych problemów kraju, obecnego ksztaltu i stanu spraw spolecznych' ('..the
current, deeply-felt problems of the country, the present shape and state of social
affairs'). 5 Ten years on, however, even as he confirmed that his early films had been
about society and politics, he also stated that politics no longer interested him by the time

2

Janina Kozbiel (mt.), 'Krótka rozmowa z Krzysztofem Kie1owskim', Odrod.zenze, Warsaw, no. 28, 15-71989; Ryszard Koniczek, 'Caly ten pusty zgie!k', Literahira, Warsaw, no. 3, 3-1992, p 39, & Miroslaw
Przylipiak, 'Filmy fabularne Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego w zwierciadle polskiej krytyki filmowej (Cze 1)'
in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kze.kslaego, Cracow Universitas, 1997, p 242. Cf Maria
Malatyñska, 'Kielowski', Zycie Literackie, Cracow, no 48, 27-11-1988.
Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Peace & Rebellion Some Remarks on the Creative Output of Krzysztof
Kieslowski' trans Witold Liwarowski & Richard Wawro in Ewelina Nurczyñska-Fidelska & Zbigniew
Batko (ed), Polish Cinema in Ten Takes, Lód: Lódzkie Towarzystwo Naukowe, 1995, p.125 & pp 131133; & Tadeusz Sobolewski, '0 filmach Kieslowskiego', Gazeta Wyborcza (Maga.zyn), Warsaw, 13-32002. Cf Maria Kornatowska, 'Podwójne iycie Kieslowskiego' in Lubeiski (ed), Kmo Krzysztofa
Kieslowskiego, p.1 17.
' Christopher Garbowski, 'Krzysztof Kieslowski' s Decalogue Presenting Religious Topics on Television',
The Polish Review, vol. XXXVII, no. 3, 1992, p327; & Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy,
London. British Film Institute, 1998, pp 17-19. Cf Tony Rayns, 'Kieslowski Crossing Over', Sight &
Sound, vol. 1, issue 11, 3-1992, p 22.
5 Leslaw Bajer (int), '0 sobie saniych dia wspólczesnoci', Literatura, Warsaw, no 27, 5-7-1979.
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of The Decalogue.6 It was with regard to this cycle that he applied his comment 'Coraz
mniej interesuje mnie wiat, a coraz wiçcej ludzie' ('I'm interested less and less in the
world and more and more in people'), 7 something that he reiterated in the 1990s:

..in Decalogue I probably concentrated more on what's
going on inside [my characters] rather than what's
happening on the outside. Before, I often used to deal with
the surrounding world, with what's happening all around,
how external circumstances and events influence people,
and how people eventually influence external events. Now,
in my work, I've thrown aside this external world, and
more and more frequently, deal with people who come
home, lock the door on the inside and remain alone with
themselves.8

KrzysztofPiesiewicz, Kielowski's co-writer since the

1980s,

has also confinned

the compelling interest that the inner life had for Kielowski in the later years of his
career, noting that 'Przestala mu wystarczaé obserwacja spoleczna. Pragnaj siegnq
glçbiej' ('Social observation was no longer enough for him. He desired to reach
deeper'). 9 Piesiewicz equally stated that Kielowski's shift in focus had taken place in
the

1980s,

after he and the director had joined forces: 'Razem szybciej dotar1imy do

wiata uczu intymnych, wiata zmyslów, tçsknot, nostalgii. To wszystko w jego
wczeniejszych filmach bylo, ale gdzie gleboko ukryte' ('Together we reached the world

6

Stanislaw Goszczurny (mt.), 'Jestem przeciw zabijaniu l ', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 54, 4/5-3-1989,
p.3. On another occasion, Kiedlowski stated that Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981) was no longer concerned
with the outer world but the inner; Danusia Stok (ect), Kieslowcki on Kie,'ilowsk,, London Faber, 1993,
p 113 Even earlier still, he had already spoken of the need to ifim'. zycie 0 godzinie czwartej, P0 pracy..'
('life after four o'clock, after work..') after making The Scar; see Jerzy Biernacki, 'Trzeba rba nowy
chodnik', EAnm, Warsaw, no. 37, 12-9-1976, p.18 However, it was not until the 1980s that Kiealowski
made a serious effort to move away from a description of the public world and generally he, as well as most
critics, regarded The Decalogue as his first successful attempt to do so (see chapters 4 and 5).
7 Tadeusz Sobolewski (int), 'Normalna chwila', Kino, Warsaw, 6-1990, p.22. For Kieslowski's comments
on no longer caring about the mass fate, see Bozena Janicka (int), 'Beze mnie', Film, Warsaw, no. 43, 2310-1988.
8
Stok (ed), Kieslows.ki on Kieslowskz, p.146. For more comments about his interest in the inner life, see
Paul Coates (mt.), '"The inner life is the only thing that interests me": a conversation with Krzysztof
Kie1owski' in Paul Coates (ed), Lucid Dreams: The Films pf Krzysztof K,elowski, Wiltshire: Flicks
Books, 1999, p 162.
Piesiewicz interviewed in Barbara Hollender (mt.), 'Nie kreuje flmtomów', Rzeczpospohta, no. 111,
14/15-5-1994, p.4
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of intimate feelings, the world of senses, longings, nostalgia, more quickly. All of this
had been present in his earlier films, but it was hidden deep somewhere').'°
It is my contention, however, that contrary to the claims of Kielowski and the
critics alike, the public world of society and politics and the personal realm of domestic
relationships remain visible and important in the later films, despite their focus upon the
inner sphere. Kielowski's attempt to abandon the public world in his later films was in
fact of more limited scope than has been recognised and his focus on the inner sphere
neither absolute nor lacking in ambivalence. It is not that I disagree about Kielowski's
basic shift of focus; on the contrary, I agree wholeheartedly that his oeuvre progressively
redirects itself from the outer world towards the inner, but to read the films in terms of
this paradigm alone is simplistic. I identify three distinct realms of existence in
Kielowski's films: the public, personal, and inner. At their simplest, these three worlds
can be defined as the work, home, and mind respectively of the individual. More
extensively, the public sphere relates to public life be it socio-political, economical, or
work-related; the personal sphere, which might alternatively be termed 'domestic',
encompasses relationships with family and close friends and leisure time; and the inner
sphere is composed of the intimate emotional and mental life of the individual as
grounded in explorations of a metaphysical, spiritual, and even transcendental nature.
Where this inner realm is concerned, two further points should be noted. First, it is
because of the metaphysical and spiritual dimensions and concomitant understanding of
love as a union of spirit as well as flesh between two people, apparent in the final films,
that the inner domain of the individual is not necessarily solitary but, paradoxically, may
encompass highly intimate relationships between two kindred souls, as seen in The

10

Piesiewicz quoted in Barbara Hollender, 'ycie, czyli wszystko', Rzeczpospollla (TeleRzeczpospolita),
Warsaw, no 45, 27/11-3/12-1993, p 5.
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Double Life of Véronique and the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy.
Nevertheless, although both the personal and inner spheres may involve relationships,
those of the latter are visibly, qualitatively different from those of the fonner. Married
couples or lovers and close friends exist in the earlier as well as the final works, but the
relationships in the latter are distinguished by their combined intensity, intimacy, and
emphases on the spiritual and metaphysical, which place them firmly in the inner realm
and clearly differentiate them from the more ordinaiy, domesticated treatment of
relationships of the personal sphere, which feature more strongly in the works of the
1970s and early 1980s. In short, if the relationships of the personal sphere might be
defined as domestic, those of the inner realm are decidedly spiritual. Second, the term
'metaphysical' is notoriously difficult to gloss. Kie1owski and his critics alike have used
it variously and often indistinctly as a synonym for 'spiritual', 'religious', 'emotional',
and 'mental' or 'psychological', and, indeed, one suspects that in some cases it is simply
a conveniently vague umbrella term encompassing all that is hard to understand and
define. Certainly, 'emotional' aside, these terms can be linked with 'metaphysical' in that
all can refer to the 'unseen'; on the other hand, the metaphysical in Kielowski's films,
far from being unseen, is presented via veiy physical phenomena, such as the black dog
and question mark in Bez koñca (No End, 1984), or the 'young man' who appears in eight
episodes of The Decalogue. I personally interpret the metaphysical as a concept that can,
and indeed often does, happily overlap with the spiritual, mental etc. in Kielowski; for
example, the cited 'young man' of The Decalogue is potentially as spiritual as he is a
metaphysical presence. However, in my view the metaphysical is essentially and
primarily concerned with ontology, that is, questions of existence and being, and thus has
a specific, independent meaning that places it in a distinct, albeit related, category from
the spiritual, psychological, and so forth. To wit, the aforementioned phenomena in No
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End or galloping horses in the earlier Spokój (The Calm, 1976) are purely metaphysical in

meaning, with no corresponding spiritual or emotional dimensions.
By comprehensively examining Kielowski's treatment of the three realms and
how they interact with and inform both one another and the films, my aim is to
demonstrate that the public and personal worlds play a relevant part worthy of note in the
productions of the 1980s and 1990s, regardless of Kielowski's claims otherwise, and
result in more complex, multi-layered, and ambiguous narratives than is often recognised.
These spheres, the public in particular, are often significant not in terms of being key to
understanding the films - clearly, the public sphere is not crucial in this sense to these
final films - but rather by adding an additional layer of meaning or subtext: for example,
the public references in The Double Life of Véronique make no difference to the narrative
and meaning of the film, but they do necessarily alter the tone, ambience, and final
overall impression one has of it, for indeed, why otherwise include them? Conversely,
my additional and subsidiary intention is to show that the personal sphere, and sometimes
the inner too, already figured strongly in the earlier films of the 1970s. As I argue, the
interaction of the public with the personal world, and occasionally the inner, was a key
theme in the documentaries and fictional works of the later 1970s. The director looked
increasingly inwards in the films of the early 1980s, but the public and personal realms
remain crucial to the narratives: it is precisely the tension between the public and personal
spheres and private, moral convictions that is epitomised by the heroes of Krótk: dzieñ
pracy (A Short Working Day, 1981), Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981), and No End.

Several years on, Kielowski and Piesiewicz claimed to have moved away from the
Polish public world in The Decalogue, in favour of what they termed universality, but
although they largely refrained from depicting the queues and ration cards of latter-day
Poland, nevertheless the episodes are very firmly rooted in, and moreover derive much
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significance from, their contemporary Polish locale. Similarly, despite the undoubted
emphasis in The Double Lf'e of Véronique on the inner domain, there are notable
instances in which the characters, camera, and Kielowski show themselves unable to tear
their gaze from matters relating to the public sphere. This realm also fails to be
eradicated completely from the Three Colours trilogy but more interestingly still,
although the director focuses on the inner life in these final films, it is the personal sphere
that is ultimately posited as the key to a contented existence. Kie1owski is brutally
negative about the personal sphere in The Decalogue and somewhat wary of it in The
Double Life of Véronique, but in his final films he treats it as the most positive, central
even, of the spheres, an attitude that is also evident in his unfinished project Raj, Pie/do,
Czykiec (Heaven, Hell, Purgatory, 2002 - date unconfirmed). As he illustrates in these
final works, it is not enough for his protagonists to be able to live with themselves, nor
indeed to rely solely upon the solace offered by intimate relationships of the inner sphere:
what Kielowski emphasises in the end is the need for them also to be able to live with
world as a whole.
To summarise, Kielowski's early heroes engage with the public and personal
realms in a way the protagonists of the later films do not, but nevertheless neither these
later characters nor the director are able to escape these spheres. The public world,
whether of Poland or Europe, and the personal sphere continue to play a perceptible and
not unimportant part in the narratives of the films of the I 980s and 1990s, regardless of
Kielowski's claims otherwise, and to disregard this is to ignore the shadings, subtexts,
and deeper meanings of these films.
The thematic interplay between public, personal, and inner realms in the films has
a particular resonance with the institution of cinema: there is a public in the audience, yet
each viewer is individual and must be involved personally if to be affected by a film;
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equally, cinema is always, inevitably open to the possibility of intrusion and makes public
the personal and inner lives of on-screen characters for the benefit of the viewer.
Kielowski showed a great awareness of these issues throughout his career. Although
initially somewhat dismissive of the audience he recognised during the 1970s and 1980s
the need to communicate with his audience on an intimate level and increasingly sought
to realise this. Ironically, he made his early films, which were concerned principally with
the Polish public world, primarily with himself in mind but his later works, which
concentrated on the inner life, constitute some of the most compelling invitations made by
the director to his audience for an intimate discourse, indeed successful invitations for
they received the strongest public reception of all his works. Kielowski was also highly
cognisant that his quest to reach deep into the human psyche left him open to the charge
of invasiveness, and this dilemma of desiring to explore deeply yet fearing to intrude
upon his protagonists' privacy recurred throughout his career. It was partly his anxiety
about harming his real-life documentary subjects that led to his largely abandoning that
form of filmmaking by the 1980s. He encapsulated this predicament of the documentary
filmmaker in Amator (Camera Buff, 1979), towards the end of which the hero famously
throws away his reels of film negative in disgust and looks set to discard his camera.
Kielowski likewise put aside his role as documentarist, but decided instead that the
solution to capturing human intimacy was to use actors rather than real people.
Nevertheless, even as he perfected his filmic methods of recording the most private
emotions and reactions of his characters in the works of the 1990s, his films record his
ambivalence about the desirability and morality of doing so: The Double Life of
Véronique and Trois Couleurs: B/eu (Three Colours: Blue, 1993) constitute perhaps

Kielowski's most impressive and successful attempts at filming the inner life, yet
simultaneously they reveal his discontent with the manipulations and intrusion of the
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filmmaker. Moreover, while Kielowski sought to depict the profoundest depths of the
human soul and mind, nevertheless he shielded his own personal and inner lives as
fiercely as ever and refused to comment on the relationship between his fictional
narratives and his own life. Similarly, although prepared to give some indication of
which of his films he disliked and why, he gave little intimation of which films he liked,
why he thought they were good, or why they meant so much to him.
Kielowski's movement from the public to the inner world went hand in hand
with a shift from filming the public or outer reality of broader society to the inner reality
of the individual, and the examination of his more or less successful employment of these
two distinct forms of reality constitutes a subsidiary part of my argument. 'Reality' had
been one of the director's major concerns since the outset of his career. Raving stressed
its importance as a basis for the documentary film in his MA thesis, he reiterated his
dependence on it as a filmmaker over ten years later: when asked why he made films,
given that he did not believe filmmaking to be a beautiful or socially useful profession, he
replied 'eby zarejestrowaó. Jestem bardzo zwizany z realnq, rzeczywistokiq,' ('In order
to record things. I am very bound up with real reality [sic]').' 1 Kielowski considered it
crucial to provide a description of everyday social and public reality in People's Poland in
order to address and counteract the fictions propagated by a communist regime that
sought to conceal the truth of daily shortages, public unrest, and sheer misery with a
veneer of spurious social and economic achievements. As the director pointed out, the
authorities described the world not as it was but as it ought to be, hence he reversed this
formula in the 1 970s with a view to depicting the reality of life in Poland.' 2 However, as
the communists' grip upon Poland began weakening rapidly in the 1980s, so too
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Kielowski lost interest in illustrating public and social reality, perhaps judging that what
he saw as his corrective portrayal of reality was no longer needed when the communist
version had so little credence. By the time of The Decalogue, Kielowski, who was now
making his most serious attempt hitherto to focus on the inner sphere, spoke also of a
concomitant need to stop filming outer reality:

'Uciekam wiec od tego, o czym bardzo czçsto
opowiadalem w filmach dokumentalnych, z natury swej
bliszszych obyczajowoci, potocznoci, opisujqçych jakq,
prawde naskórkowq, zewnçtrzn bardzo, choá jednak
prawdç. Takiej prawdy w filmach, które teraz robiç - nie
bçdzie.'
'Therefore I am escaping from those things that I very often
talked about in my documentaries, from what are by their
very nature specific customs, ordinary things that describe
some kind of superficial, very outer truth, albeit a truth
nevertheless. This kind of truth will no longer be present in
the films that I am now making.' 13

The critics noted this shift from filming public to inner reality, Tadeusz Lubeiski
suggesting that Kie1owski was still making films about reality but now about the reality
of feelings, or what I term inner reality.' 4 The director likewise reconfirmed the alteration
that his narratives had undergone with regard to outer and inner realities in an interview
carried out shortly before his death, saying he had been occupied with the description of
Polish reality between 1968 and 1985 and then, having done enough in that vein, decided
instead to concentrate on emotions and feelings.
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The move from filming a public to an inner reality brought with it, however
attendant problems for Kielowski. The realities of the public and personal realms,
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entailing as they do tangible, visible things and human interaction, are inevitably easier to
film than the reality of the inner sphere, which consists of that which is unspoken,
abstract, and concealed. Moreover, the problem of filming an inner, metaphysical reality
is exacerbated by the medium of film, given how heavily and necessarily it relies upon
the concrete, and filmmakers tend to resort to symbolism that too often is clumsy and
crude. I will argue that although aware of these limitations and immensely frustrated by
them, Kielowski was only partially successful in overcoming them in productions such
as No End, which presented him with the complications of filming his heroine's inner life
and the ghost of her husband. However, The Decalogue, The Double Life of Véronique,

and the Three Colours trilogy show his technical and artistic capacity for capturing an
inner reality grew ever stronger, more confident, and accomplished. Indeed, it may have
been his determination to achieve the near impossible and transfer the inner life to screen
that motivated him to continue working with a medium he considered so restricted and
imperfect.

A more challenging problem for the director in his later films, however, was that
of how largely to ignore public reality in favour of an inner reality without simultaneously
forfeiting credibility. A film lacking the kind of outer reality that locates its protagonists
in a recognisable public and social sphere is in danger of becoming a fantasy, of flying off
the ground as Kielowski said of his eponymous heroine Véronique,' 6 and this in turn
may affect the viewer's willingness to take seriously the inner truths with which the
narrative is concerned. Although some Polish critics felt The Decalogue was too
dislocated from the reality of the contemporary Polish world, I will propose that
Kielowski attained a happy compromise in that cycle, with the allusions to the reahty of
the public realm complementing and substantiating the inner reality. I also argue that The
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Double Life of Véronique works very well in spite of mostly avoiding references to public
reality, perhaps because Kielowski was conscious of and critiqued its elements of
fantasy both on and off screen instead of attempting to conceal them. The brief yet highly

noticeable intrusions of public reality upon the inner consciousness (or consciousnesses)
of the heroines and the intensely self-involved relationship of Véronique and her wouldbe lover, Alexandre, create a fascinating and stimulating tension.
With the Three Colours trilogy, however, I contend that Kielowski was less
successful in his use of public and inner realities. The concentration in Three Colours:
Blue and Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994) upon inner reality, combined
with a broad disregard for outer reality that leaves the characters improbably free of
everyday professional and domestic obligations, nms the risk of creating protagonists so
distanced as to leave the audience unable to relate to, and consequently sympathise with,
their predicaments. The universal quality of Julie's and Valentine's problems, such as the
loss of and self-destructive alienation of loved ones in Three Colours: Blue and Three
Colours: Red respectively, allows for ready identification with them, and indeed, the

popularity of the films suggests many viewers had no problem in empathising with the
characters' concerns. Nevertheless, the protagonists' decidedly affluent and easy material
circumstances may have the opposite effect; certainly, several noted film critics were
more disaffected by these aspects of the films than they were convinced by the characters'
private troubles.' 7 To relate Three Colours: Blue and Three Colours: Red to real life as
commonly perceived is dangerous in itself as this might make the leisured classes
depicted appear absurdly self-indulgent, but what exacerbates the problem is that
Kielowski's occasional yet specific references to the public sphere result in an
uncomfortable friction between the inner and public realities by highlighting the
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incongruity between the characters' supposed pain within and their actual comfortable
existences without. To wit, the drug-addicted brother of Valentine in Three Colours: Red
is intended to illustrate her unhappiness and the rot pervading the ostensibly contented
Swiss society alike, but his peripheral presence causes him to feel like little more than a
cursory and unsophisticated way of adding depth to Valentine's characterisation and
moreover ironically draws attention to her otherwise very pleasant social existence. What
is also notable about Three Colours: Red, and can be seen in the novellas for the as yet
unfilmed trilogy Heaven, Hell, Purgatory, which like its predecessors is concerned
primarily with the inner realm and reality, is that the characters often feel more symbolic
than realistic, as though epitomising certain virtues and ideas rather than existing as
rounded individuals. In the light of these problems, I will suggest that the move from
filming the public world and reality to documenting the inner life and reality resulted in
Kielowski's sense of having become too engrossed in fictional workis and influenced his
decision to abandon directing altogether in 1994.
I must stress that in analysing the problems Kie1owski faced by choosing to focus
primarily but not exclusively on inner reality, and which I consider he did not always
resolve successfully, I have no intention of implying that one type of reality, be it public
or inner, is preferable or more suitable as a subject for cinema nor, by extension, that
KieIowski's earlier films are automatically and necessarily better than his later work or
indeed vice versa. The public and inner types of reality, like the related public, personal,
and inner spheres, are equally valid despite their distinctness, and it is credit to
Kielowski's depth and breadth of filmmaking skills that he was able to explore and
document all with such extraordinary compassion and perspicacity. What concerns me is
that the co-existence of realities in the final films is an uneasy one, but this is not to be
confused with the assumption that I believe KieIowski's final films to be inferior to his
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earlier productions because of their flaws; for that matter, Kielowski's earlier films also
contain defects notwithstanding their depiction of public, rather than inner, reality, and
indeed some of these defects stem directly from the director's limited focus upon the
public sphere. What is truly remarkable about the final films is that they are so persuasive
and involving despite the imperfections underlying them.
I am mindful that in choosing the theoretical framework of the public, personal,
and inner realms upon which to base my thesis, I have ventured into an area of much
critical debate and contention. The philosopher Jurgen Habermas argues a strong case for
separate public and private (or personal, as I would term it) spheres, although it should be
noted that his analysis applies mainly to eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuiy Western
Europe. 18 By contrast, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, a noted contributor to queer theory, is
concerned that certain binary oppositions, including that of the public and private spheres,
promote the hiding away and exclusion of homosexuality in a largely heterosexual world;
in her view, such categories are often specious and damaging.' 9 Sedgwick undoubtedly
has a good point: the spheres are more fluid than strict categorisation allows, with each
affecting the others. Certainly, Kielowski reveals an acute awareness of this interaction
in Zyciorys (Curriculum Vitae, 1975), Zpunktu widzenia nocnego portiera (From a Night
Porter's Point of View, 1977), Nie wiem (I Don 't Know, 1977), and No End. However,
most people prefer to keep certain aspects of life in either the inner, personal, or public
realms: most people do not necessarily take matters relating to home and family into the
office or vice versa; equally, most people have intimate thoughts and secrets that they
would prefer not to share with even their closest loved ones. Correspondingly, although
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the films just cited explore the reciprocal relations between the spheres, this mutual
influence is shown by Kie1owski often to be damaging and intrusive, whether the
protagonists are aware of it or not. In a very real and practical sense, then, the categories
hold true because people generally attempt to live by them.
An even more important reason for my not using the writings of academics such
as Sedgwick and Habermas is that whatever the relevance of their theories to their chosen
fields, be they in favour of or against the delineation of separate realms, their specificallylocated theories do not clearly or immediately apply to the equally specific yet distinct
context of socialist Poland in the years following the Second World War. Where a
democratic society gives the appearance at least of social and personal freedom, it is easy
to ignore or contest the issue of categorising the public, personal, and inner spheres.
However, although arguing about the public, personal, and inner spheres therefore has
some value in Western-based theory, in practice it becomes inappropriate where
totalitarian Poland is concerned. The communist regime governing Poland between 1945
and 1989 addressed itself to the elimination of the boundaries dividing the spheres - in
itself proof of their perceived existence - and occupation of its citizens' hearts and minds,
the soul being of no concern to the anti-clerical state, at all times. Kielowski grew up in
a time in which the inner and personal spheres were actively eradicated, as described by
the Polish historian Norman Davies: 'People were encouraged to live communally, and to
think collectively. They no longer belonged to themselves as individuals, or to their
famihes, but to their workforce, their shock-brigades, or their regiment'. 2° The attempt to
collectivise society is also evident in the communists' attempt to alter Polish grammar by
promoting the use of the second personal plural in conversation, as is common Russian
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usage, in place of the traditional Polish third personal singular. The ensuing result of the
government's tactics, however, was to make the categories the more keenly felt and
defended by non-compliant individuals, of whom there were literally millions, seeking to
preserve a sense of freedom from those values imposed from above by the socialist state.
Edmund Wnuk-Lipinski, a sociologist, discusses the division between the public and
personal in Poland, distinguishing between the values of small groups, including family,
friends, and local communities, and those found in society's highly formalised and
ritualised public life, as well as arguing that the difference between matters stemming
from the public arena and native cultural traditions led to '..a sharp split - a 'social
dimorphism' - between the public and private spheres of life'. 2 ' Janine Wedel, also a
sociologist, concurs with this latter comment, writing of the social schizophrenia of
Poland resulting from highly distinct public and private lives. 22 In fact, Kielowski shows
that all too often these spheres did overlap, as demonstrated by, amongst others, the
protagonists of Curriculum Vitae, From a Night Porter's Point of View, and I Don 't

Know but he simultaneously illustrates the dangerous consequences of a cross-over
between often opposing realms of life. If distinct inner and personal realms had not
already featured strongly in the mindset of Polish society prior to the installation of the
communist regime - and that is highly doubtful, given that the circumstances of Poland
after the Second World War mirrored those of 1795-1918, the first occasion upon which
the country was ruled by the foreign powers at odds with the Polish masses 23 - they
swiftly assumed paramount importance after 1945 as a crucial means for individuals to
combat the all-encompassing nature of the communist regime in favour of an independent
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existence in the home and mind, if not in the public arena. What matters for this thesis is
that in Poland between 1945 and 1989, and therefore in the context of the greater part of
Kielowski's life and career, the paradigm of public, personal, and inner spheres was not
only theoretical but real, not just posited or supposed but actual.
My distinction between the public, personal, and inner spheres is also grounded in
Kielowski's own usage of these or similar terms in relation to his Polish background and
his films. In a confirmation of Davies's line of reasoning, Kielowski said 'Komunizm,
jakikolwiek byl, organizowal ludziom ycie zewnçtrzne. PrObowal te nieudolme
regulowaé nasze zycie wewnçtrzne, ale w istocie me potrafil tego zrobió' ('Communism,
in any form, organised people's external life. It also ineptly tried to regulate our internal
life but in fact was unable to do so). 24 The director used almost the same words when
discussing his early short fiction film Koncert ±yczeñ (Concert of Requests, 1967), stating
how he intended to show '..w jak nieudolny i szkodliwy sposób komumstyczne pañstwo
próbowalo organizowaé nie tylko ycie zewnçtrzne ludzi, ale i wewnçtrzne' ('..in how
clumsy and harmful a manner the communist state tried to organise not only people's
external but also internal life'). 25 In 1981, Kie1owski acknowledged the presence of
these different spheres in his work, saying 'In my films I present two models of life. The
private inner one, self-realisation, and objectively existing reality, social conditions and
relations'.26 Many years later he maintained that his experiences under communism,
which urged people to have a collective viewpomt, taught him that one is completely
alone in one's inner world: according to Irene Jacob, when she asked 'Chcesz
powiedzieó, ze w tym wiasnym wiecie jest sic zupelnie samotnym?' ('You mean to say,
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that one is completely alone in one's own world?'), Kielowski replied 'Tak, jest sic
samotnym' ('Yes, one is alone'). 27 Given that he had lived under communism for almost
fifty years, it is hardly surprising that this mindset should continue into his final five or so
years of filming after the collapse of communism. As the interview of 1995 entitled
"The inner life is the only thing that interests me": a conversation with Krzysztof
Kielowski' suggests, the director used the specific tenns 'rnner life' and 'public life',28
and quotations already cited show that in defining the shift of focus that took place in the
1980s, he again distinguished between different modes of existence using vocabulary
broadly mirroring my own. 29 Kielowski did not discuss his films only with regard to the
public, personal, and inner spheres, but then he rarely analysed his own work
theoretically, so the fact that he discussed the spheres at all, and on various occasions at
that, is significant. What matters is that where the subject did arise, whether in
connection with Poland or his films, he explicitly engaged with the ideas of distinct
public and inner lives, proof of and parallel to his employment of these concepts in his
films. The identification of the personal sphere is my own contribution of what I consider
a useful critical distinction where Kielowski's oeuvre is concerned, defining a realm
compri sing relationships with family and friends that is more private than that of the
public world yet not as intimate or self-dependent as that of the inner life.
Although my primary concern is that of exploring and substantiating my
argument, this dissertation is also a career-survey in which I aim to provide a detailed
overview of Kielowski's work that stands alone as a comprehensive reference work.
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Consequently, in addition to developing my thesis concerning the significance of the
public, personal, and inner realms, I simultaneously discuss what I believe to be other
interesting and important aspects of Kielowski and his work including financing,
censorship, his political tendencies, his representation of male and female characters as
well as his distinction between youth and adulthood, teamwork, his relationship with his
audience, and his critical reception. Just as Kielowski's work was not produced in a
vacuum, so too I consider it essential to refer to the various factors that shaped his work
or are to be found within it. In some cases, these elements are vital in providing a context
for Kielowski and his work, elucidating where he was coming from, what he hoped to
achieve, and how he was received; in others, they are important because of their impact
upon the alteration that his focus upon the public, personal, and inner spheres underwent
during his career. An additional but equally firm reason for my analysing and describing
these matters secondaiy to my main argument is that no thesis should focus on itself to
the point of excluding all else or it is threatened with being imbalanced, repetitive, and
boring even. I believe my thesis to be crucial to a better understanding of Kielowski's
oeuvre, of the changes it underwent, and of the subtlety and complexity of his films, but I
certainly do not offer it as the only way of interpreting Kielowski's films. I have
produced it partly so as to correct what I feel to be an erroneous perception of
Kielowski's changes in direction throughout his career and partly to fill a gap in an area
that is undersized (and unquestionably, much more work on Kielowski is still needed).
However, I view my dissertation as what I hope is a valuable addition to the current and
future body of literature on Kielowski, and not as a replacement for it
I hope that I have conveyed some sense of what makes the films of Kielowski so
special. Historians and others curious for a closer look at People's Poland are advised to
look at the films of the 1960s through to the 1980s. Major personages and social,
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historical, or political events feature rarely but what Kielowski conveys instead is
perhaps more elusive, the state-of-mind of his contemporaries, their hopes and, more
often, worries and fears about society, their role within it, and their existence independent
of it. Film scholars, not to mention filmmakers, would do well to study the
documentaries and fictional works alike in order to grasp how brevity and depth need not
be mutually exclusive, how the simplest questions are often the most interesting, and how
these factors combined constitute a goal that might be considered unobtainable were it not
that Kielowski achieved it again and again. However, the appeal of Kielowski's films
is not limited to students of humanities; rather, they are open to students of humanity.
Few filmmakers can transcend the barriers of time, space, culture, indeed the cinema
screen itself, and intimately touch the viewer with experiences and emotions as varied yet
invariably persuasive as those of blind ex-soldiers, an aggressive yet pitiable night porter,
a naive young tailor, a Polish widow at odds with the world, a young voyeur motivated by
loneliness and love, and another widow, this time French and detached from life.
Kielowski managed all this and more.
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CHAPTER 1
The Early Films 1966-19 72

Wspamala, bogata, nieograniczona rzeczywistoó, gdzie mc
sic me powtarza, gdzie nie mo2na robiá dubli. 0 jej rozwój
me musimy sic martwié, dostarczy nam codzienme
nowych, niezwyklych ujçé. Wla.nie rzeczywistoó, ito nie
jest paradoks, jest wyjciem dia dokumentu. Trzeba tylko
uwierzyé jej do koñca, w jej dramaturgiç - dramaturgiç
rzeczywistoci.

Wonderful, rich, unrestricted reality, where nothing repeats
itself, where one cannot make duplicates. We need not be
concerned about its development; it will daily provide us
with new, unusual observations. It is precisely reality - and
this is not a paradox - which is the solution for the
documentary. One must simply believe in it until the end,
believe in its dramaturgy: the dramaturgy of reality.'

Thus wrote a young Krzysztof Kielowski in the MA thesis he produced whilst studying
at the Lódi Film School. The four-year course in film direction that he undertook
between 1964 and 1968 provided him with all-round training in flimmaking - this
included but was not restricted to film production, lighting, editing, and materials - with
which programme the School aimed to produce directors who were at once artists,
technicians, and leaders. In addition to such specialist instruction, the film school
provided an intellectual and theoretical environment that profoundly influenced
Kielowski. Speaking in the 1 990s at the end of a long film career, he maintained that it
was at the School, where he began working in his chosen profession, that he was taught to
look at the world, to observe the different reactions of people to what was
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around them, and to realise that this could be photographed and thus a story told. 2 It was
also at this stage that he consciously chose documentaries over fictional films, 3 and the
combination of these factors underlay his formulation of his initial ideas about the
relationship between film and the world around him, ideas that would be developed in his
film work.
It was in his MA thesis that Kie1owski verbalised these first thoughts on
flimmaking, his chosen subject that of reality as a basis for the documentary.
Specifically, it was the life of the individual that he considered the essential source for his
films, arguing that '[t]rzeba dojó do tego, co jest treci sztuki od poczqtku wiata - do
ycia czlowieka' ('[o]ne has to get to that which has been the essence of art since the
world began: the life of a human being'). 4 The non-specificity of the human life in
question implies that the entire world and its inhabitants were potential sources for
Kielowski's documentaries but his earliest films show that his initial interest lay
expressly in illustrating and investigating the Polish sphere. Indeed, the recurrent theme
of the director's later statements, if not his thesis, concerning his early period was that of
the necessity of describing Polish reality of the time. 5 One of the key intellectual texts for
Kie1owski's generation was wiat nieprzedstawzony (The Unrepresented World, 1974),
in which the poets Julian Kornhauser and Adam Zagajewski call for a depiction of the
unrepresented world. Although this book appeared in the mid-1970s, it was as much

f Krubski et a!, FilmOwka: Pow:eé o Lódzkzej Szkolefi!mowej, 2 ed, Warsaw: Proszyñski &
S-ka, 1998, p239.
Jacek Marczyñski & Bogdan Mo±dzyñski (int) 'Mocne strony, slabe strony', Literatura, Warsaw, no. 46,
1 1-1 1-1976.
Kieslowski quoted in Jadwiga Anna Luzynska, 'Fenomen Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego cz. I', lluzjon,
Warsaw, nos. 1-4, 1995, p.17.
KrzysztofKieslowski, 'Glçboko zaimast szeroko', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 1, 11-1981, p 110; Vincent Ostria,
(int), 'Przypadek I komecznosc' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kie.slowslaego, Cracow
Universitas, 1997, p283 (trans. Maria Oleksiewicz & Tadeusz Lubelski from Les Inrockuptibles, Paris, no.
36, 1992), & Danusia Stok (ed ), K:eslowski on K,e.c!owsk,, London Faber, 1993, pp 54-55 & p 58 In each
case Kieslowski refers to his films of the 1970s and early 1980s, but his statements are equally applicable to
the five short films made in the 1 960s
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the explicit recognition and articulation of a need that had been long felt by Poles,
Kielowski included, about their country, as the initiation of a new theory. 6 The world in
question here was not an abstract one but that of the physical reality of People's Poland.
Accordingly, it was with the aid of his chosen form of the documentary that Kielowsh
intended to show the world as it was rather than as it ought to be.7
The significance of Kielowski's proposed purpose and mode of expression
becomes clear when considered in the light of contemporary Poland, a state in which the
apparently authoritative voice of a government which declared itself to represent the
masses made claims that bore no resemblance to the actual life experienced by the
overwhelming majority of its citizens. Reality, fiction, truth, and lies are always
contentious issues where the documentary film is concerned but these concepts become
especially twisted and muddled in the context of People's Poland. The state, frequently if
perhaps naïvely supposed to be the source of a basic socio-political and economic reality,
in fact propagated falsehood in the case of Poland to both its inhabitants and the rest of
the world, which spurred KieIowski and others on to the aim of countering such fictions
by means of documentaries that would accurately depict the countly. On the other hand,
the highly-evolved and ever-present system of censorship, which became considerably
stiffer in 1968, the year of Kielowski's graduation, meant that these documentarists of
reality had often to engage in creative flimmaking and substitute implicit meanings for
explicit facts if their work was to be screened. Furthermore, Kielowski and his like-
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Regarding the connection between the book's main argument and that of Kie1owski in the 1970s, see
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minded contemporaries had to battle with censors whose function was not merely to
repress images considered unsuitable precisely because of their basis in fact, but also to
disseminate manufactured information. 8 Given these censors who, as Kielowski himself
stated, desired to show an ideal, not real, world, 9 it is a reflection of their function as
arbiters of the acceptable if untrue, and of his as self-professed filmmaker of a reality
almost inevitably unacceptable to the authorities, that three documentaries made by him
between 1966 and 1972 - Z miasta Lodzi (From the City of Lód, 1969), Fabryka (The
Factory, 1970), and Robotnicy '71: nic o nas bez nas (Workers '71: Nothing About Us
Without Us, 1972)— were still being withheld in 1973.0
Even at this early stage, however, Kielowski was not so naïve as to think that his
documentaries of contemporary Polish life, however accurate their representation of
reality, corresponded to an objective view. On the contrary, he argued in his MA thesis
for the documentarist's essential right to a personal view of reality and a subjective
vision" and he continued to maintain this belief long after he bad ceased to make
documentaries.' 2 This is not an uncommon stance amongst documentarists: Frederick
Wiseman, for example, who was making documentaries during roughly the same period
as Kielowski and whose style and subjects often resemble those of the Pole, thinks
similarly.' 3 However, Kieslowski's outlook may have been as much influenced by life in
People's Poland, as was the case with his chosen form and purpose, as by film theory: a
state where the official public truth was so obviously lacking in credibility left one with
little option but to fill the vacuum by trusting solely in one's own version of the truth,

On the role of the censors see Norman Davies, Heart of Europe: A Short History of Poland, rev. ed,
Oxford Oxford University Press, 1986, pp 37-38
KrzysztofKieslowski, 'KrzysztofKieslowski', Rezycer, 11-3-1992
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Luzyñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego cz. I', p 14
12
Krzysztof Kiedlowski, 'Film dokumentalny: co to jest" (Commissioned for the Documentary Film
Festival in Yamagata) Film, Warsaw, 3-1998, p 101.
' 3 For Wiseman's thoughts on flimmaking see Kevin Macdonald & Mark Cousins, Imagining Reality: The
Faber Book of the Documenla,y, London: Faber, 1996, pp.278-282
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even though this potentially resulted in one's isolation.' 4 The irony of an apparently
socialist state causing its society to fragment suggests that not only did Kielowski's own
self-confessed, perhaps self-sought, seclusion in his final years stem from his having
grown up in such conditions,'5 but also that his own necessary self-reliance and thus
private isolation in a socialist state inspired his thematic concern with protagonists who
are remote from one another and, in the later films, the world in general.
This obvious physical and mental isolation of the individual in Kielowski's films
was not only to develop into a major theme in his work but also increasingly to become
his method, his camera literally focussing its gaze on the main protagonist per se, rather
than in relation to others, in La Double Vie de Véronique/P odwójne zycie Weroniki (The
Double Lfe of Véronique, 1991), Trois Couleurs: Bleu (Three Colours: Blue, 1993) and
parts of Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988). Such a development, however, came later. At
this early stage the presentation of the individual, mentally isolated or not, is almost
inevitably tied up with the outside world, so much so that, of these first documentaries,
only Bylem ±oln:erzem (I was a Soldier, 1970) and perhaps Zdjçcie (The Photograph,
1968) are not set and shot in the public sphere.' 6 Quite simply, the whole of the running
time of the other documentaries of this period is expended upon the public world as seen
in bureaux, factories, and managerial and workers' meetings. These films, including
Urzqd (The Office, 1966), From the City of Lód, The Factory, Przed rajdem (Before the
Rally, 1971), Refren (Refrain, 1972), Workers '71, and the two commissioned films,
Miçdzy Wroclawiem a Zielonq Górq (Between Wrodaw and Zielona Góra, 1972) and
Podstasy BHP w kopalni m,edzi (The Principles of Safety & Hygiene in a Copper Mine,

' Some two decades on Kieslowski told irene Jacob that his experience under communism, which tried to
force too collective a vision of the world, taught him that all are alone, see Irene Jacob, 'Spotkanie z
Krzysztofem' trans Tadeusz Lubeiski in Lubeiski (ed ), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowski ego, p 197
Kielowski's self-confessed loneliness see Stok (ed ), K,eslowski on K,eslowski, p 20
'
16
loss of the accompanying sound-reel to The Photograph, the only copy of which is held in the Polish
Television archives, makes it difficult to state this with certainty
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1972), are less about the individual as such than about the individual as part of a group or
situation, about how institutions function (or not) and how people function within them.'7

In this period one gets little sense of the human being behind the role or outside the
group, despite Kielowski's insistence that all of his documentaries except perhaps
Workers '71 are about individuals.' 8 The commissioned work aside, there is an

impression and awareness of personalities to varying degrees, especially of frustration
and dissatisfaction but not of the fully-formed Three-dimensional protagonists, let alone a
sense of their personal and inner lives, who would appear in later documentary and
fictional productions. Kielowski's lack of individualisation may reflect the state's own
view of its citizens as a collective rather than as individuals, as The Office and Workers
'71 in particular illustrate, but his focus upon a state that disregards its individual citizens'

wants has a detrimental impact upon his own desired exploration of the more intimate
aspects of his subjects' lives. He was wise to give the example of I was a Soldier when
defending his claim that his first as well as final films contemplated the mystery of life
and attempted to get close to the main protagonists,' 9 as it is undoubtedly in this, notably
the sole documentary of this early phase definitely set outside the public realm 2° and least
related to the contemporary Polish world, that he came closest to filming individuals'
intimate thoughts and feelings. However, at this stage in his work this documentary,
together with the two short fictional films, Tramwaj (The Tram, 1966), and Koncert
±yczeñ (Concert of Requests, 1967), forms the exception and not the rule as he claimed.

Indeed, even I was a Soldier looks at its protagonists within a group framework, working
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on the principle that each man's utterances gain meaning and resonance by being
compared with those of his fellow ex-combatants.
Although this focus upon large numbers of mostly nameless people results
somewhat in a loss of intimacy and a discrepancy between Kieslowski's interest in the
life of a human being, acknowledged in his MA thesis, and that which he actually filmed,
nonetheless his compassion towards his subjects is already evident. Whereas authors
including Nietzsche, Kafka, and Mann consider the plight of the artistic individual in a
materialistic and bureaucratic society, in these documentaries Kielowski looks at the fate
of the common man in such a society as a reflection of, but also as reflected by, the fate
of the masses, and his conclusions are if anything the more depressing precisely because
he shows that suffering is not limited to one but experienced by many. Indeed, in
broadening rather than limiting his gaze he was already showing signs of his deviation
from the tradition of Polish Romanticism, as beloved by Poles and deeply entrenched now
as when it arose in the nineteenth century, that tends to glorify the particular hardships
undergone by individuals allegedly rarer and more sensitive than ordinary people. More
ironically, this emphasis upon the masses mirrored socialism's own supposed
championing of the people, but whereas socialism recognises only harmonious
collectivity, Kielowski with films such as The Factory, Before the Rally, and Workers
'71 maintains his sympathy for ordinary people precisely by depicting not only how the
group failed to function properly but also how it was composed of disparate and
frequently conflicting factions. 2 ' Moreover, that he so often considers the worthy and
less worthy aspects of those on all sides indicates his refusal to fall into the simplistic
black-and-white typing of the Polish Romantic tradition. These early documentaries and

Rafal Marszalek ('Miedzy dokumentem a fikcj,' in Lubeiski (ed), Krno Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego, p.14)
argues that From the City of Lod., The Factory, and Workers '71 are almost attempts to convince of the
primacy of the group model, but he ignores the fact that in each case there are separate groups of workers
and managers/authorities and therein lies their separateness and, at times, opposition.
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the short fictional film Concert of Requests establish the faultiness of the group ideal,
albeit without undermining the common man this group contained, and thus set the scene
for Kielowski's later documentaries and films, which take on the question of the
individuality of the common man within the group.
For now, though, most of Kielowski's protagonists were not individualised and,
broadly speaking, were anonymous. Paradoxically, however, they were easily
identifiable to the Polish audience at the time, because the director's focus upon the
common man meant that the people on screen were the doubles of those off screen.
Similarly, the situations portrayed in the films were easily recognisable. Working in
order to '..zobaczyé wiat w kropli wody' ('..see the world in a drop of water'),22
Kie1owski depicts worlds of factories and offices that were small and specific and yet
instantly comprehensible to his contemporary viewers because they formed the basis of
daily life in Poland. Moreover, in showing these "worlds" he suggests not only that,
aggregated, they made up the larger and comprehensive reality, but also that each
individual case portrayed it in the microcosm. Consequently, the critiques of these
"worlds" in fact constitute a critique of the broader public realm, and the failure of
authority and malfunctioning of the institutions represented in these films is always a
reflection of the failure of the ostensibly greatest authority and biggest institution of all,
People's Poland. Because of their contemporary settings, Kielowski's documentaries
now function as historical documents (appropriately, the Polish word dokument can mean
both 'document' and 'documentary film'). They bear witness to certain concrete facts, if
rarely to great historical events - only Workers '71 is based upon an incident relayed in
the media and later in history books - but above all they depict the state of mind of a
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totalitarian state's inhabitants. These films set down history against forgetting.
If these works were particularly pertinent to Kielowski's fellow-countrymen at
the time, they are nevertheless accessible to many non-Poles. There is no doubt that,
given his youth and the fact of making documentaries, Polish documentaries at that, at
this stage Kielowski could hardly hope for distribution beyond his native country.
Indeed, little is known about these films in the West. Nevertheless, the limited scope of
the films does not prevent them from travelling well through time and space. It is the
emotions and sentiments captured, but also expressed, by Kie1owski that makes them
accessible to all. One's sympathy for the former soldiers of I was a Soldier does not
depend on one's being a blind, Polish ex-combatant; similarly, the frustration and
weariness expressed by managers in The Factory is trans-national, even if the reasons for
it are localised, giving some credence to Kielowski's belief, expressed in later years, that
basic human emotions are universally appreciable. 23 Ironically, it is the historically-based
account, Workers '71, that seems most distanced, its attempt to take a broad overview of a
specific event making it appear both anonymous and dated. For the most part, however,
these early films show how Kielowski's self-expressed hope in later years to make films
allowing the viewer, Polish or not, to cross the boundary of the screen and truly see and
understand, if not necessarily find acceptable, that which is being depicted was being
realised from the very outset of his filmmaking career.

*

See chapter 5.

*

*
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TRAMWAJ (THE TRAM, 1966)
& KONCERT 7JCZEXT (CONCERT OF REQUESTS, 1967)

The issue of bounded-off worlds and their potential coming together is present in
the first film that Kielowski made at the Lód Film School, The Tram. Although his
early work consists mostly of documentaries, like the slightly longer Concert of Requests,
this is a fictional short made as part of the director's studies in filmmaking. The story is
concerned with the tentative relationship forming between a young man and woman on a
tram at night, but the brief shots of tram-workers show the influence of the School or,
more accurately, of a certain member of the faculty upon Kielowski. Kazimierz
Karabasz, a filmmaker and lecturer, had previously made the documentary Muzykanci
(The Musicians, 1960) about a group of tram-workers, and Kielowski admitted that his
setting of his own film inside a tram was a result of this earlier film.24
What, however, is truly significant about the tram-workers is that their literal
departure from the tram symbolises the moment at which Kielowski shows his own
movement away from his teachers and the film becomes very much his own, for it
coincides with the first expression of a motif that would become progressively more
prevalent in his oeuvre. Watching the workers move on, the young man first sees the girl
reflected in a window. It is this ethereal apparition on the glass that makes him aware of
her existence but the same glass will act as a barrier towards the end of the film when he
gets off the tram and sees her but is unable to get her attention through the window,
physically close yet worlds apart. The visual conceit of the glass and its concomitant
symbolisation of separate worlds would recur in KieIowski's work, and the climactic

Luzyñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztof Kieslowskiego cz. I', p.10 Kieslowski would also go on to use Lidia
Zonn, Karabasz's editor, on the majority of his own documentaries.
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motif of his first film would find its greatest expression in the fmal films.25
Indeed, despite its brevity, The Tram encompasses a number of the themes and
motifs fundamental to Kielowski's feature films. The young man is the prototype for so
many of Kielowski's male characters, a loner, somewhat unsure of himself, and prepared
to make himself ridiculous for a woman to whom he is in thrall. Even the scene in which
he struggles and fails to shut the tram door before helping it along belatedly and
fruitlessly as it automatically closes characterises the impotence that would be suffered
repeatedly by Kielowski's Polish males right through until Trois Couleurs: Blanc (Three
Colours: White, 1993). The girl who is attractive, distant, and uninterested would
likewise be reincarnated in later films and her guise also remained essentially Polish, even
if her final incarnation was as the French Dominique in Three Colours: White. The
unequal balance of power in that film and in many episodes of The Decalogue is first
found here: it is she who is in authority, having the power to confer a smile or frown upon
the young man's antics as he attempts to entertain her and be noticed. Furthermore, his
effort to close the distance between them establishes the theme of isolation against
communion, linked to the glass imagely, that would underpin The Decalogue and the
Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy. The Tram was filmed without an
accompanying sound-reel and the silence of the main protagonists adds to the challenge
of judging if, let alone when, separate individuals can become unified in a mutually
experienced personal realm. Despite being transparent and invisible, silence and
windows remain barriers to communication and the success of the young man's overtures
to the girl remains ultimately ambiguous, thus reflecting the essentially lonely nature of
human relations. Whilst it is true that at the end he attempts to overcome this barrier and
runs after the departing tram, the gesture, for all its hopefulness, is unlikely to be anything
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but futile.
The very fact of making the gesture, however, allows for a more positive reading,
as it suggests the potential that active engagement has to overcome the impediments of
silence and glass to communication. The lack of sound raises the possibility of this being
Kielowski's joke about his first film echoing (noiselessly of course) the early cinema.
More seriously, it highlights the manner in which he aims at connecting non-verbally with
the audience, thereby suggesting that the screen which is the window to this fictional
world can also be transcended by the viewer who identifies with the characters. This
bond between director, protagonists, and audience is at its most potent during the scene in
which the young man watches the girl as she sleeps. Whereas the short close-up of his
face intimates his intentness, the extreme, lingering close-up of her face shot from his
point of view emphasises his adoring gaze. With the camera-eye, behind which stood
Kielowski, and the young man's point-of-view merging, there is a suggestion of a
parallel between him and the director, as though both revere the object of their stare;
certainly, the intense focus upon the beauty of young women in later films, particularly
the Three Colours trilogy, indicates that this was a preferred subject of the director.
Simultaneously, however, by having the screen project the boy's point of view
Kielowski invites the audience to identify with the protagonist - point-of-view shots are
the rare occasions in which a character's view is identical with that of the audience - and
thus grasp, if not necessarily share, his feelings. The Tram aims not merely to hint at but
indeed to intensify the interdependence of the worlds of director, characters, and
audience.
A similar interplay is at work in Concert of Requests. This short feature allocates
most of its time to tracing the shaky relationship between a young couple on a camping
trip, intercut with scenes of a nearby group of rowdy workers on a day-trip. The young
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man from this group who functions as something of an intermediary between his party
and the couple also doubles for Kielowski: not only is he physically similar to the
director, being slight and bespectacled, but they also share the same passion for onlooking. After he leaves the group to watch the strained interaction of the young couple,
the camera focuses on the pair to the point of almost forgetting his presence until a cut
reveals him still to be watching; like the director, he scarcely reveals himself but is there
nonetheless.
The isolation of this boy - when he leaves the group he takes a football with him,
despite this being an object associated with team-sports - also reveals how he acts as a
representative of Kielowski's wishes. His wistful observation of another world as
represented by the couple, their motorbike symbolising freedom and independence, in
particular of groups, and not being left behind or out, is intentionally contrasted with the
boorish behaviour of the party of his fellow-workers from whom he distances himself,
figuratively and literally, and it is through his independent character that Kielowski
attacks group mentality:

'W Koncercie ±yczeñ chcialem pokazaé, w jak nieudolny i
szkodliwy sposob komunistyczne pañstwo próbowalo
organizowaé me tylko zycie zewnçtrzne ludzi, ale i
wewnçtrzne. Diatego obraz zbiorowoki jest negatywny.'

'In Concert of Requests I wanted to show in how clumsy
and harmful a manner the communist country tried to
organise not only people's external but also internal life.
That is why the portrait of the group is negative.'26

That KieIowski is stressing an awareness of and longing for alternative, personal and

Jadwiga Anna Luzynska (int), "'Zawsze robiem filmy romantyczne"', Sycyna, Warsaw, no. 20, 24-91995, p.3.
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inner worlds, thus implicitly criticising the monolithic public communist state, rather than
the necessary fact of their being problem-free is made evident by the tensions existing
between the couple. In a reversal of the situation in The Tram, here it is the girl who
makes the overtures and attempts appeasement whilst the boy is mostly sullen and
unresponsive, making a series of requests while fixing the motorbike which are
mechanical in both senses of the word. The boy's destructive coolness and its implied
derivation from the stultifying effect of totalitarianism upon personal relations is
underscored by his refusal to return for a pack his girlfriend wants as a personal memento
but willingness to turn back, albeit with grudging fury, once told it apparently contains
her identity card. Their seeming rupture when the girl is about to join the group for the
sake of her papers reintroduces the bespectacled boy who, standing between the bike and
bus as befits his tentative public status, watches the unresponsive boy in wonder and
sadness as his girlfriend enters the bus. Like the viewer, he hopes for a positive
resolution to this crisis but is unable to force it.
Indeed, his voyeurism indicates that he is the viewer's on-screen stand-in as he is
Kielowski's, he and audience alike having watched the couple through the course of the
film. His celebration of their happy reunion is as symbolic of the audience's satisfaction
at a happy ending as it is an indication of his having being vindicated in his sense of inner
freedom: if the kicking of the football signifies his and the viewer's joy for the couple's
sake, his following it through is suggestive of his continuing on his own chosen path.
Furthermore, being a guide as well as a substitute for the viewer, his joy is instrumental in
convincing the viewer that the ending should seem optimistic. The boyfriend's
reconciliation with his girlfriend following his realisation that he has the all-important
identity card is clumsy in that it suggests that pragmatism, rather than affection, rules
him. Moreover, if their resolved and happy union is prefigured in the shot of the man and
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cow, notably the first amiable relationship in the film, the implicit savage irony of
happiness consisting of a man and dumb creature led by a string is underscored by it
being Kielowski, rarely noted for his confidence in successful human relations, playing
this character. 27 Nevertheless, despite this ambivalence, the d rector does end the piece
on a positive note, this being, after all, a film about the individual overcoming group
mentality. The hillocks ridden over by the bike may indicate Kielowski's uncertainty as
to the couple's future, but the fade to white augurs well. Such optimism, albeit cautious
and qualified, about human relationships was to be in short supply in many of the films
that followed in later years.

*

*

*

ZDJI'CIE (THE PHOTOGRAPH, 1968)
& BYLEM2OLNIERZEM(I WASA SOLDIER, 1970)

Although The Photograph marks Kielowski's professional debut as a
documentarist - the film was made for Polish Television - like its predecessor, The Tram,
it shows the direct influence upon the director of his mentor, Kazimierz Karabasz. The
premise of the film follows Karabasz's suggestion that Kielowski track down two grown
men pictured as boys in a photograph given to him by his lecturer, and Karabasz even
appears to feature in the film discussing the photograph in question, although the loss of
the sound-reel makes it difficult to say so with any certainty.

27 Kieslowski made his debut in his own fictional work in this film (see Tadeusz Sobolewski (mt.), 'Nie
swkam inspiracji w Europie', Kino, Warsaw, 4-1994, p 8) - he had already appeared in several of his
colleagues' films at film school - and not in Dekalog, 10 (The Decalogue, 10, 1988) as stated by
Christopher Garbowski (Krzysztof Kieslowski 's 'Decalogue' Series: the Problem of the Protagonists &
Their Se/f-Tranrcendence, Boulder: East European Monographs no. CDLII, 1996, p 6).
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KieIowski incorporates the form of his given quest into the very structure and
look of his film, so that the camera follows him as he walks about a housing estate
questioning various people as to the whereabouts of his anticipated protagonists. This is
film as a detective story - will Kielowski and his crew find the men? Would the film
still be made if they did not? - with the director utilising the technique of cinema vérité to
illustrate how he searches for answers. The Photograph is a film about the two
boys/adults as known, or not, by others, a film about the finding of them rather than one
concerned simply with what happens after the event of their being discovered. Indeed,
judging by the proportion of time spent on talking to people other than the two main
protagonists, this is a piece that stresses the importance of the search rather than the
answer, but also leaves the audience never entirely sure that an answer will be uncovered,
that the traditional resolution will transpire. Kielowski relents and eventually gives a
solution, having his protagonists appearing some twenty-two and twenty-five minutes
respectively into a film spanning just over thirty minutes, but the process of discovering
an individual is not equated here with the discovery of the inner life. For KieIowski, the
discovery of one's self, as opposed to the discovery of one per Se, would come in the
much later feature films. Nonetheless, the search in that direction begins in The
Photograph, a search completed in Kielowski's final film, Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three

Colours: Red, 1994), which also opens with a photo that eventually is discovered to be
the key to the mystery, its final revelation underpinning the film's meaning and
teleological structure alike.
In addition to being the clue at the heart of the plot concerning the discovery of
the two men, the photograph is also fundamental to what the documentary has to say
about the nature and function of film, as such and as a part of human and cinematic
history. The loss of the sound-reel to a film entitled The Photograph is a particularly
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apposite, if challenging, irony in itself but more ironic still is the consequent benefit this
has of serving to highlight the highly self-referential nature of a film about film, that is,
about both a photographic-film and the documentary film in which the filmmakers are
present (even the cameraman appears courtesy of a second cameraman). If the tint to the
black-and-white documentary is not also an unintentional serendipitous result of its
having lain in the archives for so many years, it may refer not only to the photograph in
question but also to early cinema, thus showing how moving pictures and still-life
photographs are all part of the same process of recording human life. Furthermore, the
documentary's implicit commentary on film-as-photograph creating more film-as-film
finds an illustrated correlative in Kielowski's use of an example of life in the past to
provoke reactions in life in the present, indicating that the static past and photograph alike
can be animated. This fertile relationship between the photograph and the film it inspired
is developed quite unconsciously by the participants. Several people approach
Kielowski a number of times but it is never clear - and the addition of the soundtrack
would not necessarily elucidate this - whether this is because of their fascination with the
original photograph or the film being currently made. The fact that, as Kielowski
doubtless intended, the title-word zdjcie can mean either 'photograph' or 'filmshot'/'film-take' reveals the legitimacy of both reactions - to judge that this is a film
purely about either a photograph or a film is to limit the possibilities and intelligence at
work - whilst further underscoring the fact of the zdjçcie/Zdjcie being both provocation
and result.
There is playfulness at work in this documentary, which has the viewer watching
Kielowski's observational moving pictures of people looking at a photo, seemingly
removed from the more dangerous aspects of voyeurism to be found in his later films on
the theme of observation-as-creation, such as Amator (Camera Buff 1979) and Krótki
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film o milok, (A Short Film about Love, 1988). Nevertheless, despite being pleased with
his film,28 Kie1owski never again adopted the confrontational and self-participatoiy role
associated with cinema vérité, not that he abstained from pulling the strings in the
background, and to increasing effect, in his final feature films. Cinema vérité and Direct
Cinema are both styles of documentaiy that seek immediacy and intimacy but through
opposing means. Exponents of the former, such as Marcel Ophuls and Nick Broomfield,
engage actively with their subjects before the camera. However, the vast majority of
Kielowski's documentaries exemplify the latter style, that of directors such as D. A.
Pennebaker and Frederick Wiseman, who attempted to intrude as little as possible upon
their subjects, and observe their subjects as unobtrusively as possible. The Photograph
does look for intimacy - tellingly, the drawing back of the camera reveals that the boys
are actually just two chosen from a group photograph, demonstrating Kielowski's
deliberate narrowing down to find two individuals - but the preoccupation with the search
for the protagonists and a multitude of participants suggests the result is essentially skindeep. By contrast, I was a Soldier, made in the style of Direct Cinema, focuses on five
protagonists but with such intensity and uninterruption from outside sources that the
resulting film is one of the best examples of KieIowski's successful filming of the inner
sphere of real-life individuals.
This is not to say that I was a Soldier and The Photograph differ greatly in their
aims. Both are concerned with personal histories and their fusion in common memory,
and both have Kielowski observing his protagonists' reactions. Rather it is their
utilisation of means and perhaps ultimate success that contrasts greatly. Kielowski
appears on screen in the films but whereas he is clearly visible in The Photograph, in I

28

In 1973 Kieslowski called it the best of his films to date, Kolodyñski (in), 'Wywiad me do druku
(14 XII 1973)', p 6. It is precisely because Kieslowski rarely rated his own films highly that a positive
comment from him is to be noted
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was a Soldier he is barely noticeable. As he films the blind ex-combatants in their
nursing-home the back of his head is often in the shot; at one point one can even see an
ex-soldier through Kielowski's own glasses, which is noteworthy less for alluding to his
motif of windows onto worlds than for not seeming a self-conscious and precious conceit.
Yet despite his partially physically obscuring his subjects they remain the focus of
attention. This is in part due to the deeply involving nature of their utterances but it also
has much to do with the director's body language, which contrasts starkly with his
constant and complete appearance in The Photograph. His unobtrusiveness makes him
appear almost to be part of the on-screen mise-en-scene, perhaps another patient;
alternatively yet simultaneously, his presence is reminiscent of a viewer sitting in a
cinema getting just a little in the way of the viewer behind him, a beautiful and elegant
metaphor for Kielowski's humble admission of his own possibly obstructive hand in the
film. 29 Thus, his presence shows his solidarity with the soldiers - when one recounts
how, following his disablement, he thought 'To po co yé?' ('So what is there to live
for?'), Kielowski clasps his hand to his head in a genuinely moving show of sympathy but also with the audience with whom he is allied, and thus separated from the soldiers, in
having the physical ability to see.
Kielowski's interviewing technique is as discreet in this film as it is blatant in
The Photograph. He never utters a word throughout the film but allows instead the
answers of the men to elucidate the questions that he clearly posed. The film consists of
sections separated off by fades to white on which are transposed quotations from the
section to come, and each section itself moves subtly from factual answers to more

Only Kie1owski's hand is visible on screen but off screen the film was co-written by Ryszard Zgorecki.
Jadwiga Anna Luzyñska ('Fenomen Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego cz. 11', Iluzjon, Warsaw, nos. 1-4, 1995,
p 26) also notes that Kielowski CO-directed it with Andrzej Titkow, although the latter's precise function
remains unclear The credits are of little help, simply stating 'Realizacja' ('Made by ')with Kielowski's
name coming first and Titkow's just below. By contrast, the Kieslowski filmography compiled by the
Polish Film Institute makes no mention of Titkow.
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private musings. Thus, the section entitled 'Nieraz takie sic niq, sny' ('Sometimes one
dreams such dreams') begins with the men telling of what they dream at night but moves
to their telling of their daydreams and hopes. Similarly, 'Trzeba bylo wtedy walczyé'
('One had to fight then') opens with them discussing their reasons for fighting in combat
but develops into their personal, individual battles with their disability. This technique
clearly parallels Kielowski's preference for the men's personal histories and inner
thoughts over a broad and impersonal recounting of the Polish histoiy of World War II.
Nonetheless, although I was a Soldier is cut off from the specifics of contemporary Polish
day-to-day reality precisely because this is how blindness affects the protagonists, it is
their individual, inner suffering that adds particular depth and poignancy to a nation-wide
feeling of defeat. The majority of Poles felt that their so-called liberation in 1945 by the
Red Army constituted loss rather than victory in the Second World War but this is
doubled for these men who suffered physical injury along with its concomitant
psychological damage. Furthermore, if many Poles felt that their totalitarian state cut
them off from the non-communist world, these men are the more distanced for not even
being full members of their own society.
These ironies of double loss and distancing are added to by the individual ironies
that afflict the ex-soldiers: several of them state that in their dreams they can see
everything, moreover in colour, and sometimes things never seen before; one of them
hoped to be a painter before suffering his injury; another regained a little of his sight
before losing it completely. Whereas the paradoxes and ironies presented by The
Photograph engage the intellect, these men's utterances address the viewer's feelings by

being deeply involving, at times almost unbearably moving. The stoicism of the three
older men is remarkable but Kielowski also films two younger men who are clearly still
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coming to terms with their affliction and bitterly aware of their savagely ironic fates.3°
Paradoxically, it is one young man's brutally short remarks that render his feelings so
eloquently. Where the others are dressed casually and speak more, he is elegantly attired
in a suit, his buttoning-up both literal and figurative. Far from these being metaphors
externally imposed upon the men, the film convinces absolutely that they are in fact real
and not imagined, that they are based in reality and stem from it. Similarly, if this
particular protagonist's dark glasses remind film buffs of Zbigniew Cybuiski in Andrzej
Wajda's Popiól I diament (Ashes and Diamonds, 1958), this similarity results in actually
highlighting the great discrepancy between the two films, perhaps suggesting reservations
about Wajda's. In the earlier film the glasses are emblematic of the enigmatic but
attractive personality of the Cybuiski character, and his death, though far from heroic and
honourable, nevertheless represents the death of heroism and honour. For the real-life excombatant in I was a Soldier, however, the glasses are not a prop that can be removed
when he tires of playing at martyred heroics, and his fate to live on in the world of the
sick and defeated is the more ironic because his real experiences will never be as widely
known as those of a fictitious character.
The unsurprising Polish obsession with the war was as apparent amongst
filmmakers as other people: between 1946 and 1975 one-sixth of all Polish features dealt
with World War II or its immediate aftermath, 3 ' and the Polish critic Krzysztof Teodor
Toeplitz noted in 1964 that making a war film was almost a prerequisite for Polish
filmmakers. 32 Kielowski's triumph, however, is to make a film about that war that refers
to the past without ever moving from the present, moreover, that forgoes the heroics and

3°

The three older men clearly fought in World War II The remaining two, in their early thirties, may have
been injured when serving with the Polish Army post-1945. However, given that very young children did
participate in World War U, notably in the Warsaw Uprising of 1944, it is just possible that they fought and
were injured in the 1940s.
31
Stanislaw Kuszewski, Contemporay Polish Film, Warsaw. Interpress Publisher, 1978, p 40.
Bren, World Cinema 1: Poland, rev. ed., Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1990, p9!.
32 Fr
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martyrdom of fictional heroes in favour of bringing some attention to the plight of those
forced to live in a world that is quite literally darkened. The final fade to black, as Paul
Coates suggests, underlines the blindness and dashed hopes of these men. 33 Whether it
also adds to the empathy of viewer for protagonists - whether in the nursing-home or
cinema, all sit in darkness at the film's end - or serves as a fmal reminder of the gulf
between them and the viewer, who is present by virtue of being able to see and has the
good fortune to know that the cinema lights will eventually go up, is the final enigma of a
film concerned with the mysteries of fate and the inner life. What is certain, however, is
that were it not for Kielowski's film, the separate worlds of dbservers and participants
would never have come together for even so short a time.

*

*

*

URZ4D (THE OFFICE, 1966)
& REFREN (REFRAIN, 1972)

Although Kielowski made The Office whilst studying at the Lód Film School,
this documentary signals the interest in the broader public world of Poland that
characterises so many of his professional documentaries, especially the earlier ones.
Based in a Social Security office, the film observes the interaction between claimants and
workers over an unspecified period of time. At least, that is the seeming premise. In fact,
the office is revealed to proffer little security, the social relations between staff and
applicants are most notable for their virtual non-existence, and the continuous lack of
resolution gives the illusion that the film lasts much longer than ts actual six minutes.

33 Paul Coates, 'Kie1owski and the crisis of documentary' in Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams, p.4-I.
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The protagonists of this film are immediately presented as falling into the distinct
camps of claimants and workers. It is the former who are in the majority, consisting of
people all of whom are elderly, poor, downtrodden, and quite unaggressive, so much so
that one might infer an ironic hint that they have become so in the course of the endless
queuing, were it not that the working title Renta (Pension) implies Kielowski chose such
people intentionally. Their lack of energy is the more poignant for contrasting so harshly
with the strength of the clerks, the strident timbre and volume of whose voices imply
relative youth and vigour, albeit coupled with complete urnnterest. This inequality owes
less to age than to a system that confers power on those few in authority rather than the
majority, a skewed relationship that depicts in the microcosm the unhappy state of
People's Poland. A merciless Kafkaesque system rules this office, with applicants and
staff falling into obvious and prescribed roles that can be transcended no more than the
glass window separating the two groups. Indeed, if in other films KieIowski suggests the
potential to cross the divide, in The Office the window remains firmly in place, doubly
impenetrable as nobody actually speaks through the hole provided to aid communication.
Similarly, there is never a shot in which both clerks and applicants are present in full
view, and the occasions on which the latter make the tentative queiy 'Proszç pam'
('Excuse me, please') only to receive the reply 'Proszç poczekaó' ('Please wait'),
revealing them to be more supplicants than applicants, emphasises the lack of equality.
At best there is the ghostly mirroring of a clerk's face on the window behind which stands
a claimant, maybe itself ajoke as the clerks are present in body but certainly not spirit.
Kielowski addresses this imbalance of power with the use of pointed editing to
show his clear allegiance with the queuing people, cutting between the replies 'Please
wait' and shots of clerks doing no more than sharpening pencils or making tea, chores
that are clearly shown to be more important to them than the cases with which they are
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faced and further distance them from the claimants who might reasonably expect their
affairs to demand the greater part of the clerks' attention. Moreover, although Kielowski
shows the faces of those waiting to be heard, those of the staff are almost always partially
obscured. Following the tea-making episode there are no more face-on views, even
partial, of the clerks, so that the remaining voices and barely visible, obscured reflections
imply the increasingly faceless nature of such bureaucracy with the progression of time.
The youth and interchangeability of the staff suggest that this system will long outlive the
people whom it is supposed to serve, as is exemplified in the final shots of shelves of
documents over which the question 'Co pan(i) robil(a) na przestreni calego ycia?'
('What have you done during the course of your life?') is repeated. The voice speaking
changes but the question and attitude remain the same, whilst the claimants' implicit
answer, in light of the endless queues and papers as summations of their lives, could well

be 'Waited here'. That this impersonal and brutal bureaucracy takes no account of
individuals is further underscored when a claimant's plea about finding it hard to cope
unless her claim is accepted is followed by the voice of a new cleTk already dealing with a
different applicant, leaving the conclusion of the first case disturbingly unresolved.
Kielowski's active authorial and editorial stance is most marked in his manner of
co-ordinating the sound and images in The Office. A few brief occasions aside, there is
no synchronicity between sound and visuals, the sound being at variance with the picture
either because it refers to something contradicted by the image - at one point the clerk is
heard talking but the shot shows her mouth to be resolutely closed - or because it refers to
something that exists beyond the picture, as when images of queuing people are overlaid
with voices of clerks. Such imaginative editing of sound to film is in part a synthesising
of events, allowing Kielowski to present the viewer with more information than would

be possible with a sound-reel that concurred absolutely with the on-screen picture and
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thus making the film's seeming length reflect the endless waiting and bureaucracy. More
crucially, Kielowski emphasises with this lack of co-ordination the extent to which the
worlds of claimants and staff are at odds: any applicant's query is countered by a clerk
addressing a different applicant, excluding all possibility of fruitful communication. The
uncertainty produced by this method is further magnified by Kielowski's never showing
a completed, let alone successful, case; the viewer can only hope that the claimants have
had their applications resolved, successfully or even unsuccessfully. Instead,
Kielowski's focus falls on the machinery of bureaucracy that functions continuously
without actually settling anything.
Refrain is the companion-piece to The Office, having the similar theme of the

effects of bureaucracy upon people and employing the same technique of unsynchronised
sound and images to add to the nightmarish tone. Made six years later, it is also a
development of the earlier film, being at once a satire on, exposé of, and commentary on
society but in no way suggesting that things have progressed. Where The Office depicts
people trying to eke out a meagre existence, the setting of Refrain in a state-run office
dealing with deaths and funerals might suggest that this is the resting-place of the
claimants of the former documentary. In this bureau staff and customers alike display a
matter-of-factness quite incompatible with the expected tone of grief and there is no
longer a sharp distinction between paper-pushing officials and sympathetic applicants.
The visual presentation of staff and customers is a reversal of that in The Office - now it
is the masses who are unseen and faceless, whilst those in control have many faces, albeit
all representing one god of bureaucracy - and consequently leaves a vacuum for the
viewer's sympathy. In particular, the face-on depictions of the clerks in the opening
sequences, almost squaring with the points of view of the customers, give the illusion of it
being the viewer sitting in their seats, so that only the onlooker's tragi-comic horror at
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that on show exists to fill the space left by the clients' unvoiced grief Kielowski
suggests this totalitarian functionality concerned solely with facts and figures has led to a
loss of human and humane values, as the one individual shown to be sorrowing is a
woman concerned that she is unable to purchase her grave in advance of her death, a
scene at once grim and comic. He appears ambivalent as to whether the fault lies with the
administration, continual questions, and forms that allow no place for grieving, or rather
whether ordinary Poles no longer have the inclination for it However, read in the context
of The Office, Refrain demonstrates that if Poles have been shaped by the constraints of
the system such as that portrayed in earlier documentary, their assumption, intentional or
not, of its impersonality upholds that very system. Kielowski's portrayal of the hand the
state has in death all the way from registering it to burying the deceased implies that this
is no more than an extension of its having caused death-in-life, its malignantly
objectifying influence over all aspects of life emphasised by the final moments in which
rows of plaques, ribbons, and other funeral accoutrements are followed by shots of tagged
new-born babies in hospital. Even the anticipated tranquillity of any next world is
undermined by the opening shots of, appropriately, an official's hand destroying the
documents of the deceased, the handheld camera adding to the sense of brutality
characteristic of a regime that will not permit its former citizens to rest in peace.
Such black humour - it is not as though the passports being destroyed could assist
their former holders in travelling to the next world punctuates the film and literally
colours it. The action is mostly set against a highly stylised background of intense
darkness that jokingly hints at the underworld but is also a sinister reminder of how this
office is indicative of the other-world that is totalitarian, public Poland. Occasional pans
to the window revealing the hustle and bustle of life outside the office offer, also literally,
some light relief but just as the lives of the passers-by are limited - how long before they
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enter the office as customers or corpses? - so too is this respite short-lived. The
intermittent snatches of music by Vivaldi also disrupt the action inside the office but at
the cost of doing the same to the viewer's expectations. This strident and frenetic music
is strikingly inappropriate for a place that ought to feature mourning and elegy but
horribly, almost comically apposite in that its incongruity simply echoes the actual
behaviour on display. Such satirical black humour is, in a broader sense, no more than an
acceptance of the absurdity of human life and endeavour in light of the death that comes
to evelyone. Nevertheless, in exposing the manner in which the state deals with death
and burial in Refrain, Kielowski shows it to have a particular gruesomeness very much
rooted in the specific society of contemporary Poland. As time revealed, old Polish habits
die hard. The final irony is that the bureaucracy continuing between The Office and
Refrain refused to stay buried in either the past or films: Kieslowski's own funeral in
1996, organised only after the undergoing of intricate formalities, took place one hundred
yards from the office he had filmed almost a quarter of a century earlier.34

*

*

*

See comments made by Witold Stok, Kieslowski's colleague and cinematographer on films including
Refrain, in Geoffrey Macnab & Chris Darke (int), 'Working with Kieslowski', Sighi & Sound, vol 6, issue
5, 5-1996, p 16
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MJJDZY WROCLA WIEMA ZIELON4 GOR4
(BETWEEN WROCLA W & ZIELONA GORA, 1972),
PODSTA WY BHP WKOPALNI MJEDZI
(THE PRINCIPLES OF SAFETY & HYGIENE INA COPPER MINE, 1972),
& Z MIASTA LODZI (FROM THE CITY OF LOD2, 1969)

Whether because the film industry in Poland in the early 1970s was undergoing
financial difficulties or because Kie1owski was coming to the attention of the censor and
having difficulty getting funding, in 1972 he agreed to make two commissioned films.35
As might be expected from films made to order, Between Wroclaw & Zielona Góra and
The Principles of Safety and Hygiene in a Copper Mine are fairly anonymous, dull pieces
bearing little sign of the director's hand. It is this dissimilarity to Kielowski's customary
technique, however, which renders them interesting in terms of the light they shed upon
the rest of his work. Both have an authoritative narrator - in Between Wroclaw & Zielona
Góra a young man narrates a letter in which he describes the many benefits of working
and living in Lubin, and in The Principles of Safety and Hygiene in a Copper Mine the
narrator adds commentary as a young man demonstrates the correct behaviour in a mine which is unique to these films. Indeed, the director's seeming appearance in the latter as
a miner telling a novice what to do is something of an in-joke, given his life-long dislike
of assuming the authority to tell people how to behave. 36 This sense of faint unreality in
an apparently educational film is furthered by the jolly soundtrack, which affects to make

Kieslowski thinks that he made four commissioned films (Stok (ed.), K,esiowski on K,eslowski, pp.5154), including one about a Lublin watchmakers' co-op and another for a Warsaw co-op about craftsmen.
However, Film Poiski (Polish Film Institute, Warsaw), the Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych
(Documentary Production Studio, Warsaw), the production company that made his two known
commissioned films, and the Filmoteka Narodowa (National Film Library, Warsaw) make no reference to
these documentaries in any of their catalogues, books, or journals Presumably, they are lost
It is not entirely clear whether it is Kieslowski playing the miner as the credits fill to list the actors.
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one believe that work as a miner is a pleasant and light-hearted affair, and the obviously
dressed-up actor playing the novice, whose overabundant clothing and apparel is risible in
comparison to that of the genuine miners who are stripped because of the heat and
restricted space. Even the comic cartoons illustrating the potential fatal dangers are
intentionally fantastic: Kielowski could hardly depict a person actually being crushed to
death but the alternative is so childish as to constitute a slap in the face of reality.
Between Wroclaw & Zielona Góra

is also unreliable in the facts it professes to

display. The same actor discusses the joys of life in not only the mine but Lublin itself,
accompanied by glorious colour images illustrating the attractions of this city to another
cheerful soundtrack. A highly-paid job, decent and plentiful accommodation, first-rate
schools and nurseries, athletic and swimming facilities, shops brimming with luxury
goods on which to spend those generous wages, beautiful young people enjoying
themselves, good restaurants and theatres, and all manner of sporting activities are
supposedly on offer in this city. However, it is this very litany of attractions, piling up to
the point of absurdity, which warns against taking the film's meaning at face value. In
fact, this, and to a lesser extent the other commissioned film, are examples of the
propaganda so beloved by the recently-formed Gierek regime, desirous of convincing its
citizens that they lived in a happy Poland in which the government took good care of
society in every respect. 37 Even a commissioned film cannot completely avoid the
realities of life, and the final moments in which the hitherto carefree narrator takes on an
official and hurried tone as he tells applicants to provide five type of official identification
when applying to move to Lubin represent the all-important small print 38 Likewise, the
falseness of these images becomes the more apparent when compared with the specifics

37 Edward Gierek became leader of Poland after Wiadyslaw Gomulka was toppled in December 1970 as a
result of riots stemming from intended food-price rises. For further details see Davies, Heart of Europe,
pp 14-15.
had to register in particular cities and were not able to re-settle without official permission
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and general bleakness of life portrayed in Kielowski's other documentaries, the 4000z1
monthly wage utterly at odds with that of the factoiy-workers of Workers '71: Nothing
About Us Without Us who earn only 36z1 for an eight-hour day.
The constraints imposed by the censor - doubly so in the case of such
commissioned work - were nothing new to the director whose graduating film, From the
City ofLódt, had been shelved despite his making changes as asked, but the portrayal of a
city and its inhabitants in that earlier film is at once more realistic and successful in
engaging the sympathies of the viewer. Work and leisure feature in it as they do in the
commissioned films, both often falling into the same sphere of public life in accordance
with the intention of the state, as opening shots of a textiles factoiy in which female
workers practise physical exercises during their break indicate. A little later, the same
women protest against the threatened disbanding of the Ciuksza workers' mandolin
orchestra, demanding their right as workers in a country supposedly governed by the
workers to have this music via the radio accompany them in their labours. What is
notable, however, is the good humour with which these women present themselves,
smiling as they chant 'Chcemy zespél Ciukszy!' ('We want Ciuksza's band!') because
they recognise the matter to be at once fun and a little absurd. Indeed, Kielowski's very
willingness to film what seems to be surprisingly most important to these women given
their difficult working conditions - an exterior shot of the factory shows its resemblance
to stacked cages - reveals his empathy. If he smiles a little at their mock-protest - at the
height of the chanting, Kielowski's cut to a man holding his hands up to request silence
eventually reveals this individual to be not a manager impervious to their protests but the
Ciuksza conductor waiting for silence before he goes about leading his band - he is also
smiling with them. Indeed, he endorses their taking the music as a lighthearted counter to
their daily drudgery by employing it himself to overlay images of empty streets and
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buildings and half built houses, so that an elderly lady's seemingly exaggerated claim that
the music '..po prostu daje nam ycie' ('..quite simply gives us life') is borne out by the
gentle and poignant melody doing precisely that for an otherwise depressed city.
This witty and good-natured editing by the director is in evidence throughout the
film, always accompanied by music that is clearly so close to the hearts of the people of
this city. In another example of personal matters being incorporated into the public
sphere, the sung farewell of 'Sto lat' 39 to a retiring worker merges with the same song
now sung by pensioners celebrating their gratitude for being cared for by their former
place of employment When depicting an outdoor concert, Kielowski cuts from a young
man singing a song about the somewhat suspect relationships between soldiers and their
girls - 7olnierz dziewczynie flue sklamie/ Cho wszystko jej me powie' ('A soldier
won't lie to his girl / Although neither will he tell her everything') - to a soldier looking
on guardedly. Perhaps the most notable episode comes at the end when a song performed
at the same concert switches from being an internal dialogue to becoming an external
commentary as the camera records more images of Lód houses:
Tego miasta me ma na wiecie,
Lecz przecie± gthie chyba jest,
Kiedy dojdziemy wrescie,
Zaczniemy spokojme yá,
W dobrym miecie, lagodnym miecie
Bo taki gdzie musi bye.
Moze lezy na wiata koftcu,
To miasto najlepsze z miast,
Moze wieci jak diament w sloñcu
A moze jest tylko blask.
This city is not on the map
But yet it surely must exist somewhere,
Someday we'll get there at last,
We'll begin to live at leisure,
In a good city, a gentle city,
39 This song is the equivalent of 'Happy Birthday, as in the first case, or 'For he's a jolly good fellow', as in
the second The words and tune remain the same whatever the usage.
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For one like that must exist somewhere.
Maybe it lies at the world's end,
This city above all cities,
Maybe it shines like a diamond in the sun,
Or maybe there is only its radiance.

Again, it is the song that, despite its title 'Smutna, szara Lódi' ('Sad, grey Lodi') adds
warmth to images of a dilapidated city. Kielowski originally intended a different ending
with tram after tram passing in different directions through the rain-swept streets taking
people home from work, whose faces in close-up behind the rain-covered windows, in the
opinion of the director, conveyed many meanings. Although forced to change this
ending because it was shot in a square containing the statue of Polish revolutionary
leader, Tadeusz Kociuszko, which was not to the authorities' liking, he maintained that it
would have been in the spirit of a film showing the hard life of the city's inhabitants.40
Certainly, there is an irony in so unaggressive and gentle a film being considered
potentially inflammatory, not least when the populace have been shown to get most
stirred up over a band and not, as would be their prerogative, over the arduous conditions
of their daily life. Nevertheless, each version of the ending gives credence to his
affectionate and sympathetic portrayal of a town which, described by him in later years as
being full of absurdities and eccentricities, 4' seems almost like a world in itself for these
very reasons. Like so many of the emotions expressed in From the City of LÔdJ - for the
Ciuksza band, by the retiring lady for her factory and co-workers, by a pensioner for the
factory and city alike, in fact, for all for things associated with the city - those in this final
song might seem almost comically inflated were it not that their very vehemence revealed
them to be genuine and touching. In filming them Kielowski simultaneously captures
the spirit of this world and his own fondness for city and people alike.

4°
41

Luzyñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztofa Kie1owskiego cz. 1', p.16.
Stok (ed ), K,eslowski m K,eslowski, p.45.
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FABRYKA (THE FACTORY, 1970),
PRZED RAJDEM (BEFORE THERALLY, 1971),
& ROBOTNICY '71: MC 0 NAS BEZ NAS
(WORKERS '71: NO THING ABOUT US WITHOUT US, 1972)

Made over three consecutive years, The Factory, Before the Rally, and Workers
'71 display Kielowski's growing disillusion with the state of Poland, in particular, the
insurmountable nfl between workers and those in control, who at the smaller level were
the managers of factories but in the macrocosm consisted of the government that made
the ultimate proclamations. The broader problems of the impersonality and indifference
of the public realm as depicted in The Office and Refrain are narrowed down, with
Kielowski's focus homing in on the alleged political notion of Poland as the workers'
country. What these films reveal is that not only were workers, managers, and
governmental authorities in different camps instead of a unified public sphere, with the
vast majority dissatisfied but, worse still, that these groups likewise contained rifts and
splits starkly contradictory of an ideology which proclaimed all to be united and working
towards a single purpose. In short, Kielowski shows Poland to be a 'state' most clearly
in the pejorative sense of the word.
The Factory is the earliest of these films and according to Jacek Petrycki,
Kielowski's cinematographer on other documentaries and feature films, groundbreaking
in its manner of showing the Polish reality of the time. 42 Based in the Ursus tractor
factory, the film alternates between workers producing the vehicles and managers at a
board meeting discussing the likely future of the plant. Maintaining the same solidarity
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with the underciasses (in Kielowsh's terms, those lacking authority) that he shows in
The Office, From the City of Lód, and other early films, the director opens and closes
The Factory with shots of the workers doing what they must whilst the management
bickers. There is a strict visual and ironic division between the factory floor, its great din
and darkness punctuated by the occasional hellish puff of smoke and fire that fail to
impede the workers in their labours, and the artificially-lit directors' meeting, the
participants of which are utterly unenhightened with regard to the position of each other.
The medium-to-long shots of the workers stand in relief to the close-ups of the managers,
highlighting the contrast between the doers, who use their entire bodies, and talkers, only
whose heads need be in shot. Similarly, the synthesised editing of the workers indicates
their getting on with things, whereas Kielowski's oft-employed technique of having the
sound at variance with the picture suggests the internal strife taking place in the board
meeting.
Nevertheless, although the lighting may be chiaroscuro, the typification of
directors and workers is not so banal. The wandering camera that rests upon the faces of
managers as an off-screen person talks depicts literally and figuratively their own
disenchantment with the state of affairs. The restless movement from person to person
also reflects the lack of authority at this meeting: many are present but no one is in
control, even the manager who is most vociferous ultimately lacking the power to alter or
correct things. The squabbling of these supervisors initially reveals them to be at fault for
abnegating responsibility for the problems at the factory, each one accusing another of not
doing his part. What becomes increasingly clear, however, is that they have genuine
cause for not accepting all of the blame, these problems at factory-level being not merely
reflected but also caused by those at the national level. Suppliers deliver faulty goods and
buyers fail to follow-up orders promised in 1969; the regions of Poland fail to co-operate
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or co-ordinate their needs, thus inhibiting the factoiy' s supply and demand; a lack of parts
initially blamed on the managers' deficient paperwork is in fact the result of a nationwide shortage of supplies; and governmental authorities provide no help in clearing up
these problems at either the macro or micro levels. The issues broaden out until suddenly
what began as a discussion about a single factory comes to encompass the problems
suffered by the entire country.
Kielowski does not need to hint slyly that the factory's troubles are an allegory
for those of Poland, since his protagonists make this correlation between the specific and
general explicit for him as they deal with the internal, external, and ultimately nationwide problems. The factory is at once an element of the whole and a copy of it in
miniature. With the allegory being played out on screen, the viewer automatically
transforms the ostensible question 'how long can the factory function under such
conditions?' into 'how long can Poland function like this?'. In practice, the workers
manage to build tractors, or maintain the Polish economy, as the final shots of the
vehicles being driven out of the plant evince, but the uncertain future of the factory, given
the unresolved and unproductive discussions taking place at the table, is troublingly
indicative of the unpromising future of People's Poland.
As the shift from tractors to racing-cars suggests, Before the Rally is another
portrayal, at once allegorical and literal, of the worsening conditions in the country. This
depiction of the preparations made for the 197! Monte Carlo Car Rally by a real-life Fiat
team led by the driver Krzysztof Komomicki fulfils the dire prophecy of The Factory by
revealing even greater rottenness in the state of Poland. Where in The Factory the
managers and workers desired to make the factory function properly, albeit with only the
latter managing this, in Before the Rally the aims of those involved diverge so as to
prevent any successful co-operation. The managers and workers at the car-plant are at
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odds with Komornicki, arguing that the latter can only be given that which they have
This shortage of parts broadens into a shortage of labour and will, with the division
between the workers and crew being given an appropriately ironic twist when the latter
find that the spare tyres have turned up but that the car-plant mechanics have instead
'pojechali' ('driven off'), which is clearly more than Komornicki will be able to do. In
part it is this country-wide scarcity of materials, caused by the national mismanagement
already evident in The Factory, that is shown to worsen relations between people and
cause them to separate off into factions defending their own goals. Alternatively yet
concurrently, the workers' indifference towards the car-crew and vice versa implicitly
stems from the inability of the socialist system to compensate, let alone reward, the
people it proclaims to serve, leading to Poles' complete uninterest in the public sphere
and the fulfilment of their roles within it: if the well-paid government cannot perform its
duty of governing wisely, why should its people take any interest in their underpaid jobs?
The impersonal and bureaucratic totalitarian ideology shown to breed a lack of humanity
and mutual understanding in Kielowski's other documentaries here results in an apathy,
moreover, a lack of national pride, that cannot be overcome even by the promise of Polish
success in the international sporting world.
This is not to say that nothing is achieved in Before the Rally. Interspersed with
the scenes of arguing workers, managers, and crew are lyrical shots of the car driving
uninterrupted along blissfully open roads, offering some much needed relief. These short
scenes become progressively optimistic, moving from an initial exterior shot of the
moving car, to an exterior side-shot showing the driver, with the camera's final interior
position in the driving-seat implying a sense of hitherto unprecedented control. In fact,
these brief respites and the final moments in which the completed car is presented to a
cheering public turn out, in retrospect, to mock cruelly any thought of success. Whereas
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Kielowski makes it implicit that the Ursus plant in The Factory faces collapse despite the
tractors leaving it at the end, in Before the Rally he explicitly states the failure of this
enterprise, following the shot of the car speeding towards the rally with a title-card stating
that, this being the slowest of the Polish teams in the rally, it withdrew before completing
the eleventh stage. Again, where the earlier film suggests the potential for collapse at a
national level, this documentary makes plain how Poland's problems cause it to fall
behind in the international arena.
This broadening from the national public sphere to the international is most
emphatic in Workers '71, a documentary about the aftermath of Polish events that made
headlines around the entire world. The deposition of Wiadyslaw Gomulka following the
Baltic Riots of December 1970 over proposed rises in food-prices led to the installation of
Edward Gierek as leader of Poland, who visited the workers in the shipyards and factories
and promised reforms. Workers '71 was ordered by the Central Committee of the Polish
United Workers' Party, which supposedly governed the state on behalf of the workers and
was supposed to have implemented reforms, to record a true picture of the working
classes, expecting this to vindicate the alleged improvements and the vision of society and
authorities united. Kielowski together with Tomasz Zygadlo accepted the commission,
utilising resources including seven crews and a helicopter and shooting huge amounts of
material, as befitted a project with so broad a scope. 43 The result is a sprawling
documentary depicting various aspects of the workers' lot divided into demarcated
segments, moving from scenes of personnel at their place of work to longer sequences
involving a series of meetings concerning a future convention of the Polish United
Workers' Party.
The film's movement, however, indicates Poland's regression. This divided state

Stok interviewed in Macnab & Darke (mt.), 'Working with Kie1owski', p 16.
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is charactensed by figures of authority who are wordy at every opportunity and
employees who have little chance to air their grievances and, moreover, rightly fear
reprisal despite the supposed liberalism of this brave new era. The slogans promoting
socialism that cover the walls passed by a train-load of silent workers at the film's
opening are as meaningless as the endless and confusing debating that takes place as
members of the Polish United Workers' Party vote for a delegate to represent them at a
future convention. In addition to being in stark contrast to the earlier section in which
workers concisely and cogently explain their appalling working conditions, such rambling
is even less sympathetic because the workers' supposed representatives take no account
of these earlier complaints, proving the subtitle, Nothing About Us Without Us, ironic doubly so as it was the slogan adopted by the Polish gentry in the eighteenth centuiy in
their struggle against Absolutism - and untrue. That mere sound is an untrustworthy
guide to the state of affairs, or more broadly, that Gierek's rhetoric has no basis in fact, is
emphasised by Kielowski and Zygadlo at the outset by the pleasant guitar music playing
incongruously as tired employees descend from the train that takes them to work. Worse
still, the re-employment of this melody to overlay, again jamngly, the final images of a
smoke-ridden and ugly place signifies the lack of change, let alone progress, within both
the film and Poland.
If the internal picture of Workers '71 denies the supposed reforms of the Gierek
government, so too did the manner in which the final product was handled by the
authorities prove the makers right. The kind of reprisals for airing one's grievances that
one on-screen worker claim to have suffered in the past were re-demonstrated off screen
when a sound-reel for the film was confiscated. 45 Moreover, having cut controversial

"Davies Heart of Europe, p 407.
Lothar Kampatzki & Andreas Voigt (dir), Kie.ilowski, prod. 'a jour' Film in Auftrag des Bayenschen
Rundfunks, 1993 (see also transcript in Piotr Lazarkiewicz(int), 'Zapis 1' Rezycer, no 65, 3-1997, p3)
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scenes and added more optimistic music and commentary, the authorities ordered the
filmmakers to keep their names on the new version, now entitled Gospodarze, if they
ever hoped to make another film.47 Ultimately, neither version ever received an official
release but the original clearly had an impact on those Polish filmmakers at the time who
somehow managed to see it. By 1980, the slogan 'nothing about us without us' would be
appropriated by yet a third set of protesters, this time the Gdañsk shipyard workers whose
strike would eventually lead to the formation of Solidarity, and although this was not
necessarily in homage to Workers '71, the film made by Andrzej Chodakowski and
Andrzej Zajczkowski about those strikes entitled Robotnicy '80 (Workers '80, 1980)
certainly was.
Where Kielowski was concerned, this experience in filming the public world on
so broad a scale led him to forgo any similar attempts, never again utilising the panoramic
view displayed in Workers '71. The effect of politics upon the Polish public sphere
remains a focus of his later films, but it would increasingly give way to that of the effect
of the system upon the personal world of the individual.

*

*

*

With these early films Kielowski concentrates on depicting and exploring the
Polish public world through a series of specific settings. That the sufferers of the
problems portrayed are somewhat anonymous and mostly group-based only serves to
highlight the extent to which the issues of powerlessness and disenfranchisement
pervaded contemporary society. This much established, then, it would be with his later

In this context this is probably best translated as 'masters'.
Jacek Petrycki writing in Zawislinski (ed), 0 Kzeslowskim, p 46. Curiously, Witold Stok, one of the
cameramen on the film, says the makers did take their names off, Stok mterviewed in Macnab & Darke
(int), 'Working with Kieslowski', p 16
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documentaries that Kie1owski focused on the kinds of individuals who made People's
Poland but who also were made by it.
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CHAPTER 2
The Later Documentaries 19 73-1980

Following his unhappy experiences when making Robotnicy '71: nic o nas bez nas
(Workers '71: Nothing About Us Without Us, 1972), Kie1owski never again ventured
into the filming of specific political events, even though demonstrations in Poland and
social dissatisfaction with the political regime continued throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
Riots that took place in Poznañ in 1956 are mentioned in Murarz (The Bricklayer, 1973)
and Nie wiem (I Don 't Know, 1977) only briefly and comparable events contemporaneous
to the later documentaries go unmentioned. Instead, Kie1owski continued to film the
"small", that is, commonplace people and events with no broader significance, despite
growing in fame and garnering critical acclaim in the second half of the 1970s. As with
his earlier work, he continued to focus on life as seen from below and within, and not
from above.
However, with his later films the director did show a new tendency. Whereas the
early documentaries focus on the group, resulting in little or no individualisation, the
subjects of the later documentaries are often particular human beings. Four of the
documentaries take individuals as their topic (The Bricklayer, Zyciorys (Curriculum
Vitae, 1975), Zpunktu widzenia nocnego portléra (From a Night Porter's Point of View,
1977), and I Don't Know), Pierwsza mzloáé (First Love, 1974) observes the lives of a
young couple, and Przeáwietlenie (X-Ray, 1974), like the earlier Bylem zolnierzem (1 was

a Soldier, 1970), depicts a handful of men. There is also significant characterisation and
individualisation in Szpital (The Hospital, 1976) and Gadajqce glowy (Talking Heads,
1980), and even the seven unidentified participants of Siedem kobiet w ró±nym wieku
(Seven Women of Different Ages, 1978) are differentiated. Only Dworzec (The Station,
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1980), which is set in Warsaw Central Railway Station, differs substantially, its
anonymous station-workers and travellers lacking clear individualisation and unconscious
of their participation in the film.'
Kielowski's continued interest in reality, now combined with a concentration
upon the individual human being, means that the question of 'Jak ±yé?' ('How to live?'),
acknowledged by him in later years as underlying his oeuvre, first becomes paramount in
these documentaries. 2 With People's Poland still forming the background to his films, he
would now look at those who shaped it but also at those shaped by it in their personal and
public lives and private convictions alike. Indeed, the uneasy interplay between these,
more often resulting in tension and conflict than harmony, is a theme of many of these
documentaries and suggests not all Poles suffered the deep split between the public and
private realms of life that one Polish sociologist contends. 3 The porter in From a Night
Porter's Point of View is probably the individual whose private and official lives are most
manifestly entwined: notably, he is also the most at ease of all of Kielowski's
protagonists with this state of affairs. However, the interdependence of the official roles
and private feelings and actions of the protagonists of The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae,
and 1 Don 't Know is likewise studied in detail. The theme is altered in X-Ray, in which
isolated tuberculosis patients grieve over their loss of status in the public world, and again
in First Love, in which a young couple dealing with personal matters of marriage and
impending parenthood are persistently made to reckon with public institutions. Finally,
this concern finds a more positive expression in The Hospital: despite the film's being set
1
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in an institution and taking the point of the view of the doctors, namely, those in
authority, the doctors' official function is shown not to get in the way of their personal
sympathy for their patients. 4 What, however, remains constant during this period is the
prevalence of the public sphere: whether individuals long for it (X-Ray), admire its values
(From a Night Porter's Point of View), have been damaged by it (Curriculum Vitae and I
Don 't Know), or hindered (First Love and The Station), it has an inescapable significance
in their lives. Only the abstract Seven Women a Week completely ignores this sphere,
although notably it also makes no reference to the personal lives of its protagonists
though inner feelings are hinted at.
Although his progression from the earlier films means that Kielowski was now
looking at individuals as fully formed protagonists, as mentioned his concentration upon
ordinary, unknown people continued. He once explained that he forwent "big heroes" as
they could not carry a universal message about life, and certainly, it is his protagonists'
status as "everymen" and "everywomen", flaws and all, which arouses the viewer's
empathy and gives their fates a broader application. 5 This unceasing interest in the
everyday led the Polish film critic Tadeusz Sobolewski to compare the technique of First
Love and The Hospital, as well as The Photograph and From the City of Lód, with the
poezjo-proza ('poetry-prose') of Miron Bialoszewski. 6 The comparison is an astute one,
not least since Kie1owski grew up at the time of Bialoszewski's spreading fame, but the
director's method may also have resulted from his reaction to the broader influence of his
socio-political environment. Whereas the totalitarian system views the individual in terms
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of the group model, Kielowski looks at the Individual per Se, progressively arguing in
these and later films that such a specific and intense focus leads to universal truths and
application. The further paradox is that not only do the personal and inner experiences of
his protagonists become publicly known via the films, but also that the similarity of
events and feelings expressed by different people suggests that such things are in fact
widespread, and that what is private may be singular and individualised yet not exclusive.
As the Polish critic Tomasz Pitek points out, Kielowski showed that the everyday
nature of tragedies made them no less significant.7
Yet another exception is that it is precisely the ordinariness of Kielowski's
protagonists and their situations which, as in the work of Bialoszewski, makes the films
stand out against the prevailing and deeply-rooted tradition of Polish Romanticism, a
tradition that likes its heroes and circumstances to be, in a word, heroic. The director's
refusal to define his protagonists using the black-and-white paradigm favoured by Polish
Romanticism also marks out his work, his protagonists instead demonstrating a variety of
emotions and motivations the more complex for stemming directly from the interchange
between the public, personal, and inner lives. Kielowski films the putative villains of his
pieces, such as the porter in From a Night Porter's Point of View and the Party Control
Committee in Curriculum Vitae, - in Poland at the time, widespread discontent meant
that the term 'villain' referred to those in authority and their supporters - as they wished
to be portrayed. Whatever Kielowski's and the viewer's private feelings about these
points of view, he presents their convictions in all sincerity, going so far as to say 'Ja
pokazujç porzdnych Iudzi.. . Ja pokazujç ludzi, ktôrzy chcq, bye uczciwi' ('I show decent
people... I show people who want to be honourable'). 8 Kielowski displays a keen sense

Tomasz Pitek, 'Boska tragedia (o recepcji twórczosci Krzysztofa Kie1owskiego we Wloszech)' in
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of irony in his documentaries, notably, From a Night Porter's Point of View, but his tacit
critique of his protagonists does not obstruct his faithful representation of their own
convictions. Admittedly, it is in the best interest of documentaiy makers to treat their
subjects respectfully if they do not wish to alienate current or future participants.
Nevertheless, given the current political climate in Poland, Kielowski's is an
extraordinary statement given that his protagonists include Party members and
government supporters, people ordinarily despised by the majority of Poles. In The
Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, From a Night Porter 's Point of View, and I Don 't Know,

Kielowski does not accept, reject, nor directly comment upon the oral histories presented
in each respective film. Instead, as he later explained, he attempted to understand and
clarify, if not necessarily agree with, an individual's truth,9 however shaky it might
appear to outsiders, and moreover, do so without taking a political stance:
'Nie bylem nigdy w adnej opozycji. Ani przeciwko
komu, ani przeciwko czemu. Moje filmy me wynikaly
ani z mojej postawy opozycyjnej, am konformistycznej,
czyjakkolwiek byjq, nazwaó inaczej. Wynikaly natomiast Z
poczucia realnoei sytuacji.'
'I was never in any opposition to anyone or anything. My

films did not stem from my oppositional stance nor from a
conformist stance, or however else it might be termed.
Instead, they stemmed from a feeling of the reality of the
situation."°
In not being treated as guilty parties, those who participated in Kielowski's
documentaries can be charactensed subjects, not victims. The director's later confession
of not approving the release of a film of a major functionaiy discussing

Kieslowski explained that, rather than de-mask in his documentaries he attempted to look close and
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party matters for fear of wrecking of the man's career was perhaps born out of
hindsight:" after all, in the mid-I 970s, he planned to make a lengthy documentary
consisting of interviews in which major political figures of recent years, such as
Wiadyslaw Gomulka and Mieczyslaw Moczar, explained their actions.' 2 Nevertheless,
he certainly did not intend to damage any of his actual participants, as his withdrawal of
From a Night Porter 's Point of View and I Don 'r Know indicates,' 3 and worried about the
causing them problems through his fllmmaking.' 4 The intimate revelations made by
Kielowski's subjects likewise point to the trust they reciprocated, a trust born of his
painstaking attempts to reach an understanding with them by explaining his own
motivations, which process could take far longer than the filming itself.'5
Kielowski's treatment of his most political-involved protagonists, namely, those
in The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, From a Night Porter 's Point of View, and I Don 't
Know, questions the Polish Romantic convention of 'us/martyrs' versus 'them/traitors',

their foci falling instead upon men who fit neither simplistic category any more than they
separate off the personal and private from their public lives. With the possible exception
of the bricklayer, the role of public official leaves the men isolated from the Polish
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masses, but more surprisingly, it also alienates them from the regime they serve. This
sense of remoteness was a developing concern of Kielowski, later to be redirected by his
increasing interest in the inner life, but at this early stage it is sheer, unsought isolation
that permeates the documentaries. Kie1owski's depiction of men who were formerly in
positions of authority within the Party after their fall from political grace may suggest the
fallibility of human nature and transience of power and humanise the representatives of
an impassive regime but in the cases of Curriculum Vitae and I Don 't Know it also
indicates the dangerous consequences of having such over-entwined public, personal, and
inner lives; a failure in the public role necessarily yields concomitant insecurity in the
personal and inner realms. Only the porter is brashly self-confident, but he appears as
alienated from his fellow-Poles in his private life as he is insignificant for the state,
despite his approval of it, as a non-member of the Party, and even his forthright opinions
are shown to contain cracks and doubts.
This refusal by Kielowski to employ black-and-white categonsation would
become troublesome for him, living as he did in a country in which such typification was
preferred even if, as his documentaries suggested, it was fallacious. His sympathetic
representation of the lives and viewpoints of politically suspect protagonists was not
intellectually difficult to grasp but rather morally problematic for the many Poles who
wanted to see the status quo and their public world invalidated, not validated. Being
presented with Party members and supporters in fact little different from nor more
advantaged than ordinary Poles must have at least surprised viewers unused to seeing the
gap between the authorities and the populace bridged. Indeed, Poles' insistence upon
reading films in political terms led Kieslowski to protest in later years that people asked
whether Curriculum Vitae was pro- or anti-communist, not if it was a good or bad film, a
complaint that sums up the discrepancy he perceived between his and many Poles'
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criteria when assessing films.' 6 Nevertheless, at this stage Kieslowski's films continued
to be received well by audiences and critics alike. The public welcomed his
documentaries, as indicated by the famous example of From a Night Porter's Point of
View which, shown in a barely-accessible cinema in the suburbs of Warsaw and paired
with a Mongolian feature, was packed out day after day by audiences who then left before
the main film began.' 7 The critics were also full of praise for him,' 8 and he received
prizes from a major national publication and a student newspaper' 9 as well as increasing
numbers of awards at Polish film festivals and competitions held in Mannheim and
Moscow.2°
Less straightforward was the attitude of Kielowski towards his craft and his
public. Even at this relatively early stage in his career he cared little for his profession,2'
claimed to have no illusions about its usefulness or beauty, 22 and already considered half
of his films to be failures. 23 He would make similar statements far later in his career, but
what is surprising is that the feelings expressed by an older and possibly jaded man
correspond so closely to those he experienced almost two decades earlier. If in this,
however, he showed no change throughout his career, his views about his audience were
far more varied and ambiguous. In spite of stating that '..film jest przeciez tez rozmow'
('..film is, after all, also a conversation') 24 and articulating similar thoughts concerning
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6-3-1976, p 1 & p 10. Over a year later, he was celebrated by a student newspaper as one of twenty
outstanding Poles, Jan Piasecki, 'laid, jakjego filmy', SztandarMlodych, Warsaw, no. 284, 29-11-1977.
20 Having already received prizes for the earlier I was a Soldier, Fabryka (The Factory, 1970), & Workers
'71, Kieslowski garnered numerous awards for First Love, Cumculum Vitae, The Hospital, From a Night
Porter's Point of View, and Seven Women of Different Ages. For more comprehensive details see Paul
Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams: The Films of Krzysztof Kie.slowski, Wiltshire. Flicks Books, 1999, pp 175-180
21 Domagala (int), 'Co to znaczy?', & Katuzyñski & Turski (int), 'Zaglda ludziom pod czaszkç', p 10.
Hania Krall (int), 'Zrobilem i mam', Pobtyka, Warsaw, no. 4, 27-1-1979.
Grazyna Banaszkiewicz (int), 'Z rzeczywistoki', Tjiz:eñ, Poznan, no 4?, 14-10-79.
24 Domagala (int), 'Co to znaczy?'.
'7
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his positive relationship with the viewer,25 he frequently contradicted himself, going so
far as to say that he made films 'Dia siebie samego' ('For myself alone'). 26 This seeming
declaration of solipsism would haunt Kie1owski in later years and even after retiring
from flimmaking he contmued to defend himself, explaining that he had intended to
convey that he made films for people like himself, rather than for himself alone.27
Nevertheless, despite these belated explanations, there would be an essential alteration in
future years in Kielowski's attitude towards his audience, as observed by a colleague
who noted that the young director's disagreement with Andrzej Wajda in the 1970s over
the relationship between film and audience - Kielowski, unlike Wajda, believed an
unseen film remained, nonetheless, a film - evaporated upon his eventual conclusion that
a film exists only in the act of being seen.28
It was not only Kieslowski's rapport, or lack of it, with his viewers that began
receiving attention during the 1970s but also his relations with his colleagues. The
teamwork involved in the making of his films attracted little comment prior to the 1980s
and 1990s, which saw the continuous association of Kielowski with co-writer Krzysztof
Piesiewicz and composer Zbigniew Preisner - even then, it is debatable whether many
film critics outside of Poland are fully aware of Piesiewicz's contribution - but, in fact,
collaboration was always a feature of his work. Although Kielowski shared a screen
credit in only one of the documentaries from this period, and a screenwriting credit at
that,29 to judge the influence of others in his work by this alone is to understate their

25

Teresa Krywow (mt), 'Bhzej tego co dzi', Czas, Warsaw, no. 37, 16-9-1979, p 25, & Jerzy Pawlas
(mt.), 'Propozycja wspólnego myslenia', Kurier Szczecrnski, Szczecin, no. 78, 5 7-4-1980
Andrzej KotodyIski (int) 'Wywiad nie do druku (14 XII 1973)', Kino, Warsaw, 5-1996, p4 This
interview was conducted in December 1973 despite remaining unpublished until after Kieslowski's death.
Nonetheless, he made similar statements in other interviews, for example, Jacek Marczyñski & Bogdan
Mozdzyñski (mt.), 'Mocne strony, slabe strony', L,teralu.ra, Warsaw, no. 46, 11-11-1976.
27
Paul Coates (int), "'The inner life is the only thing that interests me" a conversation with Krzysztof
Kieslowski' in Coaxes (ed), Lucid Dreams, p.162 See also Zawislinski (mt), 'Jeden najednego', p23.
See interview with the cinematographer Edward Klosinski in Mateusz Werner (mt.), 'Ozywió
truniienkç ..' in Film na wiecie, Warsaw-Lód±, no. 3 4 (3881389), 1992, p 133
The film was Cumculum Vitae
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importance considerably. The filmmaker Krzysztof Wierzbicki deserves particular
consideration, being the man who located the principal figures for First Love, From a
Night Porter's Point of View, and Talking Heads and one of Kielowski's closest
professional and personal associates during the 1970s. 3° Kielowski too made no secret
of his belief that film was a group art and explained how he always attempted to form a
crew, the members of which would understand his intentions. 31 The man who in the late
1980s and early 1990s came to be seen as the European auteur par excellence in fact
showed a marked inclination towards collaborative filmwork from the beginning of his
career.
Censorship of a political nature continued to dog Kielowski, with The Bricklayer
and I Don't Know not receiving their premieres until 1981, but questions of a pecuniary
kind also entered the picture. Although the financing of the film industry by the
government meant that for the most part filmmakers did not have to worry about their
films paying their way, which perhaps contributed to the indifference that Kielowski
expressed towards the public, the state's resources were far from endless. The lack of
government funds prevented the director from completing several cherished documentary
projects, although he would ingeniously bring alive unmade films about a dwarf and
streetworks outside his house respectively by having his hero, Filip, make them in Amator
(Camera Buff, 1979).32 Alternatively, projects such as the unfinished Ziemia

3°

It was because they were among the director's closest co-workers that Wierzbicki and the
cinematographer Jacek Petiycki, who also discussed Kieslowski's reliance upon colleagues at the
Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych (Documentary Production Studio) when editing his work (Maciej
Parowski, 'Kielowski life' in Zawilthski et a!, Kielowski bez koñca, p 81) were commissioned
specifically by Dania TV to make a documentary about Kieslowski (Tak sobie (I'm So-So), directed and
written by Wierzbicki, 1995).
31
Marczyñski & Mothyñski (int), 'Mocne strony, slabe strony'.
32
Vincent Ostria (int), 'Przypadek i koniecznosc' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysziofa
Kiesiows/aego, Cracow Universitas, 1997, (trans. Maria Oleksiewicz & Tadeusz Lubeiski from Les
Inrockupti bier, Paris, no. 36, 1992) p 285; & Stok (ed.), Kiesiow.cki on Kie.iowski, p 208.
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2eromskiego (The Land oferomskz), 33 were never completed for unknown reasons; one

can only speculate as to whether the problem lay in political censorship, financial
constraints, or Kie1owski's own decision not to continue.34
Nevertheless, regardless of the limitations of censorship, economics, and even
time upon Kielowski's output of documentaries during this period - he did, after all, also
make five fictional films between 1973 and 1980, several of which were full-length
features - the ten documentaries that were completed are in no way inferior to his earlier
work. On the contraiy, the continued honing of his skills fmds both its mirroring and
consequence in the sharper and more intimate focus of his camera as he ventured beyond
the exploration of the functionality of institutions to that of the lives of individuals in
Poland.

*

*

*

Stefan Zeromski (1864-1925) was a major Polish novelist, it is unknown whether this or any other
unfinished documentaries by Kielowski survive.
Kieslowski comments on his unmaLle documentaries (Stok (ed), K:eslowski on K,eslowski, pp 207-208)
but does not give any more specific information.
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MURARZ (THE BRICKL4 YER, 1973),
ZYCIORYS (CURRICULUM VITAE, 1975),
&NIEWIEM(IDON'TKNOW, 1977)

The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, and I Don 't Know, form a series, albeit one that

may be serendipitous as Kielowski never spoke of any conscious schema linking these
three films. Nonetheless, aside from the pleasingly symmetrical two-yearly intervals at
which the films were made, it is the subject matter that unites them. In each case, the
protagonist's official relationship with People's Poland, specifically the rupture between
the individual and the Party, underlies the film. Moreover, all three documentaries
observe a unity of time and place, with the respective protagonists recounting their lifestories within the course of a day, so that the day-in-a-life format is simultaneously an
exposition of a life in a day. If these parallels of subject and form reveal the protagonists'
similarity, there are, however, strong distinctions between them that make these variations
upon a theme progressively bleaker in outlook. Whereas the troubled political
experiences of the bricklayer lie in the past, permitting him to have come to terms with
them, the protagonist of Curriculum Vitae is shown at the very moment when his political
future lies in question. The most depressing scenario, however, is that faced by the
factory manager in the final film, I Don 't Know: although his fall from grace has already
occurred, it is evident that he is fated to continue living with the consequences.
The earliest of these films, The Bricklayer, although the least markedly crisisridden and gloomy, is no less thought-provoking for that. The relatively unperturbed
Jôzef, the bricklayer in question, relates the events that led to his joining the Polish
United Workers' Party in his youth before leaving it in 1956, following the Poznañ riots,
at the age of twenty-eight (he is aged forty-five at the time of the film's making). In spite
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of the highly-charged nature of the events of 1956, Jézef never makes a drama out of the
reasons for his departure or, indeed, any part of his life histoiy. Punning quite
unselfconsciously as he explains that in entering the Party '..ja wierzylem ±e buduje co
dia pokolema' ('..I believed that I was building something for a generation'), he describes
matter-of-factly how the increasingly heavy burden of responsibility as he rose in the
ranks and his sense of becoming immured in bureaucracy caused him to request to vacate
his position and return to his former occupation of bricklaying. Even his reference to the
events of 1956, which shocked many Party functionaries into questioning the
government, is brief: he reveals neither much emotion nor bitterness towards a regime
that betrayed alike its socialist ideals and him. His voice-overs relating his life-story
accompany images of him preparing for and attending the festivities celebrating the
workers on May 1, again without any obvious sense of self-irony at continuing to
support a system from which he withdrew as a functionaiy. 35 Consequently, it becomes
increasingly difficult to judge whether he is so tranquil about his past because of or
despite the gap of almost two decades since he was last in the Party.
This dearth of "big" emotions and dramatics has the effect of making Józef a
sympathetic and reliable witness. There is never any suggestion that he is self-promoting,
and this ordinary man's only self-proclaimed distinction, told in the most modest of
terms, is to have been a member of the Party. Notably, he is not named until the end,
which anonymity prevents the specifics of his life from getting in the way of his
ordinariness and "everyman-ness", and even then, the exclusion of his surname prevents
him from being too individualised and thereby losing his broader relevance. Thus, the
viewer is forced to pay close attention if the meaning of so seemingly simple a tale is to

The socialist government in Poland instituted the public holiday of May l, ostensibly to honour the
workers, but also as an attempt to make obsolete the traditional Polish holiday of May 3, upon which date
the Polish Constitution of 1791 is celebrated
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be deciphered, it being the apparently innocuous references that hint at the intellectual
and ethical problems with which Józef struggled as a young man and which continue to
be raised by the contradictoiy and flawed nature of the socialist state. In particular, his
discussion of Coca-Cola, formerly banned in Poland for being Western but now, as he
complains albeit mildly as ever, made and sold in Poland as one of the Western fashions
aped by the younger generation, holds the key to his personal unhappiness with the
system, indeed, to the faults and duplicity of the supposedly faultless and unchanging
socialist state. The scene reveals his awareness of a major flaw, namely, that his personal
and at first officially endorsed convictions came to clash with the changing public
convictions of People's Poland. However, softly spoken and literally diminutive, as well
as figuratively so in ego and self-importance, Józef is a prototype for the "small" men
who would populate Kielowski's fictive films. Rather than confronting and resolving
this personal paradox born of the state's public inconsistency dramatically, he chooses
instead to continue drinking soda water and in doing so, step outside of the issue, a small
action that finds its larger parallel in his stepping outside of the system by leaving the
party. Similarly, his later statement concerning the need to stick to one's decisions,
however faulty, in order not to undermine one's authority highlights his private integrity
as it simultaneously, though again understatedly, brings into question the shaky
totalitarian public world.
The symbolism of Coca-Cola and its continuing resonance long after the film had
been made was probably unforeseen by Józef or Kielowski, although now it is easy to
speculate that socialism stood no chance against the capitalistic might of Coke,
McDonalds, and Levi jeans. Certainly, the modern-day viewer benefiting from hindsight
can hardly avoid adding an afterword, namely, that, the flavourless carbonated water
disregarded by the younger generation, Jozef's own daughter included, in favour of Coca-
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Cola encapsulated the inevitable submission of People's Poland to the sweet taste of
capitalism. What, however, Kielowski clearly does intend is for Józef himself to have a
broader symbolic significance, moreover, a significance going beyond that of a mere
conceit because, as with the allegorical connotations of The Factory, it is firmly based in
reality. A bricklayer and archetypal poor kid who has done well, he is a good metaphor
for the much-needed social and public reconstruction of Poland, but in returning to being
a literal bricklayer he also signifies the impossibility of one man changing the state of
affairs. The film's implication that one can only count upon what one does alone, seen in
Jézef's return to a form of work in which he answers to himself and thus can have a good
conscience, is the more cutting given the alleged socialist spirit of People's Poland. The
final shot of him building a wall using chipped, worn bricks to the soundtrack of people
cheering the workers during the May Day celebrations is Kie1owski's most emphatically
critical statement about the problems of the state: the individual may be good and mean
well but he is hampered in his fine intentions by his environment and faulty tools.
The overriding question of The Bricklayer, then, is how Józef, indeed, how
anyone, can behave decently within the confines of so bad a system. His answer is to
return to political inactivity: the official world is so full of contradictions that he reverts to
a more independent life and job where he can literally be constructive. KieIowski
underlines Józef's own contentment with this situation with the lyrical overhead shots of
streets of houses that he perhaps helped build, creating a sense of freedom, of being
outside of his problem-ridden political past. However, this ability to separate off public
life and private convictions and live successfully with the result is rare, which fact may
have prompted the director to make Curriculum Vitae, which is a development of the
dilemma of The Bricklayer. Curriculum Vitae is a remarkable film most obviously for
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the sheer fact of having been made.36 Having had the idea for a script showing how the
Party was at odds with people's lives and desires, Kielowski, astomshingly, convinced
the Party's own bureaucrats to allow him, an outsider, to make a documentazy about the
cross-examination of a Party member by a Party Control Committee. Even more
surprisingly, he got the real-life members of such a board to participate in his film. An
actor played the defendant, Gralak, but his script was based on the actual life histories of
Party members called up before Party Control Committees and he himself had suffered
similar problems to those experienced by his character.37
It quickly becomes apparent that the frightening bureaucracy via which the state
rules over life and death in The Office and Refrain recurs in this film, but whereas both
the masses and officials remain anonymous in the earlier works, here the focus, and
consequently tension, is intensified by falling upon a single man and his confrontation
with Party functionaries. The form taken by the film adds to the sense of pressure: aside
from the syntheses at the beginning and end depicting Gralak arriving at the meeting and
awaiting the result respectively, everything is shot in real-time. Equally effective are the
camera-shots, the endless close-ups of heads and shoulders unrelieved by any medium or
long shots, let alone a view of anything other than the meeting, amplifying the oppressive
and claustrophobic atmosphere. Continuing with the Kafkaesque theme - Kafka was one
of Kielowski's favourite authors - the members of the committee are not faceless but
nevertheless in their namelessness and inscrutability lies the essence of their authority and
the asymmetrical balance-of-power, they having the favourable upper hand of knowing

The docuinentaiy also exists in a shortened version known as KróIk, ±yciorys (Short Cumculum Vitae)
Kieslowski rewrote the film as a stage-play - towards the end of the 1970s he would direct several other
playwrights' works for television - with a cast that included Jerzy Stuhr, the leading male in several of his
later feature films, but neither he nor the critics were impressed by the results
' Stok (ed), Kieslowski on Kie.ilowsk,, p 60. This blurring of documentary and fiction is also apparent in
Kielowski's fictional film for television of the same year, Personel (Personnel, 1975) but the basic
veracity of the events and people in Cumculum Vitae is such that it is commonly regarded as a
documentary
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all the details of Gralak's life whilst he knows nothing of theirs.
This alarming lack of equality between two sides serving the same regime (Gralak
is still a Party functionary, albeit with his membership under review at this meeting)
stems from the discrepancy between their respective views concerning the
interdependence of the personal and public spheres. As one of the committee members
explains with an unintended and humourless play on words, Gralak is fine as a czlowiek
('human being') but a troublemaker as a cz?onek38 ('member') of the Party, a fatal
distinction inevitably condemning him to be at odds with a system that sees distinctions
between the personal and official areas of an individual's life as redundant because the
Party is - or at least, intends to be - the whole Polish world. Accordingly, everything that
Gralak has ever done, whether in an official or private function, is brought into and
judged as part of the public sphere. His marital problems, a former mistress, a drinking
incident at his factory, and colleagues' strike at the same factory are all treated with equal
coldness and no margin is allowed for human fallibility. Even the magic word 'worker',
allegedly the embodiment of all virtues in a party ostensibly representing the workers,
does Gralak no good: having explained that he had a shot of vodka during the drinking
episode, he is admonished that 'Kieliszki sq, rózne' ('Glasses come in various sizes') and
has to redefine the article as a 'Robotniczy kieliszek' ('A worker's size glass'), only to
provoke the committee's obvious displeasure. This linguistic divide is evident again in
the discrepancy between Gralak's use of the standard Polish form of the third person
singular when addressing the board members, which individualises them, and their use of
the second person plural, a Russian form popular in Party circles, which reflects their
perception of him in the context of the public sphere. These are different worlds and his
is always the wrong one.

Cziowiek and cz*'onek sound as well as look very alike
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Questioned over every detail, Gralak is repeatedly asked to be more specific and
justify his answers, although being always in the wrong, he is of course, with ironic
appositeness, admonished when he offers unsolicited justification. Consequently,
Curriculum Vitae reads like a socialist-Polish adaptation of Kafka's aphorism number 40:

'It is only our conception of time that makes us call the Last Judgement by that name; in
fact it is a permanent court-martial'. 39 This is indeed the Last Judgement, with Gralak
required not merely to state but also to review the whole of his life, and the mirroring of a
Christian concept is the more ironic because the reduction of a human life to no more than
the details found on a curriculum vitae is as mechanistic and soulless as socialism.
Kielowski's masterstroke in illustrating the dehumanising nature of the Party comes at
the very end, when with breathtaking simplicity he presents a series of photographs of
Gralak at various stages of his life, evoking more of the private man in a matter of several
dozen seconds than has been accomplished in the preceding public enquiry of forty-odd
minutes.
Even before the final scene, Kielowsh is quick to make use of the ironic parallel
between this earth-bound ruling and the divine Judgement. He waits until Gralak has
finished his defence before offering a bitter joke in the form of the first overhead shot of
the committee members at the very moment that they confer and play at God. The Godlike perspective offered by this angle, however, has consequences not only for the
depiction of the functionaries but also for the director and audience alike. Curriculum
Vitae forces the viewer into the role of a judge: even if one decides to sympathise with

Gralak as Kie1owski did - asked where his support lay, the director replied 'Po czyjej
jestem stronie podsdnego czy sçdziów? Zawsze odpowiadalem, 2e p0 jego stronie'

Franz Kafka, The Great Wall of China & Other Short Works, trans & ed. Malcolm Pasley, London:
Penguin Books, 1991, p 85. Inevitably, The Trial also springs to mind
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('On whose side am I, that of the defendant or the judges? I always answered that I am
on the side of the defendant'),4° an answer pertinent to all of his films - one thereby
becomes the judge of his judges. Certainly, viewers are encouraged take the side of
Gralak not least because the film also leaves them in the same position of awaiting the
verdict of the tribunal, even if Kielowski's omission of this verdict is no more than a
feint, a postponement of the inevitable. Nonetheless, although by never showing the
resolution of the case the director leaves the final judgement to the viewer, in doing so he
leaves the latter as disconcerted as the on-screen protagonist in his perpetual limbo of
awaiting his fate.
Such a fate is, nonetheless, preferable to that of the protagonist of I Don 't Know.
Whereas Curriculum Vitae remains inconclusive about Gralak's future, albeit without
offering much hope, the former factory manager of I Don 't Know is the logical next step
in this series depicting the decline of the individual working within People's Poland,
having already undergone many trials of a literal and a figurative nature and received a
neverending punishment. Having joined the Party in 1956 at the same time that his
mirror-image counterpart, Józef the bricklayer, resigned, this unnamed individual was
assigned to the Renifer glove and leather garment factory in 1966 at a time when it was
making a yearly loss of sixty million zloty. Just as The Factory depicts the problems of
supply and communications breakdown at the micro and macro levels, so too the
inefficiency of the leather factory in I Don 't Know is attributable to workers, the internal
management, and external authorities alike, but here the vice is that of rife, public
corruption, involving everyone but the manager himself. He offers an astonishing
catalogue of facts and figures: about fifty percent of workers had been sacked at least
three times for theft boxes supposedly containing goods for export had their contents

4
°Kaluzyñski & Turski (ml.), 'Zag1da Iudziom pod czaszkç', p 10.
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replaced with sand a factoiy official lacking high-school education was allowed to stay
on because he had, in the course of his employment, attended a higher education training
course; and many of the twelve preceding directors had been informed upon for
corruption by their company chauffeurs and consequently sacked. These facts first
horrify, then become blackly ironic in their repetitive nature, before eventually wearying
the viewer by their interminability, whose sense of exhaustion is of course similar to that
felt by the manager himself. The relatively long takes are punctuated by many cuts, but
his voice continues unchanging, implying everything, whether cut or shown, is in the
same vein. Even when he concludes the relating of a particular episode, there is no sense
of emotional climax because the pitch of his voice remains monotonous: the words he
uses may reveal just how dramatic his time at the factory was but the overriding feature of
his narrative is his emotionless and dispassionate tone of voice, tellingly indicative of
how the past has given rise to his present hopelessness.
I Don 't Know is a private confession told publicly and though, or perhaps because,

the manager's narrative consists mainly of quantitative statements, the qualitative import
is easily discernible. His recurrent use of facts and figures in explaining how his attempts
to rectify matters at the factory led to his downfall becomes increasingly shocking
precisely because he employs them to describe deeply personal matters in so impersonal a
manner. Six days after being awarded a silver cross by the Party for having turned the
loss into a ten million zloty profit despite the obstacles placed in his path by workers,
management, and local militia, he was sacked; while on trial after being falsely accused
of theft, he was beaten up three times, shot at twice, and eventually forced to move away
from his family for fear of their safety; and after bemg found innocent of the theft, his
applications for all manner of jobs in every region of Poland were turned down in every
instance. If Gralak in Curriculum Vitae is condemned for the manner in which he
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conducts his personal and public lives, the protagonist of I Don 't Know is attacked
literally as well as figuratively in both spheres. Worse still, his unreceptive demeanour
and unemotional delivery bears witness to the terrible impact of these public humiliations
upon his inner life: having lost status in the public and personal realms, he has suffered
his greatest defeat in his inner self.
Kielowski cleverly reproduces the manager's justifiable sense of paranoia with
an inventive use of sound made the more prominent by the unifonnity of the protagonist's
speech. The alarming clunking of unidentifiable objects at the beginning is revealed to be
emitted by the tape recorder used to produce the soundtrack. This magnification of a
banal object into something menacing may only startle the viewer temporarily but is
nonetheless a telling metaphor for the manager's fear that his speaking publicly may lead
to further reprisals.4 ' A greater sense of unease is produced by the jarring and intrusive
rat-a-tat-tat of a typewriter that drowns out the names of individuals specified by the
manager in the course of the film, which never fails to startle the viewer despite being
employed regularly. With it being made evident that some of the bearers of those names
literally want the speaker dead, it is clearly no coincidence that this noise resembles that
of a machine-gun.
The most effective and disheartening use of sound, however, comes in the tango
accompanying the opening and closing credits. The music that already seems
incongruously lively at the outset becomes transformed by the manager's description of
his decline and fall into a brazenly jaunty commentary on the inevitable failure of a man
trying to behave justly in an unjust environment, its crude brashness an appalling
reflection of the indifference of Polish society - and this includes those inside and outside
" Kieslowski admitted that despite being withheld, the film did lead to further problems for the protagonist,
which he had veiy much wanted to avoid, and that the former manager bore him a grudge, Jacek Petiycki,
'Kiedy jeszcze lubilismy rejestrowaó swiat' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kiesloivsbego, pp 177-178
& Stok (ed ), Kieslowski on Kieslowsk,, p 73-74
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of the Party to the tragedy of this man's life. More depressing still, the written
statement, presumably composed by Kielowski, which is accompanied by this music at
the beginning and ending of the film - like the tango, its forcefulness becomes most
apparent following the manager's narrative - reveals the director's belief that the private
misfortune of the manager is a reflection of the broader problems afflicting the public
realm:
Pewien czlowiek opowie o swoim yciu. Nie zaleznie od
subiektywizmu i fragmentaiycznoci relacji ten czlowiek i
jego stan istniej, obiektywnie Trzeba liczyé sic z tymi
faktanti bo zwielokrotnione s, zjawiskiem spolecznym.
A certain person will tell of his life. Regardless of the
subjectivity and fragmentary nature of this report, this
person and his condition exist objectively. One has to take
these facts into account because multiplied, they are a
social phenomenon.
In the manager of the Silesian factory, Kielowski discovered the model for the
dilemmas faced by the characters of his featureS, from Camera Buff right through until
the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours) trilogy of the 1990s. Just as the working title, é czy
spaé? (Live or Sleep?), reflects the moral quandary of the real-life Pole and his future

fictional counterparts alike, so too his final words summarise a problem to which
Kielowski would return over and over in the course of his flimmaking:
'Muszç przyznaó sic e nie wiem jak zyó, jaka jest
najlepsza recepta na ycie, czy 2yó intensywnie, mocno,
czy przespaó zycie.. . Nie wiem.
'I must admit that I don't know how to live, what is the best
prescription for life, whether to live intensively, strongly,
or to sleep through life...! don't know.'
*

*

*
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ZPUNKTU WIDZENIA NOCNEGO PORTIERA
(FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OFA NIGHT PORTER, 1977)
& PRZEWIETLENIE (X-RAY, 1974)

If The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, and I Don 't Know depict men struggling to
reconcile their personal views with their official roles, the public and personal lives and
private convictions of the protagonist of From the Point of View of a Night Porter,
Manan Osuch, conjoin in a manner that is farcical, alarming, and finally tragic. Not
content with the authority he has over people in his workplace, the porter reprises his
official role effortlessly in his personal life, spending his spare time checking up on
children playing truant from school and monitoring local fishermen to ensure that they
have the correct permits. Kielowski allows himself one of many moments of comedy in
this latter instance by accompanying Osuch's apparently contemplative gazing at the
fishermen and reference to having a passion in life with music taken from Wojciech
Kilar's soundtrack for Krzysztof Zanussi's film Iluminacja (illumination, 1973). The
inappropriateness of the sentimental tones, it becoming apparent that Osuch's gazing is in
fact spying and his passion is for checking up on people, is matched by the ironic film
reference, Illumination being about the individual's search for free will, which the porter
neither advocates nor represents.
Yet for all the humour, the combination of music and images is perhaps not as
purely comic as it initially seems; after all, Osuch may well romantically idealise his own
penchant for enforcing rules. His fondness for westerns, films in which self-appointed
"good" men battle against lawlessness, fits well with his conception of himself as a
marshal. Appropriately for one who dislikes criticism of the government, he is literally a
small man playing at Big Brother tactics who believes that 'Regulamin jest wazniejszy
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jak czlowiek' ('Regulations are more important than a person'). Given the perfect
correlation between his behaviour in the public and personal spheres, the documentary is
as much a metaphor for the state and its attempt, in this case successful, to govern all
areas of an individual's life, as it is a portrait of a man in tune with his socio-political
environment: he is simultaneously a representation of the state in miniature and one of the
unthinking masses who create and uphold the system. Certainly, he has the dogmatic
self-confidence of one who knows that he is on the side of right, in this case People's
Poland, so much so that he does not hesitate to expound his forthright opinions on the
death penalty (a good thing), reform school (a successful way of transforming truants into
ideal children), and modern fashions (flared and narrow trousers alike enrage him). If,
however, the authorities were thrilled at the prospect of a documentary publicising beliefs
that fitted well with socialist doctrine, Kielowski, intending criticism of the attitude and
the not man per Se, feared that the screening of such views might cause difficulties for the
porter amongst the broader populace and banned the film from being shown on Polish
television.42 Conversely, Osuch was delighted with the documentary, and the diverging
views of the subject and director did not prevent the two from developing a friendship,
with the porter playing small parts in two of Kielowski's later feature films.43
The director's kindliness towards the porter was perhaps born out of his
recognition of the man's human frailties; for all his rigid assertions, Osuch is surprisingly
full of contradictions. Although a fan of violent films who behaves antagonistically by
spying upon his fishing acquaintances, he is utterly unconscious of any irony when
belligerently castigating young men bearing facial hair - 'Ja takiego czlowieka

42

Stok (ed), Kie.lowski on K,eslowski, p.75. Kielowski had originally intended to film a porter who
published a diaiy in which he expounded views similar to those of Osuch. However, filming this toothless
individual with synchronised sound would have made a caricature of him, hence a second porter, Osuch,
was sought out, Witold Stok interviewed in Macnab & Darke (mi), 'Working with Kie1owski', p18
'3
Stok interviewed in Macnab & Darke (int), 'Working with Kielowski', p 18. One was Camera Buff, the
other probably Blind Chance.
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nienawidzç' ('I hate such people') - for looking aggressive. Disliking youth in general,
he is fond of animals. Likewise, his aversion to love films does not prevent him from
previously owning a pair of love-birds, which meet a ghastly but comically ludicrous fate.
His condemnation of those who criticise the state accompanies a shot of him sitting high
up in his flat apparently policing his neighbours and children down below, but the pitiful
distancing from the community, his pensive demeanour, and his failure to shout at them
as might be expected raises the possibility that he is wistful about his inability to join
them. Most remarkably, despite making frequent recourse to the pronouns 'we' and
'they' - although 'they' remain shadowy and are never properly defined, their status of
otherness makes it clear that they are both undesirable and wrong in their opinions - and
his admiration for the socialist regime, Osuch is unexpectedly uncomfortable in a group.
The confidence he displays as a single law-enforcer is reduced into a shrunken, awkward
bearing when he is seen as part of the fishing committee or amongst his colleagues.
Although he has power on paper, whether at work or as a member of the fishing
committee, he has no authority that is actually recognised or respected. Worse still,
Osuch implicitly recognises this unsettling inconsistency and his own meaninglessness
when, despite having boasted of his authority as a porter, he expresses a desire for a
position of responsibility. The final scene in which schoolchildren waveringly and
unsuccessfully attempt to identify his official role, a faltering smile playing across
Osuch's lips as the teacher talks admiringly of his shiny cap, is Kielowski's perceptive,
eloquent but also humane summation of an individual who ultimately is more to be pitied
than feared. In retrospect, the sentimental music gains meaning, given the wretched life
on display. KieIowski never extends his sympathy to the regime which the porter
symbolises in being both a product and advocate of it, but his ability to separate the
private man from his public role, something which Osuch is himself unable to do, lies at
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the heart of the success of a film that rejects the views of the protagonist without ever
dismissing the man himself.
The obsession with the public role that characterises Osuch in From a Night

Porter 's Point of View is demonstrated in a markedly different way in X-Ray. As
introspective and openly insecure as the porter is opinionated and superficially confident,
the tuberculosis patients who form the subject of this earlier documentary are continually
aware of their psychological distancing from the Polish masses caused by their physical
isolation in the sanatorium. Like 1 was a Soldier, X-Ray deals with a handful of
protagonists cut off from everyday Polish reality, and the bitter and tragic ironies
concerning the circumstances of the ex-combatants also find their parallels here, with
Kielowski focussing on patients who include, among others, a musician and builder
unable to play and build respectively because of their incapacitating illness.
X-Ray is also comparable in structure to 1 was a Soldier, employing the same
technique of presenting sections, separated off by brief interludes composed of exterior
shots of the sanatorium, which deal with specific issues concerning the men's illness: they
discuss how they first took the news, their former occupations and the effect of the illness
upon their capacity to continue in them, and what they would like from the future. Again,
Kielowski's focus upon the personal histories of his subjects leads to intimate and even
painful revelations of the debilitating psychological consequences resulting from a
physical ailment that affects the public, personal, and inner lives of the patients. The
builder particularly exemplifies this multiple loss of identity, and is an early example par

excellence of the emasculated Polish male who would feature in so much of Kielowski's
work. Feeling betrayed in his personal sphere by family members who encouraged him
to enter the clinic, he is equally diminished and humiliated in his inner realm at being
removed from his former public role:
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'Tam [na budowni] stanowiç co g. Tu jestem wyrwany z
tego wszystkiego. Tracç pewnoó siebie.'
'There [on the building site] I amount to something. Here I
am uprooted from eveiything. I lose my self-confidence.'
The world of tuberculosis patients had particular resonance for Kie1owski, who
spent his childhood travelling between the various sanatona in which his father was
treated for the illness. Indeed, the film is set in Sokolowsk, where the director lived for a
while as a child while his father was nursed at the clinic, and Jacek Petrycki, a colleague,
suggests Kielowski wished to transfer his childhood memories and feelings to the screen
in the course of making a documentary about tuberculosis sufferers. Whether because
the scenes shot were inadequate or because Kielowski ultimately balked at the prospect
of transferring such intimate revelations about his own life to film and thus the public
sphere, the director's personal reminiscences remain private and only a viewer with some
prior knowledge is able to make the connection between the subject matter and the
director's early life; whereas he appears on screen, albeit subtly and silently, in I was a
Soldier, in X-Ray he is unwilling to reveal his hand as he did in the earlier film.

Nevertheless, despite his own reticence, Kieslowski is as skilful in this film at getting his
subjects to divulge confidences as he was in I was a Soldier. What differentiates the
tuberculosis patients, however, from the blind ex-combatants is the depth of their longing
for the outside world. Whereas the latter for the most part are unperturbed by the
isolating effect of their blindness, and content to exist in their inner realms, these patients
are horribly aware that despite the minor difference to the naked eye between themselves
and ordinary people, their illness is an unseen but insurmountable obstacle to their
existence in the public world. Their lives in the sanatonum are constantly measured and

Petrycki, 'Kiedyjeszcze 1ubi1imy rejestrowa wiat', p 180.
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usually found wanting against life outside: the musician no longer minds the endless
queues when shopping, something ordinary Poles suffer unwillingly, while a bearded
patient finds Sundays, ironically the day of rest for the wider population, difficult to bear
because the brief visits of guests from the outside world only serve to underline his own
confinement. There exists a constant hankering for the public world, with the bearded
patient and builder most desirous of a return to work. Their longing, however, is mixed
with the fear of no longer succeeding there in the event of being cured, as is demonstrated
by the builder's conclusion that even the return of his health will not convince him that he
is a fully worthy human being. Being shut away in a clinic would be isolating under
ordinary circumstances but it is a terrible irony that the Polish regime's attempt to
convince its citizens of the primacy of the public world is most effective amongst those
disowned by it - an individual unable to work is redundant in a socialist regime - and
relegated to the margins.
Kielowski deftly highlights both the improbability of the patients returning to the
public sphere and the responsibility of the authorities for this fate in the final scene. The
departure of the suitcase-laden men to the sound of cheerful accordion music is negated
by their coach driving into a brown smoke-ridden and chimney-filled landscape, with the
cacophony produced by the factories and industrialised plants supplanting the jaunty
melody. Any viewer initially confused as to whether the patients are simply leaving for a
short vacation, itself an ironic notion given their confinement is already an unwanted
holiday from the public sphere, is fully justified, because the final implication is that the
polluted Polish environment, a result of the heavy industrialisation favoured by socialist
systems throughout Central and Eastern Europe, will prevent the men's return to the
outside world from being anything but a brief sojourn.
*

*

*
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PIER WSZA M1LO (FIRST LOVE, 1974)

First Love is concerned with a young couple, Jadzia and Romek, on the cusp of
adulthood, a theme prominent in Kielowski's fictional films but singular to this
documentary as far as his non-fiction work is concerned. Notably, it is Jadzia who
dominates both in terms of on-screen time and making decisions about the couple's future
despite being female and three years younger than her twenty year-old partner, so
although she never displays the aggression demonstrated y so many of Kielowski's
female fictional characters towards their male counterparts, the relationship in this film
suggests that the castrated males and empowered females epitomising the director's
theory of Polish gender relations were rooted in social reality. Nevertheless, just as this
couple's partnership and eventual marriage appears less fraught than those experienced
by Kielowski's imagined characters - the Polish critic Jadwiga Anna Luzyñska points
out that First Love is one of only three films by Kielowski depicting fulfilled love based
on mutual understanding45 - so too do they, unlike their fictional counterparts, manage
admirably in their development from teenagers to responsible adults, notwithstanding
their struggle against various forms of officialdom. It is this solidity of their personal
realm, compellingly demonstrated when they read a baby-book together, paint the
intended nursery, or feed their baby and discuss her future, that remains constant
throughout the film despite the constant troublesome interference of the public world,
Indeed, one of the main themes of First Love is the confrontation between the
personal realm - in this case, that of marriage and birth - and the public institutions that
are involved in such domestic matters, seldom beneficially. These institutions, apparently

Jadwiga Anna Luzyñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego cz. U', Iluzjon, Warsaw, nos. 1-4, 1995,
p31, the others are Concert ofRequests and the third variant of Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981)
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socialist and helpful by nature, are in fact chiefly useless and ineffectual, as is illustrated
when a housing office official tells Jadzia and Romek that they have little chance of being
allocated their own flat before their child's birth. The educational system is worse, being
actively obstructive when Jadzia makes enquiries about continuing with her schooling
after giving birth; the teachers who reprimand her for having wasted her opportunities by
falling pregnant are surely too humourless and unsympathetic to recognise the irony of
lecturing her about the improbability of their teaching her in the future. Bureaucracy too
makes an unwelcome appearance in the wedding preparations, with a doctor's certificate
confirming Jadzia's pregnancy, payment from her and Romek, and written declarations of
their intention to many all being required before the frill-free ceremony can be performed
- where else? - in a registry office. The couple's personal realm is even actively invaded
by the public sphere in the form of the policeman who walks in as they paint the room
intended for themselves and their baby and quizzes them about their living arrangements.
These trials are part and parcel of entering the adult world, and KieIowski underscores
this transition from childhood to adulthood by cutting from Romek looking the typical
student whilst attending a school class to the marriage ceremony, at which his newfound
moustache and suit speak volumes about his attempt to appear grown-up in the public
eye. That Jadzia and Romek are successful in maintaining some measure of intimacy in
their personal relations comes about despite the intrusion of the outside world. Unable to
visit Jadzia immediately after the birth, Romek's conversation with her conducted
through an open hospital window is audible to anyone within earshot, but Kielowski
dubs it with music, allowing the couple some measure of privacy even if their public
surroundings do not
Nonetheless, the blatant contradiction of Kielowski's shielding his protagonists'
privacy at the same moment that he brings it to the attention of the documentary-viewing
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public is unmistakable. The intense close-up of Jadzia as she weeps at her own wedding
is highly disquieting, not least as the reason for her tears, happy or otherwise, is
undefined. Similarly, there is something uncomfortably perverse about Kielowski's
camera being allowed to witness the intimate scenes of Jadzia's labour while Romek is
not. This uneasy intrusion of the publicising camera upon the personal, or even inner,
realm was not lost upon Kielowski, and filming the interfering and obstructive nature of
exterior forces upon the lives of Jadzia and Romek caused him to question his own right
to impose upon their domestic sphere, but his reactions at the time were nevertheless
ambivalent. On the one hand, Kieslowski made no secret of his active manipulation and
provocation, but insisted that the situations he engineered, such as the appearance of the
policeman, were ones in which the couple would find themselves in any case, so that the
resulting scenes were grounded not in verisimilitude but actua1ity. By contrast, he
worried about interfering in their lives and purposefully chose Jadzia as he felt that she
would remain unaltered by the experience. 47 A similar tension underlay Kielowski's
desire to explore the most intimate aspects of individuals' existence: having filmed
Romek's tears after the birth of Ewa he concluded that he had no right to do so, but this
did not prevent him from including the scene in the final cut of the documentary.48
Nonetheless, these justified concerns about the right of the documentarist to film
and make public personal lives eventually bore fruit when Kie1owski abandoned the
documentary in favour of fictional feature films. Some six years would pass before he
made this decision - and even then, he retained many stylistic features learnt from

Stok, (ed.), K:eiowsk, on K,eálowski, p64 Kieslowski also used his influence to improve their material
situation, his proposal for a documentary entitled Ewa Ewunia about the baby as she grew up convinced the
authorities to give the family their own flat lest the infant's future in People's Poland appear depressing.
' Jerzy Biernacki, 'Trzeba rbai nowy chodnik', Elcran, Warsaw, no 37, 12-9-1976, p 19, & Stok (ed),

K:eslowski on K,eslowski, p 66.
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documentary-making and made one final such film in the mid-1980s - but it was First
Love that, despite being one of Kie1owski's preferred pieces, 49 initiated his gradual
movement away from documentaries.

*

*

*

SZPITAL (THE HOSPITAL, 1976)
&DWORZEC(THESTATION, 1980)

The preoccupation with form that charactenses Kie1owski's later non-fiction and
fiction films alike - Seven Women of Different Ages, Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988), and
the Three Colours trilogy, to name a few, are based around archetypal precepts and
numerical structures - first appears in The Hospital, which punctuates the doctors' thirtytwo hour shift with title-cards giving the time of day, e.g., 8.00, 9.00, and 10.00.
However, just as Kie1owski would use formal structuring in later films only to test and
subvert its definitions, so too he avoided being too rigid in this documentary, sensibly
recognising that filming on the hour when in fact something more interesting had
occurred at, say, 12.O5pm, was disadvantageous. 5° This decision resulted from the
director's own reasoning, but the events internal to the film and continual references to
the time also bring the viewer to question the linear progression of time: although it
continues literally to move forward for the woman brought in after a failed suicide
attempt, her fate is set at 9.00am, if not earlier when she jumped out of a window, by the
surgeons who determine that they will be unable to reconstruct her legs and spine

49 Tadeusz Szyma (int), 'Pomóc samemu sobie', Tygodnik Powszechny, Cracow, no. 46, 12-11-1989, p 6.
° Stok (ed ), Kieslowski on K,eslowskz, p 69.
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sufficiently for her to walk. Kielowski also disrupts his own self-imposed time-scheme
at the very end when, having meticulously recorded the passing of every hour for twentyfour hours, he includes a final title-card that reads '8.00 and the next seven hours', even
though the film shows only what occurs at 8.00am. If the implication is that the
following seven hours will be exactly the same, additionally Kielowski succinctly
conveys and parallels the surgeons' being overstretched by having his own film run out of
time to show each individual hour. This use of synthesis in order to reflect the doctors'
overloaded working life is employed elsewhere in The Hospital. Whereas the disjunction
of sound and images is exploited by Kielowski in earlier films to create a sense of
uneasiness and irresolution, the effect is different in this case. Here, the simultaneous
focus of the camera upon one event whilst the soundtrack refers to something or someone
beyond the frame is a way of getting maximum information into a minimal amount of
space and time; equally, it reminds of the busy and cramped conditions under which the
doctors operate.
Although Kielowski's earlier documentaries reveal his scepticism about the
successful functioning of the group model, with The Hospital he films a group of people
who achieve something in the mess that is contemporary Poland. The director's normally
suspicious view of those in authority also undergoes a transformation here, and his focus
upon the surgeons, interspersed with few shots of the patients, is favourable. This novel
depiction of authority-figure perhaps reflects Kielowski's recognition that the doctors are
also the underdogs in the public system, regardless of their education and professional
status. Far from pontificating about the nobility of their profession or revelling in
medical achievements, they appear as ordinary individuals, in particular in a remarkable if
understated scene in which they humbly queue up to receive their noticeably low wages.
This blatant lack of privileges magnifies the surgeons' blue-collar worker-status,
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something that finds an apposite correlative in the hammers and drills they employ in
scenes in which one plainly sees the nuts and bolts of surgery. Whether the viewer
chooses to read such scenes literally or as a metaphor for reconstructing the body
corporate, the equipment is as faulty and unavailable here as in The Factory: lights are in
short supply, a surgical probe is unobtainable, a drill is faulty, surgical thread is described
as being suitable for stitching shoes, and, in the most famous episode, a hammer breaks in
the middle of an operation. There is, however, also a marked contrast between the
mechanics in The Factory and the doctors: these latter men are extraordinary because
they manage to restore their patients to full health despite their inadequate working
circumstances. Furthermore, whereas Kielowski had previously shown in Before the
Rally how mismanagement at macro and micro levels led to the workers' complete loss of
interest in the public sphere and half-hearted fulfilment of their occupations, here his
protagonists maintain their professionalism but also compassion regardless of their
shoddy working conditions and financially unrewarding jobs. It is the doctors' personal
humanity, as evident in their sympathy for the suicidal woman or one doctor's concern
for a blind, elderly patient as when they snatch some sleep or convivially eat an
unappetising supper, that makes this example of the malfunctioning public sphere
bearable.
The smallness of the subject - no cures for cancer are discovered nor are there any
miraculous recoveries - is thus a reflection of the modest egos of the surgeons as well as
of the everyday nature of their profession. This reduction of scale to an obscure hospital
with equally anonymous, albeit distinctive, protagonists, does not prevent one from
drawing a broader conclusion, namely, that socialist Poland is sick. Nevertheless, The
Hospital concludes on a note that is positive if not quite optimistic in that it shows how,
regardless of the ailing political system under which they operate, the surgeons
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nevertheless succeed in humanising an institution and, moreover, making it work.
This relatively encouraging tone is, however, limited to The Hospital. The
Station, Kielowski's final film to be set in a public institution, is a far bleaker affair that
holds out as little hope for Poland as did his earlier documentaries. Whereas in The
Hospital the surgeons humamse their workplace and are instrumental in its functioning
well despite the many shortcomings, the unwelcoming utilitarian nature of the railway
station stems from a preponderance of machines taking the place of people. Faceless
voices blare over loudspeakers that strip them of all vestiges of humanity, the presenter of
the internal TV travel news is insipid and, as befits one shown on elevated monitors,
remote, and the Left Luggage area has been replaced with attendant-less lockers. Even
those employees who are present in person are unconcerned and lethargic, the ticket
sellers apathetic in the face of enormous queues and railway workers smoking
indifferently. Machines and workers conjoin to create an actively hostile environment as
is illustrated when a human-operated floor-cleaner tears a woman's stocking. It is not just
everything but everyone that functions badly in this station.5'
Unsurprisingly, the environment is not conducive to happy customers. The station
is characterised by miscommunication - the Polish viewer will spot the fitting pun, with
komunilwcja meaning both 'system of transportation' and 'communication' 52 - with a

man finding himself in the wrong queue, ticket-sellers inaudible and information
transmitted via the loudspeakers indecipherable, and luggage-locker instructions baffling

' Cf Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Brzydkie podwórko',

Film, Warsaw, no. 30, 28-9-1980, p 5.
This play on words was particularly close to Kieslowski's heart, as it marked his entry into flimmaking.
Taking the entrance exam to the Lód± Film School thr the third time, his mistaken interpretation of a
question concerning the mass means of communication - his answer was 'Tram, bus, trolley-bus,
aeroplane' - won him favour with the examiners who erroneously took his answer for wit, Stok (ed),
Kie.tlowski on Kieiowski, p31. Since then, transportation has, as the director complained, featured
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the passengers. This defective and dulling milieu takes its toll on the customers, the
vivacious tones of the TV presenter contrasting gruesomely with the sluggish, low-key,
and mostly silent passengers, who remain anonymous and form a dismally uniform group.
The only sudden burst of energy comes when people run to board a train but the
stagnancy remains ultimately unrelieved as this train, already behind schedule, is not
shown to leave the platform. Despite the station's supposed facilitation of movement, no
one arrives or departs.
Communication may fail, requiring as it does two-way interaction, but one-way
observation is not limited to the viewer and film crew of the documentary. It is also
internal to the subject, taking the form of the closed-circuit television cameras in the
station, the presence of which is signalled by the ominous roll of timpani. The
disquieting robotic movements of the impersonal cameras are eventually relieved by the
final shot of a security guard watching the images in the surveillance room; at least, one is
thankful to note, there is a human presence operating these machines. Nevertheless,
Kielowski plays up the perturbing similarity between the off-screen and on-screen
voyeurism at work in his film. The resemblance between the security room and an
editing suite, combined with the portentous kettledrums, suggests all forms of observation
in which the subjects are unaware of being under surveillance are potentially threatening,
regardless of who is doing the watching, security guard, director, or viewer. Certainly,
Kie1owski's doubts about the documentarist's right to film people which first disquieted
him during the making of First Love were crystallised by his experiences when making
The Station: police hoping to fmd footage of a murderer temporarily seized his fiIm to

the dismay of the director who had no desire to be a cog in somebody else's wheel.53
Kielowski's concern about the fine line between observation and intrusion

Stok (ed ), Kieilowski on Kieslowski, p 79ff.
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continued throughout his later career, featuring in fictional feature films including Krótki
film o miloki (A Short Film about Love, 1988), Trois C'ouleurs: Bleu (Three Colours:
Blue, 1993), and Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994). Where the

documentary, however, was concerned, he chose to resolve his personal and ethical
dilemma by abandoning the form: when he next filmed a railway-station surveillance
room almost a decade on in the fictional Dekalog 3, (The Decalogue: 3, 1988), both it and
his chair in the editing suite of the Documentary Production Studio were empty.

*

*

*

SIEDEMKOBIET WRO7JSJYM WIEKU
(SEVEN WOMEN OF DIFFERENTAGES, 1978)
& GADAJ4 CE GLO WY (TALKING HEADS, 1980)

Seven Women of Diferent Ages is something of an anomaly in the documentary

works of Kielowski. This is the sole non-fiction film made by him for which the setting
of People's Poland has absolutely no relevance of a direct or indirect nature, most of the
documentaries falling into the former category and I was a Soldier and X-Ray into the
latter. Indeed, the more universally applicable musings upon life to be found in this film
find a happy parallel in the form it takes: although accompanied by a soundtrack, it would
work just as well as a silent film, having little dialogue and being primarily concerned
with visual images. Interestingly, then, the one documentary film by Kielowski that can
be easily watched by a non-Polish and contemporary audience without recourse to
subtitles and explanatory notes was disliked by the director at the time of its making.
Although in later years he actively sought to make films that he described as "universal",
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a term applicable to Seven Women of Different Ages, it is an indication of the genuine
fascination and significance which the Polish public world held for him at this earlier
stage in his career that he considered it an irrelevance and waste of money to make this
documentary at a time when subjects he felt were more important, and presumably
narrower in scope, than beautiful humanistic ideals needed to be fllmed.M
Where the film does fit into Kieslowski's oeuvre is in its use and subversion of
form. Playfully femimsing the seven ages of man, Kielowski subsequently matches each
stage in a woman's life with a day of the week. Rather than going for the obvious and
having the youngest participant appear on a Monday, instead the film begins with
Thursday. Notions of life as an eternal performance are raised by the protagonists being
ballerinas at various stages of their career, and the clever pairing of this with the days of
the week results in a suitably youthful and vivacious young woman starring in the
Saturday segment. The impassioned performance of the ballet stars in the Sunday section
is a witty play on the idea of the creator using the day of rest to watch his creations at
work, and it goes without saying that on Monday the next incarnation of the ballerina
finds herself faced with the prospect of sheer hard work, a prospect familiar to all
working adults. The features of the seven protagonists are intentionally strikingly similar
and the final scene neatly ties up this loop, its focus now falling upon the woman who in
the first section was the somewhat indistinct teacher instructing the little girl representing
that segment. As one critic pointed out, the seven biographies are, when taken as a
whole, the analysis of one biological fate.55
This relationship of the individual to the masses lies also at the centre of Talking
Heads, as do issues of form and structure, but it is altogether a more satisf'ing and

' Grazyna Banaszkiewicz (mt.), 'Z rzeczywistosci', Tydzeñ, Poznañ, no 41, 14-10-1979.
" Rafal Marszalek, 'Miçdzy dokumentem a fikcj' in Lubeiski (ed.), Kino Krzysziofa Kieslowsfraego, p 18.
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thought-provoking piece than the lyrical but slight Seven Women of Different Ages A
total of seventy-nine individuals appear in ascending order of age, each stating their year
of birth, who they are, what is most important to them, and what they desire. If the firing
off of questions at the beginning is reminiscent of Refren (Refrain, 1972), unlike the
clerks of that earlier film Kie1owski accesses his subjects' private, and in some cases
deeply intimate, thoughts. Again, his ability to gain his speakers' confidence is attested
to by the frequency with which they define themselves not by their professional public
roles but instead in terms of their domestic roles or by even more private criteria.
The prominence of the series of people, underlined repeatedly as each fresh
speaker is designated by his or her birth-year, compels the viewer to look for patterns and
parallels, only to be wrongfooted. The witty inverse correlation between the protagonists
and their birth-years, the former ageing as the latter diminish, is complemented by other
jokes: getting the series off to an ironically unproductive start by opening on a baby
unable to answer the questions, Kielowski ends his film with another gag in the form of
an old lady who mishears the final question and thus ruins the cycle at the very moment
of its closure. Talking Heads resembles a game, inviting the viewer to see if he or she
agrees with the feelings of the corresponding birth-year partner - Tadeusz Lubelski notes
that the speaker of 1941, Kielowski's own birth-year, who wants something more out of
life is typical of the kind of people with whom the director sympathised strongly - but it
is neither self-consciously clever nor posturing. Even as Kielowski plays with his form,
altering and manipulating it, the result is less that of highlighting his own cleverness than
of showing how the individuals he presents outstrip common preconceptions. With some
years being ignored, either

1966

represented by two speakers or

1965

not indicated, 1934

Tadeusz Lubeiski, 'Od ,,Personelu" do ,,Bez konca", czyli siedein faz odwracania kamery' in Lubeiski
(ed ), Kino Krzysziofa Kie1owskiego, p 35.
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and 1935 misplaced, and the length of time allotted to each speaker corresponding to how
much he or she has to say rather than to a set limit, what again becomes clear is that
Kielowski values the individual above form, adapting the latter to the former and not
vice versa. The irregularity is a conscious warning against oversimplification: Kieslowski
stated that some two hundred of the original three hundred or so interviewees said that
they desired freedom and justice rather than a car or beautifully-furnished flat, 57 and yet
even he admits the exceptions to the rule by including the female of 1945, whose
revelation of being most desirous of her own home seems startlingly selfish in the light of
her description of herself as a Catholic.
Talking Heads can be read, like Seven Women of Dyferent Ages, as a
contemplation of the changes undergone by a human being in the course of a single life,
contradictions, similarities, and so forth. 58 Certainly, the desperately unhappy young girl
of 1961 who is unable to accommodate her hopes with the likelihood of realising them
and lacks certainty about what is good and bad - like so many of Kielowski's real-life
protagonists in this and other documentaries, she would be a fitting heroine for one of his
fictional films - becomes more bearable in the context of older and more content
speakers. On the other hand, by juxtaposing her viewpoint with that of the carefree boy
of 1962, Kielowski suggests that a year on the male adolescent too may experience her
doubts and troubled mind. Plus ça change. An alternative yet nonetheless
complementary reading is of the film as a portrait of its time, representative of the people
living in Poland at the time. Such an interpretation assumes that Kielowski's speakers
are characteristic of the wider contemporary populace and also that they do not selfcensor or self-edit their answers: certainly, the presence of only one self-confessed

57 Tygodnik Kulturalny.
Cf. Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, London. British Film Institute, 1998, p.13.
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drinker (the man of 1935) among seventy-nine people is questionable, considering that by
1980 one million Poles, out of a population of under forty million, were classified as
alcoholics.59 Nevertheless, generally speaking the film is persuasive and no Polish
commentators have contradicted Kieslowski's conviction that it presents an accurate
depiction of Poles in the late 1970s.6°
However one chooses to interpret Talking Heads, whether as a philosophical
musing upon the progress of life or a socio-political commentary upon the state of mind
in Poland - and both readings can be maintained simultaneously - its greatest success lies
in expressing the humanity common to all people whilst simultaneously allowing each
contributor his or her own voice. Each speaker is filmed independently of the others, and
some of these individuals certainly indicate a profound sense of isolation. However, by
putting all these personal and sometimes intimate statements together into a film for
public screening, Kielowski offers not only the viewer the benefit of the broader picture
but also allows his participants the opportunity to spot the connections between
themselves. Talking Heads is a cinematic coup for Kielowski; more importantly, it is a
gesture of great generosity to its participants and audience alike.

*

*

*

The beginning of the 1980s coincided with the end of Kielowski's career as a
documentarist, and he would complete only one more non-fiction project, Siedern dni w
iygodniu (Seven Days a Week, 1988), in the following years of filnimaking. What was

surprising was not the choice of fiction over non-fiction films— after all, the director had

59 Timothy Garton Ash, The Polish Revolution: Sohdanzy, rev ed., London. Granta Books, 1991, p30
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Grazyna Torbicka & Tadeusz Sobolewski (int), 'Zapis H', Rezyser, no. 65, 3-1997, p 5 (transcribed by
Piotr Laz.arkiewicz from TVP programme Kocham lano)
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already made five fictional films during the 1970s - but rather the near-finality of the
rupture with documentaries.
Kielowski offered several explanations over the years for his abandonment of
this form of flimmaking, his unease over documentaries apparently triggered by First
Love and acted upon several years later after the making of The Station, but nonetheless,
these include many discrepancies and contradictions. Although he claimed in 1992 to
have quickly perceived the limitations of the format and sought to extricate himself from
it,6 ' his documentary-making career spanned the not inconsiderable period of almost
fifteen years. He worried about causing harm to his participants, 62 but this perhaps owed
much to his fear of having to accept responsibility for them. Most inconsistently of all, he
claimed in one interview that he lacked the patience to wait for real tears when he could
give an actor glycerine, but stated in his authonsed autobiographical reminiscences,
Kie.slowski on Kie.lowski, that, once he had access to glycerine, he consequently feared
real tears and doubted his own right to film them.63
If the varied and contradictory statements made by Kielowski about his departure
from documentary-making are confusing, what they do reveal is his genuine and
profound discontent with this form of filmmaking. Whatever the ultimate reason for his
choice - and who is to say that all of the explanations, however inconsistent, do not hold
true? - he would henceforth concentrate upon making fictional feature films, in which he
had evinced his first serious interest in the early 1970s with Przej.cie podziemne
(Pedestrian Subway, 1973). Allowing him greater access to tears, albeit of glycerine,
fictional films would also permit him a more intense focus upon the personal and inner
spheres.
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Ostria (i.), 'Przypadek i koniecznosc', p 283.
Valerie Duponcheile & Marie NOelle Tranchant (int), 'Kolor czarny', Forum, Warsaw, no. 12, 24-31996 (trans. let from Le Figaro, 14-3-1996), & Zawislinski, K,eslowsla, p 50.
Torbicka & Sobolewski (int), 'Zapis II', p 7, & Stok (ed), K,eilowskz on Kie1owski, p.86
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CHAPTER 3
The Fictional Films 1973 -1979

Commenting upon the difference between making documentanes and fictional films,
veteran maker of the former, Frederick Wiseman pointed out that '[i}f you are interested
in telling people how to act, then you should work with actors'.' Like other noted
directors including Main Resnais, Lindsay Anderson, Tony Richardson, and, in Poland,
Andrzej Munk, Kie1owski made the shift from documentaries to fictional films. Indeed,
his growing reputation in the 1980s and 1990s in the West, if not Poland, would be based
firmly upon his work in the latter mode. However, Kielowski's development from
making documentaries to fiction was not as straightforward as Wiseman's statement
suggests such a change must be. Far from immediately abandoning one form for another,
Kielowski in fact spent the greater part of the decade moving with apparent ease between
both, making a total of ten documentaries 2 and five fictional films3 between 1973 and
1980. This crossover between film modes found its way into the works themselves, as
consciously intended by the director who explained that '..tak naprawde interesuje mnie
w1anie to, co znajduje sic bezporednio na ich [tzn. dokumentów i filmów fabularnych]
styku' ('..what really interests me is precisely that which is found directly at their [i.e.,
documentaiy and feature films'] intersection.'). 4 Accordingly, if the documentaiy
2yciorys (Curriculum Vitae, 1975) was in part fictionalised, then its counterpart is to be

found in the television drama of the same year, Personel (Personnel, 1975), which relies

Fred Wiseman quoted in Carl it Plantinga, Rhetoric & Represenzaizon in Nonfiction Film, Cambridge.
Cambridge University Press, 1997, p 37.
2
Eleven, if one counts as a separate item Krótki ±ycio,ys (Short Curriculum Vitae, 1975), which was a
shortened version of Zyciorys (Curriculum Vitae, 1975).
Six, if one counts as a separate item Kiaps (The Slate, 1976), which is a short film of outtakes from Blzzna
The Scar, 1976).
Andrzej Piktek (int), 'Zyciorys na wszystkich i kazdego z osobna', .Wowiny, Rzeszow, no. 29, 7-2-1977.
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in great part upon the observational and discreet camera associated with the documentary
style. Challenging the widely-held conception that documentaries and features are
discrete categones, Kielowski consciously strove to combine the advantages of the two
in the 1970s:
'Szukajqc wyjcia, chcap odejé od moralnej
dwuznacznoci, zaczlem hczyó oba gatunki filmu dokumentalny i fabularny - biorqc z dokumentu prawdç
zachowañ, wyglad rzeczy i ludzi, z fabuly glçbie przeycia
i silç napçdow, tego gatunku - akcjç.'
'Searching for a way out, wishing to get away from moral
ambiguity, I began to combine both modes of film,
documentary and fictional, taking from the documentary
the truth of behaviour, the appearance of things and people,
and from the fictional feature the depth of experience and
the driving force of that film mode, namely, action.'5
What is most striking is that KieIowski believed mixing documentary and fiction
resulted, conversely, in less moral ambiguity. Specifically, the benefit he believed he
gained through this blurring of factual and fictive elements was '[p]rzede wszystkim
wiçksz, wiarygodnoó' ('[a]bove all, greater accuracy'), 6 a matter of particular relevance
for a director attempting to record the reality of People's Poland in the face of statesanctioned propaganda and fabrication. It being easier to adapt the observational
perspective and style of the documentary to a fictional work than to impose the demands
of plot and action, most commonly associated with features, upon a documentary, the

Kieslowski quoted in Jerzy Biernacki, 'Trzeba rba nowy chodnik', Ekian, Warsaw, no. 37, 12-9-1976,
p 19. Kieslowski commented on several occasions about the ifimic and structural resemblances between his
factual and fictional works, Zygmunt Kalu±ynski & Marian Turski (int), 'Zagldac ludziom pod czaszkç
Rozmowa z Krzysztofem Kielowskim', Polityka, Warsaw, no. 10, 6-3-1976, p 10; Urszula Rój (int), 'Nie
omijaà rzeczywistodci', Trybuna Robotnzcza (Magazyn niedzielny), Katowice, no. 130, 11/12-6-1977, &
Gustaw Moszcz (int), 'No heroics, please', Sight & Sound Spring 1981, vol. 50, no. 2, p.90.
6 Jerzy Pawlas (int), 'Propozycja wspolnego my1enia', Kurier Szczecuiski, Szczecin, no. 78, 5/7-4-1980.
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director's blending of these modes perhaps inevitably found greater expression in his
fictional films of the period than in his documentaries.7
The advantages of drawing upon his experience of documentaries when making
fictional films were not lost upon Kielowski where other aspects of his work were
concerned. His earlier and contemporary documentaiy work provided him with the
opportunity to explore feature flimmaking through an alternative perspective but equally
it allowed him the prospect of a safe retreat into known territory during his initial
venturings into the profession of fictional films. Notably, he used amateurs playing
themselves, as well as actors creating roles, in Personnel, Spokój (The Calm, 1976), and
Amator (Camera Buff 1979). His continuing search for authenticity is one explanation:
he may have considered the amateurs a means by which to encourage his professionals
into a naturalistic style of acting, although in later years as he became more assured of his
ability to direct actors, he may have felt able to capture this mode of realism without
employing real people. One can also attribute to his growing confidence the inventive
wittiness that led him to cast KrzysztofZanussi and others as themselves in Camera Buff
Nevertheless, one close colleague implies that initially at least it was Kielowski's
familiarity with engaging with real people, thanks to his documentaries, and fear of
employing actors due to his relative inexperience of using them that led him to utilise the
former alongside the latter in Personnel.8
In other respects Kie1owski also experienced few differences in crossing between
two forms of flimmaking. The censors continued to dog his fictional works as they had

7 Kielowski and several filmmakers, subsequently tenned the 'Cracow Group', presented a manifesto at
the 1971 Cracow Film Festival of Short Films calling for the use of the knowledge gained in the course of
documentary-making in feature films. For what little information is available about this group and
Kiedlowski's involvement in it see Frank Bren, World Cinema I: Poland, rev ed, Wiltshire Flicks Books,
1990, p 135.
& Witold Stok interviewed in Geoffrey Macnab & Chris Darke (jut), 'Working with Kiedlowski', Sight &
Sound, vol. 6, issue 5, 5-1996, p.18.
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his documentaries, with the director having to agree to certain restrictions in Blzzna (The
Scar, 1976) and The Calm, the latter film having its premiere delayed until 1980 in any
case.'° On a more positive note, the critical reception remained, for the most part, equally
good: The Scar, despite receiving some cool reviews from television and film critics,1'
The Calm, and Personnel all won their maker prizes at home and, in the case of Camera
Buff abroad as well.' 2 Kielowski's tendency towards collaborating with colleagues on
his documentaries also continued into his fictional productions, with his close associates
from the former continuing to work with him on the latter: Krzysztof Wierzbicki was
second director on The Calm and credited as co-worker on Camera Buff and Jacek
Petrycki and Witold Stok acted as cinematographer on two films and Personnel
respectively. Moreover, in contrast to the single shared screenwriting credit in his
documentaries,' 3 Kielowski made frequent use of authorial collaboration in his fictional
pieces, co-authoring the screenplay for Przeflcie podziemne (Pedestrian Subway, 1973)
with Ireneusz Iredyñski, writing the dialogue for The Scar with Romuald Kara, the
author of the story upon which the film was based, and, according to Tadeusz Lubeiski,
enlisting his closest co-workers in the writing of the dialogue for The Calm and Camera

Stanislaw Zawisliñski (int), 'Jeden na jednego' in Stanislaw Zawislinski et a!, Kie.lowski bez koñca,
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1994, p 24. The film-poster advertising The Scar was also censored
before being allowed release, Andrzej Krauze interviewed in Macnab & Darke (int), 'Working with
Kielowski', p 19
'° In a potent example of the truly absurd nature of censorship in Poland at the time, the vice-president of
the censors told KieIowski to cut a scene showing prisoners working on a building-site, i e, outside prison,
as this was against international law, this conversation taking place whilst through the window of the
censor's office both men could see prisoners who were indeed working on a building-site; Stanislaw
Zawislinski (ed ), K,eslowski, 2" ed, Warsaw Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, pp 68-69. Nevertheless, this
scene is still present in The Scar, perhaps because, occurring as a flashback, it was deemed to be less
realistic and thus less damaging
Hania Krall (int), 'Zrobilem i main', Polityka, Warsaw, no 4, 27-1-1979; & Wojciech Roszewski,
'Sekcja ,,Blizny"', Ekrcm, Warsaw, no. 4, 23-1-1977 For better reviews see: Bozena Janicka, 'Idi sam',
Film, Warsaw, no 50, 12-12-1976; & Tomasz Zalewski, 'Anty-bajka', Literatura, Warsaw, no 1, 6-11977
more comprehensive details on prizes awarded to all four films, see Paul Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams:
The Films ofKrzyszlof Kes!awsJci, Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1999, pp 178-180
'3 Notably, this was for the semi-fictionalised Curriculum Vitae
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Buff' 4 Jerzy Stuhr was the most important of Kielowski's new colleagues, and his off-

screen work on the dialogue for The Calm and Camera Buff which earned him coscreenwriting credits, was complemented by his on-screen performances as the main
protagonists in these films and a secondary character in The Scar. Kie1owski used the
word partnerstwo ('partnership') of their working relationship and Stuhr, already clearly

an actor favoured by the director, would go on to play in Dekalog 10 (The Decalogue: 10,
1988) and Trois Couleurs. Blanc (Three Colours: White, 1993).'
Kielowski's foremost thematic concerns and main protagonists in these early
fictional films mirror those found in the contemporaneous docwnentaries, and his
preoccupation with filming everyday reality, in particular that of life in Poland at the
time, and interest in the interplay between the public, personal, and inner realms of
individuals are evident in all of the fictional films of this period apart from Pedestrian
Subway, an anomalous piece in many ways when compared with other productions of this
time. What feature films offered him, however, was the opportunity to augment and
broaden the exploration he had begun with his documentaries. Having decided in the
1970s to examine individuals whose existence in People's Poland forced them to make a
choice with regard to their lives, with documentaries Kielowski was only able to show
his protagonists after they had undertaken their decisions, as in Murarz (The Bricklayer,
1973), Curriculum Vitae, and Nie wiem (I Don 't Know, 1977). Successful as he was in

adapting the day-in-a-life format to the recounting of his protagonists' lives in the course
of one day, nevertheless, the affairs discussed are necessarily retrospective and in
consequence comparatively static.' 6 With fiction, however, Kie1owski is able to show

Tadeusz Lubeiski, 'Osobny wiat', Gazeta Wyborcza, Warsaw, 22-10-1998, p.12. Lubeiski doesn't
s,ecify which colleagues.
Grazyna Banaszkiewicz (int), 'Z rzeczywistoci', Tydzieñ, Poznañ, no 41, 14-10-1979.
16 z
pun/au w,dzenia nocnego portiera (From a Night Porter's Point of View, 1977) is not strictly
retrospective, However, it is because the porter has faced no juncture and does not recognise that he might
make a decision to live differently that there is no need to film the whole of an adult life that is stagnant.
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his heroes at the moment of choice, to examine matters leading up to, and not only
resulting from, their decisions: the Gralak who could only recount his past life up to the
point of his downfall in Curriculum Vitae is reborn and simultaneously reworked a year
later in his namesake, Antek Gralak, in The Calm, whose actual undergoing of a pivotal
section of his adult life during the course of the film means that the viewers witness the
entire sequence of his ruin at first-hand, not simply its conclusion. The dramatic impact
of the protagonists' experience is also increased, and the overview of his characters' lives
enables Kielowski to suggest that whereas the heroes' tragedy in Personnel and The
Calm is that there is no crucial moment at which they could have averted their respective
impending doomed decisions, the tragedy of Filip Mosz in Camera B14ff is that he spots
too late the key moments that have passed him by.
Although Kielowski continued his exploration of the interaction between the
individual and society that found a counterpart in many of his documentaries, the
opportunity allowed him by fiction to depict his characters' lives in the process of being
lived means that he was able to venture further afield and begin his examination of the
relationship - more often, struggle - between the individual will and the external and
uncontrollable forces of fate and chance, a concern that would be increasingly evident in
his subsequent films. With Personnel, The Scar, The Calm, and Camera Bzgjhe does not
show decent men caught up in abysmal circumstances as an excuse for abandoning selfresponsibility: one still recognises that they ought to behave well, however unprovoked or
undeserved the problems with which they are faced. Rather, he demonstrates how little
influence individuals have over external factors, how beings are not independent of one
another, and how a person's good will is not enough to ensure a good result. These films
warn against one's becoming compromised in the manner of their heroes, the main
protagonists being Kielowski's archetypal "small" men, or everymen, and the pressures
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faced are depicted as everyday and common to all. Although this is less true of The Scar,
Personnel, The Calm, and Camera Buff can be easily appreciated by latter-day viewers,
Polish or otherwise, outside the communist context because they depict the dilemmas of
life present the world over: People's Poland may be beyond the experience of most but
tensions with one's family, colleagues, boss, society at large, and even providence are
not.'7 This broad applicability, which makes these films accessible now, was appreciated
also at the time: certainly, Kielowski believed his international film awards for Camera
Buff indicated that non-Poles understood his films, something of particular note as he

recognised that '..zagadnienia, które film ponosi wydawaly sic sprawami specyficznie
poiskimi' ('..the issues that the film raises had seemed to be specifically Polish
matters'). 18
Nevertheless, the problem of 'how to live?' as represented by the characters of
Personnel, The Scar, The Calm, and Camera Buff is one particularly pertinent to the
inhabitants of People's Poland. It was not about finding an abstract, albeit necessary,
philosophy of life independent of socio-political and economic circumstances - this
would come in Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981) and Bez koñca (No End, 1984), and later
with greater emphasis in parts of Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988), La Double Vie de
Véronique Pothvójne ±ycie Weroniki (The Double Life of Véronique, 1991), and the Trois
Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy - but a genuine daily struggle between bad
and less bad ways of living. That such a struggle existed was, as the historian Norman
Davies points out, a direct result of the Polish situation where the difference between the
values of society and those of the state was so extreme that '..it [was] not easy for an

' 7 Katarzyna Jabloñska notes that Personnel and Camera Buff discuss the immorality of the political system
in which their protagonists live but also the primary evil, human nature; Katarzyna Jabloñska, 'Koniec i
pocza.tek', Wiçi, Warsaw, no. 9,9-1996, p.118.
' KieMowski quoted in "Interesuje mnie polczenie fabuly z dokumentem. "', Gazeta OlszI)v)ska,
Olsztyn, no. 238, 21-10-1979.
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honest person to know where his loyalties should lie', which statement neatly sums up
Kielowski's fictitious heroes of this period and the moral conflict undergone by them.19
With the true-life protagonists of The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, and I Don 't Know

having revealed the grim results of the conflict between public and private values, it is
unsurprising that in Personnel, The Calm, and Camera Buff the fictitious main characters
of which are forced first to recognise and then confront such a reality of life in People's
Poland, Kielowski reached at best ambiguous and at worst utterly bleak conclusions.
Kielowski was himself loath to announce publicly his private loyalties towards any
particular group, be it film-related, political, or otherwise, and in later films his characters
display a similar tendency. However, although it was not until the 1980s that he
increasingly explicitly revealed his disinclination towards socio-political categorisation
by having his characters dismissing such notions in favour of their private convictions,
already at this earlier stage in exposing the conflicting groups within Polish society he
suggests the impossibility of there being a correct side to take. The main protagonists in
Personnel, The Calm, Camera Buff and, to a lesser extent, The Scar, are compelled to
recognise that different factions exist and that they must choose one to support and a face
to wear if they are to survive - as Antek's boss points out in The Calm, 'Trzeba sic z kim
trzymaó' ('You have to stick with somebody') - but all choices lead to damnation, be it
political, moral, or both.
Fictional films also enabled Kielowski to make a more detailed examination of
the personal and public areas of life in Poland and their constituent different social
groupings. Having depicted the demands of the public sphere upon individuals' personal
lives and private convictions in The Bricklayer, Curriculum Vitae, Z punktu w,d.lzenza

' 9 NOrman Davies, Heart of Europe: A Short History of Poland, rev. ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1986, pp 60-61.
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nocnego portiera (From A Night Porter's Point of View, 1977), and I Don 't Know, the
director could now maintain that theme whilst also altering the perspective and studying
to greater effect the different pressures brought to bear by family and friends upon his
protagonists. Personal matters had been hinted at in the aforementioned films, but
whereas with documentaries it was considerably more difficult to show the '..2ycie p0
godzinie czwartej, po pracy... glosy i zachowame nieoficjalne..' ('..life after 4pm, after
work.., off-the-record voices and behaviour..'), not least because people might be
justifiably unwilling to have their privacy invaded thus, with fiction the director could
illustrate this side of his characters' lives without fear of causing harm. 2° Consequently,
the conflicts Kielowski is able to show are no longer limited to those between the public
and personal spheres but extended to include the friction that exists within the personal
realm itself between the various and opposing individual claims made upon his
protagonists by close relatives and acquaintances. In The Scar, The Calm, and Camera
Buff; the heroes' desire to lead contented lives is doomed to failure precisely because, in
being beset upon all sides by public, personal, and sometimes inner pressures alike and
trying to please all by reconciling these many demands, they please no one, themselves
included. Again, although it was not until the films of the late 1980s that Kielowski
suggested that it was not to the personal realm, much less the public sphere, but the inner
self that individuals must turn, harmony coming from within and not from the
reconciliation of outside forces, nevertheless, the concern with the inner life that
dominates later productions can be traced back to the fictional films of the 1970s, with the
horses seen by Antek in The Calm and the hawk-dream of Filip's wife in Camera Buff
illustrating Kielowslu's characters' emotional and mental processes.

20

Similarly,

Kielowski quoted in Biernacki, 'Trzeba rba nowy chodnik' Kieslowski made these comments
following The Scar and they can perhaps be applied more easily to his fictional works than his
documentaries
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Kielowski's shift to fiction was instrumental in allowing him recourse to symbolism as a
means of representing the inner states of his characters, symbolism that, rightly or not,
given the inevitable manipulation that takes place in all flimmaking irrespective of its
mode, would be viewed with far greater suspicion if presented in a documentary.2'
The fictional form also allowed Kielowski to elaborate upon the difficulty of
making choices in such a society with the introduction of a both complementary and
supplementary theme. Already made powerless and emasculated by an omnipotent,
omniscient, and threatening totalitarian system, Romek (Personnel), Antek (The Calm),
and Filip (Camera Buff) are implicitly further destabilised in their selves by being
fatherless, a motif that reappears in KieIowski's later films. 22 With the biological father
dead, the substitute earthly father, namely, the state, corrupt and morally lifeless, and no
sign of the heavenly Father, these men lack all the forms of guiding moral authority
normally available. Fittingly, given his belief that his fictional and documentary films
alike are essentially authentic depictions of life, Kielowski himself was the best proof
that his invented characters are as authentic and valid as any of his documentary subjects:
anyone doubting in the possibility of such individuals existing in real life need only look
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Kieslowski's colleagues remained suspicious of this symbolism despite its being presented in the more
digestible format of fiction and he had to defend it to them on both films, Jacek Petiycki, 'Kiedy jeszcze
lubilismy rejestrowad wiat' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Ktho Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego, Cracow.
Universitas, 1997, p 183.
Specifically, these characters are parentless but it is always the absence of the father that is emphasised.
Romek has a mother-substitute in his aunt but no father figure. The situation in The Calm is more
complicated according to Kieslowski's novella, having already lost both parents in the war and been
fostered, Antek is denied a father for a second time after leaving jail when he is turned away by his fosterfather, KrzysztofKieslowski, Przypadek iimw teksiy, ed Hanna KralI, Cracow Wydawnictwo Znalç 1998,
p.50, p 58, & p 64. Again, the novella for Camera Buff gives a clearer idea of Kieslowski's perception of
Filip Although the deaths of his supposed father, also called Filip Mosz, prior to Filip's birth and mother
whilst he was young caused him to be raised in a children's home, in fact Filip is not his mother's
husband's son and so his naming after his alleged father is both ironic and incorrect - appropriately, the
misspelling of his surname upon documents in the children's home further underlines his fatherless state and he is doubly fatherless, ibid, pp 85-85. Though made mainly in reference to Blind Chance, Paul
Coates's observation that the father is castrated and powerless for the Pole applies equally to these films;
Paul Coates 'Exile & Identity. Kielowski & his Contemporaries' in Graham Petrie & Ruth Dwyer (ed),
Before the Wall Came Down: Soviet & East European Filmmakers Working In the West, London &
Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, Inc., 1990, p 113.
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to the director himself.23
Kielowski was not alone in portraying the sense of crisis that he felt was present
in Poland, this being a theme taken up by his Polish contemporaries and resulting in films
that came to be tenned collectively as kino moralnego niepokoju ('the Cinema of Moral
Concern'). Spanning the years between 1976 and 1981, the Cinema of Moral Concern is
exemplified by works that examine the uneasy and often disastrous relationship between
the political and moral states of socialist Poland and its citizens. Andrzej Wajda was the
most internationally renowned of the directors to contribute to this theme, having
enormous successes both at home and abroad with Czlowiek z marmuru (Man of Marble,
1976) and Czlowiek z ±elaza (Man of Iron, 1981), while in Poland films by, amongst
others, Krzysztof Zanussi, Agnieszka Holland, Ryszard Bugaj ski, Feliks Falk, and, of
course, Kielowski himself, are viewed as representative of the same style. 24 Kielowski
expressed an aversion to being categonsed in this manner 25 but conceded that he felt
some sympathy with certain contemporary filmmakers - he named, amongst others,
Zanussi, Marcel Loziáski, Marek Piwowski, and Edward Zebrowski, all contributors to
the Cinema of Moral Concern - whom he regarded as having a vision similar to his
own.26
Nevertheless, although the idea of utilising experiences gained from
documentaries, which is viewed as a governing principle of the Cinema of Moral

Fatherless since the age of twelve and brought up in People's Poland, Kieslowski was also profoundly
sceptical of organised religion, although he expressed a belief in the existence of a higher being in his final
years.
4 For more details concerning the Cinema of Moral Concern, known also as the Cinema of Moral Anxiety,
see Bren, World Cinema 1:Poland, p 133ff..
Rafal Marszalek, 'Midzy dokumentem a flkcj' in Lubeiski (ed.), Kino Krzyszlofa Kielowskzego, p 13.
Probably Kieslowski's dislike was less of being seen as part of the Cinema of Moral Concern per se than
generally of being pigeonholed or allied with a particular group ethos, something probably too akin to
taking sides for his liking
Jacek Marczynski & Bogdan Moithyñski (mt.), 'Mocne strony, slabe strony', Literatura, Warsaw, no.
46, 11-11-1976.
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Concern, was expressed by Kie1owski and several colleagues back in 197127 and
characterises his own films during this period, in other respects he differs from several of
his better-known contemporaries. Wajda's Man of Marble and Man of Iron, the most
famous of the films of this school, focus on dramatic historical events and revolutionary
leaders of great significance, both being only semi-fictionalised in the latter film.
Similarly, a considerable number of the other best-known works of this time also deal
with highly-charged situations, including, amongst other things, imprisonment and torture
in Bugajski's Przesluchanie (The Interrogation, 198 1/1982), crime and punishment in
Piwowski's Przepraszam czy tu byq? (Excuse me, is this where they beat you up?, 1976),

and a terrorist bomb-plot in Holland's Gorqczka (The Fever, 1981). Kielowski's films,
however, feature no impressive political protests, tragic deaths, or heroic acts, and his
deliberate avoidance of such palpable drama is neatly illustrated by his decision in The
Calm to concentrate not upon the events leading up to and including Antek's jailing -

notably, no reference is made to the supposed injustice of the sentence or to brutalities
inside the jail, as might be expected - but rather upon the re-commencement of his life
back in society. Even Filip Mosz's intentional exposure of film-negative at the end of
Camera Buff, the most dramatic gesture to be made by any Kielowski protagonist of this

period, is ironically a futile and unproductive act with respect to all but perhaps himself.
It is also striking that The Interrogation, The Fever, Feliks Falk's Byljazz (And There was

Jazz, 1981), Wojciech Marczewski's Dreszcze (Shivers, 1981), and to some extent Man of
Marble are situated in the past and only allude to current-day life, no doubt in part

because this distancing from the present made their dramatic contents more acceptable to
the censor. By contrast, all Kielowski's works of this period, except The Scar which is
set in the none-too-distant past of the late sixties up until the strikes of 1970, are located

21

See footnote 7, above
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in contemporary Poland and thus commented upon the present by their very focusing
upon it.
There is also a marked lack of black-and-white stereotyping in Kielowski's films,
in contrast to the tendency of other contemporary Polish directors of this school to adhere
the Polish Romantic principle of clearly demarcated villains and heroes. 28 The dishonest
and unscrupulous boss in The Calm and devious Roman of Personnel are portrayed as
utterly without virtue but by contrast, the main protagonist of The Scar is a Party
functionary whose fault is naïveté, not willed evil, and Filip's manager-cum-producer in
Camera Buff may be a communist but is proved decent for all that. Similarly, there are
no heroes worthy of such an appellation: as in his documentaries, Kielowski deals in
undistinguished characters and mundane lives, with Józef, the archetypal "small" man of
The Bricklayer, finding his fictional counterparts in Personnel, The Calm, and Camera
Buff What concerned KieIowski during this period was the insidious manner in which
ordinary, not exceptional, people, when faced with daily existence in a morally
ambivalent system, become complicit and eventually, perhaps inevitably, are crushed.
Furthermore, his protagonists repeatedly discover to their cost that life ends not with a
bang but, far worse, continues with a whimper: whether tragic, heroic, or ironic, the
physical deaths that feature so heavily in the Cinema of Moral Concern carry with them at
least a sense of closure and thus respite from the complications and sufferings of life, but
the tragedy of KieIowski's characters is that they participate in their own moral demise,
however unwittingly, and are then forced to live with the consequences. It is unimportant
that one does not see what Romek writes about his colleague at the end of Personnel,
what Antek does after his beating in The Calm, or how Filip will cope with his new-found

Boleslaw Michalek, the first critic to note Kieslowski's avoidance of the paradigm of Polish
Romanticism, points out the difference between the visibly differentiated characters in films of the period
made by Wajda, Falk, and Holland, and those of The Calm, Camera Buff, and Blind Chance; Boleslaw
Michalek, 'Kielowski rysy odrçbne', Kino, Warsaw, no. 2, 1990, p2
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self-knowledge in Camera Buff what matters is that these characters are afforded no easy
way out of their dilemmas.
Nevertheless, although Kielowsh's earliest fictional protagonists fare badly, the
director himself was highly successful in his transition to making fictional films from the
outset. Just as his later documentaries are more precisely focused on the life of
individuals in People's Poland than the earlier ones, so too his past experience combined
with the opportunities afforded him by the fictional mode meant that with his nondocumentary films his camera's gaze both broadened and became more penetrating.

*

*

*
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PRZEJLCJE PODZIEMNE
(PEDESTRIAN SUBWAY, 1973)

Although Kielowski's fictional films of the 1970s are similar in their themes to
the contemporaneous documentaries, the first short feature that he made since leaving
film school, Pedestrian Subway, proves the rule by being the exception. The everyday
reality of People's Poland and its effect upon the public, personal, or inner lives of its
citizens are of little relevance to this film, and despite its being set in the easilyrecognisable subway housing a variety of small shops and businesses in the centre of
Warsaw, the location of the production in Poland is of small significance. Rather, it is the
concept of the subway itself and its relationship with the outside world in the eyes of its
protagonists, the male in particular, that is key to the film's meaning. The subway is in
part a self-contained mini-world, a microcosm of existence above ground replete with
representatives of the church, law, and commerce that offer the viewer and the main male
protagonist tantalising glimpses into a wide spectrum of lives. More importantly, it is an
otherworld, the literal descent into which correlates to the figurative journey made by the
male character into his personal sphere: it is his conscious abandonment of his role as a
teacher, and thus his public identity, that enables him to enter the subway in which he
hopes to resolve the problems of his domestic life. With his focus set so firmly upon his
quest, he is only momentarily distracted by the various little dramas taking place around
him, largely limiting his interaction with others to that of getting information necessary
for his mission and showing his active antipathy towards outside distractions with his
peremptory dismissal of a tourist, as lost in the subway as the main protagonist is
metaphorically adrift in his personal life. Initially the photography and editing appear to
favour this character's solipsistic state of mind, the handheld camera that constantly roves
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and shifts so that it, like he, takes in no more than brief glimpses of his surroundings
reflecting his disinclination towards anything other than his personal affairs. However,
this solipsistic and fragmented perception of others' lives rebounds upon the protagonist
following his reunion with his wife. The frequent cutting and ellipses highlight both the
couple's disintegrating personal sphere and the sense of time slipping away inexorably,
most notably in the scene of barely-shown lovemaking that is edited so brutally, the
camera lingering only over its unhappy conclusion, as to allow no sense of emotional
fulfilment.
The relationship between this couple harks back to that in Kielowski's first
fictional short film, Tramwaj (The Tram, 1966), the dominant figure being once again that
of the female to whom the male is in thrall, but it also develops it. In Pedestrian Subway
the wife is vulnerable and on display to males in the public world, whether in the form of
the stranger who stares at her legs as she adjusts the window-display or her husband who,
unbeknownst to her, watches her at her work just prior to his entry into the shop. When
husband and wife are together in their personal sphere, however, it is she who is in
control from the outset, the simultaneity of his knocking and her hammering symbolising
not only the marriage linking them but also that she wields the power in the relationship.
His ineffectuality is immediately apparent, his loving gesture of a gift of a flower
ridiculous in light of the fact that she is surrounded by blossoms; and that his flower is
real but wilted whilst hers are artificial but plentiful is, it goes almost without saying, a
commentary on their individual stances towards their marriage and the resultant
incompatibility of the relationship itself alike. Shortly afterwards the empty cigarette
packet she offers him serves as another ironic comment upon his figurative castration,

with the missing phallic symbol being small at that. Even his claim of making the
journey to Warsaw purely for her sake is belied by the school trip and in being committed
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wholly neither as a husband nor as a teacher, he fails in both roles; certainly, she implies
his obsession with his position in the public realm, especially at school, lies at the root of
the tension in their domestic sphere. It is the wife who is the driving force throughout,
providing the impetus for her husband's journey, deducing his motives, proffering the
information that explains their failed marriage, and finally making the decision to end it;
although the film nominally begins and ends with him, it is she who is at the centre of
events.
Her importance goes beyond the film itself for, although her husband is a
reworking of Kielowski's impotent Polish male first seen in The Tram, she is
considerably more dynamic than her female counterpart in that film, being the first of the
Polish bitch-goddesses, authoritative, alarmingly forceful, and contemptuous of the
powerlessness of the men who surround them, who are later hinted at in The Scar and
Camera Buff and prevail in The Decalogue. That these bitch-figures are almost always
Polish, as opposed to the non-Polish heroines of The Double Life of Véronique and the
first and third parts of the Three Colours trilogy who are positive agents of change, is
perhaps, as with Kie1owski's castrated males, a reflection of their socio-political Polish
surroundings: men's emasculation through the communist state causes women's
frustration, which in turn further destabilises the authority of the former and so forth. 29 If
so, what is interesting about Pedestrian Subway is that Kielowski's conception of Polish
gender relations should feature so strongly in a film otherwise little concerned with
Poland. The unequal balance of power between the couple in this film does not need to
be read in the context of contemporary Poland to be understood, dominant wives and
weak husbands not being peculiar to any time or culture. Nonetheless, the recurrence of

Alternatively, Paul Coates suggests Polish women may have strength of character because their
distancing from the public sphere protected them from conformism, Paul Coates, 'Usuwanie sic w den.
wcielenia Kieslowskiego' trans Magdalena Loska in Lubeiski (ed.), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego, p 135.
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this paradigm in films of the 1970s and 1980s which are specific to Poland at the time
suggests that in this respect Pedestrian Subway too reflects Kielowski's perception of
gender relations in the personal realms of many Poles.
With the husband having already largely ignored the public world as he seeks his
wife in the subway, as a couple they too close themselves off in the shop for the purpose
of privacy. However, this personal sphere is a realistic extension of, and not an idyllic
substitute for, their fragile relationship, and it is shown to be as vulnerable to external and
internal pressures as is their marriage. Reminders of the outside world come knocking,
metaphorically in form of telephone calls and literally in the case of the stranger whose
intrusion into the shop after the door has been locked to create a semblance of privacy
anticipates the wife's revelation of her lovers who have been invasive third parties to the
marriage. Although the subway is already a miniaturisation of life outside, the husband
reduces the scale further stilt, covering the windows with wrapping-paper and newspapers
- incidentally, by ignoring the function of the latter to purvey information from the
broader world in the process, he demonstrates yet again his disinclination towards
external distractions - to create a self-enclosed space personal to the couple. The
personal sphere, however, can not be physically constructed and although they crouch
side by side as they both peek through the paper, their mental and emotional separation
remains unaltered for all the attempts at creating an area of privacy. Clearly their desires
are compatible, the husband's glimpse of a young couple as he wanders the tunnels
matched by his wife's gazing upon a woman and child, but in being experienced
separately and moreover not mutually communicated their realisation is impossible.
Again, Pedestrian Subway contains the germ of things to come in Kie1owski's oeuvre,
with the themes of isolation and communion in his final works, in particular The
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Decalogue and the Three Colours trilogy, being foreshadowed in the depiction of this
couple's inability to transform their individual states of solitude into a mutual haven.
If the pedestrian subway is both a microcosm reflecting the larger world and an
alternative to it, so too is the film a thirty-minute miniature of a full-length feature
allowing the viewer to become immersed in another world different from his or her own.
However, like cinema itself and the limited nature of escapism that it affords, the world of
the subway too is only a temporary respite from real life. The fate of the husband and
wife to return to life above ground, to harsh daylight dispelling the underground fantasy,
- if the subway is interpreted a third way as the underworld, the final scene in which they
leave the tunnels together only to part at the exit is an ironic updating of the conclusion of
the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice - and to public life is also that of the audience. Were
Pedestrian Subway not a television drama but a film made for the cinema, one could point
to the further correspondence between the experiences of those off and on the screen,
with the viewer's entrance into and exit from the darkened auditorium paralleling the
husband's descent into and couple's emergence from the subway. Nevertheless, read in
the light of Kielowski's belief that cinema audiences are communities and television
viewers lonely30 - admittedly, this seems a slightly perverse view given that cinemas are
filled by strangers separated by darkness whereas family and friends watch television
together - the analogy between viewers and characters of Pedestrian Subway holds true,
for all are left alone at its end.

*

3°

Stok (ed ), Kieslowski on Kieslowski, p 154.
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PERSONEL (PERSONNEL, 1975)

Made within two years of Pedestrian Subway, Personnel also deals with a worldwithin-a-world, but here the opera-house setting acts not as an alternative to the broader
world but rather as a miniaturisation of People's Poland, its way of life, and the moral
issues it engenders in its inhabitants; stripped of its illusions, the opera-house instead of
offering respite from daily existence actually reproduces it. Taking its lead from the
institutions focused upon in the early documentaries That are simultaneously studies of
individualised problems and allegories upon Poland, this television drama too is open to
literal and figurative readings, exposing as it does the grim reality behind the false allure
of both the performing arts and the public state. Kie1owski eschews the comic and
whimsical effect to which the centuries-old notion of the world of dramatic art as a
metaphor for life is more commonly used and instead revitalises this idea by both using it
in a tragi-serious context and astutely perceiving its peculiar relevance to a contemporaiy
Poland of public mask-wearing and covert politicking. It is precisely because life in the

opera-house corresponds so neatly to that in the broader state that the parallels are never
artificial or strained; rather, the exposé of life in the wings as one of social inequality,
behind-the-scenes intriguing, corruption, and denunciations operates effortlessly as an
allegorical critique of People's Poland, with every fictional scene and event finding its
correlative in the real world. Public image as performance is also shown to be as much a
feature of the totalitarian state - all the communist world is truly a stage - as of the
dramatic arts: the various superiors of Romek, the novice tailor, make verbal claims to
great authority but teach him nothing of any worth, and the artists' private conversations
that he unintentionally overhears reveal the malicious and petty undercurrents beneath the
role-playing. Nevertheless, the directness and simplicity of these parallels between the
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literal and the metaphorical does not make them simplistic. The antagonism between the
put-upon technicians and elitist artists is a commentary on the discrepancy existing
between the status of the people and that of the authorities, but alternatively and not
incompatibly it is suggestive also of the in-fighting existing in a countiy where the
oppressors, like the oppressed, are natives and not foreign occupiers.
The process of moving from enchantment to disillusiomnent with opera life and,
by extension, Poland, is undergone by the central character of Romek, in whom the
transition from a combination of naïveté and inner certainty to an unhappy awareness of
the pressures placed by the public world upon the individual's private convictions
parallels his growth from youth to maturity. With this nineteen-year old Kielowski first
evinces his concern with young people on the cusp of adulthood and the cost at which
they come of age, a theme to which he returns repeatedly in The Decalogue. Later reworked in the character of Tomek in Krótki film o miloki/Dekalog 6 (A Short Film about

Love/The Decalogue: 6, 1988) - the similarity of these two youths' names may be just a

coincidence, but it is a happy one - Romek too is a constant onlooker whose fresh-eyed
innocence protects him from charges of voyeurism and, notably, without whose childlike
eavesdropping there would be no film. Personnel is full of so-called irrelevancies to the
plot, such as the tailors' conversations or the preparations of the female dancers, precisely
because it directly proceeds through the indiscriminate gaze of Romek who is eager to see
and hear all. However, for the same reason it is not only a film of great charm, but also in
not distinguishing between matters of greater or lesser relevance to the plot and in giving
the characters precedence over the action, it gives an impression of the documentary
mode and thus greater authenticity.
In his tentative overtures to his colleagues, whether telling a story only to have a
joke-cigarette explode in his face or hesitantly proposing a cabaret at the technicians'
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meeting, Romek is also an extension of Kielowski himself, watching the world a little
fearfully and timidly hoping to connect. Both on and off the screen there are teasing
similarities between director, actor, and fictional character: not only is Juliusz Machuiski,
who plays Romek, similar in countenance to Kielowski and also studied direction at the
Lôdi Film School, but so too do Romek's experiences draw in part upon those of the

latter, who at one stage worked as a wardrobe assistant in the Contemporary Theatre in
Warsaw. However, if Romek perhaps resembles the younger naive Kielowski, it is his
fellow-tailor Sowa who unequivocally shares with the older director a profound
disenchantment with the triviality of life in the opera, which compares so unfavourably
with the excitement and creativity found earlier at the school for theatre technicians. 3 ' In
having himself undergone disillusionment with his surroundings, reflecting perhaps the
post-war Polish intelligentsia whose initial belief in the communist experiment
disappeared in the course of the 1950s and 1960s, Sowa epitomises one of the futures
potentially open to Romek but although clearly intended by Kielowski as an oracle of
wisdom - sowa means 'owl' in Polish - he finds his competitor as a model for Romek's
moral and intellectual progression in Roman, also a tailor. Initially the similarity of
names between Roman and Romek seems ironic, the former as loud, brash, and wellversed at getting ahead in the world as the latter is timorous, apprehensive, and selfeffacing. Nevertheless, the marked relationship between the names of two apparently
opposing individuals is disquieting. With 'Romek' being the Polish diminutive of
'Roman' and used in the tailors' workshop in accordance with popular Polish usage to
distinguish between the younger and older man, correspondingly the unspoken and
disquieting suggestion is that in growing up Romek's inevitable taking of the name may
31

Kielowski acknowledged that the theatre in practice did not measure up to what he learned at the best
school that he ever attended, the College for Theatre Technicians in Warsaw, Stanistaw Zawthlinski,
Kie.1owski, ed., Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p.24; & Stok (ed.), Kieslowski on K,eslowskz,
pp.22-23.
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also result in his taking on the nature of Roman. Still an ingenuous child who closes his
eyes as he takes part in a draw, at this stage Romek is blissfully unaware that the ticket he
wins apparently bears his name not through chance but the machinations of Roman, who
evidently rigs the Iotteiy to favour himself, and that his fruits result from his mistaken
appropriation of the product of the older man's dishonesty. By the end of the film,
however, when Romek is forced to cross from youth to adulthood by being asked to
denounce Sowa and thus choose between two ways of life, the presence of Roman in the
office, contrasting with the absence of the already-defeated Sowa, his new-found
awareness of the world makes it clear to him which way success in the public arena lies.
Earlier in the film there are also other disturbing signs of the potential moral
downfall of Romek Trying on a pair of glasses may be a fine attempt to correct his
blurry-eyed vision of the world, but given that they belong to the secretary of the
technicians' committee, a thinly-veiled allegorical representation of the Party Secretary,
in amending his poor sight Romek might simply distort it in another fashion. Equally
worrying is the sudden alteration in his behaviour and appearance after his night at the
opera when in addition to wearing spectacles as did the secretary, he also imitates his
speciously authoritative manner as he overcomes his former shyness towards a female
train-passenger and makes somewhat sententious pronouncements about art to her. The
high-necked jumper and dark jacket in which he dresses following his night out are items
he has worn before, but in conjunction with his newly-acquired spectacles they further
heighten his transformation into a sinister clone of the secretary. What is most troubling
is that Romek is not undergoing a self-willed conversion but that he is utterly unaware of
having slipped into the ready-to-wear conventions preferred by the public sphere; by
being so naive throughout the film, he is all the more dumbfounded in the final scene
when he fmally realises the difficulty of freeing himself of his unsought and previously-
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unrecognised predicament.
By the time of the denunciation, then, it is not at all self-evident that Romek will
be able to extricate himself from his unwitting complicity with his corrupt superiors, and
the tendency of some critics to assume that he will not denounce Sowa is indicative more
of their own vision, as rosy-coloured as that of the young protagonist, than of the clearer
and darker perception displayed by Kielowski in his script and direction. 32 The final
shots of Romek variously toying with his pen, turning over the paper, and writing are, as
Kielowski intended, tormentingly brief and inconclusive, the more so for the decisionmaking that could foster a full-length feature in itself being played out in fragments over
the credits. 33 Equally, the certainty that Romek will fill the blank page - after all, it
represents his own adult life - is nullified by the remaining ambiguity of how he will do
so. In any case, having been compelled to sin either against himself or in the eyes of the
public world, the future is hardly optimistic for Romek. Perhaps most disheartening of all
is the glaring absence not of a heroic protest or happy ending per se but of their very
possibility, not least as this means the audience is afforded little more escapism via the
dramatic arts than is Romek. The lack of an uplifting conclusion underlines the
authenticity of Kielowski's depiction of life - he recogrnses that the grand and heroic
fictional gestures common to other Polish films of this period have no place in the reality
of People's Poland - but it simultaneously shows that just as Romek has been stripped of
his false enchantment with the opera, so too with Personnel the director leaves the viewer
ultimately bereft of almost all illusions about the comforting and reaffirming nature of
film; the only small consolation lies in knowing that a medium exists where such truth
can be told. If the impact of the film's message about contemporary Poland has been

32

Jadwiga Anna Luzyñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztof Kie1owskiego cz II' IIufon, Warsaw, nos 1-4, 1995,
p 33; & Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Ultimate concerns' trans. Paul Coates in Coates (ed )Luc,d Dreams, p.26.
33 Kaluzyñski & Turski (int), 'Zaghdaé ludziom pod c7kç',
p 10.
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lessened by the passing of time, its warning, echoed again and again in Kielowski's later
works, against expecting art to provide the storybook endings often denied in real life is
ageless.

*

*

*

BLJZNA (THE SCAR, 1976)

Having already portrayed in his documentaries the divergence between the people
of Poland and the political authorities ostensibly representing them, in The Scar
Kielowski produces another variation upon this theme in the form of the clash between
the Party committee that instigates the building of a chemical factory in the town of
Olecko and the townspeople who are violently opposed to the project. The
personification of this tension in the main protagonist, Bednarz, a Party member and the
manager charged with the construction of the plant who suffers a conflict between his
commitment to his political superiors and his work for the public good, however, allows
Kielowski to examine its manifestations and consequences at a more detailed and
intimate level than that afforded him by the anonymously-populated dramas of
documentaries such as Fabryka (The Factory, 1970) and Robotnicy '71: nic o nas bez nas
(Workers '71: Nothing About Us Without Us, 1972). Bednarz suffers not only a split

between his personal and public lives and private convictions, suffering an initially
uneasy conscience over his work as well as having his wife and daughter questioning the
effects of his professional commitments upon his relations with them, but furthermore a
public role schismatic in itself that takes on different dimensions according to the
demands of the factions surrounding him.
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Bednarz's dilemma is neatly encapsulated by the working title of the film, Nasz
czlowiek (Our Man), as this is the role the people and the Party independently expect

Bednarz to perform. Unable in fact to fulfil the needs of either of these sides, he succeeds
instead in uniting them only in mutual condemnation of his methods. Ironically, it is
following his increasing abandonment by his Party colleagues that Bednarz begins to
resemble them, as the honesty which initially distinguishes him from his peers decays
under the pressures which he is left to face alone. Having coldly ignored the suggestion
of his young assistant to exploit the sociologists monitoring the factory-building project
for personal financial gain, later it is Bednarz himself who exhibits a far greater abuse of
them and his own integrity by suggesting they withhold their damning findings.
Similarly, the scene in which a contractor gives three radically differing estimates of a
distance according to his reckoning of the gullibility of his audience - unsurprisingly, it is
to Bednarz's equally duplicitous assistant that the contractor tells the actual figure - is
striking not only as a elegant summation of the Polish system in which supposed facts are
in reality utterly fictitious, but also for revealing that both subordinates' contempt for
Bednarz's authority is matched by his own indifference to being treated so. The final
scene depicting Bednarz with his grandson is no easy, optimistic metaphor for society's
rebirth, as the baby's stumbling movements and wily scheming displayed by Bednarz's
assistant indicate that the future generations are themselves beset with problems.
However, Bednarz's reconciliation with his family and implicit exit from public life
suggests his ultimate comprehension that his own future lies in the personal sphere where
he is able to be his own man, a conclusion that contains a hint of things to come in
Kielowski's films of the early 1980s.
In view of the genuinely complicated and morally challenging conditions under
which, as the film shows, individuals must live in People's Poland, Kielowski's
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portrayal of his main protagonist as a man whose own considerable defects and
shortcomings combine fatally with the circumstances in which he lives and the faults of
others to bring about his downfall, rather than as flawless crusader against injustice or
blameless victim of outside pressures, is the more remarkable, revealing that the
director's evident sympathy for Poles' predicament does not blind him to the issue of selfresponsibility. A builder by trade, Bednarz is destructive in his public role and personal
life. Although an amateur photographer, far from being imbued with a profounder vision
he sees only surface details and is blind to deeper meanings and consequences: he stops a
bulldozer from wrecking a man's house but lacks the foresight to halt the entire project;
he complains about his daughter's lifestyle but is oblivious to his own influence upon her
development; and at the celebrations he magnanimously offers an ex-logger a job but
neither follows this up with practical help nor notices the latter being thrown out on his
assistant's command. Bednarz's ignorance of the world around him stems from his lack
of self-knowledge: complacent and self-satisfied at the celebratory opening of the plant,
autocratic in his dismissal of the transport manager, and increasingly distant as the state
of affairs deteriorates, he repeatedly misjudges both the situation around him and his
reaction to it. He may comment on the difference between blueprint ideals and brutal
reality, but his actual behaviour illustrates his inability to act upon this distinction.
Michal Tarkowski, who played Sowa in Personnel, acts once again as the
mouthpiece of Kielowski in this film in his role as Michal Galecki, a television journalist
who records several interviews with Bednarz and is the only character with whom the
manager is shown to maintain good relations. Unaggressive but nevertheless persistent in
his search for genuine answers, supportive of the townspeople's anger but equally no less
mindful of Bednarz's unenviable position, Galecki implicitly duplicates Kielowski's
own manner of filmmaking and behaviour towards his subjects in The Scar and
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anticipates the director's mode of flimmaking found in later documentaries such as From
a Night Porter's Point of View and I Don 't Know. If Galecki's cameraman's injunction,

'Nie ma powtórek' ('No re-takes'), during a filmed interview with Bednarz is a somewhat
heavy-handed reflection of Kielowski's own paramount pursuit of authenticity in his
films,34 the director provides witty compensation with Kiaps (Slate,35 1976), a short and
often comic compilation of out-takes from The Scar that self-mockingly belies the onscreen statement by proving that, on the contrary, off screen in real life there are indeed
re-takes. Then again, the parallel between the fictional and real-life filmmakers is at its
most succinct when at its simplest, as with Galecki's reply to Bednarz's question as to
whether the journalist's film is to be critical of him, his method, or his idea, which could
just as easily emanate from Kielowski's own mouth as from his pen:

'Wie pan, mylalem o czym raczej wieloznacznym. . . Mial
byá ten film o panu jaki pan jest, tak jak pana widzç.
[Bednarz przygotuje kolacje] I taki jak te± w tej chwili, no.,
('You know, I was thinking of something rather more open
to multiple meanings... This film was to be about you as
you are, how I see you. [As Bednarz prepares supper]
Well, and also as you are at this moment'
As ever, KieIowsh's imaginative flimmaking is evident in his inventive coordination of images and sound. By presenting shots of Party officials discussing
Bednarz's appointment and of the plane that will brmg him to them in Warsaw that
precede by some seconds the voice of Bednarz on the soundtrack only gradually revealing
his intention of making the trip, the director skilfully constructs a deterministic scenario
in which matters seem already to be out of the would-be manager's hands. Similarly, the
Cf Annette Insdort Double Lives, Second Chances: The Cinema of Krrysztof Keslowski, New York
Hyperion (Talk Miramax Books), 1999, p 38.
The work kiaps can also be translated as 'clapperboard' or 'take'.
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sped-up images of Bednarz being driven to the officials' meeting reinforce the impression
of urgency and of his being ominously hurried along. The editing is even more ingenious
in the shots of a forest being cut down to make way for the factoiy, with the artificial
acceleration of these images simultaneously an observation of the unnatural felling of
these trees and an ironic commentary on the so-called progress taking place.
What works well as an editing technique, however, is less successful when
incorporated into the plot itself. Although The Scar takes place between 1970 and 1976,
the time-scheme is vague and often mystif'ing, particularly in the latter part of the film in
which the indeterminate lapses in time make it difficult to follow the progression of
events. Equally, the ambiguity that works well at the outset - it is quite intentional, in
view of their subsequent behaviour, that the Party bureaucrats meeting secretly in the
forest initially resemble criminals - becomes self-defeating as the viewer struggles to
decipher the obscure relationships and guarded comments of Bednarz's family and
colleagues. The problems of over-complicated obliqueness are exemplified by the patchy
characterisation of Sta Lech, the man who, despite the disparagement of Bednarz and his
wife, eventually succeeds to the post of the fonner. With a name that asks to be read
symbolically but yields no hidden meaning when done so, 36 a past history that leaves it
unclear as to whether he or Bednarz's wife was the victim of political intrigue in 1956,
and an understated presence that may be indicative of either genuine unobtrusiveness or
silent deviousness, Lech's professional success at the end of the film is open to differing
interpretations that frustrate by their multiplicity, rather than enrich the narrative.
Kielowski did not like The Scar, considering it one of his worst films. 37 Being
about a complicated and even messy subject, the film is indeed often confused and

According to popular Polish legend, the founder of Poland was named Lech
Kieslowski was already manifesting his dislike of the film shortly after its release as well as in later years,
Krall (mt.), 'Zrobilem i mam'; & Stok (ed.), Kjeslowth on Kieslowski, p 99 & p 208
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confusing, and in failing to cover any one of its many bases to good effect, it loses its own
meaning and way. Kielowski's attempt to present a complex, many-sided argument and
a fully-rounded portrait of Bednarz in The Scar is admirable, but for once the director,
albeit by no means as comprehensively as his leading character, is unable to successfully
realise his project.

*

*

*

SPOKOJ (THE CALM,38 1976)

Having already taken a minor role in The Scar, in The Calm Jerzy Stuhr plays the
main protagonist, Antek Gralak, who is released from prison in the opemng minutes of
the film. The censors insisted upon Antek's having been jailed: no doubt aware that the
film was another of Kielowski's broad allegories upon Poland, they thought to limit the
parallels by having him make Antek a criminal and thus not a typical representative of the
working classes. 39 However, Kielowski resourcefully makes a virtue of the imposed
necessity: the re-entry into society becomes a re-birth, and Antek's fresh start finds its
analogue in the tabula rasa that is the innocent and uninformed mind with which he
greets the outside world. Leaving the prison with a religious medallion and a watch
which, like he, has lain dormant but is revealed to start up afresh, Antek appears to have
both faith and time on his side. His first unfavourable moments back in society
immediately contrast with his optimistic disposition, the pouring rain and the grit that

Although this title is commonly rendered in English as The Calm, the Polish word spokj can also be
translated as 'peace' or 'quiet'. As used by Antek, most notably at the end of the film, the word indicates
his desire for a peaceflil life.
Miroslaw PrzyLipiak, 'Filmy fabularne Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego w zwierciadle poLskiej krytyki
filmowej (Cze 1)' in Lubeiski (ed.), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego, p.224.
38
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falls into the eye of his companion who puts his head out of a train window hinting
ominously at the hostile environment into which he emerges and perhaps anticipating that
the mote in his friend's eye is as nothing compared with the beam in his own.
Nevertheless, if the prison-like railings against which Antek talks with a fickle lover and
the encaged housing estate of his parents are menacingly reminiscent of the jail that he
has just left, the severing of these unfavourable personal ties leaves him all the more
unbound and able to re-begin his life. Notably, the building site at which Antek finds a
job is bare, corresponding to his own life that he will attempt to re-create anew.
The building site, however, carries also a more sinister meaning, symbolising by
its continuous barrenness upon which nothing is built to even near-completion the failed
construction of People's Poland, and the boss in turn represents the cynicism lying
beneath the socialist veneer of the Polish system. In giving Antek money, directions to
lodgings, employment, and the promise of good working conditions, the boss may
initially reflect the alleged benignity of a totalitarian state that guarantees comprehensive
benefits but he is soon shown to have the same harsh requirements of his new worker as
the state does of its recipients, demanding Antek's personal commitment, compromising
his virtue, and revealing that nothing is given for free. Inveigling Antek ever further into
his underhand affairs by first reminding him of his generosity and later, following a theft
from the site, threatening him with allusions to his criminal record, the boss finds his rival
in Mietek, Antek's fellow-worker and friend who leads the increasingly aggrieved
builders and insists, again with friendliness that turns into pressurisation, that Antek join
them. It is no coincidence that Mietek and the boss resemble one another physically, for,
although on opposite sides, they behave similarly in making unconditional claims upon
Antek's loyalty, and if the boss is particularised by dishonesty, he and Mietek are
nevertheless identical in their intransigent refusals to co-operate with one another. As
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envisioned by Kielowski, this scaled-down example of the dichotomised Polish society
of workers and authorities does not accord with a simplistic paradigm of heroes and
villains. Rather, regardless of their differing objectives, both factions behave in a
strikingly similar fashion, insofar as their paramount belief in their respective causes
makes them intolerant not simply of one another but of anyone who fails wholly to ally
himself with them. Ironically united by their adherence to the unspoken slogan 'if you
are not with us, you are against us', both sides also interpret Antek's imprisonment
according to their own system of moral values, Mietek and the builders regarding it as a
sign of his credibility and the boss believing it indicates a criminal tendency that can be
twisted to his own corrupt purposes, and assume immediately to have his support.
Despite having begun his new life free of personal obligations to any individual, Antek
finds that new attachments which uneasily span the public and personal realms are
formed quickly even if he is neither cognisant nor desirous of them, and his rebirth as an
individual of innocence and virtue is worth little in view of his newfound society's
expectations.
What separates and eventually alienates Antek from the people about him is his
desire for his 'wiasny kt' ('own corner' or 'private space'). Although his aspirations
towards having a wife, children, and food on the table are modest and legitimate, it is his
hope for a private space, slipped in almost unobtrusively amongst the wishes recounted to
Mietek, that is so badly at odds with not only a state regime whose dominance of public
life necessarily comprises an intolerance of the personal sphere but also the divided
society in which the possibilities of openly joining one side or another exclude the option
of going one's own private way. Antek's relationship with Boena, his eventual wife, is
characterised by the consistent lack of intimacy afforded them: he makes love to her and
she announces her pregnancy in a marshy field and a graveyard respectively, both public
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areas. At the wedding, even as Antek celebrates the latest development in his personal
life he is not allowed to forget his public obligations, having to forgo his heart-to-heart
with Bozena and instead be torn between thanking his boss for taking part in the
ceremony and acknowledging his friends' throwing of confetti. Indeed, having already
interfered in Antek's private affairs by suggesting he choose someone other than Mietek
as the second witness, the boss's physical invasion of his subordinate's own space - and
even that is barely extant, consisting as it does of a two-roomed house shared with
Bozena's family - when he enters his home is paralleled by his compromising of Antek's
personal integrity by demanding his assistance in replacing the stolen building materials.
The distinction between personal and public spaces becomes lessened further still when
Bozena turns up at the building-site and by the end of the film Antek suffers a three-way
pull at the hands of his wife, colleagues, and boss that renders him unable to find his
much-desired peace in either sphere.
It is only in his inner life, denoted by his occasional visions of galloping horses,
that Antek comes closest to expressing this craving for peace and having 'vthat could truly
be termed his own space. This equine symbol of freedom makes its first appearance on a
television watched by Antek and another man, and if the faulty signal resulting in a
flickering test card shows how state-sponsored information is neither properly transmitted
nor received, so too these sporadic images of horses that inexplicably interrupt the
transmission correspond to the inner realm of the individual that can escape the state's
attempted monopoly. What is most intimate, however, is also that which is most difficult
to share with another individual: although Antek experiences his first vision of the horses
with a near stranger, Bozena's bafflement at the wedding when her husband mimics the
sound of galloping shows that his innermost life and wishes are his alone and unable to be
conveyed to, let alone experienced together with, even those closest to him. The driver
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who accompanies Antek on the trip to pick up replacement building materials also shows
no awareness of the horses seen by the latter, suggesting again that the images correspond
to secretly-held dreams which the driver, unlike Antek who has still not fully come to
terms with the harsh reality of life in People's Poland, either refuses to entertain or simply
does not share. However, although Kielowski is purposefully ambiguous as to whether
the horses seen by Antek through the lony-window are real or a manifestation of his
imagination, the animals that appear in the final shots following the beating of the main
protagonist are purely symbolic, their disappearance into the shadows signifying the
vanishing of his hopes for peace even as he mutters the word to himself.
Although made relatively early on in Kielowski's career in fictional flimmaking,
in charting the tragic fall of Antek, a good man who becomes drawn into the
machinations of society and consequently is unable to realise his innermost wish, The
Calm incorporates essential hopes and fears that remained with its director throughout his
life. Revealing Kielowski's apprehension of complicity, of his concern with being
forced to take one side or another that characterises his films made during this period and
later in his career, The Calm also first indicates his belief in the potential refuge that the
inner life offered from not only the public but also the domestic sphere. The pessimism
shown in this early piece contrasts greatly with the far more positive conclusions of
Kielowski's fmal films of the 1990s, in which the protagonists resolve their dilemmas
and attain contentment in both the personal and inner realms. Nevertheless, it is the
decidedly unhopeful The Calm that best expresses the filmmaker's self-confessed and
unrelenting pessimism towards himself: although Kielowski never lost the desire for
spokôj or peace that was as much his as Antek's, 4° so too did his belief in its

4°

Asked in 1994, in a conscious evocation of one of the questions posed in Gadajqce glowy (Talking
Heads, 1980), what he would like in life, Kiedlowski gave the one-worded answ of 'Spokoj' ('Peace'),
Sobolewski, 'Ultimate concerns', p 20). See also Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Skupienie i przenikIiwos' in
Lubeiski (ed ), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowskzego, p.199.
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unobtainability remain with him until the end of his life.4'

*

*

*

AMA TOR (CAMERA BUFF, 1979)

In creating the role of Filip Mosz in Camera Buff, Jerzy Stuhr not only once again
plays the main protagonist as he did in The Calm but indeed Kielowski takes advantage
of his casting, using the character of Filip deliberately to evoke Antek and develop upon
him. Although Filip initially shares with Antek the desire for a wife, child, and home, his
preoccupation with his newfound hobby of flimmaking and the fresh experiences and
potential insights to which it exposes him causes his needs to alter and diverge radically
from those of the earlier character, as he explains in a speech to Irena, his wife:

'..i zobaczylem ze to wszystko [tzn. film] mo2e by
wa2niejsze m2 spokój mieé, wiesz 2e czlowiek potrzebuje,
2e ja potrzebuje czego wiçcej ni tylko spokoju.'
('..and I saw that all this [i.e., filmmaking] can be more
important than having peace, you know that a person needs,
that I need something more than just peace.')

As this conscious reference to The Calm makes clear, Filip has gone further than Antek
and found peace wanting. However, in choosing instead the active life in the public
arena that results from being a filmmaker, he is nevertheless, like his fictional
predecessor, still unfulfilled; after all, when Irena asks what it is that he needs, he is
unable to provide an answer.

Tadeusz Sobolewski (int), 'Te same pytania', Film, Warsaw, 5-1995, p68
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Although Filip speedily decides upon flimmaking as his true vocation, in actuality
he displays from the outset a profound ignorance of his craft and its implications. When
first employing his camera for the benefit of his colleagues he demonstrates a complete
misunderstanding of its purpose, his filming of a televised concert being utterly futile in
that it simply reproduces at second-hand a programme already recorded on film and,
moreover, ludicrous as he employs a visual medium to record an event that relates
primarily to the aural senses. Likewise, having apparently filmed his baby daughter and
even suggested to Irena that she re-stage the baby's arrival at home for the benefit of his
camera, his admission to his manager that he possesses no film-stock not only renders his
earlier posturing with the camera even more absurd but furthermore raises the question of
his basic understanding of his apparatus and its functions. What becomes increasingly
apparent is that in spite of being the man behind the camera, Filip does not direct but
rather is directed by others. Having no sound inner judgment, indeed no real sense of
self, he is easy prey to the political and personal machinations of others. Whether filming
the jubilee celebrations at work, presenting his first documentary at a film festival, or
making a programme for television, Filip always does so on the suggestion of others.
Equally, the apparent originality of his first film which establishes his reputation as a
creative auteur in film circles, in which shots of a business-meeting are interposed with
those of pigeons, is in fact purely serendipitous, deriving as it does not from his careful
reasoning but from a lack of discnmination as to the relative value of the different scenes
that he films. Even the tentative romance with Ania Wlodarczyk, one of the festival
judges, founders less out of Filip's willed adherence to his marriage vows than because of
his inability to take the initiative.
Far from Filip's passion for film intensif'ing his perception, instead it highlights
his inability to see beyond superficial realities, and although obsessed by images, he is
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utterly unequipped to interpret their unseen or unspoken import. While he has the camera
and the passion for flimmaking, it is his wife who has the necessary qualities of an
investigative documentary-maker. He lacks good judgement and begins to film his
daughter having her nappy changed before being stopped by Irena, who immediately
spots the invasion of privacy; he can only see appearances, stating simply the fact of his
neighbour going into hospital whilst she, aware of the underlying complexity of the
situation, draws the conclusion of the lady's impending death; and he can only look at a
still taken from Kes in a book whereas she actually experiences the hawk in her
nightmares. Physically gauche, clumsy, and unimposing, Filip, like Antek in The Calm,
is childlike also in the naïveté he displays in relation to the world around him, and his
fundamental inability to recognise, let alone decipher, the actions and motivations of
those around him - he is as baffled by his wife's growing coldness as he is surprised to
learn that his first documentary has been entered in the festival competition by his
manager - stems from his own self-ignorance. What becomes increasingly clear is that
the film's title refers more to his being an amateur in life than in filmmaking.42 This
innocence adds greatly to his appeal by differentiating him from the cynical world in
which he lives, as is recognised by Ania who is charmed to discover in Filip a director
who does not make his films with a view to winning prizes, but it leaves him dangerously
at odds with the choices and responsibilities of the adult world and indeed that of
People's Poland. Certain that good intentions suffice until almost the very end, his
passionate defence on the grounds of disseminating necessary truths of his final
misguided, misinformed, and damaging documentary is nevertheless damningly
countered by his boss's quiet response, 'Nie wszyscy do tego doroli' ('Not everyone is
grown up enough for that'). Only after causing considerable damage to himself and

42 A,,W1OI translates literally as 'amateur'
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others, as a direct result of his ingenuousness, is Filip able to recogmse that he has been
awakened not so much to film as to life.
A film about the integrity of its protagonist, Camera B uff is also to some extent a
film concerned with the integrity of flimmaking, and Kie1owski openly reveals the many
moral pitfalls of the profession. Filip's boss, who in both employing him and finding his
films already underlines the fact that in contemporaly Poland the authoritarian state and
controlling producer are literally one and the same, represents a further allegory, with his
request that Filip remove scenes depicting a specific individual from the film of the
factory's jubilee corresponding to the sinister totalitarian propensity for "disappearing"
unwelcome persons. Such allusions function specifically in the context of the communist
bloc, but neither is Kielowski averse to poking a sly dig at filmmakers' own
manipulation of their material, doing so in a manner that transcends time and national
boundaries: although Filip films a midget who admits on-camera to rarely going to the
cinema, these few seconds have been cut by the time the documentary is aired on national
television, presumably not being to the taste of whichever aficionado of film, Filip or
Jurga, a critic for Polish Television, edited it for transmission. Again, however, Camera
Buff is primarily about the integrity of Filip as an individual, rather than the integrity of
flimmaking. As a filmmaker he has trouble in sticking to one persona: having begun as a
humble amateur, he becomes in turn avant-garde filmmaker, semi-professional
documentarist, and social commentator, altering his style and personality whenever he
sees somebody fresh to emulate but unable to stick to each successive role precisely
because it is untrue to his own nature. Worse still, he is increasingly incapable of
reconciling this role with the other parts that are required of him: in trying to be at once a
husband, father, worker, and filmmaker, Filip is unable to maintain simultaneously the
responsibilities of each position. Floundering between his public and personal roles, he
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eventually fails in all of them, losing his family, ruining the career of his factory
supervisor, and finally betraying the hopes of his assistant and friend when he turns his
back upon flimmaking. He does eventually become his own person, making his first
conscious and constructive act that is uninfluenced by anyone else when he exposes his
film-negative shortly before the film's conclusion, but this comes at the cost of his
complete isolation, alienating as it does his remaining friend.
Filip's newly-attained comprehension of himself and the world around him led
Kielowski to state that Camera Buff does not end pessimistically,43 but nevertheless the
final scene in which Filip stares into the gun-barrel-like lens of his camera and nervously
begins recounting his recent life only for the film abruptly to come to an end is
troublingly suggestive of his figurative, if not literal, death as a filmmaker. Off screen,
the correct solution to interpreting the ending perhaps lies in a rare, albeit tacit, admission
made by Kielowski of a direct connection between himself and one of his fictional
characters: having originally intended to end Camera Buff with Filip destroying the filmnegative, Kielowski rang Stuhr and said the proposed ending was unsuitable as he, the
real-life director, would never stop making films, thus implying that neither would Filip4
Given his vision of his main protagonist's continuing life in film, then, it is possible that
Kie1owski would approve of the project planned by several of his colleagues, including
Stuhr reprising his role, to film a sequel to Camera Buff. 45

Kielowski had no

involvement in this proposed sequel, the idea for which appears to have arisen after his

'3

Pawet Kwiatkowski, 'Powrót kina', Nowa Wie, Warsaw, no. 50, 16-12-1979. Kielowski would go
far as to call Camera Buff the most optimistic of his films; Jean A. Gill, 'Kraj ponury i smutny', Film na
gw,ec,e, Warsaw-Lodi, nos 3 4 (388/389), 1992, p 16 (trans. Piotr Kopanski from Positif, 12-1988)
Viewers of his final films may beg to differ.
Jerzy Stuhr, '0 Kielowskim' in Stanislaw Zawi1iñski (ed), 0 Kzeiowskim... reflelcsje, wspomnzenla,
oç) line, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p.42.
For further details see chapter 8.
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death. However, given his openness both to collaboration and, as his later films reveal, to
others' speculation about his works and their characters, he might well have welcomed
the plan of Stuhr, himself an essential contributor to Camera Buff as actor and writer, to
provide his own version of an on-screen answer as to the continuing adventures of Filip.

*

*

*

By the end of the 1970s, Kielowski had established himself as a successful
filmmaker of fiction as well as documentaries, producing high-quality work for television
and cinema audiences alike. However, in the following years of political upheaval in
Poland he would find the dilemma of taking sides that faced his fictional characters of the
1970s becoming realised in his own life during the early 1980s, as the pressure mounted
for Poles to choose between the authorities and the increasingly vocal opposition
movement. Unhappy to find that he, like his characters of the late 1970s, was
increasingly expected to take a stand with one group or another, Kielowski would seek
to find a constructive way out of becoming allied with any of the factions dividing the
public sphere not only for himself but also for the main protagonists of his films of the
early 1980s.
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CHAPTER 4
The Feature Films 1980-1985

In the opinion of Jerzy Stuhr, it was when Kie1owski had the character of Filip Mosz
turn the camera on himself at the end of Amator (Camera Buff 1979) that the director
decided to enter '..w gl4b czlowieka' ('..deep into the human being').' In speaking
shortly after the death of Kielowski in 1996, Stuhr had the benefit of hindsight when he
made his comment but nevertheless, it is true that the beginning of the 1980s marked a
defining moment in the director's career. In Januaiy 1981 Kie1owski published what
amounted to a short artistic statement, 'Glçboko zamiast szeroko', in which, in addition to
reviewing his work to date and commenting on contemporary Polish cinema, he set forth
his opinions and objectives concerning the manner in which he wished flimmaking, his
own in particular, to develop. He expressed his belief in the need for filmmakers to
broaden their focus, implicitly beyond Poland and domestic concerns:

Trzeba szukaó sytuacji bardziej dramatycznych, wniosków
wybiegajcych poza codzienne dowiadczenia, diagnoz
bardziej uniwersalnych i mdrzejszych. Trzeba naturalnie
opisywaé te tereny, których kiedy opisaé me by1imy w
stanie, ale trzeba to robié w perspektywie szerszej, bardziej
jaskrawie zaznaczajc swoje stanowisko.

It is necessary to seek more dramatic situations,
conclusions extending beyond daily experiences, more
universal and wiser diagnoses. One must describe naturally
those areas which at one time we were in no state to
describe, but this must be done with a broader perspective,
indicating one's position more clearly.2

1 Jerzy Armata & Katarzyna 1iwihska 'Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego portret z oknichów wspomnien', Gazeta
w Krakowie, Cracow, no 76, 29-3-1996.
2 KrzysztofKieslowski, 'Glçboko zaniiast szeroko', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 1, 1-1981, p 111.
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Simultaneously, and consistently with thoughts expressed in his MA thesis over a decade
earlier, 3 he desired that people, more than their surrounding circumstances, be at the
centre of films - 'Trzeba szukaé sposobów, ±eby filmy o problemach staly sic przezde
wszystkim filmami o ludziach..' ('One must seek ways for films about problems to
become, above all, films about people.. - and to this end formulated a philosophy for
the form he wanted the cinema of realism to adopt:

[G]lçboko zamiast szeroko, do rodka nie na zewntrz.

[D]eeply instead of broadly, inwardly and not outwardly.5

There is a slight confusion in this statement, given its verbal inconsistency with the
'broader perspective' of the earlier citation. Nevertheless, these ideas do not correspond
to a radical departure from Kielowski's position thus far: after all, he had already been
making films which, whilst referring to specific situations in People's Poland, pertained
also to wider issues, and in documentary and fictional work alike had striven towards
penetrating and depicting the emotional and psychological depths of his protagonists.
The importance of his statement rests upon the fact that in writing it he made a conscious
decision that these elements were no longer to be the underlying but the primary goals
towards which he strove in his films; in short, he set his future path. Furthermore, given
his tendency to avoid grandiose pronouncements about his craft - 'Glçboko zamiast
szeroko' was the only declaration of artistic intent that KieIowski published under his
own name alone during a career spanning over two decades 6 - this public announcement

As discussed in chapter 1.
4 Kieslowski, 'Glçboko zamiast szeroko', p 111.
Ibid. p.111
was part of the so-called Cracow Group, which presented a filminaking manifesto in 1971 (see
chapter 3, footnote 7). As very little information is available about the group and statement, it is impossible
to judge the extent of Kieslowski's involvement or his personal influence upon and adherence to the latter.
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is all the more noteworthy.

Contrary to the popular belief that it was with Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988)
that Kie1owski first began moving away from films deeply rooted in the socio-political
public sphere of Poland, he also articulated this tendency considerably earlier in his
statement of 1981: '[t]rzeba szukaC sposobów..±eby to, co w filmie - z koniecznoci zewnçtrzne, stanowilo oprawç, a me treá utworów' ('[o]ne must seek ways..so that that
which, out of necessity, is external in a film constitutes the setting and not the content of
the work'). 7 However, although he began immediately to translate this theory into
practice in Krótki dzieñ pracy (A Short Working Day, 1981), Przypadek (Blind Chance,
1981), and Bez koñca (No End, 1984), the first films he made following the publication of

his statement, his initial success was only relative. All three films rely significantly upon
their socio-political settings as a means of engendering moral conflict in their
protagonists, and the frequent domination of contemporary politics over the foregrounds
as well as backgrounds of the plots highlights their importance, if not the predominance
that so troubled Kielowski, in Polish life. Witek and Ula, the main protagonists of Blind
Chance and No End respectively, attempt to lead ways of life unconstrained by socio-

political and economic circumstances, as do the central characters of later films including
parts of The Decalogue, La Double Vie de Véron que/Fodwójne zycie Weroniki (The
Double Life of Véronique, 1991), and the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994)

trilogy, but the public world is far more intrusive and its presence more inescapable in the
films of the early 1980s than in Kielowski's later and fmal works.
Nevertheless, even whilst the public realm and politics continue to form such an
integral part of Kielowski 's films of this period, what separates them from those of the
1970s is the degree of success with which the director exploits the public sphere to his

7 Kieslowski, 'Gleboko zamiast szeroko', p 111.
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end of exploring and commenting upon individuals more than the general circumstances
of life. The political crisis in A Short Working Day and the reaction of the Party SecretaIy
to it acts primarily as a revelation of his inner human weakness; Witek in Blind Chance,
whether joining the Party or the opposition, overcomes superficial labelling by remaining
his own man in both cases and, indeed, in the final variant of the film chooses a life free
of all political activity; and in No End, Ula's involvement in the struggles of those
suffering as a direct result of martial law is continually restricted and relegated to second
place by the devastation she feels at her private tragedy. From A Short Working Day to
Blind Chance progressively, the leading characters consciously retreat less and less
behind their public and politically-related functions - in the case of the latter film, the
progression is also internal, as the third, apolitical incarnation of Witek demonstrates becoming instead their own men. Similarly, in No End Ula is the first of Kielowski's
protagonists who, being a translator, has neither a position of public importance nor a job
involving social interaction, and thus is never constrained in her private motivation and
behaviour by an official stance or position. 8 Perhaps most significantly of all, the
observation of Krzysztof Piesiewicz that No End, which he co-wrote with Kielowski, is
not directly about politics but about attitudes can also be applied to the earlier two films
of the 1980s. 9 It is enough to understand that they depict two opposing sides for these
films' significance to survive the political divisions in question, because the dilemma of
the protagonists being pressurised into choosing a stance continues to resonate, even if the
specific circumstances in which they are located no longer apply. With the riots of 1976,
the growth of the opposition, and the subsequent crackdown under the martial law
imposed in 1981 featuring heavily in the films, they can be viewed as historical

$ Notably, she is also the first protagonist produced jointly by Kiedlowski and Krzysztof Piesiewicz; see
below for a discussion of their collaboration
Krzysztof Piesie'vicz, 'Skupienie i przenikliwosc' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzyszlofa
Kieslowskzego, Cracow: Universitas, 1997, p 201.
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documents of the period but equally, one can ignore the particulars of the political
situation without losing sight of the essential conflict faced by the leading characters.
Certainly, it is the adoption of the more abstract perspective that makes the films easily
accessible to the modem-day non-Polish viewer, as appears to be demonstrated by the
considerable sales of both Blind Chance and No End worldwide in the late 1980s, despite
non-Polish audiences being considerably less conscious of the details of Polish histoiy
and politics, especially several years on, than their Polish counterparts.'°
As had occasionally been the case with the documentaries and earlier fictional
films, in the early 1980s Kielowski examines more intently the interplay between the
inner, personal, and public lives of his protagonists, paying particular attention to his
characters' ability to maintain private integrity in the light of the various demands made
upon them in the public sphere. If the Party Secretary of A Short Working Day reveals a
notable lack of this quality as he wavers interminably between the opposing sides of his
political superiors and the workers, by contrast Ula in No End holds steadfastly to her
own course despite claims made upon her by others representing public causes, like
Joasia, the wife of a political prisoner, or personal requests, like Tomek, a friend and
aspiring lover. Most inventive of all is Blind Chance, in which Witek's integrity is
proved, paradoxically, via his consistent behaviour as he undergoes three different
versions of his life. Like the characters of Kielowski's earlier documentary and fictional
films, these protagonists are also searching for the answer to the question of 'how to
live?' but they signal a development in the director's thinking in that they are cognisant

'°Bhnd Chance was sold to Israel, Sweden, Hungary, Canada, Belgium, Switzerland, and France, whilst No
End was sold to America, Canada, Sweden, Denmark, Yugoslavia, Great Britain, and France; Mariusz

Miodek (mt.), 'Kielowski eksportowany. Rozmowa z Jerzym Bochenkiem, zastçpc dyrektora
generalnego ,,Filmu Polskiego"', Film, Warsaw, no. 51, 18-12-1988 The sales of Blmd Chance from 1987
onwards, six years after it was made and almost as long after the struggle between the Party and opposition
had been topical, were so successful that Kiellowski was the first director to be awarded a new Polish prize
for the film with the best international distribution in 1987.
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from the outset of the conflict between public, personal, and inner lives. No longer the
innocents of Personel (Personnel, 1975), Spokój (The Calm, 1976), or Camera Buff the
Party Secretary, Witek, and lila discover not that choices exist - choices between public
groups, between the public, domestic, and inner loyalties, and between private causes but rather the consequences of making any given choice. Equally, what is implicit in The
Scar and The Calm, namely, that by withdrawing inwards one can evade the tensions of
the public world and remain one's own person, becomes explicit in the films of the early
1980s as each main protagonist retreats from the outer world. What differentiates the
characters, however, is that the Party Secretary does so whilst wishing to maintain a
reputation for integrity in the public eye, whereas Witek in his third incarnation and Ula
simply ignore public opinion. The true precursor of Witek and Ula is not the Party
Secretary, who vacillates until the very end between the public and private decisions that
face him, but rather his secretary who, in making a willed decision to leave her office and
be allied with neither the authorities nor the protestors, foreshadows the central characters
of Blind Chance and No End who also renounce both sides and turn homewards instead.
Indeed, Blind Chance and No End have the distinction of being films in which
KieIowski offers the family, in particular the perfect partner, as a source of refuge, Witek
in his third incarnation experiencing harmony between his inner and domestic spheres,
and Ula able to fmd contentment only when reunited with her dead husband, Antek.
Likewise, the physically and morally absent father-figures in the films of the 1970s are
replaced in Blind Chance and No End by trustworthy fathers, respectively Witek's and
Antek himself. This is not to say that KieIowski's more optimistic depiction of his
protagonists' family relationships in these films comes without caveats. The untimely
deaths of the fathers in Blind Chance and No End suggests that even as Kielowski
conceived of a genuine moral authority, his hope of this remained firmly tempered by his
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pessimism. Similarly, although Witek and Ula have the opportunity for a happy homelife, the abysmal situation of secondary characters such as Joasia in No End hints at
Kielowski's bleaker vision of the family unit, which would emerge to its most
devastating effect in The Decalogue. Moreover, the various demands of friends upon
one's personal life means that, as Ula discovers when beset by Joasia and Tomek and
Witek realises to his distress in his first two incarnations, the personal realm is no
guaranteed haven from the outside world. Nevertheless, if Blind Chance and No End are
not completely free from the pessimistic view of the personal realm evident in the films
of the 1970s as well as later in The Decalogue and to some extent The Double Life of
Véronique, in nonetheless depicting the potential joys and satisfaction stemming from the
personal sphere, they share with Kielowski's final work, the Three Colours trilogy, a
recognition of its positive and necessary role in the individual's life.
Kielowski's protagonists have some success in turning to their personal and inner
lives as a means of circumventing the need to make a choice between the factions
dividing the public sphere, although admittedly limited success, given that Ula finds
peace in death and, by contrast, Witek has his contented life denied by the same. The
director however, underwent a considerably harsher ordeal when he too put his inner
convictions above public expectations and consequently faced sudden, widespread
hostility, of which No End became the focus, in Poland in the early-to-mid 1980s. The
films of the 1970s made it clear that he had long been against taking any particular
political or other kind of public stance. However, whilst his worldview continued
unchanged, the socio-political climate underwent a radical alteration, what with the birth
in 1980 of Solidarno.é (Solidarity), the main party representing the opposition, its
eventual quashing, and the onset of martial law in December 1981. Poles were expected,
and in most cases willing, to make their allegiances

knoi.

Now, when Poland was
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undergoing the longest and most heated political strife since the communists came to
power in 1945, Kielowski, for whom the theme of the individual torn between the needs
of society and his or her personal or inner needs held a career-long appeal, found himself
experiencing the predicament of his protagonists most acutely. With Polish society so
polarised, his continuing refusal to take sides," whether implicitly via his cinematic work
or explicitly in the form of a public statement, resulted in his being damned by those of all
political persuasions' 2 As one critic has since noted, it was because he took no stance,
not because he adopted the so-called wrong one, that Kielowski was ostracised'3
Moreover, the standing of the director in the eyes of the opposition and its
millions of supporters,' 4 previously sympathetic to his work, suffered all the more
damage because of the widely-held Polish belief; rooted in Polish Romanticism, in the
artist as moral leader in times of nationwide crisis. Ever since the early nineteenth
century, when Poland underwent its first foreign occupation, artists were expected to
guide and encourage the nation to campaign against an alien administration. Kielowski,
however, never one to adhere to the principles of Polish Romanticism and preferring to
direct films instead of the masses, had already insisted upon the separateness of art and
politics. Implicit in his films of the 1970s, this belief had been overtly stated by him in

11 Over a decade later, Kieslowski was prepared to state that 'I hated the communists [i e., in the 1980s] and
still hate them'; Simon Hattenstone (mt.), 'Auteur of his own destruction', The Guorthan (G2T), London, 811-1994, p 4. Notably, however, he made this definitive statement to an English newspaper and not to a
Polish publication, holding to his resolve to not take sides publicly in Poland upon that country's public
sphere Similarly, he refused to have the autobiographical book Kieslowski on Ke1owski (translated and
edited by Danusia Stok as 0 Sobie) published in Poland before he died.
123 Norman Davies points out, a significant number of Poles set themselves apart from both sides and
were similarly castigated by their peers. '[t]o their enemies on both sides, these 'concihators' or
compromisers were two-faced trimmers of the worst sort'; Norman Davies, Heart of Europe: A Short
History of Poland, rev ed., Oxford Oxford University Press, 1986, p396 Artists who reacted similarly to
Kieálowski include Adam Zagajewski, the poet and philosopher who inspired Kielowski in the 1970s (see
chapter 1), and the author Janusz Andennan whose initially pro-Solidarity writings were followed by a
collection of short stories, Kraj .wiala (The Countiy of the World, 1988), in which he expresses his despair
at the state of society under martial law.
'3 Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Droga Kielowskiego', 0dm, Wroclaw, no. 10, 10-1986, p 29.
14 Solidarity had a membership often million, constituting around thirty percent of the Polish population.
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'Glçboko zamiast szeroko',' 5 but his reiteration of it in the mid-1980s was badly
received. 16 Accordingly, his perceived abnegation of what was regarded by a great many
Poles as his historically ascribed responsibility led further condemnation of him.'7
Similarly, Kielowski's vision of Polish society as a whole as severely damaged,
rather than the authorities and conformists alone, had already been apparent in works such
as Blizna (The Scar, 1976) and The Calm. However, its recurrence in the 1980s, in
particular in No End, the only film made by Kielowski to be released during this period,
was no longer tolerated: many Poles simply found it too difficult to see their own sins,
and not just those of their enemies, exposed. Undoubtedly, the authorities and their
followers receive the harshest treatment at Kielowski's hands, the Party and its members
in A Short Working Day lacking any redeeming qualities, and the character of Werner, the
noble communist in Blind Chance, more than offset by that of Adam, the wily and selfpromoting high-ranking Party official; even the faceless authorities in No End are the
more menacing for being unseen and yet clearly controlling and monitoring the populace.
On the other hand, Kielowski's continuing avoidance of black-and-white stereotyping is
demonstrated by his denying the opposition a hagiographic treatment. On the contrary,
they too are portrayed as prey to the vice of dogmatism, as seen in Blind Chance, and to
that of blind fanaticism willing to sacrifice an individual for the cause, as Mietek, a
lawyer's assistant, proposes to do with Darek, the political prisoner, in No End.
Furthermore, in keeping with the philosophy of his earlier films, Kielowski maintains his
position that the greatest hindrance to the individual's independent personal and inner

'Glçboko zamiast szeroko', p 109.
When Kieslowski restated his view that politics and art do not converge (Zdzislaw Pietrasik (mt.),
'Srednia przyjemnosó', Pohlyka, Warsaw, no. 27, 6-7-1985, p 6), he received a stinging reply to that and
other comments in Wit Stankusz, 'Krcenie zegara', Kino, Warsaw, 10-1985, p 16. See also Krzysztof
Piesiewicz, 'Odszedl czlowiek prawy', Prawo f Zycie, Warsaw, no. 12, 23-3-1996, p.36, & Stanislaw
Zawisliñski (ed.), K,e.lowsk,, 2' ed ,Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p.130-132.
' 7 Cf. Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Ultimate concerns' trans Paul Coates in Paul Coates (ed ) Lucid Dreams: The
Films ofKrzysztofK:eslowski, Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1999, pp 19-20.
15 Kie1owski,
16
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lives is the intrusive nature of a public world comprised of both the authorities and the
opposition. In 13//nd Chance, Witek in his first two incarnations gets into difficulties with
his political superiors, whether the Party or underground movement, because of personal
commitments they deem obstructive to their respective causes. Similarly, in No End the
domestic life of Joasia, wife of Darek, is destroyed by the rival political allegiances of her
closest family members, and the authorities and opposition alike would publicly exploit
Darek for their purposes, regardless of his private convictions.
With Kielowski refusing publicly to join either the opposition or the authorities,
each side construed this behaviour as a sign of his favouring the other, resulting in the
director's meeting with increasing antagonism, which reached a peak in 1985 with the
release of No End, from all political quarters throughout the early-to-mid 1980s. The
authorities tried to win Kielowski's allegiance by offering him a production house of his
own.' 8 At the same time, they distorted comments made by him about the legal system in
Poland so as to favour themselves, using a letter he wrote to his production company
explaining that he was unable to complete a documentary about the courts because the
judges refused to pass harsh judgments whilst being filmed, as evidence of the leniency of
sentences passed under martial law.' 9 Ultimately, they found it easiest to gag him. Blind
Chance, which had already reached the unwelcome attention of the authorities whilst still
in its production stages, 2° was forbidden a release upon its completion in 1981 and
became one of the so-called 'missing ten' films banned under martial law. 2 ' The censors

Stok (ed ), K,elow.ki on Kieslowsia, London: Faber, p 129.
Quentin Curtis (iii), 'Tell it like it is. KrzysztofKielowski', The Independent on Sunday (The Sunday
Review), London, 3-10-1993, p 20; & Stok (ed ), Kie.lowski on Kie.lowski, pp.126-129.
20 Acco to a notice from a department of the Home Office, Blind Chance was supposed to be forbidden
production because it was of little artistic value, had a negative stoiy line, and falsified reality, details
?uhished in Zawisiifiski (ed), Kieslowski, p.67.
'The 'missing ten' consist of films deemed by the authorities to be too politically dangerous in the climate
of the time to be released. The banned works include, amongst others, Ryszard Bugajski's Przesluchanie
(The Interrogation, 1981 1982), Agnieszka Holland's Gorqczka (The Fever, 1981) and Andrzej Wajda's
Czlowiek z Eelaza (Man of Iron, 1981). For further details see Frank Bren, World Cinema 1: Polan4, rev.
ed., Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1990, p.151.
' 8 Danusia
19
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also shelved A Short Working Day in 1981 because of objections to its politics, although
in following years the authorities no longer needed to uphold the ban as Kielowski
himself forbade the televisation of the film on the grounds of its artistic shortcomings as
he saw them. 22 Only No End was permitted a release in 1985 after having been held back
by the censors for several months, but its extremely poor distribution within Poland - it
was shown at one cinema in Warsaw and had only one performance in Cracow 23 - and
pairing with Roman Wionczek's pro-party Godnoié (Dignity, 1985) for the purpose of its
screening abroad points to the authorities' continuing suppression of Kie1owski.
Nonetheless, the antipathy of the establishment towards him was matched by that of the
opposition. Already angered at his refusal openly to take their side, many Poles were
convinced of Kielowski's pro-Party tendencies by the manipulation of his letter
concerning the juridical system, and his attendance at a New Year's meeting with General
Jaruzeiski, along with the fact that his films were made with the state's money and thus
approval, 24 were interpreted as further signs of his conformity.25
Accordingly, No End was comprehensively vilified upon its premiere in 1985 by
critics of all political hues, 26 the situation it portrayed too recent and the political
antagonisms too deeply rooted for many Poles to stomach its ambivalent position towards

Catherine Wimphen (int), '0 wo1noci i nowych regulach gry', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1991, p 8 (trans. Wanda
Wertenstein from Studio, Paris, 1991); & Maria Kornatowska, 'Krotki dzieñ pracy. wypadnie z ról', Film,
Warsaw, 5-1996, pp 115-116. Never one to regard his own work highly, Kieslowski judged A Short
Wothng Day to be his worst film next to The Scar Polish Television, who produced the former, withheld
the film according to his wishes until his death, following which they televised it in June 1996.
Miroslaw Przylipiak, 'Filmy fabularne Krzysztofa Kielowskiego w zwierciadle polskiej krytyki
filmowej (Czeé I)' in Lubeiski (ed ), Kino Krzysztofa Kielowskiego, p228
24 Given that all Polish films were financed and authorised by the authonties, this charge is absurd
25
Przylipiak, 'Filmy fabularne Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego', p.228
Anna Tatarkiewic; 'Labçdzi piew czy CDN?...', Pohyka, Warsaw, no. 30, 27-7-1985, & Maciej
Chrzanowski, 'Bez konca', Kultura, Warsaw, no 9, 3 1-7-1985. The bad reviews are assessed in.
Sobolewski, 'Droga Kieélowskiego', p 29; Hanna Karelak (hit), 'Dwie nagrody dia Krzysztofa
Kieslowskiego w Cannes', Prezkrój, Cracow, no. 2244, 12-6-1988, & Przylipiak, 'Filmy fabularne
Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego', pp 228-232. Przylipiak analyses the Polish critical reception of Kielowski's
fictional work and concludes that No End received the worst reviews of all of the director's films; ibid.,
p 233. Interestingly, the Polish émigré reaction when No End was shown in London at the National Film
Theatre in 1986 was apparently positive, Edward Rogerson, 'Polish perspectives', Sight & Sound Autumn
1986, vol. 55, no. 4, pp.224-225.
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martial law and its effects upon the populace. By contrast, Blind Chance received
positive reviews, in spite of its also having illustrated Kielowski's wariness of the parties
on both sides of the political divide. The crucial, and decidedly ironic, difference,
however, in the case of Blind Chance is that having been shelved in 1981 and thus
already possessing what many Poles would see as the cachet of bemg one of the 'Missing
Ten' - that this merit was not enough to save Kie1owski from the critical mauling he
received over No End is unsurprising, it being easier for reviewers to note the apparent
vices of the available work than the potential virtues of an unseen film - its eventual
release in 1987 came at a period sufficiently distanced from the intense political strife of
earlier years to render its critique of Polish society less painfully immediate. Although it
is possible that Blind Chance might too have suffered the fate of No End had it been
released in 1981 as originally intended, its delayed premiere is the more ironic since
Kielowski's critics of the early 1980s would have done well to question, as the film
does, how far a political stance determines one's morality.
The extent of Kielowski's differing and sinning with No End, as much in the eyes
of the authorities as those of the opposition, is underscored when the film is compared
with Andrzej Wajda's Czlowiek z marmuru (Man of Marble, 1981), the seminal work of
its time according to many Poles and Westerners, and as such representative of the more
typical cinematic response to contemporary events. Whereas No End is history told from
below, Man of Marble shows history in the making, and while No End documents the
sense of defeat that permeated Poland after the introduction of martial law, Man of
Marble attests to the moral triumph and hints at the future political success of the
opposition. Wajda's heroes suffer for the greater societal good, whereas Ula simply
suffers alone. Moreover, in keeping with Polish Romanticism's obsession with Polish
martyrdom and victory in death, Wajda turns death into a morality play, resurrecting
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Mateusz Birkut, who is killed in the riots at the end of Czlowiek z elaza (Man of Iron,
1976), in the form of his son Maciej Tomasz, who takes on his father's mantle in Man of
Marble. By contrast, Ula's death is anti-heroic and intensely private. Her death makes

no impact upon the broader public world, as do those written in accordance with Polish
Romanticism, and is not even strictly Romantic - Ula is no Juliet committing suicide
solely out of impassioned love, much as she longs for Antek - but instead suggests the
impossibility of her existing in such a world. It is not that Kielowski had the benefit of
hindsight over Wajda when he filmed No End: after all, Kielowski did not make a proSolidarity film in 1981 any more than Wajda charted the loss and disillusionment felt by
many Poles following the introduction of martial law. Rather, these directors epitomise
two radically diverging ways of approaching the events of the time, with Kie1owski
suffering for his alternative vision. Given the bitterness and strife experienced by
Kielowski during the years of the early-to-mid 1980s for filming his own non-aligned
version of events, it was generous, if ironic, that Wajda, who gained such national and
international acclaim for his work of the same period, should have concluded in later
years that his younger colleague chose the better path:
'When we were all lost and confused during martial law, he
[Kielowski] alone knew which path to follow... He
actually went against the mainstream of the Polish filmmaking tradition. Many of our films were in one way or
another political - we were tiying to relate to society and
history. He chose a completely different way - a
psychological, metaphysical way - of dealing with
contemporary life. As events have shown, it was the right
way.'27
This is a stage of Kielowski's career characterised by disappointments and

J Wajda interviewed in Geoffiey Macnab (mt.), 'Endgaine', The Independent (Film), London, 203-1997, p 9.

27
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failure but his one notable and lasting success came in the partnerships he formed with
Krzysztof Piesiewicz and Zbigniew Preisner, his co-writer and composer respectively on
No End and all of his subsequent films. The influence of Zbigniew Preisner would be
greatest in the 1990s, with his music for The Double Life of Véronique and Trois
Couleurs: B/eu (Three Colours: Blue, 1993) forming an integral part of the films'
narrative and meaning. However, the impact of Piesiewicz, a lawyer who during the
early 1980s specialised in defending individuals prosecuted under martial law, is
immediately apparent in the legal drama found at the heart of No End. It was the Polish
journalist and filmmaker Hanna Krall, Kielowski's co-writer on A Short Working Day,
who introduced the two when the director was in need of assistance in making the
aforementioned documentary about the Polish courts. Although Kielowski apparently
abandoned that project at the suggestion of Piesiewicz, henceforth their collaboration
was conspicuously prolific and produced the screenplays of every single fictional film
that Kielowski directed from No End onwards. Given the dominance of the auteur
theory in film studies, despite the fact that no artist and especially no filmmaker works in
a vacuum, it is all the more significant that two names should continuously share a
screenwriting credit, as did those of Piesiewicz and Kielowski between 1984 and 1994.29
Moreover, Kie1owski's readiness to emphasise Piesiewicz's importance in their creative
relationship - according to the director, it was Piesiewicz who most often had the basic
ideas for their films, 30 and although the Kielowski appears to have done the actual
writing, he did so whilst continually turning to his colleague for input 3 ' - whilst a

Piesiewicz, 'Skupienie I przenikliwo6', p 203.
They also share a writing credit on the forthcoming Raj (Heaven, 2002); see chapter 8.
°Stok (ed), KieIowski on Kieslowsk,, p.143. Piesiewicz makes a similar comment in his interview with
3
the author, Appendix, p 302 & p.315.
'
For a description of the collaborative writing process of Kielowski and Piesiewicz, see. Paul Kerr (mt),
'A revolution that's turned IWI circle', The Observer (Rev), London, 15-5-1994, p 14, & Hiroshi Takahashi
(int), 'Piekne hasla i tajemnica', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1993, p 12 (shortened version of article produced with
the help of Ewa Misiewicz for the Japanese Switch).
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continuation of his generosity towards earlier collaborators, is a surprising and refreshing
deviation from the norm where filmmakers is concerned.
In the light of the Kielowski-Piesiewicz partnership, Blind Chance gains special
prominence by being the last film to be written solely by the director. As such, what is
notable is that its themes of multiple lives, fate, chance, and coincidence, and the marked
turning away from the public sphere into the personal and inner realms, all prefigure their
more extensive employment in the works of the later 1980s and 1990s. Clearly,
Kielowski was already venturing in this direction prior to his meeting with Piesiewicz,
but the continuation and increasing dominance of these themes in the jointly-written
productions suggests that they fascinate the lawyer as much as they did the director and,
consequently, that the partnership was a marriage of similarly-inclined minds. Inevitably,
the very nature of a successful collaboration makes it difficult to ascribe anything to one
or another writer precisely because of the integrity of the finished product. Nevertheless,
when compared with Kie1owski's earlier work, No End contains several new features
that hint at the influence of Piesiewicz. The main protagonist is a female, unlike
Kie1owski's central characters hitherto, a choice for which Piesiewicz clearly states a
preference. 32 Similarly, Ula is a member of the intelligentsia, as indeed are most of the
main protagonists in the subsequent films; although Witek in Blind Chance shows some
signs of belonging to this class, it is Ula who, being wealthy, attractive, and seemingly
free of the daily grind, denotes the most radical departure from the "small men" who
predominate in Kielowski's documentaries and earlier fictional films. These features
show a divergence from Kielowski's earlier style suggesting that they may have
originated with Piesiewicz; equally, however, as the latter himself proposes, they may be

32

Piesiewicz interviewed by the author, Appendi; p302 & p315. Kielowski went only so far as to admit
that he had previously written badly-drawn female characters and thus perhaps for this reason had a female
heroine in No Enct, Stok (ed ), Kieslowskz on K,eslowsk,, p.174.
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indicative of Kielowski's concurrent growth in this direction hastened, rather than
prompted, by his co-writer. 33 The discrete influence of either writer upon their projects
ultimately cannot be ascertained precisely, but the longstanding nature of the
collaboration is a telling gauge of both men's satisfaction that the mutually-written
screenplays adhered to their individual tastes.
The darker aspect of the partnership of KieIowski and Piesiewicz is that the
isolation that features so heavily in No End, which although not the first of Kielowski's
films to explore the theme of loneliness, accentuates and makes the seclusion of the
individual central to the narrative as never before, contrasts sharply with the collaborative
process underlying the production of the screenplay itself. Indeed, this disjunction
between harmonious relations of the two writers and the solitude of the characters they
created is evident again and again in the films of the late 1980s and 1990s. However,
even as Kielowski, by himself or aided by Piesiewicz, created protagonists who manifest
a growing inclination towards withdrawing into themselves, a further, more auspicious
paradox is the director's newfound willingness in the 1980s to establish an affinity with
his audience. Having already professed in 1981 the desire that his viewers share his
emotions at what he portrayed on screen, 34 KieIowski's increasing disavowal in
subsequent films of tidy conclusions compels the viewer to participate in the provision of
solutions to the issues raised and thereby enter into a dialogue with, and become the tacit
collaborator of, the director. Kielowski had long made the endings to his films
ambiguous but the three conclusions of Blind Chance comprise his most overt gesture to
date of allowing the audience the freedom to decide upon the protagonist's fate and the
film's meaning, thus anticipating the strikingly open-ended character of The Decalogue.

33 Piesiewicz interviewed in Barbara Hollender (mt.), 'Nie kreuje fantomów', Rzeczpospohla, Warsaw, no.
111,14 lS-5-l994,p4.
' Kieslowski, 'Glçboko zamiast szeroko' pill.
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Although the 1970s had seen Kie1owski expressing a decidedly ambivalent attitude
towards his viewers, despite the considerable disfavour that his reputation underwent in
the opening years of the following decade it was at this stage thai he began the process of
engaging more profoundly with his public.

*

*

*
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KROTKI DZJEX'I'RACY
(A SHORT WORKJNGDAY, 1981)

Based upon a report by Hanna KraIl, 'Widok z okna na pierwszym pietrze' ('The
View from a First-Floor Window'), 35 A Short Working Day recounts the political unrest
in Poland in 1976, when the proposals of the Gierek-led government to raise food prices
led to workers' riots in Radom and Ursus. Kie1owski's depiction of these events centres
upon the Party Secretary of a town outside Warsaw, who becomes the focal point of the
townspeople's anger following the announcement of the anticipated price rises, but
although he has a public bureaucrat as his main protagonist the director does not
correspondingly take the official Party line about the disturbances. On the contraly, the
situating of the perspective within the Party system allows Kielowski a critique of the
dehumanisation resulting from that same system. The Party Secretary typifies the
subordination of the human being to the public role from the outset, offering his
perception of the events of 1976 during a television interview, only immediately to
qualify the personal aspect of his viewpoint by adding '..to znaczy, punkt widzenia
pierwszego sekretarza komitetu wojewódzkiego' ('..that is, the point of view of the First
Secretary of the Provincial Committee'). Whether intentional or the serendipitous result
of either careless editing or an imperfect transferral of the film to videotape, the
perceptibly unsynchronised images and the soundtrack at this point, a slight time-lapse
occurring between the movements of the Party Secretary's lips and the sounds emanating
from them, further illustrate the main protagonist's lack of integrity.

Later,

' The working title of the film was 'Widok z okna' ('The View from a Window').
A similarly fitting disjunction between the images and soundtrack occurs in Camera Buff when Fiip's
manager asks him to compromise the integrity of his film about the factory by excising scenes deemed
detrimental by the manager Again, it is unclear whether the lack of synchronicity is deliberate or due to
the film's or videotape's technical imperfections.
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having sent out a subordinate to deal with the crowd gathering outside the town's Party
headquarters, the Secretaiy's retreat behind his function is mirrored in his concealment of
himself behind a curtain as he watches his assistant's dangerous reception by the crowd;
only when the return of the assistant to the office lessens the physical distance does the
Secretary overcome his earlier mental detachment and concern himself with the beaten
man. Later, in a reversal of fortunes, the Secretary himself suffers from the dehumanising
effects of officialdom: the aloof and unsympathetic manner in which Warsaw
headquarters and the militia instruct him to leave his offices demonstrates that their
primary concern is with preserving the official organs of authority in Poland, rather than
protecting the man himself.
As in his earlier documentary and fictional works, Kielowski underscores how
problems at the micro level both correspond to and derive from those at the national level
of governmental authority. If the translation of the physical distance separating the Party
Secretary from his subordinate on the ground into mental distancing reduces his concern
at seeing the latter beaten, ironically, no different is the dismissive attitude expressed by
Party officials situated miles away in Warsaw towards the problems of the Secretary, who
plays the role of dispensable underling to their authority in a duplication of the
asymmetrical relationship existing between his assistant and himself. Such replication of
the authorities' behaviour further down the political hierarchy is revealed to be as
inevitable as it is insidious when in a similar incident, the Party Secretary, himself a
puppet of the Party, exploits in turn the workers sent to his office as unwitting
mouthpieces for the lies with which he wishes to calm the demonstrators. If his revengefantasies about the rioters indicate his contempt for those lacking in political authority,
conversely his inability to retaliate in this imaginative manner against the faceless
Warsaw officials emphasises their power over him. It is this alternation between the
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abuses suffered by the Secretary and those inflicted by him that creates a tension
precluding an easy assessment of his character any deserved sympathy for the abysmal
position of a man largely abandoned by his mendacious and unreliable superiors is
constantly checked by the recurring evidence of his simultaneous upholding and
furthering of the corrupt Party system by repeating their sins. The irony, then, is that this
lack of integrity is the sole quality uniting Party members. When the Secretary's
unspoken ruminations about joining the protesting workers are interrupted by a colleague
in Warsaw who asks him abrasively via the telephone if he is considering abandoning his
post - as befits the authorities' detachment from its subordinates, Warsaw requires the
open telephone line not so as to involve itself but in order to listen in - the Party official's
apparent facility for reading the thoughts of the former is suggestive less of a Big
Brotherly omniscience than of his recognising the main protagonist's deviousness and
instinct for self-preservation because he too is capable of such duplicity.
As befits a film concerned with the imbalance of power between the authorities
and the masses, there is much talking in A Short Working Day but a dearth of dialogue.
According to Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Kielowski believed the abundance of speech to be
one of the main failings of the film, but in fact the modes of expression used throughout
the film illuminate the uneven nature of the relationship between those speaking and
those spoken to. 37 Anonymous and as disembodied in person as they are detached
mentally, the officials in Warsaw respond to the Party Secretary's requests for help not
with discussion or solutions but blank commands scarce in information, causing him to
observe, 'eby co wiedzie& Cokolwiek' ('To only know something. Anything').
Meanwhile, the telephone and megaphone through which the Secretary speaks to his

' Piesiewicz 'Skupienie i przenikIiwoé', p201. Kieslowski felt he had failed by using too many words,
as opposed to irnages to depict the experiences of the Party Secretaiy.
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superiors and the demonstrators respectively are themselves distancing devices that
prohibit direct communication and underline that the gap existing between the Secretary
and both sides is as much mental, given the private opinions about the Party and the
people that he conceals from both, as it is physical. Indeed, the man who ought to
facilitate public discourse by fulfilling his duties as go-between between the opposing
sides instead hinders it with the obfuscatory tactics of a turncoat, appeasing and
vacillating between both factions precisely because he is privately allied to neither. This
depersonalisation stemming from the officialdom underpinning daily life in Poland is
additionally stressed by the manner in which personal names are rarely used, being
instead replaced by titles in the exchanges between functionaries. The Secretary, himself
nameless, addresses only one of the Warsaw officials by name, and his personal sphere is
so subsidiary to his public life that even in his telephone conversation with his wife,
uncommunicative and futile in itself, their names go unuttered. Likewise, the crowd
views the Secretary in terms of his public role rather than as an individual, chanting
'Sekretarz!' ('Secretary!') instead of calling for him by name. By contrast, when he says
'Towarzysze!..Obywatele!..Proszç pañstwa!' ('Comrades!..Citizens!..Ladies and
Gentlemen!') to test out the megaphone, the correction to the appeals addressing first the
people's supposed Party affiliation and then their sense of public duty signifies his
awareness that the demonstrators will not tolerate being addressed in the official idiom
given their disenfranchised status within People's Poland.
Although A Short Working Day is ostensibly set in the past, Kielowski
consciously exploits the parallels between the events of 1976 that it portrays and those of
1981, the year of its production, in order to comment upon contemporary Poland, and
utilises the increasingly complex fantasy sequences depicting the innermost thoughts of
his main protagonist about the fates of various demonstrators in 1976 to reveal his own
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doubts as to the successful resolution of the comparable conflict between the authorities
and opposition taking place at the beginning of the 1980s. The first two visualisations are
straightforward childish revenge-fantasies, as befits the boyish-faced, sweet-eating
Secretary. When with the third and fourth fantasies he projects further forward,
anticipating the burgeoning influence of the underground movement and later envisaging
the eventual success of the opposition, it initially seems that his prediction of the triumph
of Solidarity between 1980 and 1981 owes less to his uncanny foresight than to
Kielowski's own optimistic commentary upon latter-day Poland, the fantasies suggesting
the happy ending which eluded the people in 1976 is merely deferred until 1981. In the
fmal fantasy sequence, however, the Secretary's fantasies are interspersed with genuine
footage of protests in 1970: an earlier proposal by then leader Wiadyslaw Gomulka to
raise food prices led to his overthrow and replacement by Edward Gierek whom the
footage shows making promises to the workers which, as A Short Working Day has just
detailed, he subsequently broke in 1976 by repeating his predecessor's mistake. What
becomes apparent is that the intended harmfulness of the Secretary's revenge-fantasies is,
like all else, a small-scale version of those dangerous fictions spun out by politicians at
the highest levels: the inventions of the former may remain unrealised, but those of the
latter have already been used to dupe the entire population. However, in thus illustrating
the moral fallibility of those in authority, Kielowski also questions the people's
responsibility: if politicians show an endless capacity for fabrication, their populace's
willingness to be so deceived contributes to the problem. Ending on the Secretary's
former aides watching his appearance on television in 1981 in a shot almost identical to
that shown at the beginning of the film of them viewing the announcement of proposed
price-rises in 1976, Kielowski concludes A Short Working Day by underscoring the
political and moral torpor charactensing contemporary politicians but perhaps also the
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entire nation.

*

*

*

PRZYPADEK (BLIND CHANCE, 1981)

The motif of repetition underlying A Short Working Day dominates the narrative
of Blind Chance, in which Witek Dlugosz, the main protagonist, undergoes three versions

of his life. As regards the public world, repetition is once again a sign of its moral
stagnancy and Kielowski's delineation of the dogmatic ruthlessness of the authorities
finds its twin in his portrayal of the ruthless dogmatism of the opposition. However, the
director's negative diagnosis of the public sphere is itself offset by his more positive
conclusion about the significance of repetition within the inner life of the individual: with
Witek maintaining his decency and honesty in each of his three incarnations, the
recurrence of these qualities in the face of the shifting circumstances within which he
finds himself illustrates his inner constancy. Narratives consisting of multiple viewpoints
converging to recreate a single life were nothing new for cinema viewers in 1981, Orson
Welles' Citizen Kane (1941) being the most famous example and Andrzej Munk's
Czlowiek na torze (Man on a Track, 1957) providing a somewhat more recent treatment

for Polish audiences, but the freshness of Blind Chance lies in its offering not three
individuals' interpretations of Witek, but instead, through a philosophical sleight-of-hand,
three interpretations of him per Se. In an implicit criticism of conventional linear
biographies, Kielowski explores his central character through a multi-layered narrative,
with the repeated alteration from version to version of key aspects of Witek's life
amplifying the richness and depth of its analysis and suggesting that a truer impression of
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an individual's inner life can be achieved, paradoxically, by imagining the alternative
directions he or she may take in the public and personal realms. Witek's inner integrity is
persuasive precisely because it is viewed through the diverse perspectives of his stints as
Party functionary, political agitator, and ordinary doctor. Similarly, presented
successively as a linear sequence of events, Witek's three love affairs, although not
atypical in reality, would appear extravagant and risible within the confines of a two-hour
film. However, Kielowski's manipulation of time entails that the three relationships are
at once unobjectionable and inform the characterisation of Witek by underscoring the
versatility of a disposition with the potential to be drawn to three quite different women.
Kielowski's interpretation of the question 'what if?' around which the plot of
Blind Chance is based is as original as is his reworking of the standard biographical

narrative. To hypothesise one way of life for Witek and then balance this with an
opposing situation would bring about conceptual closure to the question, but in examining
the thesis and antithesis and then suggesting yet a third option Kielowski in fact opens
up the number of alternative scenarios to infinity, and therein lies his masterstroke. If the
first two portrayals of Witek's life correspond to the two sides of a coin - perhaps the
coin picked up twice, naturally, by the man in the railway station - the third version
symbolises not merely one but all the possibilities available beyond the coin. Read in
political terms, the third option represents Kielowski's unspoken warning against one's
becoming limited to the 'us versus them' paradigm that dominated public thinking in
Poland at the time. Philosophically speaking, however, it confirms the director's openmindedness, already attested to by the non-judgmental stance he takes in earlier
documentaries and fictional films, and his genuine concern with the boundless
possibilities of life and film alike, such that in later years he considered making over a
dozen distinct versions of The Double Lfe of Véronique, itself a film in which a single
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character is presented in two incarnations.38
Time may have rendered the political implication of Blind Chance and its
pertinence to contemporary Poland less immediate but the riddling aspect of a film with
three heroes, albeit consisting of one man, and three endings lives on for audiences of all
ages and nationalities. The film is a philosophical puzzle, a game of interpretation that
forces the viewer to make what he or she will, as Witek must do in each life, of the signs,
symbols, and parallels that multiply throughout. What, however, differentiates the
audience from the main protagonist is the measure of control afforded each. Although
Witek has the potential to undergo numerous lives, at no point do the first two
incarnations reveal an awareness of the potential for making choices different to their
own; even if, as suggested by one reviewer, 39 the alternative versions of his life are
imagined and thus recognised by the third Witek just before he dies, his impending death
negates any practical use this newfound perception might afford him. Conversely, the
viewer is aware of these alternative existences and thereby has the power to decide upon
their relationship to one another and ultimate meaning. In being privy to information
denied the leading character, the audience is offered the opportunity to play God, as
Kielowski has done earlier in creating and devising several destinies for Witek, and
decide upon which of his fates is the definitive one.
And yet, the decision-making of the viewer is fraught with problems. Blind
Chance may be the most structured film by Kielowski to date - the director had already

evinced his fascination with form with the time-scheme of Szpital, (The Hospital, 1976)
and the organisation around weekdays of Siedem kobiet w ró±nym wieku (Seven Women
of Different Ages, 1978) - but its director-writer repeatedly challenges the rules and

Stok (ed.), Kieslowski on Kieslowski, p.187.
39 Christopher Garbowski, Krzyszlof Keslowski VecoJogue' Series: the Problem of the Protagonists &
their Self-Transcendence, Boulder: East Ewpean Monographs no. CDLI1, 1996, p.26.
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boundaries of his own schema. By drawing attention to Witek's dead twin, Kielowski
only serves to highlight the disparity between this one potential double for his main
protagonist and the actual number of other selves who appear - for the parallel to function
properly, Witek should have been a surviving triplet - as though teasing the audience by
hinting at a metaphor only in order to show his avoidance of it. Similarly, when
attempting to read a meaning into Witek's name - 'Witek' bears more than a passing
phonetic resemblance to the Latin vita or 'life', and 'Dlugosz' takes as its root the Polish
diugo or 'long' - one is simply confronted by the irony and perversity of a writer who
would give his protagonist a name with a symbolic subtext that is utterly inappropriate
given the actual relative brevity of his lifespan. Seemingly obvious interpretations turn
out, upon closer investigation, to be flawed. One critic argues that the failure of the third
Witek to reach Warsaw by train corresponds to his remaining '..in the antechamber of
political awareness', but despite the subtlety of the analysis, his reading ignores the fact
that the second Witek's unsuccessful attempt to catch the Warsaw train does not prevent
him from becoming politically active. 40 Likewise, it may be tempting to agree with
Tadeusz Szczepañski that the film shows only death is certain, but although this is
broadly true in that all humans are mortal, in fact death does not come to the first and
second Witek in the course of the film and therefore one must acknowledge the director's
conscious differentiation of them from their fatally-inclined counterpart. 4' Indeed, not
content with wrong-footing the viewer on screen, off screen Kie1owski adds to the
confusion, admitting to a preference for the third part of Blind Chance only to then
°Paul Coates 'Exile & Identity: Kieslowski & his Contemporaries' in Graham Petne & Ruth Dwyer (ed),
4

Before the Wail Came Down: Soviet & East European Filmmakers Working In the West, London &
Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, Inc., 1990, p.110.
Tadeusz Szczepañski, 'Kielowski wobec Berginana, czyli Tam, gdzie spotykaj sic równolegle' in
Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowslàego, Cracow: Universitas, 1997, p 169. Tadeusz
Sobolewski, who argues against reading the third Witek's death as his punishment for choosing an
apolitical life because the plane is ready to explode in every case, similarly ignores how this simply
underlines Kieslowski's decision not to send the first two Witeks to their deaths by having them board it;
Tadeusz Sobolewski, ',,Przypadek" - post scriptum', Kino, Warsaw, 6-1987, p 8.
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contradict his own argument against mixing politics and art by berating the third
apolitical Witek for failing to engage with the problems of the public world and thus
justif'ing his protagonist's deserved death. 42 Although he recognised the value of one's
doing what one is best suited to instead of being politically involved, Kielowski's
comment that '[nJiestety, me mozna tym zinieniô wiata i diatego Witek wsiada do
samolotu, któxy czekal na niego we wszystkich trzech wariantach' ('[u]nfortunately, you
can't change the world with this and this is why Witek gets onto the aeroplane that waited
for him in all three variants'), 43 makes it seem almost as if he were punishing his
protagonist for attaining the peaceful and apolitical life that he himself struggled
unsuccessfiully to realise at the time of the making of the film.
Blind Chance is a perfect puzzle precisely because it has no definitive solution.

Every seemingly authoritative statement about its contents is negated by an alternative
possibility, just as each Witek is negated, although simultaneously complemented, by his
other incarnations. The film abounds with markers and symbols but Kie1owski refuses
to yield a key explaining how best to read these signs, thereby continually frustrating the
attempts of the viewer to deduce the superior version of Witek or find the perfect solution
that could assimilate and elucidate the discrepancies and variances at play. Kielowski
may, like Witek's father, be telling the viewer 'Nic me musisz' ('You don't have to do
anything'); alternatively, in an imitation of Werner's advice to Witek, he may be saying
'Zrób jak chcesz' ('Do as you please'). By refusing to indulge the audience with either a
completely unpenetrable enigma or a textbook answer that resolves the inconsistencies
and understatements, Kielowski reveals his profound scepticism about the restrictive
nature of form and systematic stoiytelling to which both artists and critics subject art.
42

Maria Marszalek (mi), '0 mnie, o tobie, o wszystkich', Kino, Warsaw, 8-1987, p 10; & Stok (ed),
p 113. KieMowski also specified a preference for the third Witek, Karelak (mt),
'Dwie nagrody dia Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego w Cannes'.
Marszalek, '0 mnie, o tobie, o wszystkich', p 10

Kie.ilowski on Kieslawski,
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However, by refuting the idea of anyone, himself included, having access to the absolute
truth, he also admits the possibility of every interpretation and conclusion having its own
significance and veracity, and thus ensures that Blind Chance remains open to its viewers'
assessments for infinity.

*

BEZ KOXTCA

*

*

(NO END, 1984)

It is perhaps something of a surprise to learn that Kielowski discarded the
original title of No End, 'Szczeliwy koniec' ('Happy Enthng'), since a narrative about
martial law that kills off its most virtuous character, Antek, off screen even before the
film begins, in which the most successful example of human interaction is that between
his unseen ghost and Ula, his living wife, and which ends with Ula preferring to chance a
life in the next world than continue an unbearable existence in this, is already replete with
savage irony. Kielowski plunges the viewer into the disquieting atmosphere of life
under martial law at the film's very outset, the first spoken phrase being 'Rozmowa
kontrolowana' ('The conversation is being monitored'); that so ominous a warning should
apply to something as innocuous as an automated speaking clock is absurd and ironic,
but, above all, intensely disturbing. Indeed, this unsettling and chilling initial absence of
human discourse extends into the opening minutes of the film: only after the pre-recorded
telephone announcements have been heard and Antek's ghost has spoken does a human
conversation, inauspicious in itself given it involves a prematurely-woken IJIa telling
Tomek, Antek's friend, of her husband's death, finally take place. This conscious

'Kied1owski decided the irony was unnecessary; Pietrasik (mt.), 'rednia przyjemnosc', p 1.
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emphasis upon the absence of productive human relations sets the tone for the alienation
largely characterising the relationships, whether official or personal, in No End.
Telephones proliferate, but as in Kie1owski's later films they serve only to binder
communication whether the individual intends it, as when Ula cuts short an unwelcome
call by having her son, Jacek, create the illusion of crossed lines, or, more distressingly,
not, as she herself experiences when a telephone call prevents her from being at the side
of her husband as he died.
Kielowski's focus upon the inner life, his most intense thus far in his oeuvre, of
Ula is augmented by his introduction of a metaphysical element, centring on the ghostly
presence of Antek, to the narrative. In the case of the former, the director attains a quality
and standard comparable to that which he achieved almost a decade later in Three
Colours: Blue, a film also concerned with a widow's immersion in her inner realm.

Although faced with the difficulty of playing a character so isolated within herself that
she rarely convey her feelings verbally, Grazyna Szapalowska performs the role of Ula
with such sensitivity and expressive body language, whether storming around her
apartment in search of photographs of her husband as a youth, hunying past a man stuck
in a lift when she visits her hypnotist, or preparing in a manner-of-fact way for her
suicide, that the accompanying music at times detracts from the emotional force of her
acting instead of complementing it. With the metaphysical strand, however, Kielowski
must resort to symbols and metaphors in order to illustrate that which is by definition
abstract and incorporeal, and he does so with only relative success. Although the director
had already made some attempts at illustrating the inner life in The Calm and Camera
Buff and even earlier in his documentaries had captured the inner beliefs and sufferings

of his protagonists, it is No End that truly signals the start of the long-term challenge of
filming the metaphysical and spiritual. The most telling references to Antek tend to be
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the most indirect: what appears at first to be a rather blundering reference to the
stagnation of the lawyer Labrador in the past, when he discovers his watch has stopped
within moments of his explaining to Joasia that he last defended a political case thirty
years ago, is in fact an allusion to the demise not of his ability - it soon transpires that he
is completely au fait with the contemporary legal tactics used in defence under martial
law - but of Antek, the watch-giver, and the ethical position he represented whilst alive.
There is, however, a palpable crudeness to Antek's dying of a heart ailment, 45 the black
dog, the question mark, and Ula's supernaturally prevented car accident, which symbolise
his continuing, albeit unseen, and benevolent existence. That Kielowski's attempts at
filming the presence of an intangible ghost should yield such overstated results is perhaps
inevitable given the conflict between the medium and the message: film, which operates
predominantly by recording physical reality, does not readily accommodate the depiction
of that which is unsaid and unseen. Indeed, ruefully conceding the materialism of film,
the director admitted that 'I'm frustrated by the literalism of film; I'd like to escape that'
in an interview conducted a decade later. However, if this problem of literalism and
self-consciousness somewhat weakens the effectiveness of the metaphysical strand in No
End, although it would continue to dog his later works as his focus turned ever inward to
the inner life and the abstractions of the mind and soul, it was also one to which
Kielowski found increasingly inspired and thought-provoking solutions.
The extended exploration of the inner and personal realms in No End serves only
to emphasise the repeated intrusion of the public world upon them. As the situation of
Joasia, torn between a dissident husband and a father who supports the authorities,

Although the Polish phrase 'umarl na serce', as used by an acquaintance of lila questioning her about
Antek's death, is commonly translated as 'he had a heart attack', its literal meaning, 'he died of his heart',
further accentuates the dead man's compassion and integrity, which the film implies is equally dead in
Polish society.
Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, London: British Film Institute 1998, p.82.
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reveals, the personal sphere is not free of the divisions present in public life but instead
replicates them. Ula's one-night affair with an American tourist, although
quintessentially an intimate act committed out of her innermost convictions, begins and
ends in the public realm: the American, mistaking her emotionally-motivated behaviour
for the professional instincts of a prostitute, assumes a business transaction where none
exists and although she, in turn, gives the payment she receives to Joasia out of personal
friendship, in doing so she indirectly supports the cause of the opposition, on behalf of
whom Darek is imprisoned and his family reduced to such meagre home circumstances.
Similarly, it is tempting to read the American's immediate fascination with Ula as a
metaphorical commentaiy on the West's perception of and relations with Poland at the
time, the affluent West being attracted to the sexy, beautiful, and doomed cause of
Poland, a reading which extends far beyond the personal attraction between the tourist
and Ula into an illustration of international relations in the public arena. Unfortunately, it
is impossible to judge whether this interpretation is intended, as the man's foreignness,
anonymity, and short time on-screen necessarily reduces him into little more than a cipher
whether of the outside world or personal realm. As Kielowski admitted, the domination
of the personal and inner spheres by the public world is primarily a fault of a script in
which the political and legal story line is elaborated at the cost of the development of
Ula's ostensibly primary narrative. 47 Certainly, the film's thematic concern with the
imposition of the public sphere upon the personal and inner lives is ironically if
inadvertently replicated by the structure of No End.
Nevertheless, incidents such as the three-fmgered salute shared between Ula and
Antek as she lies hypnotised testi1' to the potential existence of a personal sphere in
47 Although this was the stage at which Kie1owski was making his first move away from filming the public
life in People's Poland, nevertheless he felt the emphasis on politics in No End was too great, Staiuslaw
ZawiIinski (mt.), 'Jeden na jednego' in Stanislaw Zawilinski et a!, KieIowski bez konca, Warsaw:
Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1994, p 25.
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which all outside influence is eluded. Tempting though it is to draw a connection
between the number of fingers raised by Antek and then Ula and the three stances
between which Darek must choose when his case is defended, as though Antek were
subliminally instructing his wife as to which option Darek should accept, it simply cannot
be done. The gesture has a hidden meaning, clearly comprehensible to Antek and Ula,
but Kielowski quite rightly refuses to include a convenient scene providing an
explanation of its origins for the benefit of the viewer: it is precisely by maintaining the
gesture's indecipherability that the director underscores how personal a symbol it is to the
couple and thus subtly illustrates the boundaries of a shared marital life which no outsider
can penetrate. It is also because, lacking Antek to act as the conduit between the outside
world and herself, Ula's sole ability to live in her inner realm causes her, ironically, to
choose death, and her absolute estrangement from and contempt for the public world and
even her domestic life with her son is illustrated with devastating effect not just by the
fact of but indeed the form taken by her suicide. If the taking of one's life already
indicates a feeling of incompatibility with the world, lJla goes a step further by turning on
the gas-oven and moreover binding her mouth fast with tape, a gesture with which she
barricades herself off one final time from the outside world even as she simultaneously
effectively denies herself the chance of making any fmal appeal for help to that same
world. It is in having so troubled and troubling an inner life, as well as having it focused
upon, that Ula anticipates the main protagonists who would appear almost a decade later
in Three Colours: Blue and Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994) and

intimates how Kielowski already recognised the depths, as well as heights, the inner
realm comprises.

*

*

*
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When compared with the remarkable industriousness of Kielowski as a
filmmaker during the 1970s, his output in the early-to-mid 1980s was notably diminished.
Martial law undoubtedly affected his ability to maintain high productivity in the early
years of that decade. The authorities' restriction of all flimmaking placed a direct
restraint upon him, whilst general hostility towards the director and his own
disillusionment with the unrewarding fruits of his labours served as an indirect curb.
Other professional commitments, including his vice-chairmanship of the Polish
Filmmakers' Association between 1978 and 1981, his co-supervision of the "Tor"
production unit beginning in 1984 after Zanussi, the official head of its production, left
Poland, and the teaching of film studies in Berlin, Helsinki, and Switzerland between
1984 and 1988, also took their toll upon his schedule. 48 Moreover, following the
completion of No End in 1984, the task of writing over a dozen screenplays resulted in
another hiatus in his film production.49
This break, however, would be purely temporary. In contrast to the meagre output
and negative critical reception of the earlier part of the decade, in the late 1980s
Kielowski would not only release thirteen feature, television, and documentaiy films, but
also receive the rapturous plaudits of the Western reviewers upon whom The Decalogue
made such a profound impact. Although the increasing retreat into the personal and inner
worlds of his main protagonists that marked his films of the early 1980s led to such public
castigation of Kielowski in Poland, what was then viewed as a vice would just a few
years later be evaluated by critics worldwide as a virtue.

For a discussion of 1(ieâowski's teaching commitments and methods see Edward ebrowski interviewed
in Katarzyna Bielas & Jacek Szczerba (i.), 'Padlo na mnie', Gazeza Wyborcza, Warsaw, 13-3-2002
These consist of The Decalogue, the two episodes extended for cinematic release, and that for the
documentary Siedem dni w iygodniu (Sewn Days a Week, 1988).
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CHAPTER 5
The Films 1985-1989

In 1988 Kielowski made a film that marked both a culmination and a starting point in his
career: it was his final work in the field of documentaiy flimmaking;' and it was the first
time that a production of his was financed by a foreign - that is, non-Polish - backer.
Siedem dni w rygodniu (Seven Days a Week, 1988), part of a cycle of films collectively
known as City L/è,2 made by various directors about different cities, was, however, to be

wholly overshadowed by a ten-part television cycle entitled Dekalog (The Decalogue,
1988) made in the same year. Also representing a conclusion and a fresh beginning in
Kielowski's career, The Decalogue and the related feature films, Krótki film o zabijanlu
(A Short Film about Killing, 1988) and Krotki film o miloki (A Short Film about Love,
1988), were the first productions which, according to Kielowski at least, marked an end
to his examination of the Polish public world, as well as the first of his fictional films to
be financed by non-Polish producers. 3 What, however, distinguishes The Decalogue from
Seven Days a Week is the international acclaim and reputation enjoyed by the former.
Indeed, the worldwide success may in part have resulted from the decision of Kielowski
and his co-writer Krzysztof Piesiewicz to base this cycle upon the biblical Ten
Commandments and yet eschew strict religious dogma and preaching, thereby making a

1 Earlier in the decade Kie1owski had considered making a documentary about the visit of Pope John Paul
H to Poland in 1983. However this project, like that of filming the law courts, ultimately proved abortive,
with pressures applied by the Church authorities - Kie1owski was asked if he had a church marriage and
instructed to film particular members of the Church hierarchy - leading him to abandon it, Tadeusz
Sobolewski 'Twarze Kielowskiego', Gazeta Wyborcza, Warsaw, no.57,8 9-3-1997.
2 Also the name of the Dutch production company that financed this cycle.
The Decalogue was co-produced by the Polish Studio ,,Tor" and Sender Freies Berlin, a Gennan company
that supplied Kieslowski with 35mm film. Kielowski had previously sought but failed to receive German
backing in the early 1970s for his unfinished script Duze zwierzç (Big Animal). For more details of Big
Animal see chapter 8.
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spiritual subject palatable to secular and Christian audiences alike. 4 Although a sequence
of parables, The Decalogue gives no firm decrees on how to live but instead suggests how
not to. Equally, the structure around which the cycle is based may originate in the Old
Testament and the seeming wrath of God in certain episodes hints that He too is of that
Testament, but the ethos of The Decalogue accords more with the mercy found in the
New Testament, and its underlying message echoes Christ's commandment, 'Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself (Mt.22.39), the literal relevance of which, given the
apartment block in which the protagonists live, doubtless tickled the ironic sensibility of
Kielowski.5
The task of loving one's neighbour, however, is largely overshadowed during this
period by KieIowski's concern with that of loving one's kin. Although the director
proffered some affirmative treatments of the family unit and marital relations earlier in
the decade in Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981) and Bez koñca (No End, 1984), the films
made at the end of the 1980s reveal this optimism to have changed into a profound
disenchantment with and distrust of the personal sphere of contemporary family life as a
positive alternative to life in the public world. Initially portrayed in terms of their
individual professional roles, the six protagonists in Seven Days a Week are eventually
revealed to form an extended family but the fact that they are shown in this capacity only
in the final scene suggests that such moments of domestic unity are the exception rather
than the rule. Of course, Kielowski might be implying that this dislocation results from
a modem lifestyle that leaves little time for personal relations, or even intend to show

4 This corresponds to the viewpoint of Kieslowski, who, unlike the more traditional Catholic Piesiewic;
admitted to a belief in God whilst expressing his aversion to institutionalised Catholicism; Tadeusz
Sobolewski (jut), 'Normalna chwila', Kino, Warsaw, 6-1990, p.20.
'Kielowski said he tended to think of an Old Testament God who is' a demandm& cruel God, a God
who doesn't forgive..'; Danusia Stok (ed), K,eilowski on Kieilowski, London Faber, 1993, p 149
Notably, The Decalogue was originally supposed to end with the flats, and presumably their inhabitants,
being destroyed by a gas explosion, a conclusion suggestive of Kielowski's wrathfiul God.
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how the people one encounters at large in fact belong to families, the broadest family
being humankind, but the more pessimistic interpretation is equally valid. Certainly, he is
explicitly negative in The Decalogue: families break down over and over again, not a
single successful example is depicted on screen, and only a retrospective reference can be
made to the well-adjusted family of the Doctor in The Decalogue: 2, the destruction of
which during World War II further suggests that they represent a unit that is figuratively
and literally a thing of the past. Other than the two nuclear families of The Decalogue: 3
and The Decalogue: 10, both of which are in any event riven with tensions as a result of
the itinerant husbands-cum-fathers, all the families are incomplete to some degree,
between them lacking wives, husbands, fathers, mothers, and children who are dead,
absent, or estranged.6
The moral framework and issues of sin underpinning The Decalogue make it
almost inevitable that at least some of the episodes should involve unhappy families after all, the fourth commandment refers explicitly to the treatment of kin7 - but even a
dramatisation of the Ten Commandments does not necessitate so relentless and
comprehensive a portrayal of the ruptured personal sphere as that offered by Kielowski
and Piesiewicz. Family conflict is invoked in the illustration of commandments, such as
third and seventh, that could just as easily be demonstrated using non-family-related
events, and those episodes in which strained family relationships are not at the foreground
of the action, such as The Decalogue: 5, The Decalogue: 6,8 and The Decalogue: 8,

nevertheless reiterate with their references to defective families the wretched state of
The Decalogue are asymmetric; Véronique Cainpan,
'Dziesieó krótkich filmów od pojedynku do dialogu' trans. Maria Zurowska in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed),
Ktho Ktzysztofa Keslowskiego, Cracow: Umversitas, 1997, p69
'Honour thy father and thy mother' (Ex 20.12). Please note that all references are to the Catholic version
of the Commandments, the version upon which the cycle is based, of which the first is 'Thou shalt have no
other gods before me' (EL 20 3).
Unless otherwise specified, all references to and comments upon The Decalogue: S and The Decalogue: 6
are equally applicable to their related feature films, A Shari Film about Killing and A Short Film about Love
respectively

6 VérOmqUe Campan observes that all the families in
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domestic life in the personal realm. Moreover, the strict methodology employed in the
rendering of family members furthers the sense that the negative portrayal of the family
arose out of the conscious deliberations of the authors. Fathers and husbands are passive
or impotent, whilst in a complementaiy reversal of roles, wives and mothers are for the
most part aggressive and cruel. These features are almost invariably linked to the
women's sexuality and hark back to the heroines of Przeficie podziemne (Pedestrian
Subway, 1973) and No End; certainly, the only stable and benign females are Irena (The
Decalogue: 1) and Zofia (The Decalogue: 8), both of whom are aged and lacking in

sexual threat. 9 Kielowski also emphasises the innocence of children and uncertainty of
adolescence, which latter theme was first seen in Tramwaj (The Tram, 1966), Koncert
±ycieñ (Concert of Requests, 1967), and Personel (Personnel, 1975), and explores the

danger of transition from childhood to adulthood in The Decalogue: 4-7. So intense is the
pinpointing of the flaws of the family in The Decalogue as to give the impression that
Kielowski examines life in the personal sphere with the very intention of showing its
defects and thus laying the groundwork for the noticeable amplification of his focus upon
the individual's inner life, the most private of spheres, in this cycle, La Double Vie de
Véronique/Podwójne ±ycie Weroniki (The Double Life of Véronique, 1991), and the Trois
Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy, although personal, albeit not necessarily

family, relations, receive considerably more positive treatment in the latter.
The turning in of Kielowski's protagonists upon themselves and away from the
public and personal spheres reflects the director's desire to concentrate on people rather
Christopher Garbowski notes that 'Irena' and 'Zofia' mean 'peace' and 'wisdom' respectively;
Krzysztof Kietlowskz c 'Decalogue 'Series: the Problem of the Protagoiusts & their
Self-Transcendence, Boulder: East European Monographs no CDLII, 1996 p80 & p 96. For a detailed
discussion of the female characters in The Decalogue see Alicja Helman, Women in Kielowski's late
films' trans Paul Coaxes in Paul Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams: The Films of KrzysztofKze.lowski, Wiltshire:
Flicks Books, 1999, pp 118-124. See also. Annette Insdorf Double L,ve Second Cheinces: The Cinema of
KrzysztofKieilowski, New York: Hyperion (Talk Miramax Books) 1999, p 113, & Slavoj iek, The
Fright of Real Tears: KrzysztofKiesiowski between Theory & PosI-Theo?y, London: British Film Institutes
2001, p 156.
Christopher Garbowski
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than social problems - having established this in his artistic statement of 1981, 'Gleboko
zamiast szeroko','° Kielowski re-emphasised the point seven years on: asked about his
opinion on the '..los zbiorowy..' ('..collective fate..'), he replied 'Nic tunic to me
obchodzi' ('I couldn't care less')" - but though it has the potential of yielding freedom

from the cares and tribulations of the public and personal realms, as The Decalogue
proves it too is far from positively portrayed, frequently leading to isolation and
loneliness for the characters. Silence reigns in Seven Days a Week and The Decalogue, as
in the earlier No End, with many of the scenes revolving around a sole character and few
involving the interaction of more than two people. Moreover, the sense of seclusion is
heightened in The Decalogue by the structuring of the vast majority of the episodes
around two protagonists in direct ideological opposition to one another.' 2 'Only connect'
is the implicit slogan of these films, and although the instances of communion reached in
The Decalogue: 3 and The Decalogue: 8-10 demonstrate the fulfilment of this precept,

equally The Decalogue: 4-7 illustrate the alienation that ensues when it remains
unrealised. What The Decalogue, like the later Three Colours trilogy, reveals is that
Kielowski's increasing preference for filming the inner sphere is not to be equated with
his perception of it as necessarily happier or less troubled than the other realms.
The growing dominance of this theme of isolation in the works of the late 1980s is
in some measure related to Kielowski's observation of alienation as a societal
phenomenon in contemporaiy Poland:
'Ludzie w ogóle me lubiq, ze sob obcowaá w tej chwili.
W1aciwie wszyscy 2yja. samotnie, samodzielnie, czy
inaczej - osobno.'

'° See chapter 4.
" Bo2ena Janicka (hit.), 'Beze mnie', Film, Warsaw, no. 43, 23-10-1988 See also Sobolewski (jut),
'Normalna chwila', p 22.
12
C. Campan, 'Dziesiçé krótkich filmów', p62
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'People generally do not like mixing with one another at
present. In fact, everyone lives alone, independently, or,
put another way, separately."3
Nevertheless, the director's continued exploration of isolation in The Double Life of
Véronique and the Three Colours trilogy, which were filmed in the 1990s and utilise nonPolish locations, indicates that, far from regarding loneliness a phenomenon restricted to a
particular society and time, he considered it a marked feature of both modem European
life and communist Poland. What it also suggests, however, is that Kielowski's
particular preoccupation with the isolation of the individual, whilst perhaps stemming
from his experience of life in post-war Poland, was so personal a concern that it prevailed
even when the socio-political and economic conditions that may have initially generated
it no longer applied. 14 Indeed, although his absorption in this theme is predominantly
evident in The Decalogue and his final films, the emphasis on silence and employment of
glass objects as symbols of the mental bathers to successful communication in these
works replicates that found in his earliest fictional and documentary works, namely, The
Tram and Urzqd (The Office, 1966). Thus the emergence of the solitary protagonist in
The Decalogue, signalled in No End and to be sustained in The Double Life of Véronique
and the Three Colours trilogy, stems from Kielowski's earliest personal experiences and
films.
The significant change that Kielowski believed his flimniaking to have
undergone at this stage was that of the turning away of his focus from the Polish public
world and elimination of references to the socio-political scene. Beginning with The
Decalogue, he and Piesiewicz decided to cease writing screenplays concerned with issues
of national politics and Polish society. Even as Kielowski acknowledged that he had

' 3 Urszula Bieous (int), 'yjemy osobno', Kuliura, Warsaw, no. 38, 21-9-88.
14
See Introduction, pp 28-29.
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been occupied with describing the Polish public world in his films to date, he declared
that he was now no longer interested in depicting the political affairs and specifics of
daily life in People's Poland.' 5 More interesting still is his and Piesiewicz's claim that by
eradicating Polish references they could maintain the universal character of the matters
explored and moreover be able to market the television series abroad.' 6 As the director
and his co-writer saw it, The Decalogue marks the juncture at which Kielowski
consciously forwent an old style of films made chiefly about and for contemporaiy Poles
instead to explore henceforth issues that, being fundamental to humanity, transcended
temporal and national barriers - to wit, Kielowski decided upon filming the Ten
Commandments as he believed them to be norms understood by all' 7 - with the intention
of producing films both applicable and appealing to audiences worldwide.
What neither Kielowski nor Piesiewicz mentioned but ought not be overlooked is
that, given The Decalogue was part-financed by a foreign producer and consequently
expected to attract a large international audience, it was in their best interest to stress the
unimportance of the Polish context. Certainly, those interested in seeing '..queues, meat
ration cards, petrol shortages, a bureaucracy which reared its ugly head in even the most
trivial of matters, the noisy public on the buses, the price increases as a constant topic of
conversation, the ill dying in hospital corridors and so on' of which they deliberately
eschew mention in The Decalogue would do better to watch Seven Days a Week, which
fills in the gaps of the television cycle with its depiction of the everyday particulars of

"Stanislaw Goszczurny (mt.), 'Jestem przeciw zabijaniu', Rreczpospolzta, Warsaw, no. 54, 4/5-3-1989,
p 3; Blanka Danilewicz (int), 'Chce robió film o tym, jak trudno jest 2yó ',My.I Spoleczna, Warsaw, no
21, 24-5-1987, p 3; KrzysztofKiestowski, 'Introduction' in KrzysztofKieslowski & KrzysztofPiesiewicz,
Decalogue. The Ten Commandments, trans Phil Cavendish & Suzannah Bluh, London. Faber, 1991, p xii;
& Agata Otrebska & Jacek Blach (mt.), 'Poniewaz 54 ci4gle ci ludzie ..' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa
Kie.1owskiego, (reprinted from Incipit, Katowice, no 2, 4-1996) p.293.
16
Kielowski said this on his own and Piesiewicz's behalf Janicka (int), 'Beze mnie'; Kielowski,
'Introduction', p xii; & Stok, K,e.ilowski on Kie.üowski, p 145.
' 7 Danilewicz (hit), 'Chcç robié filmy o tym, jak trudno jest zyó ..', p.3.
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Polish life in the later 1980s.' 8 Nevertheless, for all the so-called avoidance of the Polish
public world in The Decalogue, many aspects of it remain. The unprofessionalism and
indifference of state employees, the contempt and aversion of people towards another,
and the sheer physical and moral ugliness of Warsaw that recur throughout the cycle are,
as Kielowski himself conceded, all identifiable with the weary and disillusioned society
of contemporary communist Poland.' 9 In a more specific instance, The Decalogue: 3
contains numerous references to Polish cultural traditions that are integral to the meaning
of the episode, yet these are not perceptible to, let alone easily deciphered by, the nonPolish viewer. 20 Indeed, although at the time of production Kie1owski and Piesiewicz
claimed to set little by the elements of daily Polish life that peppered The Decalogue,2'
almost a decade on the director admitted that though the cycle was applicable beyond
Poland, '..przede wszystkim odnosil sic do polskiej rzeczywistoci' ('..it related to Polish
reality above all').22
Similarly, although The Decalogue is clearly sufficiently broad in meaning and
scope to be comprehensible to non-Polish viewers, Kielowski and Piesiewicz are only
relatively successful in achieving the "universality" they desired, not least because they
were hindered from the outset by their choice of subject. Kielowski may have believed
the Ten Commandments to be commonly recognisable norms but the call made by an
Italian communist to the Vatican requiring assistance in locating the biblical reference for

' 8 Kielowski,
19

'Introduction', p.xii
Kielowski admitted that the state-of-mind of contemporary Poland is showir Janicka, 'Beze mnie'.
Similarly, Paul Coates identifies the public mask-wearing as a totalitarian-bred habit, Paul Coates,
'Metaphysical Love in Two Films by KrzysztofKielowski', The Polish Review, vol. XXXVII, no. 3, 1992,
336.
p
20

See below for the analysis of The Decalogise: 3. Christopher Garbowski also notes details of Polish life
in the 1980s sneaking into the cycle; Garbowski, Krzysztof Kie.iowskz 's 'Decalogue 'Series, p.57.
21 Michel Ciment & Hubert Niogret (jnt), 'Pañskie filmy s rentgenogranwni ciuszy...' in Film na .wiecie,
Warsaw-Lód, nos. 3 4(388/389), 1992, p27 (trans. JozefPodgórski from Posrnf 10-1989)
Jadwiga Anna Lu.±ynska (in), 'Zawsze robilem filmy romantyczne', Sycyna, Warsaw, no. 20, 24-91995, p4.
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the Decalogue suggests otherwise. 23 Certainly, the organisers of the Venice Festival of
1989 had no illusions as to the theological erudition of their audiences and ensured that
copies of the text of the Ten Commandments were handed out prior to screenings of The
Decalogue. Moreover, the seemingly universal standard of the Decalogue exists in fact in
two variants, Catholic and Protestant, with the result that numerous critics evidently
employing the latter have mused over the apparent discrepancy between the episodes and
their respective commandments. 24 Likewise, A Short Film about Killing enjoyed
immense international success, engaging audiences worldwide with its graphic and
unrelenting depictions of a murder and execution, but nevertheless its 1980s Polish locale
is crucial to its narrative, impact, and, indeed, existence as it was specifically against
Poland's death penalty, a punitive measure not found in Western Europe nor many
American states, that Kielowski made his protest. 25

Simply, a Western European

director could not make A Short Film about Killing in 1988 other than as a retrospective
piece. 26

Kielowski's belief that certain fundamental emotions and experiences are

common to all humanity - he argued a toothache is the same for an anarchist, communist,
fifteenth-centuxy Englishman, and latter-day Indian, itself a flawed line of reasoning
given that individuals experience a toothache differently according to their respective
access to treatment 27 - also falls short when applied to A Short Film about Killing. True,

Phil Cavendish (mt), 'Kieslowski's Decalogue', Sight & Sound Summer 1990, vol. 59, no. 3, p 162
Christopher Dunkley, 'Rules for life, Polish style', The Financial limes, London, 13-6-1990, 2iek, The
Fright of Real Tears, p.11 1ff; & Insdorf Double Lives, Second Chances, p.71 & p192 (footnote 28). The
same mistake recurs in the British edition of the screenplay (Kielowski & Piesiewicz, Decalogve. The Ten
Commandments), which includes the text of the Protestant version of the Commandments This confusion
has also been noted in Emma Wilson, Memory & Survival: The French Cinema of KrzysztofKeslowsJa,
Oxford Legenda, 2000, p 4.
23 }low stressed that although unfair sentences exist in other countries, only the Polish death sentence
affected him as it was carried out in his name, thereby implying that there would be no film were the death
sentence extant only outside Poland; Goszczurny (iifl), 'Jestem przeciw zabijaniu!', p 3.
Changes to Polish law - the government of 1989 suspended executions for several years, a further
moratorium followed in 1995, and the death penalty was eventually revoked in 1998 - mean that, a decade
on, the same would be true of Kielowski.
v Stanislaw Zawilinski (ed), K:esiowski, 2uid ed., Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p 85.
24
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the film affirms the basic truth that all can kill and be killed but, as Kielowski intended,
its express purpose is to show that Polish citizens were afforded two possibilities of
killing and being killed, namely the lawful and unlawful, the former of which does not
apply to citizens of all other countries. In short, all experiences are not open to the whole
of humanity.
The critical reaction to The Decalogue also differed substantially, largely
according to whether the reviewer was a Pole or non-Pole. 28 In Poland, Kie1owski did
not suffer a repetition of the mauling he received earlier in the decade for No End, but
generally the response continued to fall short of the admiring tone of Polish reviews in the
1970s. Despite the repeated insistence of Kielowski and Piesiewicz that the dilemmas
presented in the cycle are quite commonplace, the latter going so far as to say that every
episode is based upon a real story,29 a considerable number of their compatriots
demurred, claiming the situations are contrived and the characters, mostly intelligentsia
and apparently blessed with leisure time and no financial fears, absurd. 3° Unsurprisingly,
many of those undergoing considerable hardship as the communist regime crumbled and
the country made the painful transition to a capitalist economy were unsympathetic to
even Kielowski's partial shift of focus away from the reality of Polish public world and
preference for protagonists who were professionals and thus free from the socialeconomic problems which his earlier "small" men cannot avoid.
The censure in Poland was far from widespread: at least one critic has argued that,
given the tenor of the times, Polish audiences were surprisingly receptive to The

Judging by how little reference is made to it, Seven Days a Week, which only received its Polish cinema
premiere in 1998, has gone largely unnoticed since its release.
Piesiewicz interviewed in Ewa Piasecka (mt.), 'Ludzie powrnni byó sobie bliscy', Nowa Wid, Warsaw,
no 1, 1-1-1989, p 17. See also: Danilewicz (int), 'Chce robié filmy o tym, jak trudno jest ±y&..', p 3, &
Piesiewicz interviewed in Michel Ciment (int), 'Wyzbyó sic polonocentryzmu...' in Film na wiecie,
pp 23-4 (trans. Witold Zakrota from Positif, 10-1989).
Zygmunt KaluzyIiski, 'Pan z fortepianem', Poliyka, Warsaw, no. 16, 21-4-1990; Malgorzata
Szpakowska, 'Kieslowski: jedenaste jest tajemnic', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 12, 12-1990, p.115ff.; & Anna
Bojarska, 'Kieslowski bialo-czerwony', Wiadomosci Kuiharalne, Warsaw, no. 12, 24-3-1996.
2Z
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Decalogue3 ' and Kielowski himself declared pleasure at the television ratings.32
However, even those Polish critics who praised the cycle admitted that the home-grown
reaction was far less positive than that found abroad. 33 The Decalogue found enormous
favour amongst the international community of film critics who had hitherto shown
relatively little appreciation of Kielowski's works, 34 with the director being positively
compared with masters of cinema including Bergman and Hitchcock 35 and both the cycle
and related feature films winning numerous prizes from all quarters, including major
awards at the Cannes and Venice Film Festivals in 1988 and 1989 respectively.36
Furthermore, the prolific sales of A Short Film about Killing and A Short Film about Love

worldwide, 37 considerable financial success, 38 and repeated broadcasts of the cycle

31

Mirostaw Przylipiak, 'Monter i studentka', Kino, Warsaw, 3-1997, p 9
Stok (ed.), Kie.lowski on K,e.1owski, p.159
Sobolewski (mt.), 'Normalna chwila', p.19; & Marzenna Winiewska, 'Krzysztof Kie1owski - od
dokumentu do tajemnych znakôw', PoIska Zbrojna. Warsaw, no.45, 5/7-3-1993.
3' For a summary of the extremely enthusiastic French reviews see: René Prédal, 'Recepcja krytyczna
filméw Kielowskiego we Francji' trans. Maria Zurowska in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego,
pp.255-259.; & Maria Rajczuk-ukowska, 'Feliks dia Krzysztofa Kielowskiego', Ekran, no. 1, 5-1-1989,
Warsaw, pp.10-Il. For a handful of the enthusiastic American and English reviews see: Annette Insdorf,
'Film: 'The Decalogue' re-examines God's commands', The New York Times (Sec. 2 Arts & Leisure Desk),
New York, 28-10-1990, p.28, p.6; Paul Coates, 'Anatomy of a Murder: A Short Film about Killing', Sight
& Sound Winter 1988/1989, vol. 58, no. 1, pp.63-64; Jonathan Keates, 'Heartburn: A Short Film about
Love', Sight & Sound, Spring 1990, vol. 59, no. 2, p.132; John Pym, 'Krotki Film o Zabijaniu (A Short
Film About Killing)', Monthly Film Bulletin, 12-1989, vol. 56, no. 671, pp 371-372; David Robinson,
'Rites & wrongs of killing', The Times (The Arts), London, 16-11-1989; Dunkley, 'Rules for life, Polish
style'; Sheila Johnston, 'The Pole position', The Independent (Listings), London, 4-5-1990, pZ7; & Derek
Malcolm, 'Screen Dollar thrills', The Guardian (FEA), London, 10-5-1990, p.24. For rare examples of
dissenting voices amongst French and English critics see, respectively: Prédal, 'Recepcja krytyczna filmów
Kiedlowskiego we Francji', pp 258-259; & Natasha Synessios, 'A short film about killing A shoriflim about
love', The Slavonic & East European Review, vol. 73, no. 2, 4-1995, pp 393-396.
' Elizabeth Ayre, 'Kiedlowski: The Cinema of Moral Anxiety', The International Herald Tribune,
International ed., Paris, 11-11-88; & Edward Behr, 'Poland's 'Enfant Terrible", Newsweek, New York, 2310-1989, p 63. The Polish critic Kazimierz Mlynarz also compared Kiedlowski's style in A Short Film
about Love with that of Bergman, see Kaziznierz Mlynarz, 'Dekalog wedlug Kielowskiego', Nun, Poznañ,
no. 1, 1-1989.
' For comprehensive details on prizes awarded to The Decalogue, A Short Film about Killing, and A Short
Film about Love see Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams, pp 182-183.
the close of 1988, A Short Film about KiThng had been sold to over ten countries, including France,
Britain, and Japan, and A Short Film about Love to Canada, America, Spain, and West Germany; Jerzy
Bochenek interviewed in Mariusz Miodek (int), 'Kieslowski eksportowany: Rozmowa z Jerzym
Bochenkiem, zastepc dyrektora generalnego ,,Filmu Poiskiego", Film, Warsaw, no. 51, 18-12-1988 As
both films continued to be sold abroad in 1989, these figures understate the final sales worldwide
38 According to Kieslowski, The Decalogue cost $100,000 to make (it is unclear whether this includes the
cost of the two related feature films) and made a profit of $3,000,000; Eileen Anipare (dir), A Short Film
about 'Decalogue'. An interview with Krzysztof Keslowski, Copyright: Black & White Productions,
London, 1995 (p 10 in transcript of filmed interview).
32
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indicate that it was enjoyed not just by the critics but the broader public too. 39 The
foreign critics, unlike their Polish counterparts, found no fault with Kielowski's attempt
to move away from filming the public reality of his homeland; on the contrary, even
whilst they acknowledged the supposed universality of the cycle, one journalist remarking
that the narratives could as easily be set in Wendover as Warsaw, 4° simultaneously they
were attracted specifically by its depiction of totalitarian Poland. Ironically, then, given
Kielowski's striving for a more universal idiom, reviewers failed to spot that the peeping
Tom(ek) and visual conceit of the heroine crying over spilt milk in A Short Film about
Love read like the director's humorous nods in the direction of his Anglophone audience.
Alternatively if equally ironically, given Kielowski's inability to completely ignore the
Polish public world, reviewers failed to notice the Polish specifics of, say, The
Decalogue: 3, but several critics' reading of a political subtext into A Short Film about
Love by relating Tomek's spying to life under the constant gaze of Big Brother, whilst not
unfeasible, perhaps owes more to their subjective perceptions than to what the film
actually implies or intends. 4 ' Nevertheless, the Polish critics' complaint that The
Decalogue suffered when compared with Kielowski's earlier works because of being too
distanced from the reality of contemporary Poland would be taken up almost verbatim
several years on by foreign reviewers who argued the same about the Three Colours
trilogy in relation to The Decalogue. 42 As these later reactions showed, Kielowski's
increasing shift from public to inner reality in later films alienated more and more critics.
The paradox, albeit one less surprising to viewers familiar with Kielowski's style

By early 1994, The Decalogue had been shown six times in Sweden, five times in Germany, thrice in
Finland, and continued to play in French cinenias, Boguslaw Kunach (int), 'Tworca przypadku', Gazeta
Wyborcza (Gazeta Regionalna), Bydgoszcz, no 83, 9-4-1994, p 3.
°Dunkley, 'Rules for life, Polish style'.
4
41
John Orr, Contemporary Cinema, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press Ltd. 1998, p 147, & Nigel
Andrew, of The Financial Times, quoted in 'Critical Review of the Week', The Independent (Weekend
listings), London 31-3-1990, p 57.
42
See chapter 7.
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of filmmaking, is that the cycle that launched the director worldwide as an European
auleur repeatedly undermines its arthouse roots. The form and theme of The Decalogue

are decidedly highbrow, recalling similar cycles based around weighty subjects by
arthouse directors such as Bergman, Robmer, Wajda, and Edgar Reitz. 43 However,
Kielowski marries these concepts to a television cycle, incorporating them into a
medium widely considered intellectually inferior to its cinematic counterpart, even if
directors including Rossellim, Mike Leigh, and David Lynch have, like Kielowski,
utilised it for their own ambitious projects. Indeed, it is a measure of the director's
success in meeting his own challenge of making a television audience concentrate as
much as a cinematic one that reviews and articles of the primarily televised The
Decalogue, and not just the related features A Short Film about Killing and A Short Film
about Love, occupied the pages of eminent film publications including, amongst others,

the Polish Film and Ekran, British Sight & Sound, French Posit/; and American
Varieiy.0 Moreover, KieIowski continued to shy away from simplistic definitions of

himself as an auteur by his ever-broadening collaborative tendencies. As with No End,
he co-wrote The Decalogue and related features with KrzysztofPiesiewicz, who provided
the idea for the cycle,45 and once again used the music of Zbigrnew Preisner.
Furthermore, although he decided against giving the episodes to ten young Polish
directors as originally planned, Kielowski instead relinquished a remarkable amount of
control to the thne cinematographers whom he engaged on the cycle, imposing no

43 Kieslowski admitted to being strongly influenced by Rohmer, if not by the latter's use of series; lnsdorf
Double Lives, Second Chances, p84 (Insdorf citing interview in Vincent Amiel, Krzysztof K,elowski:
Testes réums et présentés par Vincent Arnie!, Paris Positif/Jean-Michet Place, 1997, p.100). He also
considered Bergman the best director in the world; Valerie Duponcheile & Marie-Nol1e Tranchant (int),
'Kolor czarny', Forum, Warsaw, no. 12, 24-3-1996 (trans let from Le Figaro, 14-3-1996)
' Kieslowski's comments in Behr, 'Poland's Enfant Temble', p63
' See the comments of KieIowski and Piesiewicz respectively in Stok (ed), Kieslowski on Kieilowski,
143; & Ciment (mt), 'Wyzbyá sic polonocentryzmu. ',p.23.
Piotr Sobocinski worked on two episodes (The Decalogue: 3 and The Decalogue: 9)
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storyboards or strictures regarding the lighting or camera set-up upon them. 47 As
Kielowski freely admitted, the green filters used to transform the Varsovian landscape in
The Decalogue: 5/A Short Film about Killing were the brainwave of the cinematographer
Slawomir Idziak, 48 and the cinematographers of other episodes testified to the autonomy

allowed them by the director.49 KieIowski also regularly screened episodes for most of
his crew and asked their opinion,50 thus further substantiating his oft-reiterated belief in
film as a group art by his practice of it.5'
The collaboration between Kie1owski and his colleagues underlying the
production of The Decalogue is also extended by the two co-authors to the audience. By
always satisfying the need for teleological resolution and yet simultaneously leaving the
films' conclusions open-ended, Piesiewicz and Kielowski invite the viewer to furnish the
meaning of the narratives and thus collaborate in the authorial process. 52 Even as they
interpret the Ten Commandments, they tacitly insist that their version is not definitive by
opening the cycle with an episode in which they implicitly renounce their own authority
and closing it by encouraging the audience to construct their own version. 53 In its
rejection of any claim to being the gospel truth, The Decalogue constitutes Kielowski's
most open-handed filmic gesture to his audience to date.

Anipare (dir), A Short Film about Vecalogue' (p.4 in transcript of filmed interview). See also: Stok
(ed), Kieslowskl on Kie.flowski, p 156, Cavendish (mt.), 'Kielowski's Decalogue', p 165, & Stanislaw
Zawiliñski (ed.), Kthtlowski: varia, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p 65.
a Paul Coates, 'The curse of the 1aw The Decalogue' in Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams, p 104
Wieslaw Zdort (The Decalogue: 1) interviewed in Grzegorz Gazda (int), 'Nie chcc realizowai formy
poza wiadomoáci4 rezysera...' in Film no Ewiecie, p.128, & Witold Adaniek (The Decalogue: 6 and A
Short Film about Low) interviewed in Mateusz Werner (hit), 'Profesjonalizm i poezja' in Film no w,ecze,
p 139.
'° Ewa Smal (editor of The Decalogue, A Short Film about Killing, and A Short Film about Love)
interviewed in Mateusz Werner (mt.), 'Wspolny rytm' in Film no wiecie, p 142.
" For a restatement of Kielowski's opinions about the collaborative nature of flimmaking with particular
regard to The Decalogue, see Sarah Giistwood (mt), 'The reluctant auteur', The Guardian (FEA), 17-51991, London, p 37
52. Katarzyna Jablonska, 'Koniec I pocztek', Wiçi, Warsaw, no. 9, 9-1996, p.113.
'3 See below for detailed analyses
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SJEDEMDNJ TYGODNIA
(SEVENDAYSA WEEK, 1988)

Almost a decade after he effectively abandoned the documentary mode of
flimmaking, Kielowski returned to it with Seven Days a Week, a short film observing life
in Warsaw as experienced by six protagonists. It is unknown whether or not Kielowski
made this film in the conscious knowledge that it would represent his last foray as a
director into the field of documentaries: certainly, the eight-year hiatus since his last
completed documentary had been punctuated by at least two attempts to make nonfictional pieces. TM Still, intentionally or serendipitously, the piece functions as a witty
summation of its predecessors. Referring implicitly to the highly formal structures of
Szpital (The Hospital, 1976) and Siedem kobiet w rónym wieku (Seven Women of
Different Ages, 1978) with its own regimented organisation around the days of the week,
in addition Seven Days a Week includes scenes of incessant mass queuing, arduous
engineering work, and harried medical staff that could have been taken straight from
Urzqd (The Office, 1966), Fabryka (The Factory, 1970), and The Hospital respectively.
The public sphere dominates in this film as it did in Kielowski's earliest documentaries:
the protagonists' onerous daily duties monopolise the narrative and what little dialogue is
heard consists largely of the formal exchanges of the public world.
Little is said but nevertheless, much is implied.

Just as Kielowski's

documentaries from the 1960s and 1970s, when combined, form a comprehensive portrait
of life in contemporary People's Poland, so too the different experiences of the six
protagonists featured in Seven Days a Week taken together create a broad picture of
everyday existence in Warsaw of the 1980s. Direct and indirect references are made to

See footnote 1, above, and chapter 4.
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the difficult living conditions: the food and petrol shortages are voiced; the housing
scarcity implied by the protagonists' cramped living conditions and potential menace of
the authorities alluded to with the shot of Jerzy Popietuszko's memorial;55 and the poor
wages easily inferred from the two protagonists obliged to maintain two forms of
employment. The result is a documentary that, like the protagonist of Thursday who
directs her entourage of foreign visitors around Warsaw, acts as a guide to public Poland
for its non-Polish viewers. As the closing shot of apartment-blocks suggests, Seven Days
a Week is the complementary companion-piece to The Decalogue, concentrating on the
social terms of existence in Poland while largely omitting the moral and ethical problems
at the fore in the latter.
However, although there is a veneer of lightheartedness to Seven Days a Week,
especially when compared with the bleakness of The Decalogue, nonetheless it too has
potentially dark overtones where the personal sphere is concerned. There is something
touchingly comic about the father being interrupted in his morning ablutions on Sunday
as he is on Monday, but the similarly repeated shot of the mother tidying the flat on
Sunday as she did on Tuesday is simply disturbing: already a cleaner in a public and
personal capacity, she is allowed no respite from this role even on Sunday, the supposed
day of rest. Likewise, only the young musician, apparently jobless and therefore without
status or obligations in the public sphere, is seen relaxing with friends; the older people
who have had to put away childish things have no such respite in the personal sphere.
And the revelation that the protagonists constitute a single family is a pleasing gag pulling
the six segments together, but for all its wit, the very ingenuity of the closure draws
attention to itself and demands a closer look at the subtext. Viewed in the light of what

"Father Jerzy Popiehiszko, an outspoken critic of the communist authorities, was abducted and murdered
by the police in 1984. Venerated by many Poles, he is currently undergoing beatification by the Vatican.
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has gone before, especially the lack of personal communication hitherto, as well as in that
of the contemporary The Decalogue, the conclusion is open to an alternative reading as
Kielowski's critique of a personal sphere so fragmented that its members only unite once
a week, and the reassuring tone of the final shot of the family together is implicitly
negated by the preceding scenes which show that the protagonists' lives are characterised
for the far greater part by isolation from one another. The implication is less that this
particular family is in trouble than that the public Poland is anti-family, undermining
instead of supporting the formation and maintenance of healthy personal relationships. In
ending thus, Seven Days a Week perhaps not only anticipates the major theme of The
Decalogue but moreover concludes upon an ambivalent note foreshadowing that which a
similarly fictional device produces in the final moments of the Three Colours tri1ogy.

*

*

*

DEKALOG I (THE DECALOGUE: 1,1988)

The Decalogue: 1 explores the First Commandment, which establishes God as the
ultimate authority, from a reverse angle, examining the restrictions of rationalism, the
alternative power that has held sway over the Western mind since the Age of
Enlightenment. In observing the consequences of the challenge to God's authority posed
by the computer idolised by Krzysztof and, to a lesser extent, his son, Pawel, the film pits
man against God, limited human reason against divine omniscience, the known against
the unknown and unknowable. Bound by rationalism, Krzysztof is unable to comprehend

Tadeusz Sobolewski similarly speculates whether the idea for Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours:
Re 1994) was born while Kielowski was making Seven Days a Week, Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Niepokój
Kie1owskiego', Kino, Warsaw, 6-1995, p 9.
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properly let alone respond convincingly to his son's inquiries, his perplexing of the boy
with his misguided answer of quantitative facts to a qualitative question about death
contrasting with the success with which Irena, his sister and Pawel's aunt, explains the
complex metaphysical nature of God to her nephew using the simple example of love.
Equally, the weak 'Prawdç mOwi4c, me wiem' ('To tell the truth, I don't know') with
which Krzysztof replies to Pawel's query concerning the soul demonstrates the inevitable
failure that results from an over-reliance upon the intellect. Irena notwithstanding,
Kielowski distinguishes between the bunkered view of the adult and the openmindedness of the child, in what is the first of the many contrasts found in episodes of
The Decalogue between the flawed world of adults and the innocence of children. His
emotional maturity evinced by his overtures to a girl and unrestricted use of the infonnal
to adults,57 Pawel recognises the limits of reason early in the film with his tearful
recognition that solving a mathematical puzzle is as nothing compared to the death of a
dog, and whereas the chess game confirms his realisation that intellectual systems fail people cannot impose logic without heeding chance - it presents Krzysztof with his first
baffling example of rationalism's failure.
Indeed, although a lecturer in semantics, Krzysztof's dependence upon logic
leaves him singularly unable to read the signs of what might be either the divine presence
or fate. In being devised by the limited human mind, the arithmetical puzzles, chess
games, and computer-controlled doors and taps by which he lives can neither anticipate
nor defeat the unknown. So tied is he to his self-conceived system of rationalism that the
spreading ink-blot which alerts the subtext-friendly viewer, especially one aware of a
similar device used in Nicolas Roeg's Don 't Look Now (1973), to Pawel's impending

There is a strict division in Polish between formal (used with adults, strangers, and one's superiors) and
informal (used between close friends) modes of speech. As a child, Pawel would be expected to use the
formal when conversing with his father and aunt
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death by its resemblance to a bloodstain in Krzysztof's case simply shocks him with its
seeming illogicality. In attempting to illustrate the existence of God, who by His veiy
nature is invisible, Kie1owski is, as already seen in No End, faced with the dual problems
of filming the metaphysical using a materially-oriented medium and doing so without
resorting to formulaic symbolism; understandably, Piesiewicz said that The Decalogue: 1
was the hardest episode to write because it necessitated a certain literalness. 58 Indeed,
Kielowski's claim not to use symbols may be less an accurate self-analysis, given the
waxen tears and Communion-host-shaped ice that feature in this episode, and more a
reflection of his unhappiness with the results.59 However, while the picture of the
weeping Black Madonna certainly raises troublesome issues - the significance of an
image must be recognisable if the symbol is to function, and yet if too obvious the
symbolism feels clichéd - nonetheless it represents a more inventive metaphor than is
immediately apparent to non-Polish viewers. Famed for having bled when slashed by the
swords of Hussite invaders in the fifteenth century, the picture of the Black Madonna has
its legend updated, reanimated, and made more personal by the waxen tears, in this case
flowing for a single boy instead of a nation.
Perhaps the most significant feature of The Decalogue: I is the manner in which
Kie1owski and Piesiewicz renounce any claim to authority even as they play at God.
Any freedom allowed the protagonists, however realistic the semblance of free will,
corresponds exactly to that conferred by the writers, and the instances of coincidence and
chance in this and other episodes are due entirely to the string-pulling of Kielowski and

S' Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Skupienie i przenildiwosé' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzystofa Kieilowskiego,
p205.
T K., 'Nos Kie1owskiego', Kuner Poranny, Bialystok, no. 91, 13/15-5-1994. Whilst reiterating his
avoidance of symbols in his films, Kielowski conceded that in the hands of Welles, Tarkovsky, and other
masters of the cinema, an object could achieve symbolic resonance, an interesting distinction suggesting
that he did not so much steer clear of symbolism as consider his attempts at it unsuccessfi.il; Stok (ed),
K,e.Iowski on Kie.lowski, p 195.
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Piesiewicz. Yet even as they imitate God's governance of human affairs with their
created, self-contained, albeit fictional, world of their characters, the authors lay bare their
own uncertainty about emulating Him by presenting a failed authority-figure bearing their
name in the opening episode of the cycle. Via their namesake, the naming of whom
suggests they have formed him in their own image,6° the two Krzysztofs implicitly admit
to their own authoritative and even authorial fallibility, lit is a gesture of remarkable
solidarity with their characters, indicating that the weaknesses portrayed in front of the
camera are shared by those behind it. More important, at is a gesture of remarkable
solidarity with their audience, because by thus belittling their own authority, they offer
the viewer the freedom to accept or reject it in this and future episodes.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 2 (THE DECALOGUE: 2,1988)

Whatever Kie1owski's misgivings about documentary work, the opening scenes
of The Decalogue: 2 reveal his continued mastery of this medium. Shades of the
director's earliest works are evoked by the camera that follows the Doctor about his daily
routine at home. His frailty as he gasps over his bath and weekly chats with the cleaning
lady - inevitably, his soap-within-a-soap mimics on a smaller scale the workings of
chance and fate, not to mention that bleakness, underlying the human dramas to come in
subsequent episodes of The Decalogue - humanise the man who otherwise suffers overidentification with his professional role by Dorota, the woman wishing to be delivered
from the choice between the life of her unborn baby and that of her husband, Andrzej.

60 Piesiewicz confirmed this in the interview with the author, Appendix, p308 & p 322.
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Known only by his title, it is the Doctor's public position of authority, not his humanness,
that is stressed, and like God, he is known by a name that refers to a figurehead, not an
individual. Indeed, although Dorota initiates their relationship with an ostensible appeal
to his humanity, her desire that the Doctor emulate God is evident from her treatment of
his office and home as a confessional, even though he, recognising his limitations and
insistent that he '..nie mogç wydawaó wyroku' ('..I cannot pass a sentence') over her
husband's chances, objects to her demands that he behave as the ultimate authority
arbitrating over life and death. On a more earthly level, Dorota's attempt at establishing a
personal relationship with the Doctor by appealing to him as her neighbour is also belied
by her underlying expectation that he act not subjectively as a friend but objectively in his
public capacity as a doctor.
The first of many women in The Decalogue who endlessly provoke and challenge
the authority of men around them almost as though punishing them, Dorota also shares
with her successors considerable sexual allure. Yet even as she displays a cool
indifference to the various men patently entranced by her, she evinces a desperate
willingness to put herself in the hands of the Doctor, ironically the only able-bodied man
other than the postman and the so-called Young Man 6' who shows no awareness of her
sexual charm. Nevertheless, in swearing to the certarnty of Andrzej's impending death,
the Doctor shows himself to have been ultimately as emasculated by Dorota's
determination and pursuit of him as other men are rendered helpless by her physical
attractions. Perhaps also Kielowski's ironic nod to the lines of quid pro quo along which
contemporaly Polish society ran, the Doctor's subsequent request to hear her play with
the Philharmonic orchestra is more significant as an indication of the reversal of power in
61

Alternatively interpreted by crewmembers as angel, Devil, or God (Adam Low, (producer), 'The Ten
Commandments of Krzysztof Kieslowski', Arena, BBC2, televised 4-5-1990), Kielowski described the
character who appears in eight episodes of The Decalogue as '.facet, któiy sobie stoi Ipatrzy Nic poza
tym' ('..a guy who just stands there And watches That's all '), T K., 'Nos IUelowskiego'.
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their relationship; with all advances hitherto having been made by Dorota, his appeal to
her demonstrates the loss of moral high ground he suffers in pronouncing a verdict on
Andrzej. Certainly, irrespective of whether the Doctor actually attends the concert or
merely dreams of it, Dorota's half-smile as she plays signifies her triumph over yet
another man.
The Doctor's play on words when delivering his verdict - 'on umrze' ('he will
die') although true of the long term, does not apply to the immediate future as Dorota
understandably assumes it to do - is one of a sequence of cumulative ironies. Although
The Decalogue warns repeatedly of the dire consequences resulting from Poles' mutual

antipathy, most notably in fifth episode, in this film it is the Doctor's masteiy of his initial
hostility towards Dorota that causes his downfall; 'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as
thyself', the second greatest commandment according to Christ, becomes sinful when
opposing rather than complementing the most important, 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God' (Mt.22.37-39). Moreover, the insect struggling on Andrzej's bedside glass parallels
the patient in more than its miraculous avoidance of death: male worker bees are sterile.
Finally, having revealed Himself in The Decalogue: 1 with a sudden death, here God does
so by granting life, a gesture shocking for seemingly owing more to His mockery of the
Doctor's puny arbitration over life than to His benevolence. Having hitherto avoided the
Polish tradition of solving dilemmas with a grand gesture, Kielowski employs it in the
closing minutes of The Decalogue: 2 to devastating effect, providing a life-affirming
ending which nonetheless in no way mitigates the moral defeat undergone by the Doctor
in bringing it about.

*

*

*
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DEKALOG 3 (THE DECALOGUE: 3,1988)

Although ostensibly concerned with the last of the Commandments pertaining to
human relations with God, The Decalogue: 3 contains no direct allusions to Him aside
from a brief scene inside a church full of worshippers attending Midnight Mass, despite
being set on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Piesiewicz interprets the Third
Commandment to mean that holy days should connect people and act as occasions for
meeting and talking62 - by implication, the Commandment is broken when individuals are
excluded from the personal sphere of family and friends - and yet this too is visible only
by its absence. Foregoing communion as sacrament and social intercourse alike by her
early departure from Mass, Ewa, the protagonist supposedly searching for her missing
husband, has pitifully few personal relationships, and they are, moreover, dysfunctional,
her intimates consisting of a senile aunt, understandably wary ex-lover Janusz, and a
husband whom it transpires repudiated her three years earlier. Moreover, her exclusion
from society already emphasised by a name that associates her with the archetypal
temptress, Ewa's sharing of her Christmas Eve saint's day with Christ's birthday63
underscores the paucity of a personal life that allows her to celebrate neither. As for
Janus; his extension of a helping hand to his former mistress entails the desertion of his
wife and family, so that even this unwilling act of charity towards Ewa comes at the cost
of his other domestic relationships, and their notional lovers' tryst is in any case almost
wholly lacking in romantic and erotic features.
The unspoken and unseen are, paradoxically, fundamental to this episode. The
unmentioned model for the couple's search throughout Warsaw is the hunt for shelter in

62

Piesiewicz interviewed in Ciment (in), 'Wyzbyé sic polonocentryzmu...', p.23.
December 24th marks Saint Eve's day, (3arbowski, nyszlofKthslowski 's 'Decalogue' Series, p 82. At
the time of the cycle, saint's days, or name-days, tended to be celebrated by Poles more than birthdays,
although the latter are now beginning to catch up in importance
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Bethlehem two thousand years ago. This is echoed in turn in the Polish tradition of
laying an extra place for any stranger seeking sanctualy on Christmas Eve, a custom that
also fails to get a mention within the film precisely because it is not upheld, Janusz's
concern being with getting Ewa away from his home rather than inviting her in. Ewa's
mockery of her ex-lover's timidity and weakness in ending the affair gains ironic
resonance through Kielowski's astute casting of Daniel Olbrychski, an actor best known
to Polish audiences for the gallant romantic heroes he played in his younger days, as the
ageing and weary Janusz. Equally, Kielowski displays more self-reflective and even
self-mocking wit, which though understated would be grasped by many contemporary
Poles, by having Ewa use the alias of 'Anna Tatarkiewicz', the name of a real journalist
who reviewed films for the Polish newspaper Polityka and, as Kielowski doubtless
knew, reviled No End, when filing a false report about an accident. Even the empty
streets, which suggest that most Varsovians are at home celebrating with their families,
serve to emphasise that which is actually shown, namely, Ewa and Janusz out in the
literal and figurative cold.
The ineffective communication characterising the film, another example of the
unspoken, is most obviously illustrated by the abortive conversations of Janusz and Ewa,
consisting of accusations and recriminations that fail to explain fully the truth of their
break-up. Their verbal exchanges with family and friends are ironically inappropriate Janusz offers the grieving Krzysztof from The Decalogue: 1 Christmas greetings and
wishes his own family well only to abandon them for Ewa - or redundant, as when Ewa's
greeting to her aunt goes unrecognised. Similarly, aside from the brief revelry introduced
by the carol-singers, children and therefore untouched by adult ills, the encounters in the
public world between the couple and various state officials are also singularly lacking in
warmth. Having to work on Christmas Eve is hardly conducive to ebullience, but it is
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scarcely surprising that Ewa contemplates suicide in a world in which people fail to
exchange even season's greetings.
Indeed, despite the authors' avowed intention to avoid politics in The Decalogue,
the limited and indifferent responses of officials representing a broad range of public
services are simultaneously a commentaiy on and reflection of the wider totalitarian state
they inhabit. The mortician aside, all abuse their authority, veering between unconcern even Janusz's reprieve from the police appears to owe more to their apathy, upon
discovery that the car is not stolen, than actual goodwill - and the over-zealous,
unnecessary harshness of the man in charge of the drunks. Ewa's lies preclude the
possibility of her learning anything of value about her missing husband, but Kielowski's
depiction of a Warsaw populated by uncooperative and unsympathetic inhabitants
suggests this would be the case even if her search were genuine. The empty security
room in the railway epitomises the dearth of authority characteristic of individuals and the
state alike, and whether the absence of anyone at the helm refers to the moral or political
turmoil of contemporary Poland, either way it is a fmal damning indictment of a country
in which people simply no longer care.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 4 (THE DECALOGUE: 4,1988)

The opening scene of The Decalogue: 4, showing Anka and Michal looking out of
the windows of their separate rooms, poses several questions in the aftermath of the film.
When this is scene set - is it a flash-forward to the troubling ending? - and how it should
be read are queries especially pertinent to a film concerned with subtexts. Anka's
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allegation that she and her father share incestuous feelings affects not only their presentday relationship, but also necessitates recasting the whole of their life, past and future, in
the light of her claim. The viewer in turn, faced by the troubling and almost unbearably
long night scene in which the protagonists confront their apparent feelings and each other,
is likewise forced to re-consider the opening scenes in which the ambiguous nature of the
relationship between the two is eventually resolved but not before a disquieting shot of
Michal watching a near-naked Anka, her voluminous night-dress transformed by his bowl
of water into a revealing second skin, is shown. Nevertheless, although several critics
praise Anka's perspicacity and willingness to confront her and Michal's mutual
incestuous feelings, her version of this truth is neither as shocking nor as artless as she
initially suggests. TM Such feelings are standard from a Freudian perspective - certainly,
the absence of mother and sibling for Anka explains the closeness of her relationship with
Michal and suggests why that which is arguably latent in many father-daughter
relationships comes to the fore in this case - and even the most disturbing admissions of
jealousy made by father and daughter are often routine in psychoanalysis. More
importantly, as Paul Coates remarks, '..she is, after all, a student of acting', 65 and in
retrospect, the scene in which she recounts to her father the fabricated contents of a letter
proves her gift for invention and performance. If Anka's claim mid-way through the film
to incestuous feelings necessitates a re-reading of the preceding scenes, so too does her
final admission of lying demand a more critical examination of her earlier behaviour.
Indeed, Anka does not simply act, but moreover forces Michal to react and
interact. Beginning with her assertion that he is not her biological father, her words and

M(;f.wS

zyszlofKieslowskz's Vecalogue' Series, p.29; & Helman, 'Women in Kieslowski's late

films', p 126.
65 COS, 'Metaphysical Love in Two Films by KrzysztofKieslowski', p.336.
66
screenplay makes it clear that Anka is indeed lying about the apparent contents of her mother's letter
Kielowski & Piesiewicz, Decalogue. The Ten Commandments, p96
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gestures are designed to provoke him, and her power over him, most keenly felt when she
mockingly invites him to question her not because of his parental prerogative but because
he won a game, obliterates the natural distinction between parent and child. Indeed, The
Decalogue: 4 might easily be renamed 'A Short Film about Equality', it illustrating the

various attempts of Anka, fast approaching adulthood, to have Michal accept her as a peer
by obliterating their vertical child-parent relationship and replacing it with a horizontal
relationship in which the power is evenly balanced. Having destroyed the basis of
Michal's parental authority by denying that he is her biological father, she tries but fails
to replace the father-daughter relationship with platonic companionship: although she
introduces herself to her father as his equal with the word 'Anka', the untimely entrance
of Adam, Michal's actual peer, who treats her as a child, reveals her shortcomings in this
role. Instead, Anka now endeavours to recast her father as a lover, her change in tactics
signalled by an ironically childish flood of tears. Incestuous love is thus less a subtext
than a pretext for Anka to re-figure the dynamics of her and Michal's relationship in such
a way as to give her equal status within their personal realm, and her revelations are
dishonest not in being necessarily groundless but because she misleadingly employs them
in the promotion of an alternative interest.
Unable to initiate a sexual relationship with Michal, Anka's increasingly babyish
idiom as she calls out 'Tato! Tab! Tatusiu!' ('Dad! Dad! Daddy!') after her departing
father reveals her attempt to re-instate their earlier relationship and revert to the status of
a child, evidently preferable to that of an independent but orphaned adult. Michal
accordingly seemingly re-acknowledges his parental role by comforting her with a lie fit
only to appease a child - popping out for a bottle of milk does not necessitate taking a
hold-all along - but the successful rehabilitation of the status ante is surely impossible
given Anka's destructive falsifications from the night before. With reality having been
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blurred by Anka's playing out of her adult fantasies and the boundaries distinguishing
parent and child muddled, the most likely conclusion to The Decalogue: 4 is the shot
upon which it opened, depicting Michal and Anka isolated by the very experience they
have just shared.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 5 KROTKI FILM 0 ZABIJANIU
(I'HE DECALOGUE: 5 A SHORTFILMABOUT KILLING, 1988)67

The unresponsiveness and hostility expressed by Poles toward one another in The
Decalogue: 2-3 find an extreme, if not inconceivable, conclusion in Jacek's murder of a
taxi-driver, followed by his own execution at the hands of the state, in The Decalogue: 5.
Warsaw is depicted as a loveless wilderness in which the driver watches a young girl
lasciviously before ignoring his waiting neighbours, Jacek stands by as two men beat a
third, and a cinema-attendant's apathetic description of a film as being '0 mi1oci, ale
nudny' ('About love, but boring') underscores the city's inhabitants' indifference to that
emotion. The sole fruitful personal relationship between the lawyer, Piotr, and his
girlfriend has no place in this world and can only be alluded to briefly in a telephone-call
and a short exchange with a fellow-lawyer. 69 'We must love one another or die' wrote W.
H. Auden, and although the death of humanity is not literally illustrated until Jacek's

673

before, unless otherwise specified all references to and comments upon The Decalogue: 5 are equally

plicable to the related feature, A Short Film about Kithng.
The film-set was not free from the malignant atmosphere depicted in the film when Kieslowski had
technical problems with the driver's murder, his crew suggested he kill the actor, whom they disliked, for
real, Stoic, (ed ), Kietlowskz on K,eslowsb, p 162
69
More is shown of this relationship in A Short Film about Killing, but the result is a loss of the tautness
that makes The Decalogue: 5 so effective; see below for further comments about Piotr.
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murder of the taxi-driver halfway through the film, it is visible from the outset.
As with The Decalogue: 3, the alienation is shown to stem directly from the
environment of People's Poland, Kielowski emphasising the connection between the
rooting of his characters in the social system and their concomitant absence of humanity.
Whereas in the earlier episode the subsidiary characters alone hold official positions,
Janusz and Ewa providing some semblance of a personal relationship on screen, in The
Decalogue: 5 main protagonists and lesser characters alike relate to one another by their
functions of taxi-driver, lawyer, judge, killer, hangman, and so forth, the sole exception
occurring when Jacek clowns around for the benefit of a couple of little girls watching
him through the café window. Personal names are rarely mentioned in this world and
even then only in official situations, Piotr's being heard when he is called in for his exam
and the full names of Jacek and his victim only stated when the death sentence is read out
just prior to the execution, the young murderer having his identity affirmed only for it to
be terminated. The lawyer's attempt to escape the confines of his public role by calling
out to his client by name, the first freely-given gesture of humanity to be made by any
adult towards another in this film, comes too late but judging by Jacek's emotional
reaction, Piotr's belief that an act of friendliness a year earlier when both were in the café
may have averted the double tragedy is credible.
The much-noted yellowish fog evoking a vision of despair and malevolence,
which results from green filters used by Kielowski's cinematographer, hints as much
about the impending fate of the protagonists as it comments on the dismal and jaundiced
environment of Warsaw. Evoking the old-fashioned photographs of people long dead, the
sepia-coloured light of The Decalogue: 5 augurs the doom awaiting the driver and Jacekcontrary to what the assistant in the photographic shop tells the latter, photographic film
does in this case indicate whether its subjects are living or not - who although alive on-
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screen for at least half of the film, are both dead men. 7° In detailing both a murder and a
state execution, Kielowski whilst distinguishing between their individual atrociousness
also uses the contrasts between each to highlight that which is intolerable about the other:
although the murder of the taxi-driver is prolonged almost unbearably, the truncated
death-scene of Jacek that follows comes not as a relief but a hideous outrage. After the
horrendous noise and activity made by the hangman's assistant in tightening the rope, the
moment itself of Jacek's death is indescribably bathetic and unceremonious, indeed,
capable almost of being overlooked by the viewer anticipating a forewarning roll of
drwns or at least a respectful pause. The contrast between the bustle of life and
nothingness that is death could not be more hard-hitting.
Nevertheless, The Decalogue: 5 suffers from marked flaws, most notably that of
the sentimental portrayal of Piotr. Described in the screenplay as looking '..a
sympathetic, sensitive and perhaps even slightly too delicate sort of person', 7 ' the
goodness and righteousness of this character is over-emphasised, especially in the
extended scenes with his girlfriend in A Short Film about Killing, to the extent that he
approaches sanctimoniousness and leads one reviewer to suggest that he would be more
effective if '..more thoughtful and less of a stereotypical bleeding heart..

Moreover,

by being so palpably a standard of morality, Piotr jars badly with the cycle's other
protagonists, whose collective faults make it difficult to distinguish between the sinful
and the virtuous. Equally, by making Piotr so faultless, the authors come close to
obliterating the ethical dilemma he supposedly suffers. Conversely, the executioner and
his subordinate are as demomsed as Piotr is absurdly saintly, resulting in an

°The tone is yellowish in The Decalogue: 5, in contra to the greener shade of A Short Film about Kilhng,
7
presumably due to distortion caused by the transfer of film to videotape.
'Kieslowski and Piesiewicz, Decalogue. The Ten Commandments, p.115.
Caryn James 'Film Review: A case against capital punishment', The New York Times (Sec: I Cultural
Desk), New York, 23-12-1995, p.21.
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unpleasant displacement between the sympathy understandably extended by Kie1owski
and Piesiewicz to their youthful murderer - the many allusions to children make it clear
that Jacek longs for childlike innocence even as he irrevocably forfeits it by committing
an act that propels him into the sinful adult world - and that unfairly denied the statesanctioned killers. If Piotr is the most overly sweet of Kie1owski's heroes, the
executioner and assistant, being grotesque and utterly lacking in human values or fuller
characterisation, are the director's most typecast and unremitting villains. It is a pity that
the black-and-white stereotyping Kielowski avoids to such striking effect in the majority
of his works should afflict this film, as it diminishes what otherwise continues to be a
forceful indictment of murder in all its forms.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 6 / KROTKJ FiLM 0 MiL0Ci
(THEDECALOGUE, 6/A SHORTFILMABOUTLOVE, 1988)

The Decalogue: 6, which more than any other episode in the cycle other than The
Decalogue: 9 can be summed up by the phrase 'Only connect', contains a profusion of

means of communication, yet for all the methods and devices on offer the characters
display a remarkable inability to relate to one another successfully. Public channels are
misused - Tomek uses his position in the post office to hinder the dehvery of letters with
one hand whilst sending out false money-notices with the other - or break down, as when
Magda's attempted apology to Tomek is delivered to a silent telephone line, and one not

As before, unless otherwise specified all references to and comments upon The Decalogue: 6 are equally
applicable to the related feature, A Short Film about Love.
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dialled by him at that. More simply, they fail to make an impact. When Tomek holds out
a milk bottle to Magda, she denies his overture by neither taking it nor handing him her
empty bottle, which instead she places on the ground. Her thoughtless mistaking of his
public function for his person later rebounds upon her when Tomek's landlady mutely
puts down a milk-bottle in full view of Magda who is expecting some word of the injured
Tomek, intentionally closing off communication by hiding behind her official capacity as
milk-deliverer. More intimate contact, be it physical or emotional, is equally
unsatisfactory. Having heard Tomek's declaration of love, Magda can only imagine that
he desires her physically; in the event, sex takes place at an emotional and literal distance.
As for the orphaned and friendless Tomek, although proficient in many languages he is
paralysed by the absence of anyone with whom to converse.
Only optical gadgets remain, but although these devices prove the greatest aid to
reducing physical distance, even here the very act of gazing from afar precludes
communion between the observer and observed. However close he looks, Tomek lacks
full control over that which he sees and his continued interference in Magda's life belies
the actual insignificance he has for her; to Magda's mind the troublesome incidents that
dog her are a matter of bad luck rather than an indication of another person's
machinations. Love must ultimately fail where it is one-way, as it depends upon being
requited by another party for its successful existence. Nevertheless, Tomek's voyeurism
bears fruit in a unexpected fashion: Magda is an artist but of greater importance is Tomek,
the metaphorical creator, who through his incessant peeping not only creates an object
worthy of veneration but moreover provides a narrative for the film and is thus himself
transformed into alt Accordingly, his termination of the voyeurism - 'Jaju± pani wiçcej
me podgldam' ('I no longer spy on you'), Tomek tells Magda - coincides with the end
of the television episode.
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As with any film concerned with the act of watching, the voyeurism in The
Decalogue: 6 inevitably refers back to the process of flimmaking itself, and the exposure
of the artist to the public gaze, seen both in Tomek's spying and the viewers' subsequent
observation of him, mirrors KieIowski's own position as filmmaker laid open to the
judgement of his audience. However, the episode's pertinence to flimmaking in general
is counterbalanced by the significance that Kielowski's professional experiences have
for the film, and the workings of fate and coincidence discernible in every episode of The
Decalogue are of particular, peculiar even, relevance to this film. The limitation of the
documentarist experienced by Kielowski, who recognised that what interested him most
is that which is hidden from the camera, is overcome in the character of Tomek, who
watches those intimate scenes ordinarily hidden from the eyes of outsiders. Furthermore,
Tomek's objectification of a female, comprising the adultery of the film (Mt. 5.27-28),
is surely repeated by Kielowski in his later films: the difference between the women on
display in the 'Miss Polonia' contest watched by Tomek's landlady and the array of
French and Swiss beauties on view in the Three Colours trilogy seems at times to be one
of nationality alone. Indeed, the Kielowsh who stood by a camera focussed on a
window and shouted directions through a megaphone at Gra±yna Szapolowska, playing
Magda, is virtually interchangeable with Tomek, who likewise has his telephone and
camera lens to hand as he watches her playing out a love scene for his benefit. Eagleeyed viewers will spot the final sublime instance of art imitating life and vice versa in the
credits of The Decalogue: 1-3 and The Decalogue: 10, which indicate that Olaf
Lubaszenko, who plays Tomek, was - what else? - a director's assistant on these
episodes.
The parallels between the film's internal narrative and off-screen reality may seem

74 Noted by Campan, 'Dziesiç krótkich filmôw', p 65.
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like the playful manifestations of a grand intellectual conceit, but the similarities between
the fictional characters' eventual fates are grounded firmly in Kielowski's dour
perception of real life. With the television version, preferred by Kielowski, suggesting
that Tomek is left as hardened and disillusioned as Magda initially was - conceivably, she
hurts him as she was herself formerly hurt - it is probable that he will go on to reprise her
cynical role.75 Likewise, Magda's likely fate of living out her life alone is that feared by
Tomek's landlady: her claim of wanting nothing, itself a reiteration of a statement made
by Tomek to Magda, fails to disguise the need all three have for love. The coincidences
between Kielowski's life and his art inspire the intellect, but the symmetries internal to
this film involve the emotions with their bleak visualisation of human life as an endless
repetition of these events by future individuals, generating a perpetual cycle of dashed
hopes, cynicism, and loneliness. Lovelessness, paradoxically, breeds lovelessness.
Whereas The Decalogue: 5 verified the truth of the earlier Auden, The Decalogue: 6 can
be read as a grim confirmation of his later reworking 'We must love one another and
die'.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 7(THEDECALOGUE: 7,1988)

Opening on the screams of Ania, a young girl, having a nightmare, The
Decalogue: 7 centres around the fantasy of her supposed sister/biological mother, Majka,
that she may re-appropriate her from the putative mother actual grandmother, Ewa.
" Kieslowski preferred the ending of the television episode to that of the feature film as it corresponded
more closely to his view of life, Stok (ed), K,eslowski on K,eslowski, p.170. Nevertheless, although A
Short Film about Love ends on a potentially optimistic sequence, Magda's vision of herself united with
Tomek is no more necessarily an accurate prediction of the future than it is a projection of her hopes.
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Majka's failure to rouse her daughter prefigures her inability to make Ania accept her as
her true mother but equally, Ewa's success in waking the little girl from her bad dream
will be negated by the nightmarish reality about to unfold. The interplay between illusion
and reality becomes pronounced when Majka, having distracted a theatre attendant with
the staple golden ball of fairy stories, steals the red-riding-hood-coated Ania away to a
woodland idyll, where she can play on a merry-go-round before coming to where her
father awaits in a little girl's teddy-bear paradise and her true mother can fmally be
revealed to her. Nevertheless, the sinister connotations of the ostensibly fairytale
elements continually undermine the fantasy and point towards the unhappy-ever-after
conclusion. Although open to poetic interpretation as a changeling's escape from false
imprisonment and inheritance of a true identity, in prosaic terms the taking of Ania is
kidnap. Wojtek's joking description of himself as a sorcerer to Ania, his daughter, has a
decidedly adult subtext that refers to the sexual power he exercised over Majka moreover, judging by the biting and suggestive comments of Ewa, he, like Ania, has
possibly also been shared by Majka and her mother - and the suburban cottage and teddybears are proof of his professional bankruptcy, rather than a chosen lifestyle.
Contrary to its idyllic appearance, the cottage is in fact a veritable stronghold of
reality, the place from which Majka forces her mother and father to admit to the actual
circumstances of Ania's birth, but also where she herself, through Wojtek's intercession,
is forced to confront the consequences of her actions. The first character to demonstrate
disillusionment in both senses of the word, Wojtek through his very existence exposes the
pretence hitherto maintained by Ewa, but equally he has little time for Majka's heady
dreams of recovering her daughter. Recognising that switched babies, dashing rescuers,
and wicked mothers are the stuff of make-believe, he not only reminds Majka of her
original acquiescence in her mother's plan, but moreover in doing so suggests that a
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reassessment of the characters of Majka and her mother is due: if the latter is not the
Wicked Witch, then neither can the former be Snow White. Naturally, nor is Wojtek
Majka's Prince Charming, losing favour in her eyes for his understandable refusal to play
along with her current plans, but also, as Ewa hints, because of his past indiscretions, be
they a penchant for schoolgirls in general or perhaps also for headmistresses.
Less important than the subjectively ascribed roles of heroes and villains are the
parts the protagonists assume as family members. In contrast to the incomplete families
of the cycle's other episodes, the family in The Decalogue: 7 abounds in members, yet far
from rectifying the problem of the dysfunctional personal realm, it lies at its vely root.
Both women wish to play the part of mother but Ewa does so with the wrong child, whilst
Majka can only do so to the detriment of her role as daughter. Milk, a recurring motif in
so many of the other episodes, is absent here, a fact underlined by Majka's semi-mocking,
semi-horrified description of her mother's grotesque attempt at breastfeeding Ania, as are
its symbolic properties of human kindness and mothering. Meanwhile, never are the
fathers more emasculated than in this episode, Wojtek's father being dead, Stefan passive,
and Wojtek himself hitherto absent, as he is likely to remain, from his daughter's life.
Equally, the ease with which fathers and daughters bond emphasises the problematical
relations between mothers and daughters but ironically also points to the characteristics
both women share, Majka being as frosty when observing Wojtek playing with Ania as is
Ewa with regard to the relationship between her own husband and child. The comforting
appearance of the teddy-bears, so named after Roosevelt who spared the life of a bear-cub
whose mother he had killed, is likewise an illusion belying their true significance which is
to highlight the orphanage, despite the many parents on offer, that is approaching Ania,
that Majka has embraced, and that Wojtek already suffers. Every relationship, vertical
and horizontal, eventually fails: no exemplars of healthy parent-child relations survive
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until the final credits and the dearth of any loving couples attests to the impossibility of
future regeneration. Concluding on a final scene in which Majka, Ania, Ewa, and Stefan
stand apart, the composition acting as a visual illustration of the permanent fracturing of
the family that has just occurred, The Decalogue: 7 contains what is possibly
Kielowski's bleakest vision of the personal sphere.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 8 (THE DECALOGUE: 8,1988)

Of all the episodes, The Decalogue: 8 is the most overtly concerned with moral
principles and despite its deceptive simplicity poses a number of ethical and philosophical
problems, the most prominent of which is the question of why Zosia, now a professor of
ethics, decided against assisting a six-year old Jewish girl, Elbieta, during the Second
World War. Having played a cat-and-mouse game some forty years on with Zosia in the
lecture theatre, ELtbieta subsequently leads her on a wild chase inside the apartments
where they first met in 1943, where her second vanishing into the night leaves the
professor with a new philosophicai enigma to partner, parody even, the moral quandaiy
she suffered after the first disappearance. By neither exiting nor apparently remaining
inside a building to which there is only one entrance and forcing Zosia to ask 'Czy tu jest
drugie wy$cie z tej bramy?' ('Is there a second way out from this gate?'), El2bieta
demonstrates that an alternative solution to a dilemma is indeed possible, her proof of it in
the latter-day suggesting the same holds true for the original problem of 1943. The
crooked picture requiring repeated straightening is another mystery, although here
Kielowsh leaves the solution in the hands of the viewer. Zosia is unable to correct the
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picture, as befits a symbol of her earlier weakness, and neither can El2bieta, but by
refusing to disclose the results of the older woman's final over-compensating
straightening of the picture on the day after she and Elbieta have been reconciled, the
director forces the audience to guess at what happens and furthermore what it signifies.
As with Blind Chance, the three possible scenarios - the picture tilts once more,
indicating that Zosia can never undo her earlier mistake; the picture stays straight,
signifying that Zosia has finished being punished for the past; or, simply, the picture is
not shown because, like the past, it is no longer an issue for either woman - constitute a
game of interpretation to which the viewer must find his or her own preferred answer.
In accordance with the commandment prohibiting falsehood, Kie1owski goes to
unusual lengths to confirm the authenticity of this film. The avoidance of stylised
lighting, abnormal camera-angles, or visual conceits, combined with the silent observance
of Zosia's daily rituals, heightens the sense of immediacy and mimics the look and feel of
a documentary. This is the one film in which Kielowski favours what are very nearly
point-of-view shots, producing the impression in several scenes that Zosia and EFbieta
are speaking not so much to each other as to the camera and thereby communicating
directly with the audience. Likewise, Zosia is singularly favoured and privileged by the
director: just as KieIowski admitted to sharing her conception of God, 76 so too is she
afforded something of the authors' God-like omniscience towards her fellow protagonists
in knowing the conclusion to The Decalogue: 2 and witnessing the prologue to The
Decalogue: 10. Hers is the greatest authority in the cycle and her morality the least
suspect not despite but because of her decades of agonising. In presenting so virtuous a
protagonist in so straightforward a style of filmmaking, it seems Kielowski is

Cavendish (mt.), 'Kieslowski's Decalogue',

Sight & Sound, p.164.
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emphasising that the film is essentially true and therefore so too by association are the
dilemma and conclusion drawn in it.
Yet there is something disquieting about a film that ultimately glosses over what
is in fact the highly complicated problem of Polish-Jewish relations during the Second
World War. The issue of anti-Semitism is conspicuous only by its absence, yet there is
the sense that El2bieta's continued existence is intended somehow as an implicit
refutation of Polish anti-Semitism, as though the survival of a single Jew somehow
disproves any accusations of Polish hostility towards Jews. Piesiewicz's explanation that
The Decalogue: 8 is about some Poles' '..wina niezarzucalna..' ('..blameless guilt..') in

the matter of atrocities committed against Jews during the Second World War and how
the former '..powinni mówió, ±e me mogli mc zrobié; ale powinni te± môwió, e w sensie
ludzkim ból tej winy w mch istnieje' ('..ought to say that they could do nothing; yet they
ought also to say how, as humans, they cannot help but feel the pain of that guilt')77 is
open to interpretation as a defensive half-truth which conveniently overlooks the fact that
in more than one case this guilt, if at all felt, is well-deserved. Likewise, Zosia asserts
that 'Nie ma idei, the ma myli, nie ma mczego co byloby wa.niejsze od ycia dziecka'
('There is no idea, there is no thought, there is nothing that is more important than the life
of a child'), but this is a glibly virtuous statement, rendered hollow by the fact that she
can make it in the sound knowledge that neither her wartime fellow-conspirators nor the
child Elzbieta were ultimately sacrificed. How much more interesting it would be to see
Zosia maintain this argument, and how much darker and more complex the moral
dilemma, had the providing of sanctuary to the young ELthieta indeed led to the deaths of
several adult resistance fighters.
In a departure from his career-long commitment to filming reality, Kielowski

Piesiewicz, 'Skupienie i przenik1iwo', p.204.
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significantly altered a true stoly told him by Hanna Krall: unable to believe either that a
couple could turn away a child for fear of bearing false witness or that an audience would
accept this, he added another dimension to Zosia's motivation.78 However, in doing so he
is in danger of bearing false witness to the past. Whatever the limited truth of his
narrative - and undoubtedly there were Poles who suffered such dilemmas as Zosia's - it
is not the whole truth of Polish-Jewish relations during the war. An account striving for
accuracy must at least acknowledge the full range of behaviour displayed by all involved
if it is to be credible. Conversely, a film that is selective and excludes mention of less
palatable facts inevitably compromises itself and its claim to honesty. In the case of
Decalogue: 8,

The

the episode concerned with the eighth commandment comes

uncomfortably close to committing the very sin it purports to denounce.

*

*

*

DEKALOG 9(THEDECALOGUE: 9,1988)

Centring on the impotent Roman and his adulterous wife, Hanka,

The Decalogue:

9 is a film replete with sexual ironies. At first glance, the episode appears to be
concerned with Hanka's flouting of the sixth commandment far from the ninth
commandment being immediately relevant to Roman, the irony is that his impotence
prevents him from desiring his own wife, let alone coveting another woman. However,
the authors ingeniously interpret the commandment by developing its tacit meaning,
namely, that not coveting the wife of one's neighbour means one must desire one's own

Hanna Krall, 'Jaki czas' in Stanislaw Zawi1iñski (ed), 0 Kieslowskim...refieksfe, wspomnierna opinle,
Warsaw Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p 39.
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spouse.79 Consequently, it is the absence of Roman's sexual passion that leads him to
break the ninth commandment, albeit inadvertently. With Roman already suffering
impotence, it seems unduly harsh that his sexual problems should also be the breedingground of sin, yet the instances of mockeiy aimed at him multiply. His medical condition
is swiftly complemented by the fresh afflictions of jealousy and possessiveness.
Moreover, he is surrounded by sexual imagery: pipes are slotted into funnels; the glovecompartment, a cruelly apposite illustration of Roman's wife's sexuality, falls open when
he does not want it to and will not open easily when he does; his panting and physical
exertions on his bicycle mimic the act of sex they are intended to replace; and there is a
pleasing inverse symmetry between the intercourse ending in le petit mort denied him and
his climactic leap of death The irony of such imagery, given Roman's actual deficiency
in the area of sex, grows as these instances of symbolism accumulate. Indeed, even his
failed suicide, while marking the parallel between sex and death, discreetly yet with a hint
of gentle mockery reflects his impotence in both areas.
Roman's sexual dysfunction leads to a breakdown in the emotional connection
between himself and his wife. Where before a dialogue existed between the two, now
their personal realm is characterised by Hanka's secrets and lies and Roman's spying - in
yet another example of irony, the intimacies upon which he gazes are precisely those that
should include him - all of which are anathema to mutual communication. His
voyeurism, another manifestation of the sterility afflicting him, is combined with his
eavesdropping upon Hanka's telephone conversations. Kieslowski suggested that The
Decalogue: 9 could be subtitled 'A Short Film about Telephones ',8° and indeed,

telephones proliferate in this episode, as they have done throughout the entire cycle, their

Ciment & Niogret (in), 'Panskie filmy s rentgenogramaini duszy', p.33.
'°Campan, 'Dziesiçé krotkich filmôw', p 65.
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hindrance to genuine communication belying their ostensible function and repeatedly
illustrating the director's pessimistic view, later taken up in Three Colours: Red along
with the related themes of eavesdropping and adulteiy, that they foster the moral and
social dislocation of contemporaiy life.8'
However, it ought to be acknowledged that the telephone does eventually aid the
reconciliation of Roman and Hanka in the final scenes of the episode because their
personal sphere, for all its seeming problems, is founded in true love. Frustrating and
limiting though Roman's voyeurism necessarily is, it is nonetheless an expression,
however negative, of his love for Hanka. Equally, her near-telepathic awareness of the
moments of crisis undergone by her husband illustrates the continued existence of her
bond with her husband, albeit one temporarily forgotten by both in the wake of Roman's
impotence. After eight relentless episodes detailing family crises and breakdowns in
relationships, Kielowski and Piesiewicz finally depict the more positive potential of the
personal sphere in this penultimate episode. Closing the film with a scene in which
Hanka exclaims 'Jeste! Boe jeste!' ('You're there! God, you're there!'), the authors'
play on words simply but nevertheless effectively suggests that genuine human love
doubles as an earthly sign of the divine presence, the secular precept 'Only connect'
fmding its spiritual counterpart in St John's declaration 'God is love' (1 John 4.16), and
brings the cycle full circle from the first demonstration of this principle by Irena in The
Decalogue: 1.

*

"See chaptei 7.

*

*
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DEKALOG 10 (THE DECALOGUE: 10, 1988)

Opening upon a song that boldly enjoins the viewer to break those same
commandments that have had their credentials as moral principles examined and
established in preceding episodes, The Decalogue: 10 represents a dramatic departure
from the style of its forerunners. The film is rich in comic detail, moving swiftly from the
self-satirising spectacle of the rock-singer Artur advocating murder, adultery, and theft, to
the more ironically humorous scene in which his dead stamp-collecting father is eulogised
in the kind of grandiose terms normally reserved for elder statesmen. One suspects that
the authors are quite conscious of the welcome relief provided by this episode's humour
for the viewer who has sat through the largely cheerless instalments preceding it, given
the spirit of self-mockery pervading the film. The obsession of Artur and his brother
Jerzy with completing their father's stamp-collection is mimicked to a lesser degree by
the writers' self-prescribed task of tackling the Decalogue, the finishing of a series being
at once the subject and the object of The Decalogue: 10. In a similar vein, the three
Zeppelin stamps lost and later recovered by the brothers are more proof of Kielowski's
self-reflexivity, their colours of red, green, and blue corresponding to the pixels making
up the television screen. And when a stamp connoisseur says of a stamp-set 'Ta seria
wystarczy panu na wykupienie mieszkania' ('This series will give you enough to buy a
flat'), the temptation to read this as the authors' witty allusion to the contribution of their
own series to their material wellbeing is near-unavoidable.
The self-mockery is not always quite so playful. The darker consequences for
personal relationships of an obsession as seemingly harmless as philately are both
experienced by Jerzy, who remembers the poverty and misery his family suffered for his
father's passion, and instigated by him, as his own growing excitement for stamps finds
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an inverse correlation in his disintegrating relationship with his wife. 82 Judging by
articles and photographs published in Poland after his death, Kielowski had good
relationships with his wife and his daughter. Nevertheless, these examples of fathers
absent as a consequence of their private manias in The Decalogue: 10, like the inadequate
patriarchs who recur throughout the cycle, perhaps reflect in some measure the director's
self-reproach at dedicating so much of his life to his craft and thereby being absent from
his family's life as his own father, who died in Krzysztof's youth, was from his. 83 The
scene in which a hospital nurse is overawed by Artur, a rock-singer of mediocre if
hilarious songs and dubious fame, again involves an element of self-commentary, the
teasing critique of society's transformation of artists into idols and veneration of their
message, whatever its actual value, suggestive of Kielowski's own unease at being
falsely taken for a god by his own audience.
This of course reiterates the distrust with which the director and his co-writer
regard their own authority in The Decalogue 1, but although by recapitulating the moral
of the opening episode they complete the symmetiy and thus The Decalogue, they add to
it with a new point which opens up the cycle at the very moment of its closure . M In a
testimony to the virtue of independent thought, Artur and Jerzy each buy stamps with
which to begin a new collection, thus transforming the loss of their inheritance into the
reward of becoming creators themselves. Likewise, the opening song and the manner in
which its message alters at the end of the episode demonstrates the simultaneous
completion and open-endedness of the cycle. Although the first stanza, like the first
episode, testifies to the dangers of usurping and abusing the divine prerogative, the fmal

The screenplay is even more explicit about the family breakdown, with Jerzy's wife requesting a divorce;
Kieslowski & Piesiewicz, Decalogue. The Ten Commandments, p.3 12.
Among the reasons KieIowski gave for retiring from flimmaking after Three Colours: Red, was his
desire to live a normal life in which his work no longer took precedence over other things, Geoff Andrew,
The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, London British Film Institute, pp 85-86 See also chapter 7.
Cf Olivier Curchod, 'Dekalog, Dziewué: Pod prd' trans. Ewa Blaszczyk in Film na wiecie, pSi.
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stanza and film alike reveal that the human capacity for moral corruption is
counterbalanced by the potential for creative good; 'Wszystko jest Twoje!' ('Everything
is yours!') is transformed into 'Wszystko jest w Tobie!' ('Everything is inside you!').
The patient viewer who has watched each episode from beginning to end is thus
rewarded amply by the authors. Urging the audience against coveting the opinions and
interpretations expressed in their own series, Kielowski and Piesiewicz instead remind
them that The Decalogue and Ten Commandments alike remain open to the individual's
own consideration, reading, and even re-working: the cycle is not the viewers' to take but,
rather, to make.

*

*

*

The attempts of Kielowski and Piesiewicz to distance The Decalogue from the
reality of the Polish public world and thereby broaden its universal character were in fact
of limited success, with close examination revealing that a considerable number of
specifically Polish references remains in the films and informs the narratives.
Nevertheless, whether because of its supposedly universal nature or its depiction of
contemporary Polish society, the cycle attracted extensive critical acclaim and audiences
worldwide. Kielowski too found his profile and marketability as a filmmaker rising
enormously in the international arena, with the result that a significant portion of the
financing for his next production, The Double Life of Véronique, came from non-Polish
sources. Filmed in France as well as Poland, The Double Life of Véronique was the first
of the director's films to feature a setting and language other than those native to him.
This introduction of a foreign element would be exploited by Kielowski and Piesiewicz
in their continued attempts to broaden the camera's focus beyond homegrown issues and
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problems to those affecting humanity the world over, but, as in The Decalogue, the retreat
from the public sphere in the forthcoming production would be neither absolute nor
lacking in ambivalence.
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CHAPTER 6
The Move Abroad 1990-1992

There can be no doubt that a clear difference exists between Kielowski the student of
cinema, who in 1968 wrote of '[w]spaniala, bogata, meograniczona rzeczywistoé, gdzie
mc sic me powtarza, gdzie me mo±na robió dubli' ('[w]onderful, rich, unrestricted reality,

where nothing repeats itself, where one cannot make duplicates'),' and Kielowski the
professional filmmaker, who more than twenty years after graduating from film school
made La Double Vie de Véronique Podwójne ±ycie Weroniki (The Double Life of
Véronique, 1991), a film concerned with the physical and metaphysical doubling of the

eponymous heroines. It is true of many filmmakers that particular themes are reiterated
within their oeuvres: certainly, the continual replication of situations, conditions, and
attitudes across Polish society seen as early as in documentaries such as Urzqd (The
Office, 1966), Fabryka (The Factory, 1970), and Refren (Refrain, 1972) not only shows

how Kielowski persistently revisited the same themes but also suggests he discovered
early in his filmmaking career that repetition is an authentic aspect of life. However,
Kielowski went a step further with The Double Life of Véronique in that his
preoccupation with doubling and more broadly speaking repetition is built into the very
form the work takes, the characters, significant events, and even the film itself existing in
two versions. 2 Doubling, in addition to being one of the primary concerns of the internal
narrative, is the key to understanding the film's special place in Kielowski's filmography
as a project that reiterates the imagery and themes of the director's earlier works, such as
'Extract from Kielowski's MA thesis quoted in Katarzyna Jabloftska, 'Koniec I pocztek', WiE, Warsaw,
no.9,9-1996, p.114. See chapter 1
2 Kieslowski made a second version of The Double Life of Véronique for the U.S. market, concluding upon
Véronique embracing her thther rather than merely touching a tree in the grounds of her family home,
believing that the latter ending would leave the American audience baffled.
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the ninth episode of Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988), and prefigures elements from his
final film, Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994).
The Double Life of Véronique contains other signs suggesting that Kielowski had

changed considerably in his approach to filming reality, as presumably had his co-writer,
Piesiewicz.

The heady and stylised cinematography that forgoes the more

straightforward, documentary-like camerawork of the director's earlier feature films, the
conscious beautification of the world through the use of filters that not so long ago had
been used to the opposite effect in The Decalogue: 5 and Krótki film o zabzjaniu (A Short
Film about Killing, 1988), and the heroine whose stylishness and attractiveness contrast

as greatly with the decidedly less physically appealing attributes of Kielowski's past
protagonists as does her youthful optimism with their mostly weary hopelessness unsurprisingly, she is also economically independent, as few of them are - led many
critics to see a sharp division between the depiction of reality in this film and in those that
preceded it. 4 Never one to accept automatically the opinions of his reviewers, Kielowski
acknowledged the idea that he had changed direction only in order to refute it outright:
A lot of people don't understand the direction in which I'm
going. They think I'm going the wrong way, that I've
betrayed my own way of thinking, that I've betrayed my
way of looking at the world. I really don't have any sense
of having betrayed my own point of view, or even of
having deviated from it, for whatever reason - comfort,
Rayns notes references made in The Double Life of Véronique to Krótkifilm a mdaki (A Short Film
about Love, 1988), (The Decalogue: 9, 1988), and Bez konca (No End 1984), Tony Rayns, 'Kieslowski:
Crossing Over', Sight & Sound, vol. 1, issue 11, 3-1992, p23. Similarly, Paul Coates comments that if
Three Colours: Red draws upon The Double Life of Véronique, so too does the latter make use of The
Decalogue: 9; Paul Coates, 'Usuwanie sic w cieñ: wcielenia Kieslowskiego' trans. Magdalena Loska in
Tadeusz Lubelski (ed ), Kino Krzysztofa Kthslowskiego, Cracow Universitas, 1997, p.'3 I.
For discussion of Kieglowski's increasingly stylised camerawork and lighting see. Maria Komatowska,
'Podwójne ±ycie Krzysztofa KieMowskiego' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa Kieilowskzego, pp 119-120;
& Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Tnlogy, London: British Film Institute, 1998, p 19. For discussion
of the changes in Kieslowski's physical and psychological depiction of his main protagonist, see:
Kornatowska, 'Podwojne ±ycie Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego', pp 120-121; Anna Kaphnska, 'Uciekinier z
kina', Film, Warsaw, 3-1998, p 104, & Alicja Helman, 'Women in Kieslowski's late films' trans Paul
Coates in Paul Coates (ed), Lucid Dreams: The Films of Krzysztof Kthslowski, Flicks Books Wiltshire,
1999, p.116ff.
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money or career. I don't feel that. I don't have any sense
of having betrayed anything whatsoever within myself by
making Véronique. .

A few critics concur to some extent with his opinion, such as Tadeusz Lubelski whose
ingenious suggestion that the director was continuing to make films about reality but now
about the reality of feelings not only balances an awareness of the change of focus in this
film with a recognition of its underlying continuity within the oeuvre but is also broadly
consistent with Kielowski's own claim to have been concentrating upon the inner life
since the early 1980s. 6 Nevertheless, the fact remains that Kielowski's previous films
are based around a description of concrete, objective, public reality in a way that The

Double Life of Véronique is not; even The Decalogue, considered by some Poles to have
eschewed the socio-economic and political reality of the films of the 1970s, was intended
by its makers to portray scenarios and dilemmas taken from real life, even if not always
accepted as such. Perhaps inevitably, some longstanding viewers found it difficult to
accept the loss of public reality at the expense of the dominating metaphysical reality of
inner feelings and intuitions in this film, a critical reaction reiterated and intensified with
the later Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy. However, that Kie1owski
managed this dramatic shift from public to inner reality without alienating more of his
audience, indeed, by attracting new viewers, makes The Double Life of Véronique the
more remarkable, for it illustrates the extent to which the credibility of his portrayal of
inner reality in this film outweighs any consequent loss of public reality.
The Double Life of Véronique and The Decoiogue share a concern with the inner

'Stok (ed ), Kie.ilowski on Kiesiowski, pp 193-194
'Tadeusz Lubeiski, 'Podwójne ±ycie Kie1owskiego', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1991, p 4. For a similar judgment
that also extends to the Three Colours trilogy see Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Peace & Rebellion: Some Remarks
on the Creative Output of Krzysztof Kielowski' trans. Witold Liwarowski & Richard Wawro in Ewelina
Nurczyñska-Fidelska & Zbigniew Batko (ed), Polish Cinema in Ten Takes, Lódi: Lódzkie Towarzystwo
Naukowe, 1995, p 123.
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life but the depiction in the former of silence that is not coupled with isolation, of
manipulation and control that is mostly portrayed as neither disturbing nor unwelcomed
by its object, and of families that are incomplete but not consequently defective,
exemplifies how with the later film Kielowsh inverts the norms that he and Piesiewicz
had established in the television cycle, again signalling the changes to his flimmaking
method in the early 1990s as well as suggesting that his outlook was becoming more
positive. Whereas in The Decalogue silence signifies alienation, in The Double Life of
Véronique it indicates the existence of a benign tacit dialogue with oneself and others.

This paradox of unspoken discourse, already demonstrated by the mysterious connection
between the Polish Weronika and the French Véronique, is succinctly illustrated when the
latter listens to the tape sent by Alexandre, her would-be lover, and suddenly asks of the
silent room 'Qui est la?' ('Who is there?'): so potent is the unvoiced communication, and
hence so immediate the presence, of Alexandre that it is not Véronique's outburst but
rather his failure to materialise physically, given his seeming mental and emotional
proximity to her, that is the surprise. The ease with which they fall asleep together when
finally reconciled in a Parisian hotel likewise reflects their harmonious, joint inner
domain, despite their earlier disastrous meeting. Family relations, especially those of
fathers and daughters, are also extremely good. 7 Although the personal sphere is not
perfect, Weronika's emotional capriciousness upsetting her boyfriend, it is far more
positively portrayed than in The Decalogue, and the inner realm, as represented by
Weronika and Véronique to one another - that of Alexandre and Véronique is shown to

As the discarded working title Krótka histona dia córek (A Short Stoiy for Daughters) suggests and
Kielowski stated, father-daughter relations are another key theme in this film; Catherine Winiphen run),
'0 wolnosci i nowych regulach gry', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1991, p.8 (trans. Wanda Wertenstein from Studth,
Paris 1991). Whether the good relationships of fathers and daughters in The Double Life Véronique in
any way mirror Kielowski's relationship with his own daughter, just as the unhappy father-son
relationships in his earlier films perhaps stem from his own feelings of paternal absence, is of course a
matter of speculation.
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be false, with his manipulations ultimately shattering their happy ending - is better still.
Indeed, the main focus of Kielowski and Piesiewicz in The Double Life of
Véronique is unquestionably the inner lives - or should that read 'life'? - of the twinned

heroines, who are turned in upon themselves, as indeed the camera and narrative are
fixated upon them, almost to the point of solipsism. Very little reference is made to the
broader public world. Weronika has virtually no social existence, untroubled by ties of
study or work that might otherwise prevent her from travelling across Poland and
accepting an impromptu offer to sing professionally, and although Véronique's job
situates her within the public sphere, the depiction of her working life is sketchy - she
apparently has no difficulty in taking time off to visit her father - and moreover referred
to in the main when it has some bearing upon her personal life. Indeed, the personal
sphere is also highly inward-looking, the protagonists' significant relationships being
limited to those of family and lovers. Friends of Weronika and Véronique barely register
in the narrative and furthermore are purely functional, the sole purpose of her Polish
friend being to bring Weronika to both Cracow and the attention of a singing teacher, and
that of the French fellow-schoolteacher whom Véronique offers to assist in her divorce
Kielowski's way of preventing the latter from appearing too self-involved.8
Nevertheless, if little reference is made to the public world, that which is shown is
striking in and of itself, as well as by contrast with the film's overriding concern with the
inner life. The turning away of Kielowski's camera from the political demonstration
taking place while Weronika is in Cracow may be intended as a metaphor for the
director's own dwindling interest in filming the public world. 9 Yet if this so, given the
many striking references to the socio-political, including the dismantled statue of Lenin

'Although Kieslowski reduced the divorce plot substantially, he explained he did not cut it completely
because it was needed '..to pull Véronique down to earth..'; Stok (ed), K,esiowski on Kielowski, p.!86.
9 Cf Zdzislaw Pietrasik, 'Odwrócona kamera', Polilyka, Warsaw, no. 13, 30-3-96, p 45.
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past which Weromka runs, her whistling of the 'International' into a telephone, and the
bombed Sawad Air offices outside the Parisian railway station in which Véronique meets
Alexandre, he seems to be protesting too much. Although the characters in The Double
Life of Véronique are not politically engaged, both they and the camera register

surrounding social and political events with a seriousness that renders ambivalent
Kielowski's so-called avoidance of filming the public world.' 0 The distinctive framing
of Weronika against a background of not-police during the Cracow demonstration is a
startling, remarkable image, simultaneously hinting at the fragile existence of the
individual within the broader world and suggesting the impossibility of the inner life's
offering an untouchable refuge from outer concerns. Likewise, when Véronique meets
Alexandre in the railway-station café in Paris, they and the camera alike turn several
times to look through the window at the bombed car outside the Sawad Air offices,
punctuating their self-enclosing intimacy with glances outwards at the inescapable public
world as though unable to tear themselves completely away from it. For Kielowski to
turn the camera away once from such socio-political events is to make a point but for him
to do so repeatedly is to undermine it by his constantly referring to that which he purports
to avoid. Kielowski may take a dim view of the public world in The Double Life of
Véronique - the incidents are predominantly brutal in tone, the statue of Lenin and

communist anthem having unhappy associations for most contemporary Poles and the
demonstration and terrorist bombing explicitly violent, although ironically this makes
them all the more noticeable against the otherwise golden-filtered lives of Weronika and
Véronique - but neither he nor his characters are able to escape or dismiss it."

Tadeusz Lubelski points out that the Cracow demonstrators are Kieslowski's former protagonists now
depicted negatively; Lubeiski, 'Podwójne ±ycie Kielowskiego', p.5.
" Adam Mars-Jones makes a similar point, noting that '[tjhe film's direction of travel is undoubtedly
inwards, but it still can't leave the outer world alone', Adam Mars-Jones, 'You only live twice The Double
Life of Véronique', The Independent (Arts), London, 28-2-1992. p.18. See also Paul Coates, 'Metaphysical
Love in Two Films by KrzysztofKieslowski', The Polith Review, vol. XXXVII, no. 3, 1992, p 343.
10
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The hard-edged note of realism underlying Kie1owski's off-screen remarks about
The Double

L ife of Véronique acts as another disconcerting counter to the golden light

permeating the on-screen frames; if, as the director admitted, the heroine comes close to
walking in the clouds,' 2 he was ardently, mercilessly even, down-to-earth about his film.
Asked about his reasons for setting the narrative in Poland and France, Kie1owski
offered the decidedly prosaic explanation that he shot in Poland because he was Polish
and in France because the production was fmanced in France' 3 and repeatedly dismissed
attempts to read figurative meanings into the trans-national locations and heroines.'4
Dryly humorous about having to abandon his preferred title of Véronique after learning

12

Stok (ed.), Kieslowski on Kie.lowski, p.186.
Ewa Koszur (mt.), 'Wolno artysty', Glos Szczecihski, Szczecin, no. 235, 19-10-1991.
14 Asked about the East-West symbolism of Weronika and Veronique, Kielowski responded with 'Co za
bzduiy. Weronika i Véronique me symbo1izuj absolutnie mczego' ('What nonsense. Weronika and
Véronique symbolise absolutely nothing); Kieilowski quoted in Gabriele Invernizzi (mt.), 'Krótki wywiad z
Kielowskim', Forum, Warsaw, no. 21, 26-5-1991 (trans. from L Espiesso, 12-5-1991). Kielowski also
warned against interpreting his film as a metaphor for his own crossing from Poland to France: Malgorzata
Dipont (in), 'Spokój', .ycie Warszawy, Warsaw, no. 232, 3-10-1991. Nevertheless, several critics
interpret the French and Polish aspects of The Double Life of Véronique symbolically. Most interesting of
all is Paul Coates's observation that '[sjtories that deal explicitly with the Double seem in the main to be
written by authors who are suspended between languages and cultures', which although written prior to the
making of The Double Life of Véronique, offers suggestive insights when applied to the film and its makers;
Paul Coates, The Double & the Other: Identiiy as Ideology in Post-Romantic Fiction, London: Macmillan
Press, 1988, p.2. See also: Coates, 'Metaphysical Love in Two Films by Krzysztof Kieslowski', pp 335336 & pp.342-343; Lubelski, 'Podwójne ycie Kielowskiego', p.5
Kieslowski repeatedly made light of his move from Poland to France, maintaining that there was no great
difference in working in or making a film about a country other Than Poland, Vincent Ostria (mt.),
'Przypadek i komecznod' in Lubeiski (ed.), Kino Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego, (trans Maria Oleksiewicz &
Tadeusz Lubeiski from Les Inrockuphbles, Paris, no. 36 1992) p186, & Stok (ed.), Kieslowski on
Kie.flowski, p.199. HIs admission of setting The Double Life of Véronique in Poland as well as France
because he feared making a solely French-based film implies he recognised at the script-writing stage the
potential deeper differences that exist between the two cultures; Wimphen (mt.), '0 wolnoki i nosych
regulach gry', p.7. However, he subsequently reverted to his oft-asserted belief that all people and places
are fundamentally the same, stating that it was the making of this trans-national film which ultimately
convinced him that '..nie jest watne, gdzie sic stawia kam&ç, lecz po co?' ('. it is important not where you
put a camera but why [you put it therej'); Stamsiaw Zawlalmski (mt.), 'Je±eli w ±yciu jest za latwo, to mo±e
wcale me jest dobrze...' in Stanislaw Zawisliñski (ed), Kieslowsb: wsria, Warsaw Wydawnictwo
Skorpion, 1998, p 102 Certainly, he was unconcerned that his scanty knowledge of French would in any
way limit or prevent him from working as closely with francophone actors as he did with Poles, and Polishand French-speaking colleagues attest to discernment of the quality and honesty of an actor's work
regardless of the language being used; Jadwiga Anna Lu±yñska, 'Fenomen Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego cz.
II', lluzjon, Warsaw, nos. 1-4, 1995, p 32, & Stanislaw Latek writing in Stanislaw Zawisliñski (ed), 0
Kie.üowskzm... refteksje, wspommerna, opinle, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p 52. His firm
conviction that language differences constitute a very minor problem was underscored by his use of a
translator on not only this film but also the French and Swiss sections of the Three Colours trilogy; Stok
(ed ), Kleslowski on Kieslowski, pp 197-198
13
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that the ending 'nique' has a sexual meaning in French at odds with the rarefied
atmosphere of the film,'5 Kielowski further underplayed the poetic sensibility of his
work by daring to explain the lovely and mysterious metaphysical concept of souls
twinned across temporal and spatial distances by use of the distinctly unlovely analogy of
rats in New York and Paris mysteriously immune to the effects of the poison that killed
their predecessors in Paris.' 6 And given the predominant importance ascribed by so many
directors, as well as critics and the public, to their role in making films, it comes as a
refreshing surprise to read that Kielowski said of The Double Life of Véronique '..to the
jest mój film, ja tylko pracowalem przy mm jako re±yser' ('..it isn't my film; I just
worked on it as the director').' 7 Some critics may have questioned the pretensions of The
Double Life of Véronique,' 8 but Kielowski proved that there was no need to worry about
his. However, rather than merely revealing an ironic disjunction between the directorwriter and his film, these comments are suggestive of a more significant and potentially
problematic divergence between the on-screen fantasy lived out by the naïve heroine and
the real-life disillusionment of the man who co-created and directed this very fantasy and
heroine from behind the camera. Indeed, the unhappy ending to the romance of
Véronique and Alexandre demonstrates Kielowski's unwillingness to let the fairytale run
its course even within its fictional and cinematic boundaries; his claim to have changed
the original ending of fulfilled love because it would not be realistic for Véronique with
that particular actor (Phillipe Volter) playing Alexandre raises the suspicion that he may
have in fact considered the initial version unrealistic regardless of the actor in question.'9
The Double Life of Véronique is one of Kielowski's most successful realisations of his

"Stok (ed ), K,eslowskz on Kieslowskz, p 173.
16 j0
Orzechowska (int), 'Widownia jest podobna do mnie', Kino, Warsaw, 5-1991, p.40.
'7 Wimphen (mt.), '0 wolnosci i nowych regulach gry', p 8.
' Discussed below.
' 9 Tadeusz Szczepañski (hit.), 'Drzewo które jest', Film na w:ecie, Warsaw-Lódi, 1991, p 18.
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aspiration to film the inner life comprehensively and intimately and to capture inner
reality on camera. Yet at the very moment when the director should have been
celebrating his long-desired achievement, all too often his comments about this film hint
at his fear of losing sight of actualities of the broader, real world by becoming too
engrossed in the innermost lives of his imaginary characters and signal the uneasy coexistence of the fictional and real in his life that would eventually lead him to cease
making films.
Kielowski may have been dissatisfied with The Double Life of Véronique,
judging that he had only achieved one-third of what he intended - admittedly, the director
who rarely claimed to like any of his own work also thought this small proportion to be
satisfactory2° - and being deeply depressed at the time of its release.2' Nevertheless, the
film enjoyed considerable success throughout the world, garnering several of the main
awards at the Cannes film festival in 1991 while, its arthouse label notwithstanding, also
being sold to over thirty countries and attracting almost two million viewers in America
and Europe alone by the end of 1992 and as many dollars in profit worldwide. 22 The
critical reaction in Poland ranged from the unenthusiastic to the generally positive, if far
from effusive, in tone, although even several critics from the latter category shared

20

Stok (ed), Kie.tlowski on Kiefiowski, p 191.
Mann Karmitz, the producer of the Three Colours trilogy, interviewed in Noel Herpe (int), 'Rozmowa z
Marinem Karmitzem o spotkaniach z Kielowskim' in Stanislaw Zawisliñski (ed), Kieslowski znany I
nieznany (Exhibition catalogue), Warsaw, 1998, p 74; & comments made by Agnieszka Holland, a
longstanding friend and colleague of Kieslowski, in Stamsiaw Zawisliñski (ed), Kie.lowski, 2' ed.,
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p 108.
For comprehensive details on prizes awarded to The Double Life cf Véromque, see Coates (ed.), Lucid
Dreams, p 186; despite the prizes, it is worth noting that Roman Polanski, one of the jurors at the 1991
Cannes Film Festival and a fellow-Pole, described the film as "boring, boring, boring"' (Roman Polanski
quoted in Derek Malcolm, 'You certainly can pan Cannes', The Guardian (FEA), London, 7-5-1992, p 23)
For details of sales, see Stanislaw Zawisliñski, 'Kiszka krytyka', Polilyka, Warsaw, no. 25, 20-6-1998,
p.56. For details of viewing figures, see: comments made by KrzysztofPiesiewicz in Jerzy Pawlas (int),
'Odci4ó ogon polityczny', Zycie Warszawy, Warsaw, no. 268, 16/17-11-1991; Lukasz Wyrzykowski (int),
'Dekalog Piesiewicza', Film, Warsaw, no. 39, 27-9-1992, plO; & Kieslowski's comments in Quentin
Curtis (int), 'Tell it like it is Krzysztof Kielowski', The Independent on Sunday (The Sunday Review),
London, 3-10-1993,, p 20. For details of profits, see Zawisliñski (mt.), 'Jezeli w zyciu jest za latwo, to
moze wca]e nie jest dobrze...', p.104.
21
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reservations with colleagues from the former about the metaphysics, beautiful trappings,
and absence of public reality, reservations that anticipated the broader consensus about
the Three Colours trilogy. 23 However, if the Western critics were considerably more
appreciative and complimentary, 24 what united many British, French, and American
reviewers with some of their Polish counterparts was their differentiation between the
Polish and French sections of the film and, furthermore, their consistent preference for the
former. 25 Notably, critics who were less acquainted with Kielowski's earlier work were
also those least concerned by either the French segment or the film's inner and
metaphysical focus. 26 Ironically, although Kielowski's move into the field of
international productions coincided, appropriately, with his gaining of a new international
audience for The Double Life of Véronique, it also resulted in the disapproval of his
longstanding professional critics of all nationalities, who wanted their Kielowski Polish
and questioned how well he and Weronika travelled.

For an unenthusiastic review see Robert Bugajczak, 'Profesjonalna mistyfikacja', Mira.t, Warsaw, no. 1,
1-1992; and for a discussion of other unimpressed voices see Marzenna Winiewska, 'KrzysztofKielowski
- od dokuinentu do tajemnych znaków', Poiska Zbrojna, Warsaw, no. 45, 5/7-3-1993. For examples of
reviews with reservations, see Lubelski, 'Podwôjne zycie Kielowskiego', p.2 & pp.4-5; Tadeusz
Sobolewski, 'Ostatnie slowo', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1991, p.9; & Anna Tatarkiewicz, 'Dlaczego Weronika
umiera?', Poliyka, Warsaw, no. 44, 2-11-1991. For examples of generally good reviews see: Andrzej
Wielowicyski, 'Weronika-Veronique', Zycie Warszcmy, Warsaw, no. 28, 10-10-1991; & Stanislaw
ZawiIihski, 'Poczulem sic bogatszy... ', Mira.t, Warsaw, no. 1, 1-1992.
24 For just a few examples of the very positive Westeni reviews see: Vincent Canby, 'Review/Film Festival;
Identical women & multiple portents', The New York Times (Sec: C Weekend Desk), New York 20-91991, p 18; Jonathan Romney, 'La 1)ouble Vie de Véronique/fhe Double Life of Véronique', Sight &
Sound, vol. 1, issue 11, 3-1992, pp 42-43; Derek Malcolm, 'Cinematic riches of Hollywood's poor rival',
The Guardthn (FEA), London, 16-5-1991, p 25; Sheila Johnston, 'Cannes Diary: Desperately seeking hype:
Is there life after Madonna?', The Independent (Arts), London, 17-5- 1991, p 19, Hugo Davenport, The
Dai)y Telegraph, London, 27-2-1992, p 16; & Milena Michalski, 'The Double Life of Verornque', The
Slavonic & East European Review, voL 72, no. 1, 1-1994, pp 191-192.
For examples of reviews in which the Polish and French aspects of the film were distinguished between
see: Lubeiski, 'Podwojne zycie Kieslowskiego', p.5, the summary of French reviews in René Prédal,
'Recepcja krytyczna filmôw Kieslowskiego we Francji' trans. Maria Zurowska in Lubelski (ed), Kino
Krzysztofa Kie.ilowskzego, p 259ff; Canby, 'Review/Film Festival; Identical women & multiple portents',
p.18; Coates, 'Metaphysical Love m Two Films by Krzysztof Kieslowski', p 335, p341 & p 342, &
Malcolm, 'Cinematic riches of Hollywood's poor rival', p25
Judging by the dearth of references to the earlier Polish works, the following reviewers appear not to have
been much, if at all, acquainted with Kieslowski's films prior to The Double Life qf Véronique: Romney,
'La Double Vie de Véronique/The Double Life j Véronique', pp.42-43; Michalski, 'The Double Life of
Veronique', pp.191-192, Mars-Jones, 'You only live twice: The Double Life of Veromque', p 18; &
Anthony Lane, 'Unbearable lightness of desire', The Independent on Sunday (Arts), London, 1-3-1992,
p.19.
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Despite his growing audience and critical recognition throughout the world,
Kielowski remained as unwilling as ever to embrace the label of auteur. Collaboration
remained a key tenet for the man who described himself as a worker on, rather than
owner of, The Double Life of Véronique. 27 In addition to writing the screenplay with
Krzysztof Piesiewicz, the director continued to work closely with Zbigniew Preisner,
trusting the composer with an extraordinary freedom and input as Preisner readily
acknowledged,28 and re-employed his cinematographer of old, Slawomir Idziak, who
now, as before in A Short Film About Killing and The Decalogue: 5, used coloured filters

to such notable effect. Kielowski and Piesiewicz also continued to invite their audience
into a dialogue. The so-called 'Director's Cuts' preferred by many notable directors
decrease the potential viewers have for individual interpretations with their insistence
upon a holy trinity of auteur-ship, authority, and originality, but with The Double Life of
Véronique Kielowski rejects such an authoritarian stance implicitly, as his preference for

multiple versions of the film without any one being superior to another shows, and
explicitly, as seen in his remarks concerning the alternative ending:
Of course I thought about the audience all the time when
making Véronique so that I even made a different ending
for the Americans, because I thought you have to meet
them halfway, even if it means renouncing your own point
of view. 29
In this context, the central themes of doubling and multiplicity in The Double Life of
Véronique that take various forms including the two-in-one heroine, the puppet-show-

within-a-puppet-show, the preponderance of mirroring and glass objects, and the interplay

27

see above.
See Preisner interviewed in Geoffrey Macnab & Chris Darke (mt.), 'Working with Kie1owski', Sight &
Sound vol. 6, issue 5, 5-1996, p 20; Katarzyna T. Nowak (mt.), 'Sukces jest spraw' prywat', Gazeta
Krakowska, Cracow, no. 69, 21122-3-1992, & Richard Williams (int), 'The music of friendship', The
Guardthn (G2T), London, 9-10-1998, pp 22-23.
Stok (ed), Kielowski on K,e.tlowski, p 189.
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of reality and fantasy, belie their appearance of post-modem trickery. 30 Rather, they
signify Kielowski's readiness both to embrace all possibilities and allow his audience the
opportunity to do the same.
*

*

*

° Piesiewicz is particularly vehement in his denial of post-modernism, stating that '[n]ajbardziej
paranoiczne okrelenie, jakie przeczytalem na temat naszych filmów, to bylo przypisanie ich do
postmodernizmu' ('[t]he most paranoid description I have read of our films was the attribution of
postmoderrnsm to them'); Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Skupienie i przenikliwoé' in Lubeiski (ad), Kino
Krzysztofa K:eslowskiego, p 202.
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LA DOUBLE VIE DE VÉRONIQUE PODWOJNE ZYCIE WERONIKI
(THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VÉRONIQUE, 1991)

The paradox of the singular being located in the universal, which Kielowski had
been seeking to explicate and exploit since the 1980s, is embodied in the two female
protagonists of The Double Life of Véronique, Weronika and Véronique, who are at once
the same and yet quite distinct. Mirrors, which provide the observer with a self-image
both exact and reversed, appear in various guises throughout the film as symbols of the
simultaneous similarity and dissimilarity of the two young women and function in a
double capacity as metaphors for the protagonists' different ways of relating to the world.
The repeated mirror-images of Weronika reflect her solipsism - her reflection in the
window of the tram on which she stands completely wrapped up in her singing and
herself, pithily illustrates her utter dislocation from her lover Antek and the world - but
the sole instance of Véronique's being reflected in a bookshop window behind which lie
the books of her prospective lover, Alexandre, reveals her willingness to see beyond
herself to another.3 ' Similarly, the puppet-imagery surrounding Véronique - she looks
especially like a marionette when woken up by Alexandre's telephone call, a motif
continued in the long-distance string-pulling by mail and illustrated again by the puppetlike image her shadow makes on the wall outside Alexandre's office just before she enters
it and discovers the actual dolls he has made of her - speaks of her desire to place herself
in the hands of another. Other visual conceits continue the motif of recognising and
experiencing alternative perspectives: just as the yellow filter alters the audience's
observation of the world inhabited by the two heroines, so too do Weromka and

31

Paul Coates suggests Véronique's reflection in the bookshop window indicates her yearning for her other
half as described by Plato in The Symposium, as a lover, Coates 'Metaphysical Love in Two Films by
Krzysztof Kieslowski', p.342.
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Véronique look through a variety of glass objects to gain a new vision. Seeing through
glass alters perception, distorting in the case of the train window, enlarging as in the case
of Véronique's magnifying glass and inverting as does the small ball owned by each girl.
Glass always marks the gateway to a different reality and the potential of an alternative
realm of existence: if Weronika looks up through her transparent coffin-lid at the earthly
existence she has left behind, then Véronique standing by the glass doors marking the
threshold of the station-café is like Alice, about to step through the looking-glass and in
this case enter the new personal world of her lover. Needless to say, it is also a glass
café-window that barely separates her and Alexandre's self-created personal sphere from
the outside public spectacle of the bombed Sawad Air offices.
The glass signifying the potential connecting point between different worlds in
The Double Life of Véronique is also found in the lens separating off that which takes
place in front of the camera from that behind, which points to the metaphorical crossover
between the on-screen manipulator, Alexandre, and his off-screen counterpart,
Kielowski. If the two share a predilection for the stage-management and utilisation of
Véronique for their own purposes, the revelation of Alexandre's self-seeking motivations
where Véronique's inner life is concerned reflects uncomfortably back upon the director.
Certainly, Kielowski's explanation that Véronique eventually leaves Alexandre because
he took what was personal to her and made it public is suggestive of the director's selfreproach at having exploited the lives and dramas of his real-life protagonists in his
documentaries.32 Nevertheless, although Alexandre and Kielowski to a lesser extent
lack quite the benevolent and loving gaze of Tomek in Krotkifilm o miloéi (A Short Film
about Love, 1988) and The Decalogue: 6, another voyeur seeking control over a woman,
like he they are a necessary force, without which the audience would have never been

32

Stok (ed ), Kieilowski on K,eslowski, p 182.
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aware of the potential mystery of Weronika and Véronique. Alexandre, like his creator,
may be a manipulator but he is also the impetus needed by Véronique to find herself, not
only manoeuvring her from afar with his enigmatic packages but causing her to see when
things are amiss - it is he who warns her when she absent-mindedly lights a cigarette
from the wrong end - and later spotting the crucial photograph of Weromka that has
hitherto gone unnoticed by its owner. Voyeurism and manipulation by a higher power
may eventually be shown to be abusive of an individual's right to privacy and an inner
life but nevertheless, without Kielowski and his fictional surrogate there would be no
narrative and no film.
If Alexandre acts as a double for Kielowski, Véronique becomes the stand-in for
the audience: with glass also being the medium through which the cinema-projectionist
relays The Double Life of Véronique to the audience, the film becomes the other world on
offer to the viewer, who watches and vicariously experiences an alternative life and
reality. Although the audience possesses more knowledge than Weronika, knowing from
the outset that she has a French counterpart, in the case of Véronique, whose experiences
occupy the greater part of the film, the viewer knows no more about the conclusion of the
mysterious affair with Alexandre than she does herself, and in searching for an answer to
her romance, which is both love-affair and quest, she becomes the double of the audience
also keenly awaiting the conclusion of the mystery. It is precisely because the positions
of audience and Véronique are so alike, both experiencing the narrative in the present
tense and never being sure of what might happen next, that Alexandre's revelation about
his forthcoming story about two twinned girls entitled 'La double vie de...' ('The double
life of...'), a grotesque repetition of his earlier confession of having led Véronique on for
the purpose of a novel but more importantly a barely-veiled revelation of Kielowski's
own string-pulling, devastates her and the viewer in equal measure. Like Véronique the
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audience has been similarly enraptured, similarly unaware of the plot unfolding about it,
similarly tricked, and fmally similarly upset by an explanation that is so crass and so trite.
If Véronique's final unspoken thought of Alexandre is 'how could he do this to me?',
then so too is it the audience's with regard to Kielowski's manipulation of it.
Having pulled the wool from the eyes of the viewer as regards the art and artifice
underlying The Double Life of Véronique, Kielowski allows himself another playful joke
at the end, opening the credits with an acknowledgement that the puppets were
manipulated by Bruno Schwarz, a statement which although doubtless a genuinely
heartfelt tribute to a man whose skill he admired, in no way obscures the fact that all the
manipulation - of characters and audience alike - is attributable to the hands of the
authors. Kielowski was similarly disingenuous, and perhaps defensive even, off-screen,
insisting that it was not he or Piesiewicz or even some mysterious other presence but love
alone that is pulling Véronique's strings. 33 As such, had Alexandre realised when playing
at God that He is love, not art, the ending could well have been vexy different.
Nevertheless, with Alexandre exemplifying the conflict between love and art and his
punishment for choosing the latter being to lose the girl, his dilemma is also that faced by
the other puppeteer, Kielowski, whose welding once again of a highly formal structure to
issues of emotional and spiritual values challenges his audience to decide whether the
method aids and elucidates, or simply turns his film into an elaborate, clever, and
ultimately hollow game. And yet, judging by the largely radiant reviews, the critics'
preference for the Polish section above the French aside, the audiences who returned
repeatedly for further viewings how else does one explain the astonishing fitly-six week
run in a London cinema?34 - and the young French girl who thanked KieIowski for

33 Tadeusz Sobolewski (int), 'Niecierpliwoé wy±szego rzçdu', Gazeta Wybcrcza, Warsaw, no. 236, 9-101991.
' The film ran for fifty-six weeks at the MGM Swiss Centre; Curtis (mt.), 'Tell it like it 1s Krzysztof
Kie1owski', p 20.
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making a film that proved to her the soul really exists, 35 the director convinces his
audience of his sincerity. What sticks in the mind of most viewers is the mystery woven
around Véronique's quest rather than the disillusioning revelation, the potential love
affair rather than the actual outcome, and Véronique's ultimately successful journey
towards finding herself rather than her disapporntment in not finding a perfect partner in
Alexandre. Despite choosing love Véronique has art thrust upon her, as indeed does the
viewer, but what is truly remarkable is that, for all the ultimate blatancy of the artifice at
play in the film, one never senses that Kielowski has lost sight od' his own humanity,
which is to say, love for his protagonists and audience alike, and his admiring comments
about Bruno Schwarz's puppetry apply equally well to himself: '..after a second or two,
you forget that those hands exist, because the doll lives its own life, even though you can
see his enormous paws all the time'. 36 It is the scenes in which Weronika runs clumsily
through a puddle or smiles blissfully as dust motes surrounds her head, when Véronique
cold-shoulders a fellow teacher and probable ex-lover as she hurries along a schoolcorridor or falls over in the road in her distress to get away from Alexandre that truly
bring the heroine(s) to life, for they demonstrate an outstanding and awesome attention to
the emotional and psychological detail of the inner life that shows Weronika and
Véronique are no mere dolls to Kielowski but authentic fully-faceted protagonists in
whom he has invested immense time and feeling.
That Kie1owski succeeds in so risky a game is perhaps also because in revealing
the strings pulled by Alexandre and himself he simultaneously cuts them, allowing
Véronique at last to find and become herself. Her walking away from Alexandre
coincides with the turning away of the camera from her not because her story has finished

Stok (ed ), Kieilowski on Kie.1owski, pp 210-211.
Ibid., p.18!.
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but rather because her existence as a self-aware individual makes her independent of
outside influences, so that her continuing narrative will now be hers and hers alone to
dictate. The viewer who has possessed more knowledge than Weronika and later been
equivalent to Véronique, is ultimately left behind, for the end of the film is not her end indeed, her new-born life is about to start - but rather the conclusion of the audience's
participation in it; the rolling of the fmal credits does not cut Véronique off from the
audience but rather the audience, who will be given no more indication as to how she
develops, from her. Nevertheless, the ending of The Double Life of Véronique is one final
dual masterstroke for it not only leaves Véronique on the brink of a future that she is at
complete liberty to decide but, in taking her away from the viewers at this crucial
moment, also provides the audience with both the incentive and freedom to speculate as
to how her life will unfold.

*

*

*

Having ventured into filming outside of Poland with The Double L?fe of
Véronique, Kielowski made what was his most successful film to date. Notwithstanding
a narrative that centres on the inner life of emotions and intuitions of its main female
protagonists and forgoes the concern with the public world that dominates in earlier
productions, the film was a hit with the critics and public alike. Nevertheless, although
Kielowski also achieved the personal success of realising his dream to film the inner life,
the film reveals that the influence of the public world had waned but certainly not
disappeared from his work, whilst his comments about it show that his ability to create
beautiful fictions on screen was countered by an unsettling determination to remain
grounded in reality off-screen. These tensions would continue into his final work, the
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Three Colours trilogy, which again focuses intensely upon the inner lives of its

protagonists and yet implicitly questions the appropriateness of either the camera or the
individuals being so inwardly-turned. Likewise, KieIowski's presentation once more of
emotional and spiritual issues via a format structure and self-referential narrative would
again raise the controversy of whether art aids or impairs the revelation of truth, and the
ending of the trilogy would leave the critics and viewers with the considerable task of
deciding whether Kie1owski loved his characters, mocked the intelligence of his viewers,
or was managing to do both concurrently.
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CHAPTER 7
The Final Films 1993-1994

Having filmed outside of Poland for the first time at the outset of the 1990s and
garnered both critical and financial success with the resulting film, La Double Vie de
Véronique Podwójne ycie Weroniki (The Double Life of Véronique, 1991), Kielowski

began work upon a project that once again was an international co-production and utilised
non-Polish as well as Polish locations. Shot at a remarkable pace between September
1992 and May 1993, the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy, like the
earlier Dekalog (The Decalogue, 1988), was inspired by a set of widely-recogrnsable and
established precepts, in this case the French tricolore and its associated concepts of
liberty, equality, and fraternity. These ideals had been instituted some two centuries
earlier with a definite view to the public world, being the bases of the egalitarian society
that was one of the ostensible aims of the French Revolution, and appropriately, it was
when watching another monumental upheaval to the socio-political European order, this
time the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, that KrzysztofPiesiewicz had the idea of making
films centred around this set of principles.' However, Kielowski maintained, as he been
doing since the 1980s, that his interest lay in the personal and private spheres:

It was Piesio's [Piesiewicz's] idea that having tried to film
the Decalogue, why shouldn't we try liberty, equality and
fraternity... on a very human, intimate and personal plane
and not a philosophical let alone a political or social one.2

Jacek Wróblewski (mt.), 'Lwie pazury', Trybuna, Warsaw, no. 237, 9/10-10-1993; & Piesiewicz
interviewed by the author, Appendix, p302 & p.3 I5.
2 Danusia Stok (ed.), Kiesiowski on K,eslowski, London: Faber, 1993, p.212.
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Nevertheless, just as the apparent absoluteness of the retreat from the public to the inner
world in The Double Life of Véronique is in fact more complicated and ambivalent than
Kielowski was prepared to admit, problematic too is the director's ready dismissal of the
socio-political connotations of the precepts underpinning his trilogy. If', as the director
asserted, the three colours, and by implication their related concepts, are mere pretexts,3
why not follow the example of Eric Rohmer's Six Conte moraux (Six Tales of Morality,
1962-1972) or the near-contemporaneous Conies des quafre saisons (Tales of Four
Seasons, 1990-1998), and employ a thematic motif or structure with no social or political

overtones upon which to base the trilogy? Defining the series with a pithy and catchy
rubric may be an advantageous marketing ploy pleasing to producers and viewers alike,
but there is no reason to assume that either producers or viewers would be any more
attracted by a trilogy examining liberty, equality, and fraternity than by a series exploring,
say, faith, hope, and charity or, for that matter, the notions of heaven, hell, and purgatory
that constitute the schema for Kielowski's final unrealised project. 4 Moreover, having
adopted themes with obvious socio-political meanings, Kielowski consciously further
extends his focus in the direction of the public world by situating his narratives within
specific geographical settings of which the contemporary social and political conditions
figure significantly in the films. The move towards European unification that forms the
backdrop to Trois Couleurs: B/eu (Three Colours: Blue, 1993) parallels the gradual

reintegration of Julie, the bereaved main protagonist, into society. 5 Equally, the
concluding 'Hymn to Love' composed to celebrate Europe's integration is as much a

Janusz Mlchalczak (mt.), 'Ka±dy z nas ,,kombinuje" podobnie', Dzienn,k Ballycki, Gdansk, no 246, 2210-1993; & Tony Rayns, 'Glowing in the dark', Sight & Sound vol 4, issue 6, 6-1994, p 9.
4 See chapter 8 for details on Raf, P:eklo, Czysciec (Heaven, Heli Purgatory, 2002 - date unconfirmed).
James extends the parallels between Julie's actions and broader European society, suggesting that
an allegorical level [the film] could also be about Europe's ftitile attempt to wipe the memory of its
fractious history - otherwise why the trilogy'; Nick James, 'Kind of 'Blue", Sight & Sound, vol 12, issue
4,4-2002 p.36.
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comment on the need for Europeans to extend amity to one another across state-borders
as it is an illustration of Julie's recognition that she must re-establish personal
relationships, as the repeated inclination of Kielowski to concentrate on the application,
however ironic, of the concerto to Europe's anticipated political union rather than the
emotional progress made by his fictional character, indicates.6 Likewise, the director
acknowledged

that Trois Couleurs: Blanc (Three Colours: White, 1993) depicts life in a

particular social and historical milieu at a given time. 7 Indeed, the distinctive social and
economic climate of post-communist Poland is crucial to the narrative and the
development of Karol, the hero, suggesting why he might feel inadequate in the West but
also explaining how he amasses a fortune back on Polish soil with such speed, an
achievement almost impossible in most capitalist economies unless involving manifestly
criminal activities but conceivable under the unusual circumstances existing in
contemporary Poland. The public world of social, political, and economic affairs is least
conspicuous in Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994), but nevertheless
Kielowski's descriptions of contemporary Switzerland as a country of wealthy yet lonely
inhabitants indicate its relevance and resonance, albeit ironic, as the location for a film
about fraternity. 8 Kielowski may have rejected the association of the Three Colours
trilogy with political and social matters but his filmic engagement with these aspects of

6

Stariislaw Zawiliñski (mt.), 'Jeden na jednego' in Stanislaw Zawifliñski et a!, Kie.ilowski bez koñca,

Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1994, p 36; & Paul Coaxes (int), '"The inner life is the only thing that
interest me": a conversation with Krzysztof Kielowski' in Paul Coates (ed), Lucid Dreams: The Films of

KrzysztofKie.lowskI, Wiltshire Flicks Books, 1999, p 173-174. See also comments made by Kielowski
and Zbigniew Preisner in Wróblewski (int), 'Lwie pazwy'; & Preisner interviewed in Piotr Mucharski
'Do ±rodel, pod prd', TygodnikPowszechny, Cracow, no. 22, 2-6-1996, p 1.
Eileen Anipare (dir ), A Short Film about 'Decalogue ' An interview with Krzysztof Kie.lowsk,, London,
Copyright: Black & White Productions, 1995 (p 3 in transcript of filmed interview) Kielowski argues that
Three Colours: White is unique amongst the trilogy in its documentation of life at a given time and in a
particular place, although by commenting in other interviews about the relevance of the unification of
Europe to Three Colours: Blue (see above) and the appropriateness of Switzerland as a setting for Trois
Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red 1994) (see below) he contradicts himself
'Adam Horoszczak (mt.), 'Najwazniejsza jest milosé...', Dz,ennik Zachodni, Katowice, no. 110, 8-6-1994;
& Ken Shulman (int), 'Pytania bez odpowiedzi', Nowa Trybuna Opoiska, Opole, no. 113, 17-5-1995
(trans. J from Newsweek).
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the public world to an extent that is noticeable and significant once again contests his
longstanding claim to be concentrating solely on the inner world.
The ambivalence Kie1owski exhibits with regard to his portrayal of the public
world in the Three Colours trilogy is just one of the many ambiguities and tensions
apparent in this series. The intense focus upon the most intimate aspects of the main
protagonists' lives in all three films results in what are perhaps the most successful
illustrations, The Double Life of Véronique aside, of the concentration upon the inner
world espoused by the director since the 1980s, and yet Kielowski's and Piesiewicz's
examinations of the inner realm suggest ultimately that life must embrace more than this.
Although The Double Life of Véronique is at once a study in solipsism and a warning
against it, the Three Colours trilogy, the first and third parts especially, is very much in
the latter vein. Three Colours: Blue, which concludes on the note of Julie's eventual
acceptance of an existence that includes the personal and possibly public worlds as well
as the inner life, finds its counterpart in Three Colours: White, in which Karol realises
that a flourishing public life is but an empty shell without personal happiness and inner
contentment. Three Colours: Red in turn recapitulates the arguments of the two
preceding films in the form of the opposition and gradual reconciliation of Joseph, the
former judge, isolated and turned in on himself as a consequence of his misanthropic and
cynical view of humanity, and Valentine, the young model over-eager to embrace the
world without a forethought. Kielowski's final films do not constitute a simple or even
simplistic celebration of the inner life, as his and Krzysztof Piesiewicz's continuous
emphasis upon this aspect of their work might suggest. 9 Rather, the films individually
show the public, personal, and inner realms from different angles in order to point out the

Piesiewicz's remarks about his and Kieslowski's mutual efforts to explore the most intimate of human
experiences, see him interviewed in Barbara Hollender (int), 'Nie kreuje fantomow', Rzeczpospol:ta,
Warsaw, no. 111, 14/15-5-1994, p4; & his comments in Barbara Hollender, 'Zycie, czyli wszystko',
Rzeczpospolila (TeleRzeczpospolita), Warsaw, no. 45, 27/11-3/12-1993, p.5.
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inherent flaws and dangers of becoming too absorbed in any one, so that taken as a whole,
the trilogy makes a case for the necessity of engaging with all these worlds in order to
experience a fulfilled and meaningful life. Nevertheless, with each film ending upon the
reconciliation of a couple even in the case of Three Colours: Red, although the
ostensible coming together is that of Valentine and Joseph, their amity anticipates her
potential romance with Auguste, a trainee judge - it is the personal sphere that is posited
as the most positive and necessary element in a contented existence. Although the Three

Colours trilogy is concerned with the individual's ability to live with his or her self, that
is, to find contentment in the inner sphere, ultimately and above all it stresses the
importance of its protagonists learning to live with one another.
Nonetheless, although St Paul's declaration that love' 0 is the greatest of all human
gifts (I Cor. 13.13), forms not only the conclusion to both the Concerto for the Unification
of Europe and Three Colours: Blue, but is indeed the tacit precept underpinning the entire
trilogy,' 1 Kielowski is fully cognisant of the modern-day materialistic, shallow, and selfcentred versions of love that so frequently overshadow and indeed play havoc with
genuine, altruistic love. Although not so overtly downbeat as much of The Decalogue, in
which Kie1owski comprehensively documents the all-too-often lapsed condition of the
personal sphere and family relationships, each of the final three films contains profoundly
isolated characters, uncharitable behaviour, broken families, faulty marriages or love
affairs, and adultery. That love can fail is demonstrated unequivocally by the infidelity of
Patrice, Julie's husband, in Three Co!ours. Blue, by the sexual liaison with which
Dominique, Karol's ex-wife, taunts her former husband in Three Colours: White, and by
Joseph's past betrayal by a lover in Three Colours: Red, which finds its updated

'°Alternatively 'charity', depending upon the translation
" Similarly, Kielowski explicitly agreed in an interview that love is perhaps most important of all,
Zawiliñski (int), 'Jeden najednego', p 32.
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correlative in the doomed romance of Auguste and his girlfriend Karin. Conversely, the
possibility of fulfilled love is indicated only tentatively by the eventual unions of Julie
and fellow-composer Olivier, Karol and Dominique, and, in the most speculative instance
of all, Valentine and Auguste; these couples may be shown together in the concluding
scene of the trilogy, but given the earlier, more numerous examples of love's tribulations,
it is unwise to assume that carefree and happy futures inevitably await them.' 2 Moreover,
the trilogy contains brutally graphic scenes of a sexual nature that shock visually, as with
the depiction of Lucille, Julie's neighbour, massaging the groin of her co-worker in a sexclub and the splayed bodies of Karin and her new lover in bed, and aurally, as is the case
with Dominique's orgasmic moans, courtesy of a lover, down the telephone to Karol.
These incidents are all the more striking given the otherwise rarefied atmosphere of
emotions and intuitions that dominates Three Colours: Blue and Three Colours: Red in
particular, the physicality and carnality underlining St Paul's spiritual and high-minded
love by means of ironic juxtaposition but also implicitly suggesting the rarity, if therefore
value, of emotional and spiritual, as opposed to physical, love. Despite advocating the
redemptive nature of love in his trilogy, Kielowski evidently remains sceptical as to its
success. More intriguingly, it may also be that these explicit and even ugly scenes, so
obtrusively at odds with the prevailing ambience of the films, are a sign of his scepticism
about the virtues of his decade-long attempts to concentrate on the inner reality of moods

and feelings at the expense of the social and material reality, with which he had been
initially concerned as a filmmaker, and constitute a self-questioning of the philosophical,
metaphysical leanings and beautiful, beautifying style that had so dominated his method
of filnunaking since he moved his camera beyond Poland.

2 Cf Milena Michaiski, 'Trois Couleurs: Rouge', The Slavonic & East European Review, vol. 74, no. 1, 11996, p.192.
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It may well be another sign of Kielowski's dissatisfaction with these fmal works
that, even though the films are clearly intended to be taken seriously and the audience
meant to accept that the fundamental human predicaments illustrated are based in reality,
reality as depicted in the trilogy, whether of the inner realm or otherwise, is at times
implicitly called into question by the highly artificial methods used to construct it.
Excellent though the acting of Juliette Binoche as the grief-stricken Julie is, images such
as the extreme close-up of her eye when she lies in hospital after the crash or the blackouts she experiences sporadically, perhaps the most memorable and certainly most
virtuoso manifestations of her innermost emotions, are the result of sheer camera trickery
that grants the viewer greater access to Julie's state-of-mind allows than is humanly
possible; such shots are undoubtedly extremely effective but they in no way correspond to
the distinctly more limited vision of the human gaze. Of the three films Three Colours:
Jllüte is the most rooted in a socio-economic reality and it is tempting to read into

Kielowski's return to Poland a concomitant return to his previous concern with public,
social reality as did some critics.'3 However, this should not blind the viewer to the fact
that the film is a black comedy that takes full advantage of its generic prerogative to move
the narrative along by use of fantastic and unrealistic situations such as Karol's incredible
journey back to Warsaw in a suitcase, or Dominique's inexplicable arrest (viewers might
be forgiven for assuming that Karol's woeful attempts at handling a comb and scissors are
also part of the comic element and not intended to be taken as realistic, although the claim
of Zbigniew Zamachowski, who plays Karol, to have attended a hairdressing course in

13
Derek Malcolm's comment that the film '..feels somehow tnjer, as if the director instinctively knows
how his characters should react' suggests Kielowski is returning to his earlier style of filmmaking Derek
Malcolm, 'Do the white thing', The Guardian (G2T), London. 9-6-1994, p.6. See also Bo±ena Janicka,
'Kamieñ czy szkielko', Kino, Warsaw, 2-1994, p.9.
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preparation for the film suggests otherwise' 4 ).' 5

Three Colours: Red also treads a

hazardous path between artifice and reality not only with its insistence upon the
mysterious recurrence through time of people and events - and inevitably, the more
Kie1owski and Piesiewicz aim at showing the mysterious workings of fate, coincidence,
and chance, the more their narratives are open to the criticism of being self-consciously
contrived, even though Kielowski maintained otherwise' 6 - but also with its pairing of a
realistic Swiss setting, the intended credibility of which is explicitly underscored by the
press notes that detailed the precise Geneva Street locations at which each scene takes
place,' 7 with characters who are highly symbolic and perhaps, as Kielowski himself
proposed, exist as real, living people no more on screen than they do off screen.'8
Indeed, this final film demonstrates once again its writers' growing fascination
with protagonists and scenarios more symbolic and idealistic than realistic, a fascination
already evinced in The Double Life of Véronique and one that they seem least occupied
with when returning to the old stamping ground of Poland. While the tempestuous
marriage of Karol and Dominique in Three Colours: White is open to interpretations that
draw upon the asymmetric relationship between East and West or, more specifically,
between Poland and France, the protagonists' personal motivations and actions are

Zamachowski interviewed in Maria Oleksiewicz (mt.), 'Gotéw bylbym wlainat sic do szafy pancemej
aby wykra.4é kopic', 'Three Colours: White' Press Release, Studio Filmowe Tof' & MK2 Productions,
p8
15
For similar comments about the fantastic elements - notably, it is the Polish critics who observed them in Three Colours: V/lute see. Janicka, 'Kamieñ czy szkielko?', p 9; & Barbara Hollender, 'Fryzjer i
cztowiek z tajemnic', Rseczpospolita, Warsaw, no 47,25-2-1994.
i6
Kieélowski said 'Sztuka dia sztuki, forma dia formy..w ogóle mnie me interesowalo' ('Art for art, form
for form's sake. .never interested me'), Kie1owski quoted in Stanislaw Zawislinski (ed ), K,eslowsib wanyi
nieznany (Exhibition catalogue), Warsaw, 1998, p 1. However, see below for opposing critical reactions.
17 Janet Maslin, 'Critic's notebook, Even Cannes's fray can't chase away Hugh Grant's smile', The New
York Times (Sec. C Cultural Desk), New York, 18-5-1994, p 17
' 5 Kieslowski questioned whether Joseph really exists - as the director points out, the only proof that he has
not been imagined by Valentine comes from Joseph's appearance at the tribunal where other people are
present - and mused upon whether he is a ghost or, even less tangibly, a manifestation of the possible old
age awaiting Auguste; Slavoj iek, The Fright of Real Tears: Knysztof KieIowskz between Theory &
Pasi-Theoy, London British Film Institute, 2001, p.67 (Ziek citing interview in Vincent Amid (ed),
KrzysztofKielowski. Texies réurns etpréseniés par Vincent Amiel, Paris: Positzf 1997, p 147).
14
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sufficiently convincing and their portrayal gritty enough to prevent the figurative subtext
from overshadowing the narrative. However, the graver consequences of an overemployment of symbolism are apparent in the potential problems besetting the characters
and narrative of Three Colours: Red. Valentine and Joseph have characteristics and
relationships that humanise them and prevent them from being reduced to ciphers, but
their symbolic properties - she is youth, optimism, and naiveté to his age, cynicism, and
God-like authority - and the metaphorical signs surrounding them, such as the chewinggum advertisement featuring Valentine that crumples as the ferry on which she is sailing
to England sinks or the seven new-born puppies corresponding to the seven survivors of
the aforementioned disaster, are so in evidence as to be a uneasy distraction from the
characters' actual lives and tribulations. 19 This symbolism adds a vital depth to the
film's profound contemplation of life's mysteries, but its continual presence can cause

what is a genuine and deeply-felt inquiry to veer dangerously towards what some view as
empty philosophising. 2° The slylisation of character, figurative references, and elaborate
camerawork, stemming from the concentration on inner reality and so distanced from the
documentary approach which Kielowski was still using in works as recent as The
Decalogue, threaten to compromise the plausibility of the events taking place on screen

for those viewers who expect a more accurate portrayal of outer reality. Worse still, in
doing so they may consequently severely limit the viewer's ability, and perhaps
willingness, to accept the emotional and metaphysical truths they are intended to
illustrate.2'
This move away from the earlier realistic style of flimmaking towards a more

19

One reviewer similarly comments of Joseph that '..his symbolic presence crushes his real self; Simon
Hattenstone (mt.), 'Auteur of his own destruction', The Guardian (G2T), London, 8-11-1994, p4
20 See below for critical reactions of this kind.
21
Cf KrzysztofWolicki, 'Raz jeszcze o kolorach', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 4, 4-1995, pp.95-96; & Jonathan,
Romney, 'Appointment with destiny', The Guardian (G2T), London, 22-3-1996, p.5.
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overtly symbolic narrative and ornate filmic style goes hand in hand with Kielowski's
most radical departure from his former approach of having "small" men as central
characters. Karol is the only such main protagonist in the trilogy, - and this label must be
applied even to him with some caution 22 - a decidedly ordinary man who is neither
beautiful nor beautified like his female counterparts, even if Kielowski and Piesiewicz
alike denied their beautifying the actresses playing these roles and insisted upon their
being normal. 23 Accordingly, the co-writers find comedy in the modest figure and
unhappy experiences of Karol - needless to say, he is one of three weak and humiliated
men found in the trilogy, the other two being Olivier and Auguste, whose characterisation
harks back to that of males in earlier Kielowski films - but not in those of Julie or
Valentine. They, women, non-Poles, and thus it seems inevitably attractive and selfpossessed, neither could be nor are visualised on rubbish-heaps, and although both
women suffer humiliations they never do so as tangibly, crudely, nor as explicitly as does
Karol.24 Likewise, Karol is also the only leading character whose problems in the
personal and inner spheres are directly related to his dismal socio-economic
circumstances: Julie is wealthy and Valentine too appears to be financially independent
judging by her lifestyle of leisure and few professional obligations. The fact that it is the
Polish male who is lacking in attractiveness, glamour, and affluence, who, quite simply, is
ordinary, suggests again that Kielowski's sensibility differs considerably according to

See below for the analysis of Three Colours: White
Speaking about The Double Life c Verornque and the Three Colours trilogy, Piesiewicz said 'NaSZyTni
bohaterami s dziewczyny, ktore mozna spotkac na ulicy, ktôre bywaj zmçczone maj zmarszczki po
nieprzespanej nocy '('Our heroines are girls whom you can meet on the street, who are tired, have bags
under their eyes after a sleepless night .'); Eweina Puczek (int), 'Moze co sic stanie ..', Dzienrnk
Zachodni, no 56, 19-3-1996, p 11. See also Kielowski's comments about Irene Jacob in: Ewa Koszur

(int), 'Wolnoé artysty', Glos Szczecmskz, Szczecin, no. 235, 19-10-1991, & Gilles Anquetil (int),
'Metafizyczny kryminal Kieslowskiego', Forum, Warsaw, no. 56, 8-9-1991, (trans. from Le Nouvel
Observateur, 9-5-1991).
24
Cf Jonathan Romney's comment on Kieslowski's reliance upon the women's glamour and beauty,
Jonathan Romney, 'Three Colours: Red (frois Couleurs: Rouge)' in Jonathan Romney, Short Orders,
London: Serpent's Tail, 1997, p.'36
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whether his protagonists are Polish or non-Polish. That he should choose protagonists
such as Julie and Valentine is understandable, given that he had already made so many
films about "small" men whose dilemmas stem from their day-to-day social and
pecuniaty worries: 25 as the director pointed out, with both beautiful and ugly people
suffering, what is key is to stand on the side of those who are unhappy. 26 However, it is
also a decision fraught with problems. Heroines who experience emotional distress
whilst living in what is largely a socio-economic vacuum can be difficult to empathise
with as the vast majority of real people, including those who make up the audiences of
these films, are affected in their suffering, for better or worse, by their obligations and
responsibilities in the public world; ironically, Kielowski himself said when talking
about Three Colours: White that 'Ludzi, którzy me maj trosk pieniçznych, na pewno
spotyka sic cze,ciej w kinie niz w prawdziwym 2yciu' ('One undoubtedly comes across
people who don't have financial worries more frequently in the cinema than in real
life').27 To ignore this is to create characters whose lack of financial and professional
anxieties, coupled with their physical attractiveness, imparts them a glamour that will
certainly attract many viewers - after all, Hollywood films abound with such protagonists
- but may leave others uncomfortable at being unable to recognise themselves in the onscreen heroines, another irony as it was for this reason that Kielowski rejected "big
heroes" at the outset of his career,28 and consequently possibly feeling that the
protagonists' sorrows are difficult to take seriously or, worse still, appear self-indulgent.
If some viewers believe, like the film critic Derek Malcolm, that Three Colours: White

2

Janusz Wróblewski (hit.), 'Milo4 wazniejsza jest od wo1noci', Zycie Warszn.y (Kultura), Warsaw,
12113-3-1994.
Hanna KralI, 'Jaki czas' in Stanislaw Zawiáliuiski (ed.), 0 Kielowskim...reflekNje. wspomnienia opinie,
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p.41.
jm (mt.), 'Kieslowski ma dosyó?', Forum, Warsaw, no 10, 6-3-1994 (trans from Der Spiegel, 14-21994).
Jerzy Pawlas (int), 'Zajé sic tym, co sic dzieje wokól', Tygodnik Kulturalny, Warsaw, no. 6, 10-2-1980.
See also chapter 2.
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'..feels somehow truer..', then this may be because its emotional veracity is matched by
social verisimilitude, which is to say that both the outer and inner realities feel
authentic.29 There is a pleasing but more importantly convincing symbiosis between
Karol's public, personal, and inner lives,, so that his social disenfranchisement in France
promotes his personal distancing from Dominique, just as later his public success in
Poland and high social status causes him to regain his inner confidence. Three Colours:
White is certainly not concerned purely with social realism or a completely authentic
depiction of public reality, as the comic and fantasy elements prove. However, these
elements, which are necessary chiefly as a method of moving the plot along, never hinder
the serious and utterly credible exploration of the connection between social inferiority
and private feelings of insecurity, nor disrupt or distort the genuine and acute unhappiness
shown to result from miscommunication, be it in the public or personal spheres, and
emotional power games. The interplay between the public, personal, and inner worlds, as
well as that between outer and inner reality, may mean that Three Colours: White lacks
the emotional intensity of Three Colours: Blue and Three Colours: Red that results from
their concentrated focus upon the inner life and reality, but it is the most balanced of the
films.
Needless to say, similar criticisms and more were levied at Kie1owski upon the
release of the trilogy not just by Polish reviewers, some of whom had long disparaged the
director, but also by their European and American counterparts who had hitherto been full
of praise for The Decalogue and The Double Life of Véronique. Accusations that the
films, especially the first and third episodes, were artfully contrived and absurdly
distanced from reality, beset with resplendent trappings and what one reviewer termed

29

icoim, 'Do the white thiDg', p.6.
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'designer angst' 3 ° rather than examinations of genuine suffering, hollow and pretentious,
sclunaltzy and kitsch in their sentiments, and simply lacking the effectiveness of
Kielowski's earlier films, were made by critics worldwide. 3 ' It would be inaccurate to
say that all of these reviews amounted to outright condemnation - in fact, some of these
critics concurrently expressed admiration for other aspects of the films - but even at their
least negative they demonstrate the reservations felt by many about the series.
Kielowski bore the criticism gracefully: asked if he would suggest that those
disappointed with Three Colours: Blue wait for the rest of the trilogy, the endearingly
modest director answered 'Absolutely no Tsic]. i'd say, don't buy any more tickets'.32
Nevertheless, the trilogy also found its advocates who admired its elegance, emotional

° Philip French, 'Red's mixed palette', The Observer (Rev), London, 13-11-1994, p.9.
For such reactions to the trilogy as a whole see: Mateusz Werner, 'Kolorowa pustka', Film, 8-1994,
pp.'72-73; Ryszard Legutko, 'Dziwaczny Kie1owski', Czas Krakowski, Cracow, no. 197, 26/27-8-1995;
Anna Tatarkiewicz, 'Pobrata4 si z Walentynkq', W,adomoci Kulturalne, Warsaw, no. 7, 10-7-1994;
Wolicki, 'Raz jeszcze o kolorach', pp.91-96; David Thomson, 'Renoir, of course', The Independent on
Sunday (The Sunday Review), London, 28-8-1993, p.16, & Philip French, 'Review of 1994', The Observer
(Rev), London, 18-12-1994, p.5.
For Three Colours: Blue see: Jacek Cieálak, 'W stylu rokoko', Reeczpospol:ta, Warsaw, no. 234, 6-101993; Tomasz Wicicki, 'Pusto w rodku', Wi€i, Warsaw, no. 3, 3-1994, pp.161-162; the summary of
French reviews in René Prédal, 'Recepcja krytyczna filmów Kieélowskiego we Francji' trans. Maria
2urowska in Tadeusz Lubelski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa K,elowskiego, Cracow: Universitas 1997, pp.259ff.;
Milena Michaiski, 'Three Colours: Bleu', The Slavonzc & East European Review, vol. 72, no 4, Oct 1994,
p 791; Vincent Canby, 'Review/Film Festival; Life at a new tempo, in Kiealowski's 'Blue", The New York
Times (Sec: C Cultural Desk), New York, 12-10-1993, p.15, Caryn James, 'Review/Film: 'Blue' & 'White'
as different as day & night, The New York Times (Sec. C Weekend Desk), New York, 10-6-1994, p 23,
Geoffrey Macnab, 'Trois Couleurs. Bleu (Three Colours: Blue)', Sight & Sound vol. 3, issue 11, 11-1993
pp 57-58; Adam Mars-Jones, 'Surviving the guillotine', The Independent (Film), London, 15-10-1993,
p 26; Derek Malcolm, 'The perils of freedom', The Guarchan (G2T), London, 14-10-1993, p 5; Geoff
Brown, 'Blue with cold - & a Sun without heat', The Times, London, 14-10-1993; & Quentin Curtis,
"White': a paler shade of 'Blue", The Independent on Sunday (The Critics), London, 12-6-1995, p 25.
For Three Colours: White see. the analysis of Polish reviews in Miroslaw Przylipiak, 'Monter I
studentka', Krno, Warsaw, 3-1997, p 7, Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Równanie w dó', Kino, Warsaw, 2-1994,
p 11; the summary of French reviews in Predal, 'Recepcja krytyczna filmów Kiedlowskiego we Françji',
p 260ff, Philip Strick, 'Trois Couleurs Blanc (Three Colours White)', Sight & Sound vol. 4, issue 6, 61994, pp 63-64; Curtis, "White': a paler shade of 'Blue", & Sheila Johnston, 'White with a hint of grey',
The Independent (Film), London, 10-6-1994, p26.
For Three Colours: Red see the summary of French reviews in Prédal, 'Recepçja kiytyczna filmów
Kieslowskiego we Francji', p 260ff.; Lisa Nesselson, 'Trois Couleurs Bleu (Three Colours: Blue), Variety,
20-9-1993; Derek Malcolm, 'Film of the week True Colours', The Guar€han (G2T), London, 10-11-1994,
p.12; French, 'Red's mixed palette', p.9; & Mani Mars-Jones, 'The judge the dog & woman in Red', The
Independent (Film), London, 10-11-1994, p25
32 Kj 1owski quoted in Jonathan Romney (mt.), 'No end to the enigma', The Guardian, (G2T), London,
15-10-1993, p 6.
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content, and intellectual stimulation, 33 and, notwithstanding the mixed reviews won many
prizes and accolades, most notably major awards at the 1993 Venice International Film
Festival and the 1994 Berlin Film Festival for Three Colours: Blue and Three Colours:
White respectively, as well as three Academy Award nominations in 1995 for Three
Colours: Red. 34 The films were also greatly successful with the cinema-going public
throughout the world, being sold to almost fifty countries and seen by several million
viewers.35
Kielowski remained as collaborative and generous as ever when making these
final films. Krzysztof Piesiewicz believes he and the director attained their closest
understanding to date when writing the th1ogy, and Zbigrnew Preisner, Kielowski's
long-term composer, once again remarked upon the creative freedom granted him.37

For positive reactions to Three Colours: Blue see: Barbara Hollender, 'Gdybym miloci me mial...',
Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 234, 6-10-1993; Bo±ena Janicka, 'Wolnoé jakowie', Kino, Warsaw, 11-93,
p 34; Tomasz Bieroii, 'Na skróty do Europy', Tygodnik Powszechny, Cracow, no. 42, 17-10-1993; Anna
Karofi-Ostrowska, 'Tajemnice niebieskich krysztalków', Wiç±, Warsaw, no. 3, 3-1994, pp.163-166; Hugo
Davenport, 'The Secret Garden bursts into life', The Daily Telegraph, London, 15-10-1993, p.18, & Sheila
Johnston, 'That's why they call it the blues', The Independent (Film), London, 10-9-1993, p.18.
For Three Colours: White see: James, 'Review/Film: 'Blue' & 'White' as different as night & day'; Lisa
Nesselson, 'Trois Couleurs: Blanc (Three Colours: White), Variety, 3 1-1-1994; Geoff Brown, 'White &
black & funny all over', The Times, London, 9-6-1994; & Malcolm, 'Do the white thing', p 6.
For Three Colours: Red see: Tadeusz Lubelski, 'Szwajcarski zegarek z dusz', Tygodnik Powszechny,
Cracow, no. 23, 5-6-1994; Piotr Lis, 'Summa', Kino, Warsaw, 7/8-1994, pp 26-28; Maria Kornatowska,
Kreacja w czerwieni', Kino, Warsaw, 7/8-1994, pp.28-29; Janet Maslin, 'Film Festival/Review; After
'Blue' & 'White', the rosiness of 'Red" The New York Times (Sec: C Cultural Desk), New York, 4-101994, p.1 5; Lisa Nesselson, 'Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red), Variety, 23-5-1994; Philip
Kemp, 'Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red)', Sight & Soun4, vol. 4, issue 11, 11-1994, pp.54-55,
Geoff Brown, 'Kieslowski decants his finest colour', The Times, London, 19-5-1994; Sheila Johnston,
'Cannes Diary: Life & nothing but', The Independent (Arts), London, 17-5-1994, p 22, Hugo Davenport,
'Swansong of a philosopher, 'The Daily Telegraph, London, 11-11-1994, p 24; lain Johnstone, 'Polish
polish', The Times, London, 13-11-1994, & Quentin Curtis, 'Goodbye & thank you', The Independent on
Sunday (Arts), London, 13-11-1994, p 26.
'For more comprehensive details on prizes awarded to the trilogy, see Coates (ed ), Lucid Dreams, pp 1863
187.
For details of sales, see Stanislaw Zawislinski, 'Kiszka krytyka', Pohtyka, Warsaw, no. 25, 20-6-1998
p56 For details of viewing figures, see. Piesiewicz interviewed in Aleksandra Kielaãczyk (int),
'Dotkniçcie tajemnicy', Przeglqd Tygodniowy, Warsaw, no. 45, 14-11-1993, pp 9-10, & B H 'Sukces
kasowy ,,BiaIego"', Rzeczpospolita Warsaw, no. 64, 17-3-1994. For details of profits, see T K, 'Nos
Kie1owskiego', Kurier Poranny, Bialystok, no. 91, 13/15-5-1994.
'Piesiewicz interviewed in Tadeusz Sobolewski (mt.), 'Pogoñ za motylem', Kino, Warsaw, 1-1992, p.12.
3
37 Jadwiga Anna Lu2yñska, 'Muzyczny aspekt twórczoci Krzysztofa Kielowskiego', Ruch Muzycziiy, year
XL, no. 4, 25-2-1996, p 9; & Preisner interviewed in Richard Williams (int), 'The music of friendship',
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Agnieszka Holland and Edward ebrowski, old friends of Kielowski and filmmakers in
their own right who reviewed the scripts, are listed in the film credits of Three Colours:
Blue and Three Colours: White as 'screenplay consultants' as are the respective
cinematographers, Slawomir Idziak and Edward Klosiñski, for their contribution to the
realisation of each narrative. So willing was Kielowski to listen to his colleagues and
adopt their proposals that Mann Karmitz, the producer and also someone who suggested
changes of which many were accepted, reported that the director took the opinion of
every member of his crew. 38 Given Kielowski's imminent resignation from flimmaking,
the celebration and elevation of those artistic collaborators who usually remain unknown
and unseen in Three Colours: Blue acts as the final, generous gesture of
acknowledgement and thanks from the director to his many co-workers.

*

*

*

For Kieslowski's willingness to listen to others' suggestions, see Mann Karmitz, 'Glosa proclucenta'

trans. Tadeusz Lubeiski in Lubeiski (ed.), Krno Krzyszlofa KthsIowskiego, p.209. For an example of
Kie1owski's readiness to listen to his producer see Stanis1aw Zawitiihski (ed), KieJowski, 2d ed.,
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, pp.78-79.
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TROIS COULEURS: BLEU
(THREE COLOURS: BLUE, 1993)

The opposition between seclusion and intrusion, or alternatively the inner life
versus the personal realm, underlies the Three Colours trilogy, the characterisation of
Joseph and Valentine in Three Colours: Red as loner and intruder respectively being
mirrored on a lesser scale in Three Colours: White in the relationship between the lifeweary businessman Michal, who saves Karol from penury, and ambitious latter individual
who rescues Michal from his private melancholy. However, it is never more strongly
illustrated nor enforced by its main protagonists than in Three Colours: Blue. The
bereaved Julie uses silence not only as a defensive barner but also as a weapon against
the outer world that dares intrude upon her solipsistic grief, whether freezing out the
attempts at communication made by Olivier simply by wordlessly closing her eyes
against him when in her hospital bed and later turning away when sitting on the stairs in
her house, closing the door upon the unanswered question of a journalist, or smiling as
she blankly refuses to answer her lawyer's queries about her financial arrangements.39
Even at the moment of her most generous and self-renunciatory gesture, when she
presents Sandrine, the pregnant former mistress of her dead husband, with the gift of her
house for her unborn child, the chilly 'Ah oui?' ('Really?') and ensuing silence with
which Julie greets Sandrine's remarks about having discussed her with Patrice
underscores her devastating ability to cut others off even as it simultaneously prevents the
scene from descending into trite sentimentality. In her capacity for such understandable
ill-temper and unreceptive behaviour, which incidentally goes some way towards
grounding her in reality, Julie is reminiscent of Urszula, the heroine of Bez koñca (No

Cf Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, London: British Film Institute., 1998, p30.
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End, 1984), similarly widowed and at odds with the world. The marked divergence
between the earlier protagonist's suicide and Julie's ultimate reconciliation with the world
ought not, however, to be misread as a softening in Kielowski's and Piesiewicz's views
on the difficulty of human existence. The message of Three Colours: Blue that rather
than seeking a way out through death to a potentially more tolerable afterlife - note how
quickly Julie dispenses with thoughts of suicide - one must learn to cope with life and
people in this world, is demonstrated to be no less difficult and valid a truth than that
espoused in No End, despite the later film's allowing potentially for a more conventional
"happy ending".
What, then, makes the portrayal of Julie at once compelling and ambivalent is that
in desiring utter privacy for so much of the film, she stands in opposition not only to those
around her who would penetrate her solitary inner world and draw her back into the
personal and public realms of relationships and human interaction, but indeed to the
inward-looking tenor of the very film that charts her mental processes and emotional
reactions. Three Colours: Blue is concerned above all with the depiction of the inner life,
yet intriguingly, the film has a main protagonist who, even as her life is shown in such
intimate detail, initially represents the opposite and no less legitimate viewpoint of those
who resent intrusions upon their privacy. In the light of Julie's understandable
antagonism towards the investigative journalist, her palpable distress when Lucille
handles the blue lamp that is her one remaining memento of her daughter, Anna, and her
interpretation of Olivier's frequenting of her local café as a form of spying, her
aggressively self-protective stance may well leave some viewers questioning the
legitimacy of their own unrestricted, intimate access to the innermost reaches of an
individual's life. True, Julie is a fictional character, not a real-life person, and therefore
the audience is under no obligation of responsibility to her as far as the issue of
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voyeurism is concerned. Nonetheless, any viewer prepared to accept Julie's character and
situation as valid to the extent of spending some two hours becoming engrossed in and
emotionally involved even with her imagined condition and imagined behaviour must
equally pay some attention to her concerns, albeit also imagined. Viewed from the
standpoint of the distanced Julie, the shots of her bedclothes rising and falling with her
breath or of her ins in close-up reflecting an approaching doctor are not so much
triumphant examples of the camera's ability to penetrate human depths as they are
obscenely invasive. Such scenes are pure paradox, provoking feelings comprised at once
of deep admiration for Kielowski's extraordinary ability to illustrate the inner life and
uneasy discomfort at having eavesdropped upon another's privacy.
Kielowski and Piesiewicz make evident their own reservations about the effects
of modern-thy visual media and its attendant technology upon human relations.
Although a mini-television allows Julie to see the funeral of her husband and Anna, her
daughter, how much this benefits her is dubious, it being arguable whether remotely
viewing the burial of loved ones is more comforting than distressing. More tellingly, the
shot of photographers not only crawling around the coffins of Anna and Patrice but
moreover oblivious to them in their desire to seek out more atmospheric pictures of the
mourners - unsurprisingly, notwithstanding their efforts, none of the shots of the funeral
seen on the television compares with the emotional impact of Julie's reactions - reveals
fully Kielowski's mindfulness of the potential for insensitivity and sheer crassness in his
profession. Far from the television bringing Julie closer to the funeral, the transmission
underscores the emotional chasm separating her from those actually present at the service,
her poignant stroking of the image of her daughter's coffm overwhelming the official
testimony to Patrice's abilities as a musician and her private tears for the destruction of
her family eclipsing the public-world pomp commemorating the loss of a national
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composer. When the television signal eventually fails, causing the broadcast to be cut
short, it is as much a merciful curtailing of a ceremony that bears little relation to Julie's
personal suffering as it is an ironic comment on the flaws of technology. Later, when
Julie visits her elderly and disorientated mother, the presence of a television in the
background is again both a cause and symbol of the distancing between them, just as its
mindless images of elderly people bungee-jumping comment on the mother's own mental
reversion to childhood.
However, if Julie's desire for an inviolable inner sanctum dominates the earlier
section of Three Colours: Blue, ultimately she learns the importance of humanity and
community over solitude, and Kielowski likewise demonstrates the benignity of his
cinema both with regards to his heroine and his audience. Having reluctantly held out a
hand to the distressed Lucille, who spots her father in the audience of the sex-club in
which she is about to perfonn, Julie is rewarded for her brief gesture of solidarity,
however undesired and begrudged by her, by seeing through chance a television
programme in which Olivier discusses his intention to finish Patrice's Concerto for the
Unification of Europe and thus triggering a chain of events which ultimately leads to her
reconciliation with the world. As Julie re-establishes contact with Olivier, begins to track
down Sandrine in order to offer her an inheritance for Patrice's unborn child, and works
upon a musical composition of which the libretto advocates Christian love, her negative
concept of liberté as 'freedom from' (from memories and property, from friends and

family, and indeed from any meaningful human contact) is transformed into the positive
'freedom to' (to trust, to love, above all, to allow herself contact with the world). It is
connecting with people that proves Julie's redemption, as the final sequence, in which
various people with whom she has come into contact during the course of the film are
depicted, illustrates. What matters is not that Julie has necessarily been a positive agent
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of good in these people's lives - there is no evidence that she and Olivier will prove soulmates as he evidently hopes, and it is impossible to gauge what effect she has had upon
her mother, Antoine, the young boy who witnessed her car-crash, and Lucille - but
simply that she has been, that she has somehow touched upon their lives.
The community of people touched by Julie also extends to the audience, and far
from intrusion, it is inclusion that Kielowski ultimately achieves with his penetrating
camera. The penultimate scene, consisting of another extreme close-up of an open eye,
presumably again of Julie, may be a near mirror-copy of the eye-shot that occurred early
on in the film, but although both scenes reveal how exposed Julie is to the outside world,
the marked difference between the import of each (the first reveals her initial hostility
towards humanity, the second her ultimate acceptance of it) is verified by the words of St
Paul sung over the latter: 'But the greatest of these three is love'. Although Julie's eye is
even more open, more closely focused upon, and more vulnerable in appearance in the
penultimate scene than in the early shot, it signifies not only her willingness to open her
gaze to the world but also to be opened to the gaze of the world - and this includes the
audience - upon her. Likewise, if the window-pane from behind which Julie weeps in the
final scene reminds the audience of the camera-lens separating them from what has been
transpiring on the screen for the past two hours, it is also a timely reminder of how that
barrier has been overcome during the course of the film precisely by the intense, intimate,
and involving nature of KieIowski's cinema.

*

*

*
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TROIS COULEURS: BLANC
(THREE COLORS: WHITE, 1993)

Three Colours: Blue having depicted its heroine's attempts to decontextualise

herself socially by withdrawing from the personal and public realms, the reverse
perspective is taken in Three Colours: White, its main protagonist Karol taking the
opposite approach to that of Julie in order to regain his self-confidence and sense of self.
When abroad in France, Karol's lack of égalité with his wife and indeed all Francophones
is shown by the losses that he suffers to his person, which are both physical, as with his
vomiting and premature ejaculation, and mental, his revoked credit cards, discarded
hairdressing diplomas, and, above all, absconding wife symbolising his divestment of the
features with which he has hitherto defmed his manhood and thus public and private
roles. Once back on home territory in Poland, his accumulation of material possessions
and reinvention of his public persona becomes his means of recovering his selfpossession, as well as suggesting that his newfound status allows him now to feel more
than equal to his former spouse. This reversal in Three Colours: White of the gender and
state of affairs of the leading character in Three Colour: Blue is moreover complemented
by a complete change in pitch, with the sorrow and introspection of the trilogy's first part
giving way in the following instalment to a blackly comic tone. Indeed, if it is tempting
to surmise that the authors have allowed themselves the crude joke of an impotent
protagonist for whom the wad of money in his hip pocket fills the gap left by his
diminished manhood, the film invites that kind of bawdily humorous approach. Careful
though Karol's creators are to make him sympathetic, nonetheless Kielowski and
Piesiewicz show a certain glee in humiliating their hero at every turn, saddling him with a
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name (Karol Karol) and ungainly bearing that heighten his resemblance to a clown,° an
unenviable career in hairdressing that is as ill-regarded a profession for a male in Poland
as in the West, and repeatedly exposing his private affliction of sexual inadequacy in
public, be it at court or by having him observe the silhouettes of Dominique and her latest
lover in the presence of his new-found friend, Michal. One suspects Karol is forced to
travel home bent double inside a suitcase and emerge onto a rubbish-tip not because an
alternative is beyond the imaginations of Kielowski and Piesiewicz, but because it
becomes his status as a man reaching rock bottom and, more simply, adds to the laughs.
Even when he eventually regains his composure and sense of self by becoming a highflying businessman, the authors have one last joke at his expense by characterising him as
one of Poland's nouveaux riches, all flashy, outsized suits and slicked-back hair.
Nevertheless, for all the humour, the film is punctuated by telling moments of
seriousness. If Three Colours: Blue has the audience intruding upon its heroine's inner
life, in Three Colours: White the viewer is uncomfortably privy to Karol and
Dominique's personal realm and made the undesirable, if unwitting, third party to a
marriage already in a devastated state. Once again, Kielowski forces the audience to
question their right to observe such intimate matters.
A symbolic connotation of the defining colour of Three Colours: White generally
overlooked is that of white as a tabula rasa, an allusion to the psychological rebirth of
Karol and also Mikolaj, allowed a second chance after his friend intentionally reneges on
his promise to kill him, as well as a broader reference to the national regeneration of
Poland following the fall of communism at the end of the 1980s. The film's winter
setting, also white, reinforces the theme with its suggestion that spring, with its

°The English equivalent would be Charles Charles, an intentional reference to Charlie Chaplin whom the
4
writers admire. See. Claude-Marie Tremois & Vincent Remy (int), 'Watpie, zawsze wtpie...' trans. in
Gomec Pomorski, Koszalin, no. 207, 22/24-10-1993; & Piesiewicz interviewed in Aleksandra Szarlat (mt.),
'Charlie Chaplin puszcza oko', SztandarMkxlych, Warsaw, no. 40, 25/27-2-1994.
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concomitant associations of hope and fresh beginnings, awaits its protagonists, and Polish
viewers might further speculate that this imagery deliberately replicates that found in
Stanislaw Wyspiañski's Wesele (The Wedding, 1901), a famous and highly influential
play in its homeland about the fight for national independence that hints at Poland's
future emergence from its then winter of foreign occupation and eventual springtime
rebirth. 4 ' And yet, the brave new Poland envisaged by Kielowski and Piesiewicz is one
that comes with the ironic twist of lacking the innocence and virtue also generally
associated with white. In the eyes of its authors, Poland is charactensed by chicanery and
theft, by black-market dealings in products and services ranging from currency exchange
to contract killings to corpses, - and the three telephone lines in Karol's new offices could
only have been acquired through illegal means, given the near-farcical difficulty in
contemporary Poland of having a mere single line installed42 - and by people obsessed by
money. 43 Equally, although Karol begins the film as one of Kielowski's typical small
men, his resurrection as a wealthy, cynical businessman marks him out from earlier
protagonists precisely because he, unlike they, is successful. The similarity in appearance
between Karol and earlier protagonists functions on a purely ironic level, for although he
looks like them, the resemblance ends there. A modern-day scheming hero befitting a
modern-day scheming Poland, he would most likely despise his filmic predecessors for
their honesty and attendant failure in their struggles to thrive in the public world. Those
who rejoice in Kielowski's return to filming in Poland would do well to note how his

41 Kieslowski would not be the first Polish director to refer to The Wedding. Andrzej Wajda ends Popiól I
diameni (Ashes and Diamonds, 1958) on a somnambulistic dance that intentionally echoes that found at the
end of The Wedding, and went onto film Wyspianski's play in 1972.
42

It is tempting to view Karol's easy and abundant access to telephone lines as the director's in-joke about
his own dismal experiences of Polish telecommunications. Having discovered in 1991 that the four-month
wait to have his telephone repaired was no shorter than the norm ten years earlier under communism,
Kielowski noted that none of the candidates standing for president that year promised to fix telephones
more quickly and consequently concluded that 'Since they didn't, I didn't vote'; Sarah Gristwood (int),
'The reluctant auteur', The Guardian (FEA), London, 17-5-1991, p.37.
43 Geoff Andrew points out that every relationship in the film takes at least the partial form of an economic
exchange; Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, p.43.
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perspective on it has changed by the time of this film, there being no place in the
unscrupulous and self-serving society of Three Colours: White for the moral dilemmas
and tragic heroes seen in the films of the 1970s and 1980s. The comic element prevents
the highly critical observation of contemporary Poland from becoming too bitter or
damning - indeed, the humour indicates a certain exasperated affection with which the
authors are able to see their countrymen, warts and all - and viewed simply as a comedy,
the film is certainly funny. Viewed, however, as a slice of Polish realism in the vein of
Kielowski's earlier works, Three Colours: White reads as though the director were both
paving the way and highlighting the need for a new cinema of moral concern.
Several Polish reviewers warn against reading Karol's and Dominique's
relationship in terms of a Polish-West complex, perhaps unsurprisingly given that such
readings do little credit to their homeland;' after all, Tadeusz Sobolewski's contention
that Karol's Polish homecoming on a rubbish-tip is immaterial, what with rubbish-tips
existing the world over, ignores the fact that Kie1owski only ever filmed a Pole tumbling
about in rubbish and never any non-Poles falling in non-Polish refuse. 45 A more
interesting interpretation is that Kie1owski and Piesiewicz root the dilemma of Karol,
torn between a certain innate romantic disposition rooted in Polish tradition and an
opposing brutal entrepreneurship aping the spirit of Western capitalism in his quest to
reclaim his wife and his sense of self, in that faced in the macrocosm by Polish society
after the collapse of communism. Described by Piesiewicz as a typical modern-day Pole
in whom Polish Romanticism lives on '..w formie tandetnego sentymentalizmu..' ('..in

Janicka, 'Kamien czy szkielko?', p 9; & Tadeusz Sobolewski, 'Tajemnica Kieslowskiego', Gazeta
Wyborcza, Warsaw, no. 47, 25-2-1994 Curiously, Sobolewski contradicts what he wrote in another article
about Three Colours: White published in the same month, in which he does interpret the film in terms of a
Polish-West complex, see Sobolewski, 'Równanie w dot', pp 10-11.
13
Sobolewski, 'Tajemnica Kieslowskiego'.
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the form of trashy sentimentalism.. '), Karol does indeed behave in his personal life as
though there were some truth to the largely Romantically-based myth of a special PolishFrench relationship that goes beyond a mere East-West rapport. 47 In fact, although he
may adore Dominique as certain sections of Polish society do France, canying about and
kissing a bust which if not actually of Marianne certainly resembles that national emblem

of France strongly enough to emphasise the broader symbolism underlying his wife's
character, her contemptuous responses reveal the more realistic face of Polish-French
relations and thereby deconstruct yet another facet of Polish Romanticism. However,
Kielowski and Piesiewicz show the folly of an over-romantic sensibility to be equalled
by that of turning capitalist, the preferred option for the many Poles who took their cue
from America following 1989. Although publicly and materially fulfilling for Karol, an
obsession with financial matters comes with its own in-built problems of emotional and
spiritual emptiness, as Michal's inability to take pleasure in life despite his professional
success exemplifies. As employed by Kielowski and Piesiewicz, Polish Romanticism
and modern-day capitalism serve as one another's foil, each highlighting the other's
shortcomings and inadequacies as a philosophy of life, and if the director's earlier films
warn against the former, Three Colours: White cautions in addition against a
wholehearted embracing of the latter.
Nevertheless, the film ends as befits a comedy on a note of reconciliation. Having

Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Skupieme I przenikliwosé' in Lubeiski (ed), K,no Krzysztofa Kieslowskiego,
p208 See also Piesiewicz interviewed by the author, Appendix, pp 306-307 & p 320.
47 Although the supposed special Polish-French relationship has roots going back to the sixteenth century, it
was born in the main of Napoleon's promise to restore an independent Poland in the early nineteenth
century - Napoleon also had a Polish mistress, Maria Walicka, a fact of which Poles are inordinately proud
- and Polish mass emigration to France in the 1830s, with Paris becoming a stronghold of Polish cultural
and political activity. More likely born of Poles' one-sided longing for association with France rather than
a genuine fraternity, nonetheless the French connection is so strong in the Polish collective consciousness,
especially that of Poles in Warsaw and Eastern Poland, that to disregard it is to misjudge its enormous
impact upon the national mentality. See Norman Davies, Heart of Europe: A Short Histciy of Poland rev
ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986, pp 158-162, p.258, & p.344, & Czeslaw Milosz, The History of
Polish Literature, 2 ed., Berkeley & California: University of California Press, 1983, pp 197-198.
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moved from privately feeling inferior to Dominique to publicly humiliating her, Karol
ultimately finds equilibrium in the personal sphere. His and Dominique's equality lies in
the mutual love to which both eventually admit after having attempted to overpower the
other, and although the final scene is ambivalent about this equality - Karol's tears may
reflect his empathetic suffering with his imprisoned wife, but there is a notable disparity
between them in his having effected her imprisonment and change of heart - the
reappearance of Karol and Dominique as a couple in the final moments of Three Colours:
Red is more positive. Equally, coming after the seemingly insurmountable obstacles of
language, sexual frustration, and physical distance, the fmal scene in which Dominique
and Karol communicate simply but effectively through sign-language is an immensely
compelling symbol of the potential for genuine dialogue between seemingly opposing
parties. What it is also is a fitting illustration of Kie1owski's mastely of his craft, a
perfect metaphor for his ability to communicate ideas to an audience through pure,
wordless cinema.

*

*

*

TROIS COULEURS: ROUGE
(THREE COLOURS: RED, 1994)

Many commentators upon Three Colours: Red have noted the conscious
reflexivity of the film upon its makers, Joseph Kern's manipulations and near God-like
foreknowledge of the lives and fates of those around him being both a parallel of and
commentary upon the omniscient control retained over their characters by Kielowski and
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Piesiewicz. Although the writers openly signal the impact of art upon their characters'
lives, whether as a metaphor for the workings of God, fate or even Joseph or that
stemming from themselves as authors, what is less clear is how far they intend the tension
between reality and artifice that exists in this film. Moments of highly stylised and active
camerawork, including the opening telephone sequence, the accelerated panning back of
the camera from Joseph, as he describes confessing his eavesdropping to the police, to a
table on which lies a brick thrown through his window in retaliation, and the sudden
swooping shot from the theatre balcony to the floor illustrating the fall of Joseph's law
book many years earlier, draw attention to the fact that this is Art with a capitalised 'A'.
Kielowski's handling of artifice with such dramatic camerawork is as justified as it is
deliberate, for it both highlights and expresses the existence of an unseen, metaphysical
reality, be it of the difficulty of communication, the drama surrounding Joseph's arrest, or
the life-defining significance of a fallen book. Similarly dynamic and conscious
photography is used to illustrate the souls of Antek and Weronika leaving their bodies in
No End and The Double Life of Véronique respectively, but here the increasingly
sophisticated camerawork captures even more abstract ideas and presentiments and
testifies to the director's ingenuity. Nevertheless, the plot contains worrying anomalies
and holes that leave the basic outer reality of what takes place in Three Colours: Red in
what is probably more doubt than the authors intended. The most glaring problem lies in
the characterisation of Valentine, whose social existence as model, ballet enthusiast, and
student appears largely carefree and even glamorous and sits uneasily with the apparent
misery of her personal life; it is not that unhappy models or students are unbelievable per
se but that Valentine fails to be wholly persuasive as such. Equally niggling, if less

g Gra±yna Stachówna, 'Trzy kolory" - wariacje na jeden temat' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Krzysztofa
Kie.1owskzego, pp.101-102, Andrew, The 'Three Co/ours' Trilogy, pp.60-61; Curtis, 'Goodbye & thank
you', p 26; & Paul Coates, 'Usuwanie sic w cieñ: wcielenia Kieslowskiego' trans. Magdalena Loska in
Lubeiski (ed ), Kino Krzysztofa Kiesiowskiego, p.132
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immediately prominent, are the questions of why the inhabitants of a land-locked country
should go to the considerable trouble of travelling to England by ferry especially as cost
can hardly be said to be an issue for either Valentine or Auguste, how Auguste is able to
take his dog onboard the ferry without facing the usual complications involved in
transporting pets across the United Kingdom border, and why a Swiss television report
about the ferry disaster should list the English, French, and Polish survivors of the tragedy
before finally mentioning the two Swiss nationals also rescued. The simple answer is that
these inconsistencies are included for the purpose of plot necessity and, more importantly,
dramatic effect. However, the problem with this dramatic effect, especially in the case of
the final scene, is that in so palpably intending to move the viewer it may be successful,
may even be ironic and self-conscious, but is also prey to being undermined by its own
calculated emotional manipulation.
The chewing-gum advertisement featuring Valentine that is undoubtedly the key
image of the film is too a source of conflicting messages, as though once again the
writers' ostensible intentions were being undercut by the subtext of the film. Milena
Michalski makes a significant if largely overlooked point that Kielowski is playfully
self-parodic in Three Colours: Red and that the shots of Marlboro cigarette packages
acknowledge '..the emptiness of excessive stylishness', but then how does this reflect
back upon the advertisement in which Valentine appears749 Certainly, it is an undeniably
potent image, a clever metaphysical double conceit - a play on the experiences of déjà vu
and après vu in simultaneously looking back to Valentine's pose at the modelling session
and presaging her countenance following the ferry accident, it is also a reworking of the
'reality or representation?' paradox of Magritte's pipe - and an effective metaphor for the

Michaiski, 'Trois Couleurs: Rouge', p.1 92. See also Kemp, 'Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours:

Red), p 55.
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'FraIcheur de vivre' ('Freshness of life') that Valentine represents for Joseph. And yet,
Kielowski and Piesiewicz choose to encapsulate a key tenet of the film's philosophy in a
chewing-gum advertisement, a trivial use of visual imageiy aimed at selling a trivial
product. That the advertisement appears to be for Hollywood Gum, the prevalent
European brand, only makes the mockery and critique of the superficiality of images
complete. So where does that leave Kielowski the filmmaker? The picture of Valentine
promoting gum-sales can be read as an acknowledgement of the potential for something
as shallow as a poster-board to generate profundity and contemplation - and that is
unquestionably the way in which it is primarily intended - but it also raises
uncomfortable questions about the extent to which Kielowski's own employment of
glossy and beautified images has been for the purpose of aiding the marketing potential of
Three Colours: Red.5°
If Joseph is a self-portrait of Kielowski as the arch-manipulator of people and
events in the film, as noted above, the more unpleasant connotation of sitting in moral
judgement is one that the director, together with his co-writer, also shares with his
fictional counterpart, something which is all the more noticeable as it seems a misjudged
reversal of his earlier stance of always taking the side of the accused. 5 ' According to
Kielowski, it is because Valentine cares for Rita, Joseph's dog, after knocking her over,
because she has that '..odruch etyczny' ('..ethical reflex'), that she earns the chance to
meet Joseph, who will change her life for the better. 52 The unfortunate reverse
implication of this, however, is that those too weak, too fearful, or perhaps too overcome

5°

Cf Simon Hattenstone, who comments 'At its worst, with designer locations marned to Irene Jacob's
perfect face, Red looks like a Volkswagen commercial for the existential professional woman';
Hattenstone, 'Auteur of his own destruction', p 4.
' See chapter 2.
52
ELtbieta Baniewicz (in), 'Pytania bez odpowiedzi', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 7, 18/19-2-1995, &
Lothar Kainpatzki & Andreas Voigt (dir.), Kie.1owski, prod. 'a jour' Film in Auftrag des Bayerischen
Rundfunks, 1995 (transcript also available in Piotr Lazarkiewicz, 'Zapis I', Rezyser, no. 65, 3-1997, p.1).
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by other matters to take care of a run-down dog are somehow below consideration and
undeserving of the chance of improvement. Indeed, where flawed minor characters do
appear in Three Colours: Red - and it is they, not the idealised young Valentine, who are
the genuine descendants of the similarly imperfect protagonists populating Kielowski's
earlier films - they are judged harshly by their creators and excluded from the fraternite
that is the central theme of the film. When Joseph suggests to Valentine that her brother
turned to drugs because he discovered his mother to be a whore, a description she does
not explicitly accept but neither does she deny, there is something exaggerated, hysterical
even, about the anti-maternalism on display, and it acts as an unpleasant reminder that the
most sympathetic mother to feature in a film by Kielowski, whether co-written or not
with Piesiewicz, is Julie in Three Colours: Blue, who is promptly bereft of her daughter
within a few minutes of the film's opening. Karin, the unfaithful girlfriend of Auguste, is
likewise treated ruthlessly, her infidelity exposed in a brutal third-party point-of-view
shot that regards the sexual act of her and her new lover as animalistic coupling rather
than a loving embrace. Moreover, she is denied the opportunity of explaining to Auguste
that she loves her new boyfriend, although the scene exists in the original screenplay,53
leading to the further damning implication that it may be the wealth of the yacht-owning
latter that attracts her, and there is an unmistakable cruelty to the near-certain drowning of
her and her lover upon that boat, which it is difficult to read as anything but a punishment
for her betrayal of Auguste.
And, indeed, then there is the question of the ferry tragedy that brings together as
survivors the main protagonists of the trilogy. According to Kielowski, the trilogy
should be read backwards from this moment: when an interviewer suggested the film

53 KrzysztofKieslowski and KrzysztofPiesiewicz, Three Colours Trilogy: Blue, While, Red, trans. Danusia
Stok, London. Faber, 1998, p 279.
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allows the possibility of rescuing the heroes of the trilogy from chaos, Kielowski replied
'Jest dokiadnie odwrotnie. Dlatego, 2e sic uratowali, zrobilem o nich irzy filmy' ('It's
exactly the opposite. It's because they were saved that I made three films about them').54
However, Piesiewicz's linear version of events, according to which the leading
protagonists of the trilogy are saved along with a British barman because they deserve to
be so, suggests something quite different:

The business with the ending is quite simple. We thought
up this ending in Paris in order to close the three films, and
it doesn't depend on the fact that they in particular were
chosen. It's something different. An intelligent person will
come to the conclusion that these people were saved but
they deserved to be so... It's simply that they behaved
during their lives in such a way that they deserved it. They
deserved it.55

Leaving aside the question of how these manifestly opposing views reflect upon the
supposedly unified mindset of Kielowski and Piesiewicz, the unavoidable implication of
Piesiewicz's version of events is that the other fourteen hundred or so passengers are
somehow less deserving of salvation, a conclusion that leaves a particularly nasty taste in
the mouth. There is something intensely disturbing about a film in which empathy and
compassion, which after all are surely fundamental to a film dealing with fraternité, are
extended to a lucky exclusive few.
Three Colours: Red is in most aspects an exemplary film that deservedly enjoys

its worldwide reputation as one of Kielowski's best-known and most loved works, and
Anglophones need only turn to Annette Insdorf or Geoff Andrew to read an appreciation

Baniewicz (int), 'Pytania bez odpowiedzi'. See also Agata Otrebska & Jacek Blach (int), 'Poniewaz s
ci4gle ci ludzie...' in Lubeiski (ed), Kino Knyszlofa Kie.1owsJaego, (reprinted from Incipil, Katowice, 41996) p 295. Kieslowski omits to say why the seventh survivor, Steven Killian, does not feature in any of
the films.
Piesiewicz interviewed by the author, Appendix, p.319 (original Polish on p 306).
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of the many virtues of this film and the trilogy as a whole. Nevertheless, it also contains
features that are troublesome and perturbing, albeit largely overlooked or ignored, and it
is time that they were addressed. The film is a composite of tensions, of conflicting and
ambiguous signals, and although on-screen there exists a progress from opposition to
reconciliation and fraternity as made by Valentine and Joseph, off-screen the result is not
so unambiguously straightforward or successful.

a

*

*

Despite the considerable worldwide success of the Three Colours trilogy with
public and festival jurists alike, it was to be the last directorial contribution of Kielowski
to cinema. Even as Three Colours: Red was being distributed throughout European
cinemas, Kielowski announced his decision to cease directing, although he did allow
himself to continue writing scripts. It was a resolution that startled many and indeed,
caused some disbelief amongst film critics, but it is one to which he would stick
resolutely until he died in 1996.

See bibliography for details.
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CHAPTER 8
Postscript: 1995 until the present day

Kielowski publicly announced his resolution to refrain from further film direction at the
beginning of 1994, although it was almost a year later, in the winter of 1994 to 1995,
following the release of Trois Couleurs: Rouge (Three Colours: Red, 1994), that his
decision to resign from his filmmaking career began receiving attentioa' His declaration
was received with some shock and disbelief from film critics who, their reservations
about the Trois Couleurs (Three Colours, 1993-1994) trilogy notwithstanding, felt the
director had attained remarkable cinematic heights over the past decade, but his decision
was perhaps not as surprising as some thought when viewed in the light of his long-term
disparaging attitude towards his profession. Although Kieslowski referred to his lack of
energy and patience when discussing his decision, 2 and on another occasion stated that he
quit because he tired of constantly being asked 'what next?', 3 these symptoms of fatigue
tally with his longstanding ennui where filmmaking, both his own and that in general, was
concerned. Despite his growing international success since the 1980s, in recent years
Kielowski had remained not particularly pleased with his films or profession, pessimistic
about the state of contemporaly cinema, and unimpressed by film as a useful medium.4

It appears that Kielowski first publicly announced this decision in an interview with the German
publication Der Spiegel. For reports of this interview see. Dagobert, 'Espia. It's a wrap for Krzysztof', The
Guardian, London, 16-2-1994, p.10; & jm (mt.), 'Kieslowski ma dosyc?', Forum, Warsaw, no 10, 6-31994 (trans. from Der Spiegel, 14.2-1994).
2
Tony Rayns, 'Glowing in the dark', Sight & Sound, vol. 4, issue 6, 6-1994, p 10; & Lothar Kampatzki &
Andreas Voigt (dir.), Kieslowski, prod. 'a jour' Film in Auftrag des Bayerischen Rundfunks 1995
(transcript also available in Piotr Lazarkiewicz, 'Zapis I', Rezyser, no 65, 3-1997, p3).
Stanislaw Zawisliñski, 'Nikt me wierzyl...', Trybuna, Warsaw, no. 66, 18-3-1996, p 11.
Stanislaw Zawislinski (int), 'Najwa.zniejsze jest samo zycie', Tybuna, Warsaw, no. 218, 19-9-1991,
Mam Garbicz (int), '(ira z widzem', Gazeta Krakowska, Cracow, 9 10-10-1993, Stanislaw Zawislinski
(mt.), 'Jeden na jednego' in Stanislaw Zawisliftski ci a!, Kiesiowski bez koñca, Warsaw. Wydawnictwo
Skorpion, 1994, p 45; & Paul Kerr (int), 'A revolution that's turned full circle', The Observer (Rev),
London, 15-5-1994, p 14 See also Kieslowski's comments on modem-day cinema in Krzysztof
Kieslowski, 'MilczenieBergmana', 2ycie Warszawy, Warsaw, 6-6-1994
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Given that he had been expressing similar opinions since the 1970s, 5 proof that his
statements of the 1990s cannot simply be attributed to his having become older and
cynical after over twenty-five years in his profession, the surprise perhaps is not that he
finally quit but rather that he had not done so earlier.
Despite Kielowski's largely matter-of-fact approach to his retirement, his
decision to cease directing is also attributable to alternative, more personal reasons.
Mann Karmitz, the producer of the Three Colours trilogy, suggested the director resigned
from his career because he felt he had attained all he could: 'I know [Kielowski]
considered 'Red' his best film; but then, the very serious question for him was whether he
could go even further, or if he risked repeating himself' 6 Certainly, Kielowski admitted
on several occasions that Three Colours: Red was his most personal film, 7 and this,
ironically, may have led to a further difficulty for the director, in addition to that of
repeating himself, of feeling that he had revealed too much of himself in this final work
Never one to play out his life in public, the director perhaps expressed his unease at
having become too exposed in his last, most personal film when, several years after
completing the trilogy, he maintained that the sphere of his personal life that finds its way
into his films should be left untouched by viewers.8
Ultimately, however, it was not dislike of self-exposure but, crucially, fear of
becoming too involved with his work that is the most striking and significant, if also least
known and remarked upon, reason that Kielowski gave for his retirement from directing:

'See chapter 2.
6 Karrnitz quoted in Annette Insdor Double L,ve Second Chances: The Cinema ofKrzysztofKieslowski,
New York, Hyperion (Talk Miramax Books), 1999, p.184 (lnsdorf citing interview in Vincent Amiel (ed),
KrzysztofKie.lowski. Textes réunis etprésentés par Vincent Arnie!, Paris: PositiflJean-Michel Place, 1997,
p 173).
7 Piotr Sobocinski writing in Stanislaw Zawi1ihski (ed), 0 Kielowskim reflekrje, wspommerna opinle,
Warsaw Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998, p.47, & Geoff Andrew, The 'Three Colours' Trilogy, London:
British Film Institute, 1998, p 52.
Marek Hendrykowski & Mlkolaj Jazdon (int), 'Fragmenty spotkania z Krzysztofern Kieslowskim
(24.11 1996)', Krno, Warsaw, 5-1996, p 12.
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'ycie a robienie filmów to jest co zupelnie r&nego, wie
pan. Ja sic zorientowalem w ostatnich zwlaszcza latach, w
sposób bardzo taki wyrainy sic zorientowalem, e ja
wlanie ±ylem przez wiele, wiele lat w wiecie fikcji, w
wiecie sztucznym, w wiecie wymylonym. W wiecie
wymy1onych problemów, w wiecie wymylonych spraw,
w wiecie wymy1onych ludzi, w wiecie wymylonych
wydarzeiI. Wszystko to ja sam wymylalem. Ale to jest
przecie wiat sztuczny, to jest wiat flkcyjny, tego wiata
naprawde me ma. Oczywicie yje bardzo du.zo dziewczt
i kobiet na wiecie, i yje bardzo wielu roznych starszych
panéw, ale Walentyny i Sçdziego z filmu ,,Czerwonego"
me ma naprawdç. To s ludzie wymyleni przez mnie.
Czy przez nas. I wszystko to, co ich otacza, jest te±
wymylone. Nasze kamery fotogragujq, wymy1one rzeczy.
Nasze kamery fotografuj, wymylony wiat... I w
zwuzku z tym wiem, 2e cale moje 2ycie wlaciwie
obracalo sic wokól wymylonego, sztucznego wiata... I w
pewnym momencie mialam tak rzeczywicie bardzo
okrelonq, ochotç z tego wiata wyjó i wrôció do wiata
normalnego, do wiata, który naprawdç istnieje, do wiata,
w ktorym ludzie s prawdziwi, w którym problemy sq,
prawdziwe, w którym wydarzenia s prawdziwe. I po
prostu przeszedlem z tego wiata sztucznego, fikcyjnego do
tego wiata prawdziwego.
• . . Przecie wszystko to co jest przemyslem filmowym jest
w istocie wiatem wymylonym.. . Zauwaylem coraz
wyraniej, 2e to jest me moj wiat. 2ie ten wiat ... [sic] ±e
ja do tego wiata nie naleç. I ze ten wiat jest mi obcy, ze
mi sic me podoba. To me znaczy, ze mi sic prawdziwy
wiat podoba, wcale nie. Ale prawdziwy wiat
przynajmniej jest prawdziwy. Ma tç zaletç.'
'Life and fllmmaking are quite different. I became aware
especially in recent years, became aware in a veiy clear
way, that actually I had been living for many, many years
in a world of fiction, in an artificial world, in an invented
world. In a world of invented problems, in a world of
invented matters, in a world of invented people, in a world
of invented events. I invented all of this myself. But this is
an artificial world, a fictional world, this world doesn't
really exist Of course the world is full of girls and women
and a great many different elderly gentlemen, but in truth
there is no Valentine and Judge from Red. These are
people invented by me, or by us. And all that which
surrounds them is also invented. Our cameras film
invented things. Our cameras film an invented world...
And in connection with this I know that my whole life
actually revolved around an invented, artificial world...
And there came a moment that I had a really very definite
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desire to get out of this world and return to the normal
world. To a world that really exists. To a world in which
the people are real, in which the problems are real, in which
the events are real. And I simply went from this artificial,
fictional world to this real world.
After all, everything involved with the film industiy is in
fact an invented world ... I've noticed more and more
clearly that this is not my world, that this world... [sic] that
I don't belong to this world. And that this world is alien to
me, that I do not like it. That doesn't mean that I like the
real world, not at all. But at least the real world is real. It
has that advantage.'9

These are not offhand or unprepared remarks to be taken lightly. Rather, they
were made by Kie1owski in a documentary produced a year after he first publicised his
decision to quit - he made almost identical comments in March 1996, in the last interview
he made before his death'° - and thus after he had had the benefit of a considerable period
of time to look back at, meditate on, and fully articulate this decision. The final
paragraph of the quotation cited above is the least remarkable, it being unsurprising that a
man as modest and unpretentious as Kielowski would have grown tired of the illusory
media fanfare surrounding filmmakers. What, however, is at once fascinating and
extraordinary about this statement is the emphasis Kielowski puts in the preceding
paragraphs upon his recognition of his immersion in a fictional world and the implication
in the phrase '..especially in recent years..' that this was directly related to his shift of
focus from an outer reality to that of the inner life. It was the reality of the Polish public
world that Kie1owski sought to represent when he first began directing in the late 1960s,
yet it was also this world and concomitant reality that he deliberately abandoned
increasingly, if never fully, in later years in his quest to film an inner reality independent
of social description and commentary. He certainly attained this goal in his final works,

'Kampatzki & Voigt (dir ), Kieslowsia (see also transcript in Lazarkiewicz, 'Zapis I', p 4).
'°Aata Otrçbska & Jacek Bach (mt.), 'Poniewaz s ciagle ci ludzie...' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed), Kino
Krzysztofa Kieslows/aego, Cracow: Universitas, 1997, (reprinted from Incipit, Katowice, no. 2, 4-1996)
p.297.
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but in order to capture an inner reality consisting of emotions and motivations so intimate,
so hidden, and, perhaps most importantly, so abstract, he had to resort to highly
sophisticated and effective but nonetheless artificial methods and devices that moreover
often came at the cost of his depiction of public reality. A brilliant evocation of its
heroines' inner reality, La Double Vie de Véronique Podwójne Eycie Weroniki (The
Double Life of Véronique, 1991) is nevertheless also essentially and self-consciously a
fantasy in a way that Kielowski's earlier films are not. Equally, the references to the
public world in the Three Colours trilogy serve largely to underline how uncomfortably
distanced, deracinated even, this series is from outer reality or, put another way, how
fictitious is its depiction of outer reality. If one interprets the 'great emotions' Kielowski
mentions in his final interview when describing his characters' world as one '..nie
istniejqcym, zatem nieprawdziwym, gdzie sq, wielkie emocje, ale to wszytko sq, emocje
nieprawdziwe' ('..that does not exist, thus unreal, where there are great emotions but they
are all unreal emotions') to be those of his last films - certainly 'great emotions' feature
most in the final works - the strong implication is that it is also to these films that
Kieslowski refers a few moments on with his remarks about his flimmaking having
caused him to feel '..ie jestem w jakim idiotyzmie, e zabrn1em w jaki kompletny
kretynizin, e zaczqlem zyc 2yciem, które me jest prawdziwe' ('..that I was in some kind
of idiocy, that I had descended into some kind of complete stupidity [lit. 'cretinism'], that
I had begun to live a life that was not real')." What Kielowski's comments suggest so
compellingly is that, ironically, it is the reality of the inner life that he strove so hard to
capture on film in his later years and was indeed so successful in doing, the films that he
regarded most highly, and those same works that brought him greatest public recognition,
that ultimately led him to abandon fllmmaking.

"Ibid.
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Despite forgoing further directorial duties, Kie1owski conceded that he would
continue writing screenplays with his co-writer Krzysztof Piesiewicz. When work on the
Three Colours trilogy came to an end, Piesiewicz proposed that they script another
trilogy, this time based around the themes of heaven, hell, and purgatory. Kielowski
eventually agreed and following the completion of notes regarding the broad outline of
the trilogy by January

1995,12

the first part, Raj (Heaven, 2002), was written in novella

form by the beginning of July of that year. 13 This willingness on the part of KieIowski to
continue writing for the cinema, combined with wishful thinking on the part of his many
fans, led to speculation that he would eventually resume the director's mantle. Piesiewicz
certainly believed this to be the case, stating in an interview that took place some eighteen
months after Kielowski's death that he suspected the latter would have directed the Raf,
Pieklo, Czyáciec (Heaven, Hell, Purgatory, 2002 - date unconfirmed) trilogy.'4
Alternatively, Irene Jacob, with whom Kie1owski remained in close contact following
the completion of Three Colours: Red, thought otherwise: according to her, the Pole
planned to write and oversee the production of the new trilogy, and allocate the direction
of each film to a different young director.' 5 Conjecture about Kielowski's future
prospects in filnimaking is inevitably fraught with difficulties, given the unknown factors.
Nevertheless, Kielowski was not a man to make statements as serious as that concerning
his retirement lightly and it seems highly unlikely that he would go back on his word, not

Reproduced in Stanislaw Zawilinski (ed), Kiesk,wski, 2IId ed, Warsaw Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1998,
p.119. Interestingly, the ideas recorded therein do not appear to have been taken up in the three novellas,
which form the bases for the screenplays, written subsequently. Whether any of these original ideas will
make it to film remains to be seen.
13
Heaven was first published in its novella form in a Polish literary periodical; Krzysztof Kieslowski &
Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Raj', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 3, 3-1997, pp 5-33. It has since been published in book
format: Krzysztof Kieslowski & Krzysztof Piesiewic; Raj' Czysciec P,ekio, Warsaw. Wydawnictwo
Skorpion, 1999 Although the text is identical in the two editions, both are of interest as they respectively
contain a differing introduction and afterword written by Piesiewicz.
14
Piesiewicz interviewed in Neil Bowdler (mt.), 'His life's work', The Guardian (G2T), London, 17-101997, p 13.
' 5 Monika Maurer, Krzysztof Kieslowski, Harpenden, Herts: Pocket Essentials, 2000, p 89.
'2
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least when his original declaration had been so strongly expressed: 'Wiem to.
Nieodwolalnie. Raz na zawsze' ('I know it [i.e., that I will not direct any more].
Irrevocably. Once and for all').' 6 Despite his continuing commitment to writing, the
marked deceleration in his production of screenplays likewise underlines the declining
appeal that film held for him. Doubtless the heart attack Kielowski suffered in August
1995 shortly after the completion of Heaven provides a partial explanation as to why he
made no further progress with either Pie/do (Hell) or Czykiec (Purgatory) in the next
seven or so months before his death but it seems unlikely that the considerable hiatus is
attributable to his ill-health alone. Rather, the standstill in the production of the new
trilogy suggests that even this part-time work was no longer of primary importance in his
life, and that far from rueing his decision to stop filmmaking in 1994, Kielowski had
become even more averse to involvement with cinema in the ensuing years. As such,
whilst it is impossible and somewhat futile to predict whether Kielowski might have
returned to directing had he lived long enough to complete the Heaven, Hell, Purgatory
trilogy, the evidence indicates that he showed very little if any inclination for this in the
months leading up to his death.
In the end, however, all such speculation is purely academic. Following his heart
attack in the autumn of 1995, due to coronary weakness believed to have been
precipitated by his age-old and notorious habit of chain-smoking, the fifty-four year-old
Kielowski entered a Warsaw hospital in March of the following year for a major heart
operation. He never awoke from the anaesthetic and died on
*

*

13th March 1996.

*

' 6 jm (in), 'Kieslowski ma dosyó?'. Quentin Curtis reported in 1995 that Kieslowski was out of retirement
but, curiously, wrote that he had '..agreed to one last movie, or trilogy, inspired by the ideals represented in
the French Three Colours series [sic]', which suggests somewhat oddly that Kieslowski was to re-make the
Three Colours trilogy; Quentin Curtis, 'Kielowski out of retirement', The Independent, London, 7-5-1995,
p.2. Curtis later refers to a '..film on purgatory..' suggesting he meant in fact to refer to KiesIowski'
writing of the Heaven Hell, Purgatory series.
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Dead yet still wielding an active and weighty influence in film: this has been and
continues to be the status of Kielowski long after his death. It is not uncommon for great
directors to exert a profound influence beyond the grave on young filmmakers but
Kielowski, like Welles, Truffaut, and Kubrick, went one better by leaving behind a
number of incomplete and unrealised projects. The first of these to reach cinema screens
was not a part of the Heaven, Hell, Purgatory trilogy as might be expected but Du±e
zwierzç (Big Animal, 2000), a Polish production directed and co-written by Kielowski's

longstanding favoured actor and collaborator, Jerzy Stuhr. Based on an eighteen-page
outline-cum-unfinished-script written by Kielowski in 1973 that was found in 1998 in
archives in Wiesbaden, where it had been stored after being rejected by German
television companies in the early seventies, the film charts the deteriorating fortunes of
Mr Sawicki, played by Stuhr, following his adoption of a circus camel as a pet.'7
Whereas initially the local townsfolk are intrigued and charmed by Sawicki's strange pet,
within a short space of time they become intolerant of his and its aberration and
eventually contrive its abduction and disappearance. Big Animal, like so many films
written by Kielowski in the 1970s, examines the tension between private preference and
the public good, and the scenes in which the local council debates how Sawicki's pet,
adopted by Sawicki purely out of fondness, can be employed for the benefit of the
townspeople as a whole constitute a classic Kielowski depiction of conflict between the
personal and public.'8 Likewise, Stuhr's choice of black-and-white film stock and his
setting of the action during a time that is unspecified but appears to be the not-too-distant
past play up the similarities between this production and Kielowski's earlier works.
Where the film fails is in being too long at fifty-five minutes for the relatively slight tale
' 7 Kielowski's script was based on a tale by Kazimierz Orbs
' Stuhr acknowledged that although he made additions to Kieslowski's outline in order to complete the
screenplay, the scenes involving the local council are Kielowski's original work; Jerzy Stuhr, UdawaO
naprawdç, mt Marek Mikos, Cracow Wydawnictwo Znak, 2000, p148
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it portrays. It is unfortunate that Stuhr should remark that 'Ten film ma rytm wielbhda'

('This film has a camel's rhythm')' 9 as Big Ani,nal does indeed lumber at times, a failing
which raises the thought that Kielowski may well have avoided reviving the script
himself after its initial rejection because he recognised its shortcomings. Certainly,
Krzysztof Piesiewicz questioned the appropriateness of Stuhr's filming so old a script of
Kielowski, 2° and undeniably, the latter showed no interest in resuming this early project
prior to his death. Big Animal aside, Stuhr has mentioned his desire to make another
Kielowski-related film, again, one initiated after the death of Kie1owski and therefore
one for which his potential endorsement or disapproval is unknown, namely, a follow-up
toAmator (Camera Buff 1979), which chronicles the adventures of the son of Filip Mosz,
a film buff like his father. According to an interview conducted with Stuhr in 1999,
production was set to begin in March 2000 but as yet no further details are available.2'
The most eagerly awaited posthumous project is undoubtedly the Heaven, Hell,
Purgatory trilogy, of which the completed three novellas have been published. The
Platonic ideal of love existing between two halves of the same person, denied in The
Double Life of Véronique and hinted at in Three Colours: Red, is finally realised in
Heaven, in which a teacher, Filipinka, who attempts to bomb the office of a drug-dealer,
and Filip, a young policeman assigned to her following her arrest with whom she shares
her name and birthday, fall in love. 22 Recognising the justice of her cause and equally the
corruption in his police force, Filip helps Filipinka to escape, kill the drug-dealer (on her
first attempt she mistakenly kills four innocent bystanders), and flee the police who

Stuhr, Udawaé naprawd, p 144.
Bowdier, 'Flashback to times of great expectation', The Guardian, London, 21-8-1998, p 22.
21 Stuhr interviewed in Marek Mikos (tnt.), 'Jestem za stary, eby zwariowaé', Polzyka (Wysokie Obcasy),
Warsaw, 4-9-1999, p37 According to Stuhr, Stanislaw Latek, Kieilowski's Canadian-Polish assistant on
the Three Colours trilogy, was set to write and direct the film and Stuhr's own son was a probable candidate
for the role of Mosz junior.
See either: Krzysztof Kieslowski & Krzysztof Piesiewicz 'Raj' Dialog, no. 3, 3-1997, pp 5-3 3; or
Krzysztof Kieslowski & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Raj' Czyc:ec Pieklo, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion,
1999.
'9
20
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consequently seek them both. Heaven, like Kielowski's recent films, focuses on the
individual and not the public world, yet like the Trois Couleurs trilogy, it implies that it is
not the inner life of a sole individual but rather the realm created by two alike individuals
that holds the key to a fulfilled and happy existence. Filipinka's initially lonely stance
against a world indifferent or even acquiescent to the problems caused by narcotics is
transformed through Filip's collaboration: her private vendetta becomes a shared cause,
and she finds release from her hitherto lonely life and pacification of her private demons
in the realm she and Filip create through their growing love. But for the police tracking
the two lawbreakers, the public world fades out of Heaven, partly by default - people on
the run generally avoid public areas and crowds - but mainly to illustrate the superiority
of Filip and Filipinka's harmonious realm. Themes long favoured by Kielowsh and
Piesiewicz are thus evident in Heaven but the novella also contains some problematic
features. The charactensation tends towards the black-and-white, a failing the two writers
largely avoided hitherto, and the characters either good or bad, either for Filipinka and
Filip or against them. The result, in the novella at least, is to make the narrative appear
didactic, demanding that the reader love the goodies and loathe the baddies, so obviously
delineated are they. There is also something potentially corny about the depiction of the
couple's love affair, the characterisation of Filipinka's innocent victims as an elderly lady
and a father with two young daughters, and the simplistically sympathetic attitude
towards the addicts whose lives have been damaged by the drug-dealer, in particular the
overdone description of one victim as pregnant, HIV-positive, and a suicide (as though
that were not enough, her boyfriend dies of an overdose a week after her death). The
spiritual aspect of Kielowski's and Piesiewicz's works has also undergone a change from
advocating the importance of one's personal relations with God to a more overtly antiChurch stance, as evinced when Filipinka makes a confession of the murders in a
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confessional that turns out to be empty, but at this stage it is uncertain how well this
potential over-explicitness will compare with the more complex attitude displayed by the
authors towards religion in earlier works. What is clear is that transferring such
characters and scenes to screen will require a sensitive and steady touch.
Hell23 was written by Piesiewicz, with the help of Agnieszka Lipiec-Wróblewska,
after Kielowski's death, and at the moment it is unclear how much the novella owes to
the input of the latter, especially as his name does not feature as an author; presumably
Piesiewicz will explain more about the creative origins of this work should it be filmed.
It deals with three French sisters, Greta, Zofia, and Anna, and the manner in which their
adult lives have been affected by the jailing of their father for paedophilia and his suicide
following his release from prison, all of which took place in their childhood. As a
consequence of these traumatic events and an upbringing by a mother who openly detests
her former husband to the extent of telling him she flaunted her adulterous relationships
in front of Zosia and even enlisted Greta's participation in her affairs, all three are unable
to form successfully intimate relationships in their adult lives. Even as Zosia watches her
husband betray her, she is unable to prevent herself from alienating him further, whilst
Anna attempts in vain to prevent her married lover from breaking off their affair and
Greta misinterprets the advances of Sebastian, a man who initiates a relationship with her,

as romantic. As conceived in this novella, hell is the isolated and damaged inner life of
the individual, unable to find happiness in his or her self or communicate, and thereby
find relief, with others. Filipinka in Heaven is rescued by Filip but the protagonists of
Hell have no such saviours offering redemption. The tragic futility of the sisters'
unnecessaiy misery is shockingly exposed when Sebastian reveals himself to have been

See either: KrzysztofPiesiewicz (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wroblewska), 'Pieklo', Dialog, no. 5, 51997, pp 5-31; or Krzysztof Piesiewicz (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wróblewska), Raj Czysciec 'Pzeklo',
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpon, 1999. See footnote 13, above, regarding the existence of two versions of
the same text.
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the boy who, as he explains, falsely accused their father of abuse and thus set off the
chain of events that has resulted in their damaged emotional growth. The novella is as
unremittingly bleak as its titular theme implies, and even Sebastian's revelation can
hardly be described as uplifting or healing, failing as it does to secure the prospect of a
happy future, be it in the personal or inner realm, for any of the main protagonists. The
few potential problems of the novella Hell lie in scenes that almost self-parody the central
concerns of Kie1owski and Piesiewicz, as when a man complains that one can telephone
everywhere but speak with no one, 24 or when Zofia seeks shelter from the rain for herself
and her children in a church only to find the doors locked, and raise the question of
whether they might have been expressed more subtly had Kielowski co-written this
novella.
Purgatory,25 also written by Piesiewicz with the assistance of Agnieszka LipiecWróblewska and to which the full extent of Kielowski's contribution is again unknown,
is the first narrative collaborated upon by the former and latter to be set mainly in
England. 26 Beginning with the murder by Serbian soldiers of a photo-journalist, Frank
Dopton, as he records a massacre taking place in Kosovo in 1999, it follows the
endeavours of his wife, Aniela, to prove that a series of photographs for which another
photographer, Richard Blass, has been given an award are in fact her husband's and
indeed record the last moments of his life. Aniela, whose name translates literally into
English as 'Angela', enlists the help of author Bernhard Kassel to make Richard admit to
his appropriation of the dead man's work and tell her where Frank is buried. Whilst
undergoing the strain of her husband's death and the necessity of explaining it to her

Cf Paul Coates, 'Introduction' in Paul Coates (ed.), Lucid Dreams: The Films ofKrzysziofKeslowski,
Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1999, p.14.
Krzysztof Piesiewicz (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wroblewska), Raf 'Czyx:ec' Pieklo, Warsaw:
Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1999.
Interestingly, Piesiewicz previously stated it would be set in Poland; Bowdler (mt.), 'His life's work',
p.13.
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young son, Edward, she simultaneously attempts to reinforce her relationship with
another journalist, Adam, with whom she has been having an affair long before Frank's
death, and draw him into her family unit. Purgatory contains many elements reminiscent
of earlier films written by Kielowski and Piesiewicz: Aniela's love for both Frank and
Adam links her with Dorota in Dekalog 2 (The Decalogue: 2, 1988), and her widowhood
and efforts to have her husband's work publicly recognised posthumously hint at similar
elements in Three Colours: Blue. The most significant and deliberate evocation is that of
Joseph from Three Colours: Red in the figure of Kassel, who like his predecessor, and by
extension the artists-as-creator Kielowski and Piesiewicz whom Joseph symbolises, is
possessed of an extraordinary insight into and effect upon human behaviour. However,
just as Kassel's God-like control over those people surrounding him is more overtly
emphasised than with Joseph by his being an author, so too Kassel is even more open
about the interaction between fiction and reality, and art and life, and explicitly proclaims
the responsibility of the recorder of events to those who suffer them. What is interesting,
then, is that it is also Kassel who, for all his apparent self-awareness and wisdom, is
eventually revealed as the most flawed of the protagonists. The redemption that will
bring the characters out of their self-constructed purgatones is sought, and therefore
found, by Richard and Aniela who atone for his theft and her adultery respectively, but it
is Kassel who is ultimately shown to be in greatest need of doing penance for his arrogant
appropriation of the matter of Frank's stolen photographs for a new novel and yet who
fails to expiate his sin. The critique of artists' responsibility and guilt for profiting from
others' intimate affairs is the most damning yet to have appeared in a KielowskiPiesiewicz collaborative effort and is all the more striking as it forms the genuinely
surprising conclusion to Purgatory and indeed the entire trilogy.
However, like its predecessors, Purgatory too contains troublesome features. As
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in Heaven, some of this novella's characters appear to suffer stereotyping: having been
identified as a murderer in the opening scene, the Serb commander Skaza's minimal
reappearance in a late scene that reveals his penchant for soft porn results in a
characterisation that feels too crude. Alternatively, other protagonists behave as they
ought to and not as is readily believable: Richard's bafflingly immediate and
wholehearted repentance feels both rushed and under-explained; and Edward appears to
be neither distressed unduly by his father's murder nor by his discovery that his mother
has a lover, which unlikely strength of character in one so young is matched by an equally
improbable preternatural insight into Kassel's untrustworthy nature. Piesiewicz and
Kielowski, assuming the latter's input, take the rare step of using a real and specific
historical event, namely, the Kosovan conflict, as the backdrop to the narrative, but this
too leaves them on dangerous ground. The employment of a real event, moreover one
that took place in the recent past and continues to resonate for millions of Albanians and
Serbs, as a backdrop for what is a fictional narrative might alienate those unhappy with its
depiction of historical reality, however thoughtful and valid its insights into the personal
and inner lives of its characters, much as was the case with Bez koca (No End, 1984).
Indeed, despite the novella's concern with the vicarious nature of creativity, which
repeats a key theme of The Double Life of Véronique and Three Colours: Red, it is also

not quite clear whether Piesiewicz (and KieIowski?) damns himself as he does Kassel for
the utilisation of a real historical event for a fictional novella self-consciously or
unintentionally.27
Nevertheless, the ending to Purgatory is a testimony to Piesiewicz's skills when

27

In an earlier instance of Kielowski's art imitating life and causing distress, Three Colours: Red was
publicly condemned for utilising real-life footage of the ferry disaster near Zeebrugge, involving the sinking
of The Herald of Free Enterprise and deaths of almost two hundred passengers and crew; Suzannah Herbert,
'Zeebrugge film condemned', The Daily Telegraph, London, 26-8-1994, p3 In fact, it is not clear if
Kieslowski did indeed use real-life footage in his fictional disaster scene.
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writing, presumably, without his long-term collaborator Kielowski. The unexpected
shift in attitude against Kassel in the final act works very well in preventing him from
merely being a second Joseph and thus avoiding a conclusion that mimics that of Three
Colours: Red. Piesiewicz also breaks the pattern of the trilogy hitherto established by
having a helicopter, which features in the final scenes of Heaven and Hell, appear in the
penultimate scene of Purgatory, thereby confounding audience expectations and gently
mocking his own artistry. Even the tenor who figures in the conclusion might be read as
a conscious break with his and Kielowski's previously favoured motifs by his
supplanting the soprano employed in The Double Life of Véronique and the Three

Colours trilogy.
Production on the Heaven, Hell, Purgatory trilogy is slow. Although filming of
Heaven had been variously reported as being expected to commence in 1998 and 1999,28
the film was not completed until 2001 and announced for release in 2002. Bernardo
Bertolucci, Lars von Trier, and Wim Wenders were amongst those touted at various
stages as potentials for the role of director - according to Piesiewicz, the first two
resigned from the project for fear of comparison with Kielowski 29 - but this eventually
went to Tom Tykwer, best known outside his native Germany for Lola rennt (Run Lola
Run, 1998). Although Run Lola Run is stylistically far more frenetic and oriented
towards pop culture than anything to be found in Kielowski's oeuvre or increasingly
elaborate and elegant camerawork, the film's three-in-one narrative structure resembles
Przypadek (Blind Chance, 1981), just as the metaphysical and philosophical musings
upon the impact of chance, coincidence, and fate upon life also mirror the Pole's
preoccupations. No plans have been announced as yet concerning Hell and Purgatory,

See respectively: Bowdler (mt.), 'His life's work', p 13; & Piesiewicz interviewed by the author,
Appendix, p.303 & p.3 16.
www empiktv com/empikiopedia/filni/index cgi?id=1792&dzial=film&fraza=PIESIEWICZ
Unfortunately, this webpage has recently been deleted.
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perhaps because producers wish to see how Heaven is received before committing
themselves to filming the rest of the trilogy, or, as Jerzy Stuhr claims, because even
though the remaining parts of the trilogy have been sold to the West, directors fear the
responsibility of taking them on.3°
Whatever happens with the filming of the remaining parts of the Heaven, Hell,
Purgatory trilogy, Purgatory is likely to constitute the last screenplay with which
Kielowski can be associated. Whether any director will dare to bring to life the
remaining part of the trilogy remains to be seen whether a director who takes on these
formidable tasks can reach the heights repeatedly attained by Kielowski throughout the
course of his career, however, is unlikely.

30 Stuhr, Udawaé naprawk, p.23 1.
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APPENDIX
ZAFIS NA GRANEGO WYH7ADU Z KRZYSTOFEM PIESIEWICZEM
6-ty listopad 1998, Warsaw

ED: Ja czytalam w angielskich pismach ±e w Iatach 80-tych Kieiowski sic nie
interesowalpolitykq. A pan wlaánie sic chyba inreresowalpoliiykq w latach 80-tych?
KP: Proszç pam, sprawa jest bardzo prosta. Kiedyja spotkalem Kielowskiego on by! po
ogromnej karierze w filmie dokumentalnym. Wiesz, zeby w ogóle poznaó jego kino
naprawdç g!eboko trzeba znaó jego filmy dokumentalne, poniewaz one w du.zej czçci,
je2eli chodzi o sprawy formalne I docieranie kamer czy obrazem do pewnych tajemnic
cz!owieka, on to uzyska! przez tak, przenildiwoó dokumentalisty. Oczywicie
dokument mu me starcza! ju i póniej musia! przejó do flkcji, do konstruktuowania
fabu! i tak dalej. Jak ja go spotkalem ja bylem dosyó wzietym takim m!odym adwokatem
który zajmowa! sic glównie prawami czlowieka. On by! po filmie dokumentalnym i po
tym kinie "moralnego mepokoju", no w któiym on zrobi! dwa czy trzy filmy popularne. I
mymy absolutme, jak on sic ze mn zetknl, ja zaczelem z mm dyskutowaó a on mi
pokaza! film Przypadek. Ija mu powiedzialem 'S!uchaj, ty masz ogromn szansç w kinie
poniewa± ty moze po1qczyó Hitchkocka z Bergmanem, I trzeba w ten sposób robiá
wspólczesne kino'. To jest jedyna szansa zeby ludzi przycügnaá, aby im tak dawaó
suspens ajednoczenie mówió o bólu, o tçsknocie, radoci, nostalgii et cetera et cetera et
cetera. W ogole uwazam ze kino Kielowskiego jest w ogéle szansa eby kino moglo byó
sztukq, w dalszym ciqgu, znaczy wjego metodzie. Ja uwaamje2eli ludzie nie pôjd4jego
tropem w kinie, to kino stanie sic, staje sic sztukqjarmacznq, stanie sic sztuk4... [sic] ja
me mówiem ze zlq, ale me bçdzie odpowiadalo na pytania ktôre sq, ludziom potrzebne od
pocztku wiata, prawda?
To byly nasze pierwsze spotkania. Ja przyszedlem na pocztku z mm z pomyslem
Bez koñca, któiy by! oparty na pewnej tragedii zwizanej ze mierci moj ego przyjaciela
adwokata z któTym ja bromlem w procesach politycznych. A poza tym w tych procesach
politycznych, w tym filmie Bez koñca byla nie tyle polityka co pewne dylematy których
ja dotykalem bçd4c obroñc tych ludzi, pomidzy nacjonalizmem a pomiçdzy
idealizmem,, pomiçdzy pewnq, misjq, narodow wyzwoleñczq, a pewnq, rozprochnoci,
wynikajc z starego ukiadu w którym mymy wtedy zyli. I w tym filmie to jest oddane.
Myl ze w Bez koñca sq, dotknicte sprawy które dzisiaj sq, w Poisce bardzo czytelne,
pewne konflikty ktOre ju2 byly w ramach opozycji ktora walczyla z tym. Powsta! ten film
i po tym filmie zostalimy... [sic] Ja jak gdyby zawsze oddziela!em mojq, dzialalno5
publiczn4 od dzialalnoci kreatywnej. Po tym fllmie zostalimy zaatakowani przez
opozycje I przez wladze komunistyczne, przez opozycje pomewaz me zrobilimy takiego
filmu plakatowego jak Wajda, Czlowiek z zelaza, prawda, tylko zrobilimy film
prawdziwy. Jak teraz ogldam to z perspektywy to wydaje mi sic 2e to jest naprawde me
zly film który oddaje prawdç o tamtym czasie, e tojedyny film, jedyny, bardzo uczciwy
film.
W zwizku z tym ja kiedy z mm sic spotkalem wjakiej kawiarni i powiedzialem
'Sluchaj, trzeba skoñczyc z polityk, kompletnie, trzeba skoñczyé z opisywaniem
socjologicznym wiata. Trzeba sic skupiá na jednostce poniewa. w istocie jezeli
wszcdzie na wiecie, tak nawet jezeli me ma, to ludzie akceptujq, demokracjc I jezeli
demokracja ma decydowa5 o tym w jakim 2yjemy swiecie i w jakich nastrojach, to w
istocie decyduje to co ludzie noszq, w sobie indywidualnie, I suma tych postaw
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indywidualnych tworzy pewien krajobraz. Poprzez glosowanie, poprzez inne rzeczy,
prawda? W zwiazku z tym staj, sic pojedyñczymi postawami ludzkimi, konkretnymi.'
'A 0 CO Cl chodzi?' Ja mówiç 'Wiesz co, wydaje mi sic e trzeba zajé sic Dekalogiem'
no i cala historia byla tym.
Apropos zapytal ml sic 'Jak ty chcesz to zrobiá?'. Ja mówiç 'To jest proste.
Trzeba opisaá dziesiçé historii wspó!czesnych ludzi, ludzi którzy mniewiçcej mieszkaj, w
tej samej sytuacji, oderwaó sic od polskiej obyczajowoci zupelnie, bo to jest flue wathe
dia Iudzi na wiecie i w ogóle jest me wa±ne, bo pewien obyczaj ktôry tworzy sic w
wyniku jakiej sytuacji jest chwilowy, me jest rzeczq, trwalq, me jest wartoci trwa!a'
To 2e na przyklad ludzie stojq w kolejke po k.ielbasç to to sic okazalo 2e w 89-tym roku
po trzech miesiçcach juz nie bylo co robió z t kielbasq, prawda? W zwuzku z tyln dia
mnie to bylo me istotne, wiçcej, brak kielbasy czçsto powodowal to e ludzie glçbiej
my1eli m dzisiaj, prawda?
Tak2e to s bardzo zlo±one procesy, bardzo skomplikowane. Okazalo sic ze to sq,
rzeczy wazne, bardzo wazne, ale w istocie dla postaw ludzkich nie tak bardzo istotne w
zwuzku z tym Co ludzi naprawd drazy, do czego ludzie naprawde tçskni. I zreszta,,
swego czasu w Muzeum Narodowym w Warszawie, który jest teraz w kociele
Mariackim w Gdañsku, by! obraz który cia,glç og1dalem. Byla wielka deska czternasto
wieczna podzielona, I tak dalej i tak dalej, i to potem dostosowana byla identyczna
metoda: opis zachowañ ludzkich, w kontekcie Dekalogu, w miejscu I czasie okrelonym.
I co sic stab po tym De/calogu? Ten Dekalog stab sic wazniejszy dia ludzi na calym
wiecie ni2 dia Polakéw w 89-tym roku, bo Polacy uznali ±e ju2 sprawy tak naprawdç
glçboko ludzkie sq me wazne a wazne jest eby sic zorgamzowaó, prawda? Wolny rynek,
handel i tak dalej, biznes.
Oczywicie, w tej chwili to sic zmienia. De/calog zaczyna byó kultowy, me tylko
dia studentów w Ameryce, tak slysalemED: Tak? WAmeiyce?
KP: Tak, tak. W tej chwili zaczyna byó z tym afera, pomewa. Dekalog me by!
puszczany w Ameiyce poniewa byly problemy copyright. W tej chwili zaczyna byó
puszczany na uczelniach i tak dalej i zaczyna bye ob!çd tam. I tak samo, okazabo sic, 2e
staje sic tak samo wazny w Poisce, ale dopiero teraz. To ju.z stab sie jakim takim
modubem, kiasykiem, prawda, ale diatego ze mymy uciekali od pewnych typowych
zachowañ..
ED: W!aánie ±e on by! bardziej uniwersalny, tak?
}(J). Uniwersalny, prawda? Ludzi talc samo boll brzuch w Londynie jak I w Warszawie,
talc samo kochajq sic w Warszawie, tylko w innych okolicznociach, prawda? Majq,
czçsto inne problemy, Wiedzq, na przyklad, ju.2 po pewnych dowiadczeniach dwustu lat
2e pewnych rzeczy me naIey robiC, prawda? A czasami w Poisce jeszcze zrobiq, ale
szybciej dochodzq, do tego ze me trzeba robiC, dlatego bo to jest jak dziecko które dotknie
do pieca które jest rozgrzane. Ale tych rzeczy, poniewa jest irma komunikacja i media
dzialajq, bardzo silme, ludzie sq bardziej wyksztalceni, wicc szybciej te dowiadczenia sq
przerabiane na uzus, na praktykc. Ale te wszystkie sprawy sq takie same, uczucia,
erotyka, bOl brzucha, mibo do dzieci, nienawiC i tak dalej. To wszystko to samo,
prawda? Tylko okolicznoci sq lime. I w zwiqzku z tym mymy zrobili Dekalog i
faktycznie mymy uciekli od polityki. Ale w istocie mymy me uciekli od polityki, tylko
2esmy dotkneli tego co jest istotq zagadnienia. Talc naprawdç, rewolucja Bolszewicka
wynikala z tego co nosili ludzie w sobie. Nosili nienawiC z powodu jalci przyczyn. To
2e Hitler zaczq,! rzqdziO w Niemczech to wynikabo z tego e ludzie go wybrali, wiçc mieli
w sobie szaleñstwo. Powstaje pytanie, skqd to szaleñstwo sic bierze? Skqd sic bierze
nienawiC w pewnych okolicznociach, prawda? Jakie sq procesy psychologiczne? I
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mymy, diatego mymy zdecydowali skupió sic nad tym, na czlowieku. Jest 89-ty rok i ja
przychodzç z koncepcjq, rOwnoci, wolnoci I braterstwa. Przychodzç diatego bo widzç
mur Berliñski, e zacznie byó znowu dyskusja czym jest wo1noé, czym jest braterstwo
miedzy narodami czy miçdzy lud±mi, czym jest rOwnoó? Caly czas te hasla sa, tylko my
ju± wiemy po dwustu latach ±e te hasla bez milosierdzia, bez miloci u±yte, staj, sie po
prostu przekleñstwem, bo w imic tych hasel mamy miliony grobOw. W zwia4u z tym,
teza wyjciowa przecie w tym naszym filmie Niebieskim jest e ludzie nie chcq, bye
wolni. Ludzie chc byC tylko sugerentni.
ED: Zgadzam sic. No bo wlanie, odkqd Pan zaczql pracowaé z Kieálowskim te fl/my
staly sic bardziej uniwersalne. Czy to bylo wlanie pod Pana wplywem?
KP: Wie pam, ja mogç tylko Path powiedzieC e wszystkie te filmy byly z mojej
inspiracji, to znaczy, z moich pomyslOw, z moich ideii, z mojego jakiego tego, bo taka
jest prawda.
ED: WEe Pan ±e odkqd Pan pisal te scenariusze razem z Kie.slowskim to te± kobiezy staly
sic bohaterkami. To jest odPana?
KP: Wie Pani, me wiem. Ja po prostu wiem tylko tyle ze kobieta jest dia mnie o wide
bardziej interesujqçym medium niz mçzczyzna.
ED: Tak?
KP: Tak. Z tysi4ca przyczyn.
ED: Wlanie Kieálowski co mówil ±e kobiety sq bardziej wra±liwe.
KP: Proszç path, natura, albo Bog dal im po prostu wiçcej szans na... [sic] Kobiety maj
wiçcej szans dotkniçcia czlowieczeñstwa w wiçkszym wymiarze. Po prostu, to s, sprawy
rOwnie biologiczne jak I biologiczne-psychologiczne. Dia mnie sam akt erotyczny, czy
zblizenia kobiety i mçzczyzny... [sic] to s dwa fascynujqce inne wiaty, prawda?
ED: Tak, napewno inne wiaty.
KP: Przecie2, przez powOd kobieta jak gdyby wyrzuca mçczyznç. Moim zdaniem
diatego kobieta kazda po porodzie, kobieta brzemienna jest fenomenem. Mnie sic wydaje
ze kobiety wraliwe, z ogromn intuycja,,, a do tego wyksztalcone s pewnym o wiele
ciekawszym medium dia kogo kto opisuje kondycj ludzkq, ni± mezczyzni. Tak ml sic
wydaje. I diatego czcsto jak w tych scenariuszach szukalimy bohatera to bohaterem
stawala sic kobieta.
ED: No, ale Pan z Kielowskim teE chyba mielthcie tq wra±liwo.é, tq intuicjç, nie?
Inaczej, jak mona napisaé scenariusze takie?
KP: No wie pani, ale trzeba o tym wiedzieC. Jest pewien etos mçsh ktOiy czçsto
przeszkadza, ale to trzeba sic nad tym pochyliC. Trzeba sic nad tym pochyliC bez
uprzedzenia, trzeba sic otworzyC na pewne rzeczy. Oczywicie ze dia mnie byC moze ze
jednq, z najpiçkniejszych rzeczy jaka istnieje na globie ziemskim jest ta rO±nlca ludzi I te
wiaty inne ktOre sic dopelniaja,, kiedy one sic dope1niaj.
ED: Pan myli ±e ta ró±n,ca jest pickna czy wla.nie to dopelnianie?
KP: To dopelnianie. I to jest fenomen. Kiedy to sic staje jednociq? To sic staje
jednociq, w rzeczywistym akcie milosnym.
ED: Ale wlanie w tychfllmach to rzadko tak sic dzieje, nie?
KP: No, wie Pani, ale jest tesknota do idealu, ale jednoczenie przecie my uwaamy ze
s te dwie polOwki jabika. Czçsto trudno im odna1eC. Dlatego ja przed mierci
Krzysztofa napisalem z mm ostani rzecz, nowele Raf, w ktOrym tak4 sytuacjç kreujemy,
dwie polówki jabika. Uwaam e to jest wIanie ta sytuacja. W bardzo dziwnych
okolicznociach te dwie polOwki sic odnajduja, bo ona jest, w cudzyslowie, terorystka,, on
jest policjantem miodym.
ED: To jest tu w Po/sce?
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KP: Nie, we Wloszech. I to jest... [sic] Ta tiylogia bçdzie robiona, bo ja w tej chwili
robiç dwie trylogie. Raj, Pie/do, Czykiec - Raj napisalem z Kielowskim, Pieklo i
Czyáciec ju.z sam napisalem - i drugü, tiylogie, Wiara, Nadzieja, Milo.é. Mam napisan,
Wiarç I mam napisan, Nadziejç. I tu w Poisce robiç osiem filmów telewizyjnych pod
tytulem Naznaczeni. Naznaczeni to bçdzie osiem filmów krótkich nawia,zujqcych do
omiu Blogos!awieñstw. I to bedzie robil najzdolniejszy Poiski miody reyser, Michal
Rosa.
ED: A kb bçdzie wlaánie re±yserem—?
KP: Na zachodzie? Nie bardzo mogç o tym môwié jeszcze ale za jakie dwa miesiqçe,
trzy miesice, to ju± bçdzie wiadomo bo zdjçcia prawdopodobme zacznq, sic ju na
wiosnç.
ED: To znaczy ±e w roku 2000-nym wyjdzie ten pierwszy film?
KP: No, mylç ze tak.
ED: A Pan bçdzie miaf ciqgle co do czynienia z lym wszystkim?
KP: Tak, tak. Ja bçdç, no bçd... [sic] No wie pam, z Kie1owskim ja pracowalem od
pierwszego zdania w scenariuszu do ostatniej sklejki montaowej. By!em przy montau,
bylem przy wszystkim. Tutaj me wiem jak ml sic bcdtt ukiadaly relacje z rezyserami, no
ale mam nadziejç ze oni bçd4 tego chcieli, no bo producent tego chce.
ED: To ciqgle bçdzie Mann Karmitz?
KP: Nie,nie.
ED: Wie Pan, na zachodzie to raczej wszyscy my.ilq ±e Kie.slowski by! takim samotnym
czlowiekiem, ±e on sam wszystko robil, ±e to wielki anlysta...
KP: Nie. Kie1owski by!, przede wszystkim, wielkim kreatorem. On stawial ostanu
kropk nad 'i', ale on tworzyl znakomity zespo!.
ED: No bo to wlcthnie mnie interesuje. Na zachodzie ni/ct nie wiedzial, naprzyldad, ±e on
ma tq rodzinç. No, mo±e wiedzq ±e Pan z nimpisal tefilmy...
KP: Wie Pam, ja znim spedza!em w istocie codziennie albo fizycznie, siedzqç i
rozmawiajc, albo prze telefon, kilka godzin dziennie. Wiçc to jest, wie Pani, przez
ostatnie piçtnaóie lat jego zycia. Take by! bardzo blisko z kompozytorem, Preisnerem.
ED: Tak, i na przyklad Slawomir Idziak
KP: Idziak i Sobociñski. I przecie kompozytor, diatego ta muzyka by!a taka jak jest.
Czy Pam zna ostani, plytç Preisnera, Requiem?
ED: Ja w!aánie dzisiaj kupilam.
KP: Wie Pam, on potrafil stworzyá zespól ludzi. Natomiast, ze mn, pracowa!
codziennie. By! bardzo blisko rodziny, by! bardzo blisko przjaciól. Preisner w jednym
wywiadzie mówi stusznie ze nigdy sic tak me bawl! jak mymy sic bawili we trójkç. On
me by! am smutnym czlowiekiem ani samotnikiem. To jest me prawda.
ED: Ja si zgadzam Ja na przyklad kupilam tu w Polsce takie kiq±ki i tam sq te zdjçcia
z psami, z ±onq z córkq. No ito sq wspaniale zdjçcia, bardzo szczç.liwe 1 przyjemne. A
w Anglii ni/ct o tym nie wie. WAnglil my.lq ±e on by! samotny, to znaczy, wielki antysta
ale samotny, prywatny, nikogo nie mial, 1 ±e caly czas mial ±al do czego. wie Pan7
KP: On mia! 2a1, oczywicie, ale to polega na czym innym. To polega na... [sic] ja
mam to samo w sobie. Ja mam... [sic] Ja me potrafiç zyó i prawdopodobme on te me
potrafil ale mymy to musieli w pewnym momencie robió, jak to sic nazywa po
angielsku? 'Superficial'?
ED: Tak; 'supeijIcial'.
KP: Sztuczno pewna, tak?
ED: Tak; takiejakbyplytkie.
KP: Talc. I z jednej strony, na przyklad, Kielowski mia! gigantyczne propozycje
Amerykañskie. To byly miliony dolarów. Ale nawet gdyby chcial to me mógl, rozumie
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Pam? Kiedy mymy rano, na przyklad, jak ja bylem z mm w Ameryce na Oskarach i sic
schodzi rano i przychodzi czlowiek I mówi 2e jest 'extremely well', no po prostu, nam sic
na to rzygaó chce. To jest pewna forma i ja rozumiem to, ja rozumiem ze tak jest lepiej
yó tylko to nie ma mc wspolnego z twórczocia,. Bo je±eli czlowiek yje w takiej
konwencji w twórczoci to mog byó tylko filmy Ameiykañskie.
ED: A w ogóle co Pan my.li o fuimach Amerykaiskich, bo wiem ±e Kie.lowski ich za
bardzo nie lubil.
KP: Nie, proszç Pam, to nie jest tak. Filmy amerykañskie, to znaczy, o czym my
rozmawiamy? Czy my rozmawiamy 0 ostatnich piçciu, dziesiçiciu latach w kinie
Amerykanskim? To jest dramat. To jest dominacja producentów, producentów ktorym
sic wydaje ze tak mozna dhigo. A moim zdaniem to jest droga do klçski. Do klçski!
Albo rozmawiamy, na przyklad, o Peteru Bogdanovichu czy rozmawiamy o wielkim
kinie amerykañskim z lat pOprZedniCh. Przecie±, wie Pam, jezeli wezniemy Nocnego
Kowboja czy weniemy Petera Bogdanovicha czy...
ED: H,tchkocka mo±e?
KP: Czy wezniemy Hitchkocka, no rózne rzeczy, no to w koñcu gdzie jestemy, w
jakim wielkim kinie.
ED: A teraz toju± raczej nie, Pan myth?
KP: Mylç ze jest bardzo zly kierunek. Ten kierunek jest dramatyczny pomewa on me
jest dlatego dramatyczny ±e kino amerykañskie jest takie w tej chwili tylko dlatego e
dziewiçádziesit procent informacji na temat czlowieka mlodzi ludzie uzyskaj w tej
chwili z kultury obrazkowej. Mniej czytaj, i kultura obrazkowa musi wziaá na siebie
rolç wstawiania pytañ 0 teraniejszoé, przyszloO i przesz1oó, na temat sensu ycia, na
temat czlowieczeñstwa musi przejá ta kultura. I jezeli by sic uprawialo tak kino jak
Kielowski, które jest i atrakcyjne i glçbokie, to to kino to udvignie. Natomiast w
innym wypadku to musi prowadzió do katastrof', do jakiej katastrofy. Przecie2 jeeli
pam stawia pytani eutanazje, to z punktu widzenia logikii, tempa zycia, kady powie to
jest OK. Dlaczego ma jej me byc? Dopiero jezeli czlowiek dokona reflekcji na temat
tego, przez to co przeszla ludzkoó, i na ten temat ±e czlowiek jest ulomny i ze me moze
dotykaO pewnych spraw, o pelen decydowaé... [sic] ale to jest dyskusja ktOra musi byá
prowadzona na jakim poziomie. Trzeba przygotowywaé ludzi do pewnych pytañ, do
rozwiqzañ, bo to e mo±emy wysadzié w powietrze wiat to my juz wiemy. Tylko chodzi
o to, jak komibmowaó zeby lepiej ±yo, prawda, dlaczego pewna duchowoó i
transcendencja jest potrzebna. Bo sic wydaje 2e me jest potrzebna, ale dlaczego jest
potrzebna poniewaz tym sic röznimy od, od...
ED: Odzwierzqt?
KP: Od zwierzt, prawda? Ze gdzie czlowiek jest po rodku, prawda? Pomewaz ta
kultura slowa pisanego jest w kryzysie, nie dlatego e ona jest w kryzysie w ogôle, tylko
niech pam zwróci uwagc najwiçksze sukcesy jacy pisarze majq? Którzy zaczynaj pisaó
obrazkami. Przeciez wcieklo jest tych anglo-saskich pisarzy w tej chwili którzy
sprzedajq, ogromne iloci ksiqzek. To jest przewaznie literatura, na przyklad, ile ja
zauwaç jak moje scenariusze sic sprzedaj,,
ED: One sq bardzopopularne chyba, me7
KP: Tak, a to jest dramat, to jest dramat. Bo ludzie chc czytaé obrazki. A wiadomo e

scenariusz jest pOlfabrykatem, e dopiero reyser z wra2iiwoscia, operator, mote to
wzüc I z tego stworzyó pewn metafizykç. Take, no, sytuacja jest dosyé trudna. Ja me
krytykuj tego co sic dzieje w kinach w Ameryce bo to jest ich sprawa, tylko ze to jest
grozne z tego punktu widzenia.
ED: A co pan my.li, na przyklad, o poiskim kinie albo o polskiej telewzzji?
KP: Nie ma polskiego kina.
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ED. Nie?

KP: Nie ma poiskiego kina. Jest wielki kryzys, wielki dramat. Jest wielki dramat
diatego bo caly czas co kto udaje. Starzy mistrzowieju.± flue umiej, opowiadaé.
ED. Na przyklad Wajda, Zanussi, Holland?

KP: Nie to jest nic, nic.
ED: A ci nowi teE me?

KP: Trzeba im the szansç. Ja wlanie w tej chwili pracujç z takim Michalem Ros4,
trzydzieci-dwa lata ma, chiopak, i chce co g, wie pam, co ±eby on poszedl swojq, drogq.
Jest szansa na to. On zrobil taki film w zeszlym roku, Farba sic nazywal, poiski, bardzo
ciekawy, uczciwy bardzo, szorstki taki, chropowaty, dotykajcy prawdy, nie tego co jest
powierzchu, przecie± rekiama Co wszystko sic dzieje tutaj to jest atrapa,,, gdzie w rodku
s4jakie dramaty, no i on te dramaty pokazuje.
ED: A w ogóle mówiqc o ksiq±kach, czyta?am ±e Kielowsk: powiedzzal ±e on raczej bra!
swoje pomysly z ksiqek, z Dosrojewskzego, Sze/cspira, Tolstoja czy Kajki.

KP: Nie, to Sk brednie. No kazdy z nas jest wyksztalcony, kady z nas CO przeczytal,
kady z nas jezeli jest czlowiekiem mdrym, znaczy moze me mdryin, ±le powiedziane
jest, jeeli stara sic postçpowae roztropnie, rozwaznie, to wie 0 tym e niczego nowego
me wymyli talc naprawdç, 2e wszystkojuz bylo, a mote nawet bylo glçbiej. Z wizku z
tym gdzie zawsze no do czego nawiqzujemy. Natomiast, to co mysmy robili w kinie z
mm, jçzyk kina... [sic] Na przyklad, ja uwazam ze dobra literatura i dobry dramat jest
nieprzekladalny na film.
ED: Naprawdç?

KP: Tak, pomewaz moze pozostaC tylko anegdota. Natomiast to sq, inne rodki wyrazu.
ED: A wiçc, diaczego Pan lub Kie.slowski nie pisalthcie p0 prostu opowiadai zamiast
scenariuszów?

KP: Mymy zawsze pisali na pocztku opowiadanie, ale to bylo opowiadanie które bylo
podporzdkowane filmowym rodkom wyrazu. Problem polega na tym ze jest akcja
fizyczna, i akcjç fizyczn, obrazkami moze path uloyC. Natomiast, najwiçksz tajenmicq
jest akcja emocjonalna, i jakie obrazy ulozyC zeby oprOcz akcji fizycznej jeszcze
opowiadaC o tym co czlowiek ma w rodku. Bo literatura I poezja przez setki lat
wyksztalcila pewne formy i teraz trzeba te fonny trzeba strasznie pracowaC, trzeba
ogromny wisilek mieé w sobie zeby stworzyC rodki wyrazu filmowe, bo to mote bye.
Cala technika co nas otacza daje coraz wiçksze mozliwoci. Wiçcej ludzi którzy chodz
do kina i ogl4dajq, filmy s coraz bardziej przygotowani do skrutu, do syntezy. Mlodzi
ludzie ogldajq, wideo-klipy. DziewicCdziesit-piçó procent wideo-klipow jest gównem,
ale jest pieó procent które s, dzielami sztuki, które potrafi, w ci,gu dwóch trzech minut
opowiedzieC historic czlowieka, jego problemów, jego tragedii, jego rozpaczy, jego
uczuC, nostalgii, etc.. A wiec ludzie którzy przychodz, do kina w tej chwili s
przygotowam do formy która mo2e byC nawet trudna, do pewnych znaków, do pewnych
alegorii. Ale trzeba nad tym pracowaC, na to trzeba mieC pomysly. Oczywicie, bardzo
latwo jest, wie pam, kto kogo zabija potem go goni i potem jest przez dwie godziny I
talc dalej. Natomiast, opowiedziee o rzeczywistych mechanizmach psychologicznych, o
rzeczywistych preferencjach ludzkich, o rzeczywistych zd4rzeniach ludzkich... [sic] Wie
pant, mnie na przyklad w kinie me interesuje to e kto do kogo strzela. Mnie interesuje
dlaczego strzela I co po tym strzale nale±y zrobiC.
ED: No wla.n,e, to jest Krótki filmo zabijaniu, me?
KP: Tak. Mnie to interesuje. Na przyklad, w tej chwili wszystkie scenariusze które
piszç to sic zaczynaj od scen które w normalnym kinie sa scenami kulminacyjnymi. Na
przyklad, kto skacze przez okno, i od tego zaczynam. Kto wpada pod samochôd, i od
tego zaczynam film.
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ED: No bo wlanie to jest co bylo z Trylogia, Kieálowski powzedzial ±e ía koñcowa
scena, gdzie sq ci uratowani z tego promu to jest poczqtkiem. Wszyscy mówzli ±e nie,
nagle to jest taki szczç.lzwy koniec, ±e sq ci glówni bohaterzy uratowani, a wlanze on
powiedzial ±e to jest poczqtkiem tej trylogii, ±e wiasnie on 'sybral tych ludz: tak samojak
tych z tych mzeszka, w Dekalogu.

KP: Talc. Proszç path, to jest sprawa prosta z tym koñcem. Ten koniec zostal
wymylony przez nas w Paryzu eby zamkMé te trzy filmy, i to nie polega na tym e
zostali wybrani akurat oni. Co innego. Czlowiek mylcy dojdzie do konkluzji ±e ci
ludzie zostali uratowani ale om zaslu±yli na to.
ED: A czy ci inni me zaslu±yli?

KP: Nie wiem. Po prostu, om w 2yciu tak przebierali nogami ±e im to sic na1ealo. Tm
sic to na1ealo. Julia z Niebieskiego jest wspanialq kobieta jest kobiet, takiej której sic
bardzo rzadko spotyka, zeby kobieta tak kochala mçza ktory umarl a eby zaakceptowala
jego kochankç z dzieckiem. Sprawa jest na tym polega caly Dekalog jest zbudowany tak.
Teza Dekalogu glówna jest taka: nie ma sytuacji bez wyjcia.
ED: Naprawdpan tak mjthli? Nie ma sytuacji bez wyj.cia?

KP: Nie ma. S4, tylko sytuacje ostateczne, ale które od nas nie za1ez. Wszystkie
sytuacje które od nas zaleza,, od naszej decyzji, sq sytuacjami w którym mozna znaleé
wyj cie.
ED: Ajak sic rozró±nia?

KP: Mogç pani the dziesiqtki przykladów. Jezeli pam wpada pod samochód to pam me
ma wyjcia. To jest los, to jest rzqdzenie losu. Jezeli samolot spada, to pam me ma
szansy. Ale je±eli zdradzil paniq maz, to pam ma wyjcie, jezeli pam rzeczywicie kocha.
Jeeli dzialajq ambicje, wylqcznie... [sic] druga czçC Dekalogu to jest totalny przyklad,
totalny przyklad tego e jezeli sic zaakceptuje czlowieczenstwo I sic potrafi wybaczyC, a
me tylko nienawidzieC, mozna zbudowaC wspamaly wiat. Ale bohater drugiej czçci
Dekalogu musial dotkna, 5 ostatecznoci eby zaakceptowaC dziecko I mówi na koñcu 'My
bcdziemy mieli dziecko', a to me jest jego dziecko.
ED: Ale on o tym chyba nie wie ±e to nÉe jestjego dziecko?

KP: Wie, oczywicie wie. Nie jest idiotq.
ED: Juz wspomnialam ±e fIlmy Kie.lowskiego sq widziane jako fIlmy bardzo powatne.
Oczywikie sq one powaine, bo to sqpowazne sprawy, ale chybe jest te± w nich komedia?

KP: Ja jak jego spotkalem zawsze marzylem o tym zeby z mm robiC prawdziwe
komedie.
ED: No, Biaty to chyba jest komed:q?
KP: Talc, dokiadnie. Na przyklad, dia mnie najmieszniejsi s ludzie, którzy sq dobrzy, z
natury dobrzy, i za duzo chcq. I dia mnie takie dwa filary, albo trzy filaiy, ktôre sq
bardzo bliskie temu co ja my1alem a co udalo mi sic dwukrotnie z Kielowskim
zrealizowaC, a uwa.alem e on mial ogromne poczucie humoru, co wyszto w filmie
Personel na przyklad, w siediemdziesiqtym-piqtym roku. I zawsze go naciskalem
chocia± on tego me chcial, ale on to lubit robié, bo on sic tego bat bo uwaal ze to jest
najtrudniejsza forma. To byto to co nazywam klimatem czy te stylem który wywodzi sic
jeszcze z Bruegla, który nastçpme mielimy w Dobrym wojaku Szwejku, co mielimy w
Chaplinie, co mielimy w mektórych fragmentach dramatu albo w calych dramatach
Szekspira, i to jest to wielkie dotykanie czlowieczenstwa. Ja to nazywam ze to jest
opowiadanie o tej myszy która wpada do mieka i tak przebiera lapami ze w koncu stoji na
górze masla. I dwukrotnie, miejqc sic mymy napisali dwa scenariusze. Jeden Bialy,
który dotyczyt PolakOw. Karol dia mnie jest kwintesencjq Polskiej mentalnosci takiej
redniej.
ED: A wlçc czyjego zona jest kwintesencjq Francji?
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KP: Nie. W kadym razie, ja me chcç o Francji opowiada.
ED: Nie?
KP: Nie. Bo to ja sic na tym me znam. Ja mieszkalem tarn dosyé diugo ale dia
mnie... [sic] Bo o Polakach sic mówi ±e sq, romantyczni. Ale tak naprawdç ten
romantyzm przeciçtnego Polaka to jest na poziomie fryzjera Karola. I ten fryzjer,
romantyk, zderza sic z brutalnym mechanizmem wolnego rynku w Poisce. No i zmienia
sic z romantyka w walczcego, cymcznego faceta. Ale na koñcu znowu patrzy w okienko
jak na Matkç Boska,,, na kontakt Tam jest taka scenajak on ziemiç kupuje od chiopa i sic
rano czesze i Matka Boska jest, prawda? Mamusia, mama, prawda? Bo w Poisce jest ten
kult tego. I ml sic wydaje ze Karol jest pewnq, personifikacj przecictnego Polaka po
osiemdziesiçtym-dziewi4tym roku, po zmorach komunizmu. Zreszta,,, fenomenalnym
przykladem poniewa me wiem czy pam tu byla piçtnacie lat temu w Poisce i teraz?
ED. Nie.
KP: No, to wie pam, to s zmiany. Ten kraj oczywicie jest taki jaki jest bo wychodzi z
dwustu lat mewoli ale potrafil utrzymaé te swoje pulsowanie, no i w ciagu omiu lat to w
niektóiych miescjach to ju nie ma prawie róznicy midzy niektórymi krajami
zachodnymi.
ED: Wiem. Pierwszy razprzyjechalam tu w osiemdziesiqtym-dziewiqtym roku I tera jest
ogromna róznzca.
KP: Tak. No, ale to sa rzeczy. My pokazujemy tego czlowieka który przebiera tymi
nogami a jednoczenie ma te zwykle swoje takie namiçtnoci romantyczne i chce
odstukaó te swoje wszystkie, w cudzyslowie, krzywdy i tak dalej i tak dalej. A drugim
filmem, ktoiy tez opadajc tej konwencji Brueglosko-Chaplinowskiej to jest dziesiq,ta
czçé De/calogu o znaczkach.
ED: Talc, ci sami bracia, nie?
KP: Tak. Zreszt, my1e ze moglem podaé trzy przyklady w tych scenariuszach
wszystkich bardzo nowoczesnego mylenia o kinie I nowoczesnej konstrukcji
scenariusza. To jest dziesita czçá Dekalogu, to jest Krótki film o zabyaniu, I film
Czerwony. To s, przyklady bardzo trudnej konstrukcji scenariusza, i jeszcze Podwójne
zycie Weroniki, gdzie opowiada sic dosyé wartkie historic, histone dosyá wciqgajqce, z
suspensem, z napiçciem, ale jednoczenie które maj w sobie jak tajemnicç, maj,
zawsze drugie przeslanie. Pamiçtam tak4 historic jak mialem nominacjç do Oskara za
film Czerwony, za scenariusz, to siedzial kolo mnie miody scenarzysta trzydziesto-dwu
letni ktory tez mial nominacjc. On nazywal sic Avery i on mial nominacjç za Pulp
Fiction. I oczywicie wiedzialem e on dostanie tego Oskara bo w Ameryce jest
mcmoliwe zeby inaczej bylo. Nominacja to i tak bylo... [sic] I on z ogloszema
wychodzi, wraca, wzi4l mnie za rçkç i mówi 'Niech sic Pan mc me przejmuje. Ja sic
uczylem pisaé scenariuszy na dziesiçtej czçci Dekalogu'.
ED: Tofajnie, nie!
KP: Tak, tak. Tak±e myle ze Dziesiqtka równie posiada tak, konstrukcjç bardzo
ciekaw.
ED: Pulp Fiction te± l4ygral na Cannes, l4ygral nagrode Palme D 'Or.
KP: Tak, byly skandale.
ED: Pamiçtam ±e w Angli: te± bylo to skandalem. No, szkoda, murzç powiedz:eé ±e wol
Czerwony do Pulp Fiction. Reservoir Dogs tojuzfajnyJIlm, a Pulp Fiction...
KP: Wie pani, to jest ciana, to jest dno. Znaczy, to dalej pójé me mozna, z tegoju mc
me wynika. Ludzie zamieniaj sic w automaty. To ma tylko jeden walor, ±e to oddaje
klimat i energiç wspélczesnej kultury i wspólczesnego ycia.
ED: Talc, tojestfilm dia miodych.
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KP: Tak, ±e to jest fotografia. Ale to jest dramat poniewa to niepowoduj zadnego
skupienia. Uwazam ze w wspólczesnej kulturze i wspolzcesnemu wiatu w tej chwili jest
absolutme mezbedne I konieczne, jest konieczna, mówie to oczywicie jako alegoriç, jako
przenonie, modlitwa. Jest potrzebna modlitwa, to znaczy, jest potrzebne skupienie. A
mo2e jest potrzebna spowied i modlitwa.
ED: WIa.snze Jest bardzo malo tego na Zachodzie.
KP: Tak
ED: Mo±e jest wiçcej tego tu w Poisce.
KP: Ale prosze pam ja mnOstwo jezdç. Ja si spotykam z studentami w Hiszpanii, we
Wloszech, we Francji, w Stanach, dwa tygodnie temu bylem w Slowenii I tak dalej.
Mlodziez jest ta sama, jest ta sama wszçdzie w tej chwili. Ja mówiç o tym krçgu
cywylizacyjnym naszym, ja nie mówiç o wariatach, o jaki fundamentalistach I tak dalej.
Ja mówiç o mlodziezy. Ludzie s ci sami. I te filmy wszçdzie maj identyczny odbiór.
To jest fenomen, to jest fenomen. I jest absolutna tçsknota za t4 spowiedzi4 i za
mod1itw. Ja oczywicie nie u.ywam tu modlitwy w kategoriach religijnych tylko mówiç
ojakim skupieniu,jakim cofniçciu, zastanowieniem sic.
ED: Wlaânie o duszy.
KP: Tak. Wiçcej. Wie pam, ja wlanie w Slowenii mialem rozmowç na temat spraw
erotycznych, na temat spraw seksualnych, na temat miloci i tak dalej. No przeciez, te
wszystkie rozmowy sq, w totalnej opozycji do tej calej kultury. I ja sic bojç tylko jednej
rzeczy, ze te rozmowy ito co ja slyszç w tych rozmowach, jezeli sic temu me wyjdzie na
przeciw to to moze wywolaé za dziesiçé, piçtnacie lat, dwadziecia, jakie wolame o
nowq, ideologiç. A to byloby dramatem.
ED: Pani mówi o ideologipolitycznej, moralnej?
KP: No, ideologiç, now ideologiç. A my wiemy juz po dwudziestym wieku calym, po
dowiadczeniach totaliteryzmu, komunizmu, faszyzmu, wszystkiego, my wiemy ze nie
ma ideologii dobrych, ze me ma. Ze my doskonale wiemy na czym to wszytko polega.
Polega na tym, na zyczliwoci micdzy ludzmi i na zrozumiemu ±e nikt me ma racji. I
teraz jest problem ze, na przyklad, me moze nastpowaé absolutyzacja praktycznoci.
Elity nie mog bazowaó na tym ze sq, sprawne tylko. Autorytety to nie mog byó
autorytety. Na przyklad, w tej chwili s, rózne fundacje róznych panów ktorzy robin,
wielkie pienidze na spekulowaniu pieniçdzmi. I om sic wykladaj w ramach
wszystkiego, filozofli, socjologii, moralnoci, etyki i tak dalej. Co tu kurwa jest, wie
pam? Co to w ogóle jest, co to 54 za gocie? Co to jest? Pam otwiera jak gazetc I
jaka aktorka ostrzyzona mówi o tym jak ±yó. Nie ma juz jaki wielkich autorytetów,
profesorów, me ma juz wielkich. No i kto zostal? No Wojtyla zostal, Papie, ale te go
atakujq, bo jest z innej opcjii religijnej. Ale to jest jedyny czlowiek do ktôrego mozna
mieé sto procent zaufanie bo wiadomo ze me manipuluje.
ED: Ale na Zachodzie sic nie zgacL-ajq. Wlanie mylq ±e to jest takie starodawne ijuz
me wazne.
KP: No i to jest koniec, to jest komec. Rozumie pam, ludzie bçd4 zawsze u.zywali
prezerwaty i zawsze bçd4, robili aborcje, tylko ze musi kto powiedzieé ze to me jest
dobrze. Ja z Wojtylq, rozmawialem z godzinç, me dawno, i on mi powiedzial
'Oczywicie skrobanki bçd4 bo ludzie s tacy, ale ja mam mówié ze to jest dobrze?'.
ED: W Dekalogu, jeden ojciec sic nazywa Krzysztof i to Jest pierwsza postaé która ale
ma autorytetu, no bo w Dekalogu Jest brak autorytetu. I ja przepukiam ±e to Jest do
robiena zpanem I z Kieilowskim, bo oba made na imzç Krzysztof
KP: Tak, tak.
ED: WPodwójnym zyciu Weronik, sq dwie wersjejednego zycia, albo jest Przypadek, w
którym sq trzy wersje
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KP: Podwójne 'ycie Weroniki dotyczy... [sic] Ja pani co powiem. Gdyby pam chcia!a
powazliie pisaó te rzeczy wszystkie, kiedy pam ma ten doktorat napisaó?
ED: Dopiero zaczelam, jeszcze trzy lata mniejwiçcej.
KP: No wlanie, no mote sic jeszcze spotkamy to porozmawiamy.
ED: Dobrze, dziçkuj.
KP: Wie pam, bo to s, bardzo ziozone sprawy. Wie path, Kielowski umax! majqc
piçédziesiqt-cztery lata. Ja myle 2e on me umarl przypadkowo. Dzisiaj wiem e placi
sic cenc za pewne rzeczy. To me tylko jest fizyczna praca ale to jest niszczenie sic
moralne. I ja my1e e w bardzu wielu filmach których mymy zrobili razem istnieje jak
gdyby intuicyjna zapowied tego co sic stanie. Placi sic potwornie swoj4 psychofizyczn, kondycj za pewien wysilek przedzierania sic przez pewne sytuacje, przebijania
sic. Przecie proszç pam, zeby zdobyó takq, pozycjc na wiecie, i zeby mieá cztery
nominacje do Oskara' z filmem Czerwonym, w tych czasach, to pam sobie zdajç sprawc,
wyjezdajc z Warszawy, e to the jest proste. Jakq, trzeba mie potworn silç w sobie, ja
trzeba pracowaS, ile trzeba mówió, i jak trzeba umie mówié do mediów eby to wreszcze
zaistnialo. Ile trzeba bylo w Poisce sic napracowaá eby w systemie komunistycznym
zaakceptowali produkcjç Dekalogu. Oni to zaakceptowali w osiemdziesitym-szóstym
roku ze strachu, bo sic koñczyl system. To 2e walka z Kociolem w Poisce, ateizm by!
ideologia,,, prawda, w szkole uczono ze Bog to jest opium dia mas. Take wie Pani, i za to
sic placi. 1 w Podwójnym ±yciu Weroniki...
ED: Wlanie ta Weronilca, ta Polka, placi za to, me?
KP: No troszkç za duzo chciala.
ED: A Pan my.li 2e lepief jest bye tq spiewaczkq z Dekalogu, dziewieé, która chciala
lylko Lyle?
KP: Od tego sic zaczçlo ten scenariusz.
ED: A lepiej ta/cErn bye czlowiekiem czy takim który chce wszystko?
KP: Nie znam na to odpowiedzi. Mogç path tylko powiedzieó tyle ze gdybym dzisiaj
zaczynal zycie od nowa, to byó moze zosta! astronornem, matematykiem, mote bym sic
zajq,! muzyk4.

ED: A adwokactwem to me?

KP: Ja sic zajmujç dziesitkimi rzeczami. Jajestem senatorem, jajestem adwokatem, ja

jestem publicysta., ja du.zo piszç. Spçdzam w tej chwili jednq, dziesiq,ta zycia w
samolotach. Po prostu ja juz the mam sily. I to co naprawd sic liczy to jest jaki
koherentny, ciepty, wypelniony milociq, wiat, i jakie mithmalne warunki materialne do
ycia które tworza. niezaleinoé. Wszysztko reszta jest pulapk,.
ED: A czy Pan myth ±e teraz w Poisce jest lepiej bo me ma tej zale±no.sci?
KP: To the ma mc wspolnego z tym bo mi sic sydajç e to o czym ja mówiç, w
komunizmie mozna tez bylo tak, theza1enoé miec Ja mowic o rodzinie, o bliskich
ludziach, o przyjaciolach, o ksi±kach, o dzieciach. Wie path, co to wszystko jest? Jak
patrzç na te wie2owce w Warszawie które buduja., przeciez to jest erekcja jaka, jakie±
penisy stojq,. I po co to wszystko? Jaki to ma w ogole sens? Co to wszystko jest? Nie
lepiej nizej, jako sympatycznie, jaki co, to wszystko. . . ZwrOcila path uwagç, na
przyk!ad to, ja mam co takiego bo muszc mieé. I co, i jest mi lepiej z tym?
ED: Raczej chyba me.
KP: Parc lat temu, to bylo z piçó czy szeó lat temu, do Paryza przyjechal Spielberg i
zaprosil nas bo robil Listç Schindlera, zebymy mu powiedzieli co W Poisce i tak dalej.
Mymy mieszkali wtedy w Paryzu. Ja wchodzç do Ritza do hotelu, na rodku ich
apartamentu stoji faks i caly czas pracuje. Jak taki czlowiek moze zrobié sztukç? To jest
Wiasciwie, trzy.
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w ogôle niemozliwe, to jest w ogóle niemoliwe. Do robienu sztuki jest potrzebne
kawalek papieru i olówek, zadnej maszyny, hotel byá moze, te maszyny mog co, ale to
wszystko jest... [sic] I potem pam widzi taki film jak ten jego ostatni,jak on sic nazywa?
ED: Saving Private Ryan.
KP: Tak. I pam widzi, no mby to jest przerazajcy ale czy jest jaka konkluzja z tego?
ED: Raczej nie. Ja tego fl/mu za bardzo nie lubi alejestpopularny. A wlan,e, gdy pan
pisze te filmy, pan chyba nie my.l: tylko o Poisce ale o takich uniwersalnych tematach,
nie ±e tylko Polacy bçdq rozumieé ale ±e w ogóle to jest dia wszystkzck
KP: Ja naprawdc uwazam ze jak pani spotyka pastucha w Tureji który pogania kozy i
pam zaakceptuje wiat w którym on funkcjonuje, tç jego chatç rozwalajc, sic, te kozy, to
jego brudne spodnie, to jego kubel w którym on sic myje, usiqdzie pam i spojrzy pam
glcboko w oczy, to on naprawde, podstawowe pytanie jego to jest pytanie 'Jak yó?'. Bo
to w ogóle me o to chodzi czy pani mieszka w palacu czy pam mieszka w tym kozym
brudzie bo kazdy moze odnaleó spokoj..
ED: Wewnçtrzny taki.
KP: Tak. I na tym polega istota zagadnienie. To bylo zawsze to pytanie z Kielowskim
które mymy stawiali 'Co jest najwazniejsze w yciu?'. Spokój. Czy mozna go
osignqé? Nie mozna. A na tym polega w ogóle tajemmca czlowieka. Ale ciekawa jest
droga do tego.
ED: Czytal Pan Brzezinç? Na koñcupisze 'Spokój, spokój, prawie szczçcie'.
KP: Tak, tak. I muszç pam powiedzieó ze ludzie za duzo od innych wymagaj, chociaz
mog czego sic domagaé od innych, ale za malo zastanawiajq, Si co sami dajq. Na tym
polega caly dramat, tego wszystkiego co sic kotluje i tak dalej. Boj sic, wie pam, bojc
sic teraz s, rózne takie sprawy. Nie powinien tego pam mówió ale na przyklad dia mnie
takim ldasycznym niebezpiecznym postacia, postaciami ktOre w tej chwili wybieraja,,
wplyw na rózne rzeczy sa,, jest tak zwany eklektyzm ideowy, eklektyzm ideowy. Macie
w Anglii takiego premiera na razie Tony Blair, tak? To sq, tak praktyczni ludzie ze az
czasami nie wiadomo 0 CO chodzi. Eklektyzm, wie pani. To s wszystko ludzie ktorzy
kiedy byli Marksistami i teraz wiedz, ze to sic nie sprawdzilo, to z od innej strony
próbujq, to samo realizowaó. A ja wolç takich surowych ojców rodziny, bo sa pewne
rzeczy z których nie wolno zrezygnowaá.
ED: Naprzyklad?
KP: To sic nazywa pewien kod antropologiczny. Dia mnie rada Europy która uchwala
teze ze malzeñstwa homoseksualne moga, wychowywaó dzieci jest pocz4tkiem koñca.
ED: To znaczy, ±e Pan my.li ±e sq takzepodstawowe warto.sci7
KP: Tak, pomewaz one sytuuja. nas, sq, podstawa, pocztkiem i koñcem wszystkiego.
Jezeli na przyklad zakwestionujemy pojçcie rodzicöw to my kwestionujemy wszystko.
Jezeli dziecko ma by wychowywane przez osoby które s, mezdolne do prokreacji, to jest
okwestionowanie wszystkiego. Jezeli uznamy zwiazek homoseksualny za rodzinç,my
mo2emy zaakceptowaó ten zwia,zek ale me jako rodzinç, bo rodzina to jest pojçcie, ma
desygnaty, i my me mozemy kwestionowaó takich rzeczy. Ja na przyklad jestem za
calkowitymi prawami dia homoseksualitów, wszystkich, za lym zeby oni ±yli w
zwiqzkach, maleñskich nawet. Wszystko, wszystko, wszystko, absolutnie wszystko,
jestem za totalnym równym uprawnieniem. Tylko me wolno nazywaó tego rodzina,, ho to
jest poczqtek koñca.
ED: Czy Pan czytal autobiografic Kzeálowskiego, 0 sobie?
KP: Tak. To trzeba do tego podchodziC z ogromnq, ostroznocia,. Pomewaz, to bylo
nagrywane w biegu. On krccil filmy. On me wiedzial ±e on umrze za chwilç. Tam
wszystko trzeba rozwijaé. Tam s, medopowiedzenia. To trzeba bardzo uwa.zaó.
ED: Jest chyba bardzo wielu ironi w tym w ogóle?
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KP: Ironi,tak.
ED: No bo na jednej stronie plsze ±e butelka mie/ca to stanowi tylko butelkç mieka, a
potem pisze ±e sznurowadlo Weroniki dotyczylo jej problemow z sercem. Myálalam
wIa.nie 2e trzeba uwazaé z tym.
KP: Przede wszystkim Kielowski me by! intelektualist4. By! intuicjonist. By! czystym
czlowiekiem. On sic mgdy nie podda! adnej spekulatywnoci.
ED: I tak samo z Panem, czy Pan raczej..?
KP: Wie Path, me wiem, co tu o sobie mówié? Musiala pam przeczytaó dziesitki
wywiadów ze mnq, I tak dalej, trudno o tym mówié. Ja oczywicie gdzie glcbiej
wchodzilem w pewne rzeczy. Natomiast, me ulega wqtp1iwoci ze Kielowski
przechodzil pewn drogç, w któr4ja chyba przeszedlem wczeniej. To jest droga o której
dzisiaj mogç pam tylko powiedzieó ±e oprócz tego magnetofonu I paczki zapalek na stole
jest co wiçcej na wiecie.
ED: Pan chyba w ogole jest bardziej religyjny ni± Kieálowski.
KP: Wie path, co to znaczy religyjny?
ED: Zgadzam sic ±e fakt ±e sic nie chodzi do kokiola to nie znaczy ie sic nie jest
religyjny, ±e sic nie my.li o duszy I tak dalef.
KP: Tak, tak. Ja mogç tylko pam powiedzie tyle ze sq, pewne filary ktôrych trzeba
dotknqé. Mamy stare przymierze zydowskie, prawda? Mamy Boga. Mamy filozofiç
greckq, ktôra nas uczy niesamowitych rzeczy, a przede wszystkim przyjmowania wiata
takim jakim on jest. I ze mc sic nikomu nie nalezy, taka prawda. I mamy pojawieme sic
miodego faceta ktôry na.zywa sic Chrystus, który hczy stare przymierze, stary testament,
z Antygon. Antygona mówi w pewnym momencie e lepiej sluchaé Boga ni± ludzi,
prawda? Antygona antycypuje jak gdyby chrzecijañstwo. Ja w tej chwili me mówie
teologicznie, ja mówie praktycznie, praktycznie. Z róznych przyczyn, aden mkt sic tym
me zajmowal, skd sic pojawia taki facet, któiy tyle wie? Który praktycznie wie
wszystko! Nie w sensie religyjnym, bo wierzy5 mozna w rózne rzeczy, tylko w sensie
psychologicznym. Jezeli pam we±mie wspó!czesne, nawybitniejsze opracowania
psychologiczne, które sq, empiiycznie sprawdzone, empirycznie powiadam, to sic
calkowicie pokrywajq, z nauczaniem Chrystusa. Nie w tym sensie teologicznym tylko w
sensie praktycznym. Jee1i path wemie kazanie na górze, który jest jeden z
najwspanialszych tekstów literackich, w dziejach 1udzkoci, i pam zobaczy osiem
blogoslawieñstw, to path dzisiaj wie e je2eli tych osiem blogos!awienstw me zostame
zrealizowanych w dwudziestym-pierwszym wieku w jakiej czçci, to ten wick sic
skoñczy katastrofa. Nota bene, pierwsze b!ogos!awieñstwo mówi 'Blogoslawieni ubodzy
w duchu, do nich bçdzie nalezy królestwo mebieskie'. Ja to analizowalem bardzo diugo
I ja the moglem dojó dlaczego sq, ubogoslawiem co s, ubodzy w duchu, czyli maj
mniejsz duszç, prawda? I znalaz!em tlumaczenie angielskie z starego testamentu. I to
jest tlumaczenie wielkie, I tam jest napisane 'Blogoslawiem ci którzy wiedzq, 2e sa
ubodzy w duchu' czyli wiedz, wiccej, czy majq, pokorç. I to ju. jest pierwsze
blogoslawieñstwo, jest takie które gdyby to bylo spelnione, gdyby ludzie chcieli byó tymi
naznaczonymi, czyli blogoslawionymi, i wiedzieli ze nie wiedzq, wszystkiego najlepiej
ED: To to jest poczqtek
KP: To jest poczqtek. I ma pam osiem takich rzeczy, które stanowiq, korzenie
mozliwoci wspôlistniema. Wie pani, potem byly rewolucje, demokracje, prawa
czlowieka, a to wszystko jest gówno. Tam wszystko jest zapisane, tylko ±e g!çbiej, w
oparciu o stary testament i o fihizofie greckq,. Wszystko jest. Wie pam, jest pytanie teraz,
na przyklad, to w sumie pasuje Chrystusie w tej chwili: skd ten goó sic wzi1, który
mia! wszystko w malym palcu? Mial ostatnie szeéset lat w malym palcu. Skd sic wziq!
ten Zyd? Kim on by!? Jakich mial nauczycieli ? Skkd byla ta wie1koé, skd te teksty sq?
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Czy one s sfabrykowane p&niej, czy to s teksty któiy napisal jaki instytut naukowy?
Bo je2eli nie to to znaczy 2e albo byl to czlowiek naznaczony przez Pana Boga albo
geniusz ktôry sic nie pojawil w dziejach 1udzkoci nastçpnych. I tego nie mozna
odrzució. Mo±na nie wierzyé w Boga, mozna w ogóle nie wierzyó w nic ale tych tekstów
nie mozna odrzucié.
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APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED INTER VIEW WITH KRZYSZTOF PIESIEWICZ
6th
November 1998, Warsaw

ED: I've read English articles stating that K,e.lowski put aside politics in the 1980s.
Weren 'tyou involved in politics during this time?
KP: It's quite simple. When I met Kielowski he had a long career making
documentaries behind him. In order to understand his films really deeply one has to
know his documentaiy films because, as far as form and the ability to get to certain
human mysteries with a camera or film are concerned, he obtained these things by virtue
of his documentarist's perspicacity. Of course, documentaries were no longer enough for
him and he later had to turn to fiction, to devising stories and so forth. When I met him I
was a fairly sought-after young barrister concerned mainly with human rights. He had
come from documentaries and from the cinema of 'moral concern', in which he made two
or three popular films. After he got in touch with me we began to talk and he showed me
the film Blind Chance, and I told him, 'Listen, you have a great potential for filmmaking
because you're able to combine Hitchcock with Bergman, and this is the way in which
contemporary films should be made'. It's the one hope of attracting people, by giving
them suspense but simultaneously speaking about pain, about longing, joy, nostalgia etc..
On the whole, I consider Kie1owsh's films to be a chance generally for film to continue
to be an art, that is, if following his method. I think that if people don't follow in his
cinematic footsteps then film will become, is becoming a trashy art-form, will
become... [sic] I'm not saying that it will become a bad art-form but it will not answer
those questions that people have asked since the dawn of time.
Those were our first meetings. I initially came to him with the idea of No End,
which was based on a certain tragedy connected to the death of my friend, a barrister with
whom I co-defended in political trials. Besides, in these political trials and in the film No
End the issue was not so much one of politics as of certain dilemmas that I touched upon
as counsel for the defence for these people: nationalism versus idealism; a certain national
liberation movement versus a certain confusion resulting from the old system in which we
then lived. And this is expressed in this film. I think that No End touches upon issues
that are highly topical in Poland today, certain conflicts that were already part of the
opposition's agenda. This film was made and after this film we were... [sic] I, so to
speak, always distanced my public activity from my creative activity. After this film we
were attacked by the opposition and by the communist authorities. We were attacked by
the opposition because we had not made a crowd-pleasing film like Wajda's Man of iron
but a truthful film. Watching it now in retrospect I feel that it's really a not bad film
which expresses the truth about that time, that it's the only such film, the only one, a very
honest film.
In connection with this I once met with him in some café and said, 'Listen, we
have to finish completely with politics, we have to finish with sociologically describing
the world. We have to concentrate on the individual because in fact if throughout the
world people everywhere accept democracy, even there where it doesn't exist, and if
democracy determines the world in which we live and in what kind of atmosphere, then in
fact the crucial factor is that which people carry inside of themselves. The sum of these
individual attitudes forms a certain perspective, through voting and through other things.
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Consequently, individual and specific human values are formed.' 'What do you mean?' I
say, 'You know, it seems to me that we must tackle the Decalogue', and that was how it
happened.
Apropos he asked me 'How do you want to do this?'. I said, 'It's simple. We
have to describe ten cases of contemporary people, people who live in similar
circumstances, and completely get away from Polishness, as this isn't important for
people around the world and generally isn't important. A particular custom which is
formed as the result of some situation is momentary, it isn't a lasting thing, it isn't of
lasting worth.' For example, people queued for meat but it turned out in 1989 after three
months that there was no longer anything to do with all the meat. Thus for me this wasn't
crucial, more even, the shortage of meat often caused people to think more deeply than
today.
Also these are extremely complex processes, very complicated. It turned out that
these are important things, extremely important, but in fact, not so very crucial in terms of
human values in connection with that which really troubles people, for which people
really yearn. In any case, at that time there was a picture in the National Museum in
Warsaw, which is now in the Mariacki Church in Gdañsk, that I kept going to see. It was
a huge 14th century diptych and so forth, and accordingly we adopted an identical method:
an account of human behaviour, in the context of the Decalogue, set in a specific time and
place. And what happened after The Decalogue? The Decalogue became more important
for people all over the world than for Poles in 1989, because Poles deemed that matters of
such a truly deep and human nature are unimportant whereas it's important to become
organised, right? The free market, commerce and so forth, business.
Of course, this is currently changing. The Decalogue is becoming a cult, not just
among students in America, as I have heard—
ED: Really? In America?
KP: Yes. At present there's something of a love affair with it, since The Decalogue
wasn't shown in America because of copyright problems. It's currently beginning to be
shown in universities and so forth and people are beginning to go mad over it. And
similarly, it's transpired that it's become just as important in Poland, but only now. It's
already become some kind of model, a classic, but precisely because we fled from certain
typical kinds of behaviour.
ED: It was more universal, wasn 't it?
KP: Universal, right? People get the same stomach-aches in London as in Warsaw, they
love one another the same in Warsaw except under different circumstances. They often
have different problems. They know, for example, after the experiences of two hundred
years that certain things should be avoided. Sometimes in Poland they'll still do one of
these things but they're quicker to realise that it's not right, rather like a child who
touches a hot stove. Because the forms of communication are different and the media is
highly influential, people are more educated, hence they are quicker at transforming these
experiences into custom and practice. But all these issues are the same feelings,
eroticism, a stomach-ache, love for children, hatred and so forth. They're all the same,
right? Only the circumstances are different. And so, consequently, we made The
Decalogue, and it's true that we fled from politics However, in fact we didn't flee
politics, but rather we touched upon the essence of the problem. Truly speaking, the
Bolshevik revolution resulted from that which people carried around inside of themselves
For some reason they carried around hatred. The fact that Hitler began governing in
Germany resulted from the fact that people chose him, hence they carried madness in
themselves. The question that arises is from where does such madness come? How does
hatred arise under certain circumstances? What are the psychological processes? And
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that's why we decided to concentrate on this, on human beings. It's 1989 and I arrive
with the concept of equality, liberty, and fraternity. I arrive at this because I see the
Berlin Wall, that once again there will be a discussion as to what is liberty, what is
fraternity amongst nations or people, what is equality? These slogans have always been
present, except that after two hundred years we know that these slogans when used
without mercy, without love, become, quite simply, profamties since we have millions of
graves in the name of these slogans. In accordance with this, the point of departure in our
film Blue is that people don't want to be free. People want only to be acted upon.
ED: I agree. It seems that since you began working with Kieálowski the films became
more universal in nature. Did this result from your influence?
KP: I can only say that all of the films came from my inspiration, that is to say, from my
thoughts, my ideas, my something or other, because that's the truth.
ED: i've also noticed that since you began to write screenplays together with Kielowski
the central characters have been women. Was this also a result ofyour input?
KP: I don't know. I simply know that as far as I'm concerned a woman is a far more
interesting medium than a man.
ED: Really?
KP: Yes, for thousands of reasons.
ED: Kielowski said that women are more sensitive.
KP: Either nature or God gave them quite simply a greater possibility for... [sic]
Women, to larger extent, have a greater possibility of touching humanity. Quite simply,
this is as much due to biological matters as to psycho-biological matters. For me, the act
of lovemaking, or intercourse between a woman and a man... [sic] these are two
fascinating, different worlds, right?
ED: They're certainly different worlds.
KP: After all, the reason is that it's almost as though a woman doesn't need the man. In
my opinion this is why every woman who has given birth or pregnant woman, is a
wonder. It seems to me that sensitive women who have enormous intuition, and who are
also educated, are a far more interesting medium for someone who describes the human
condition than men. That's how it seems to me. And that's why frequently when we
looked for a leading character for the screenplays, the main protagonist would be a
woman.
ED: But surely you and Kielowski had to have a similar sensitivity and intuition?
Otherwise, how else did you manage to write such screenplays?
KP: You have to know about such things. There's a particular male ethos that can often
interfere, but one has to work on such things. One has to work on such things impartially,
one has to open oneself to certain things. Of course, for me perhaps one of the most
beautiful things that exists in the world is this difference between people and these
different worlds that mutually fulfil one another and the moment when they complete one
another.
ED: Do you mean that the difference is beautiful or the fulfilment?
KP: The fulfilment. And it's amazing. When does the unity arise? The unity arises in
the real act of lovemaking.
ED: But surely this rarely takes place inyourfilms?
KP: But there is a longing for the ideal, and at the same time we do believe that there are
these two halves of one apple. Frequently it's difficult for them to find one another.
That's why before Krzysztof died he and I wrote one final thing, the novella Paradise, in
which we create such a situation, the two halves of an apple. I think that it depicts
precisely this situation. These two halves fmd each other in very strange circumstances
because she is, so to speak, a terrorist and he is a young policeman.
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ED: Is it set here in Poland?
KP: No, in Italy. And it is... [sic] This trilogy will be made, because right now I'm
making two trilogies: Paradise, Hell, Purgatory - Paradise was written with Kielowski,
and I wrote Hell and Purgatory by myself— and a second trilogy, Faith, Hope, Love. I've
already written Faith and Hope. And I'm making eight films for television, entitled The
Marked Ones, here in Poland. The Marked Ones will consist of eight short films referring
to the eight Beatitudes. And these will be made by Michal Rosa, the most gifted of young
Polish directors.
ED: And who is going to direct 7
KP: In the West [i.e., Paradise etc.]? I'm not really able to say much about that just yet
but it will be known in some two or three months, as shooting is likely to begin in the
spring.
ED: So the first film should be released in 2000?
KP: Ithinkso.
ED: Will you continue to be involved with the flimmaking?
KP: Yes, yes. I'll be... [sic] You know, I worked with Kieslowski from the moment of
the first sentence in the screenplay through to the final editing and assembly. I was
present at the editing, I was present at everything. I don't know how relations will shape
up with the directors now, but I hope that they will want The same, well, because the
producer wants it.
ED: Is Mann Karmitz still the producer?
KP: No.
ED: In the West people tend to think that Kie.lowski was a lonely person, that he did
everything by himself that he was a great "artist"...
KP: No. Kielowski was, above all, a great creator. He was the one to place the final dot
above the 'i', but he formed a first-rate team.
ED: This is exactly what interests me. In the West no one knew, for instance, that he had
afamily. Maybe they know that you and he wrote these films together.
KP: Essentially, I would spend several hours a day with hun, either physically, sitting
and talking, or over the telephone. And this was for the last fifteen years of his life.
Similarly, he was very close to Preisner, the composer.
ED: Yes, and Slawomir Idziak, for instance.
KP: Idziak and Sobociñski. And obviously the composer as that is why the music is such
as it is. Do you know Preisner's latest CD, Requiem?
ED: I bought it today.
KP: He was able to form a team of people. However, he worked with me on a daily
basis. He was very close to his family, he was very close to his friends. Preisner rightly
points out in one of his interviews that he has never had as much fun as when we three
were together. He was neither a sad nor a lonely person. That's not true.
ED: I agree. I bought some books in Poland a year ago and they contain photographs of
him with his dogs, his wife, and his daughter. They 're wonderful photographs, very
happy and cheering, but no one knows about them in Englani In England they think that
he was lonely, that is to say, a great artist, but very private, with no close friends or
family, and that he always unhappy about something.
KP: He was unhappy, of course, but it was based on something else. It was based
upon... [sic] I have the same tiung inside of me. I have .. [sic] I am unable to live, and
he was probably the same although we both had to do so at certain times, in a way that is,
how do you say it in English? "Superficial"?
ED: Yes, superficial.
KP: A certain artificiality, right?
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ED: Yes, a kind of shallowness.
KP: Right. And on the one hand, for instance, Kielowski had gigantic American offers,
millions of dollars, but even if he had wanted to he would not have been able to accept
them. For example, when I was with him in America for the Oscars and we come down
in the morning and someone came up to say he feels 'extremely well', well, quite simply
this makes us want to puke. This is a certain convention and I understand this, I
understand that it is better to live this way, except that this has nothing in common with
artistic creativity. If a person lives in this kind of convention then the only type of films
made will be Amencan.
ED: Generally speaking, what do you think about American films, because I believe that
Kie.lowski wasn 'tparticularly keen on them.
KP: No, it wasn't like that. American films, that is to say, about what precisely are we
talking? Are we talking about the last five or ten years of American films? That's a

tragedy. It is the domination of producers, producers to whom it seems that things can
continue in this way for a long time, but in my opinion it is the road to disaster. To
disaster! Alternatively we can talk, for instance, about Peter Bogdanovich or we can talk
about the great American cinema of former years. After all, if we take Midnight Cowboy

orif we take Peter Bogdanovich or...
ED: Hitchcock, perhaps?
KP: If we take Hitchcock, various things, well then fmally we are getting somewhere, we
get to some kind of great cinema.
ED: But you think that that's no longer the case now?
KP: I think that there is a vely bad trend at the moment. This trend is tragic, not because
American cinema is thus at the moment, but because young people currently obtain ninety
percent of their information about human affairs from the visual arts. They read less and
so the visual arts have to take upon themselves the role of asking questions about the
present, the future, and the past; this medium must concern itself with question of the
point of life, with the question of humanity. And if flimmaking were to be made in the
manner of Kielowski, so as to be both attractive and profound, then film will be able to
cope with this. Otherwise, however, it must lead to catastrophe, to some kind of
catastrophe. After all, if you pose the question of euthanasia, then, from the point of view
of logic, of the pace of life, everyone will say it's OK. Why shouldn't we have it? It's
only if a person reflects upon the subject, about that which mankind has undergone, and
about the fact that humans are flawed and can not touch certain issues... [sic] but this is a
discussion that must be carried out at some level. One has to prepare people for certain
questions, for solutions. We already know that we can blow up the entire world, but what
matters is to contrive a better way of living, what matters is why a certain spirituality and

transcendence is necessary. It may seem not to be necessary, but it is necessary because
through it we differ from, from...
ED: From animals2
KP: From animals. Human beings are somewhere in the middle, right? The written
word is in crisis, not because it's generally in crisis, but please note, which authors are the
most popular? It is those who are beginning to write using pictures. After all, currently
there's a crazy amount of Anglo-Saxon writers who sell huge numbers of books. It's
mostly literature, for example, I've noted the sales of my screenplays.
ED: They 're very popular, aren 't they'
KP: Yes, but it's a tragedy, it's a tragedy, because people want to read pictures but it's
obvious that a screenplay is semi-finished product, that only a sensitive director, a
cameraman, can take it and make some kind of metaphysics out of it. Hence, the situation
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is fairly grave. I'm not criticising that which is going on in cinemas in America because
it's their affair. It's just that it's dangerous from this [i.e., KP's} point of view.
ED: What do you think about Polish cinema or Polish television?
KP: There is no Polish cinema.
ED: Really?
KP: There is no Polish cinema. There's a great crisis, a great tragedy. It's extremely
tragic because people are always imitating something. The old masters are no longer able
to tell stories.
ED: What about Wajda, Zanussi, or Holland?
KP: They're nothing, nothing.
ED: And are the new directors also no good?
KP: They have to be given a chance. Right now I'm working with Michal Rosa, thirtytwo years old, a young man, and he wants something, he wants to do his own thing.
There's a chance for him to do so. He made this Polish film last year called Paint, which
was very interesting, very honest, harsh, rough, touching upon truths and not that which is
superficial. After all, the publicity and everything that is going on here is deceptive, but
somewhere in the centre there are dramas and he shows these dramas.
ED: You mentioned books earlier. I read somewhere that Kielowski claimed to take his
ideas mostly from books, from Dostoyevski, Shakespeare, Tolstoy, and Kafka.
KP: No, that's nonsense. We are all educated, we have all read something. Every one of
us who is wise, that is, maybe not wise, that was badly expressed, but who tries to behave
prudently, judiciously, knows that nobody can think up something truly new, that
everything has already been done, and maybe even done in greater depth. Hence, we are
always referring to something. However, what he and I did in terms of film, the language
of film... [sic] For instance, I believe that good literature and good drama can not be
adapted into film.
ED. Really?
KP: Yes, because only the storyline can remain. These are different means of
expression.
ED: In that case, why didn 't you or Kie.lowski simply write stories instead of
screenplays?
KP: We always began by writing a story, but it would be a story that conformed to a
filmic means of expression. The problem lies in the fact that there is physical action and
physical action can be represented with visual images. However, the greatest mystery is
that of emotional action and how to arrange images in such a way as to show what a
person has inside of himself as well as the physical action. Literature and poetry have
developed certain forms over hundreds of years and now one has to work extremely hard,
one has to put a lot of effort into creating a filmic means of expression, because it is
possible. All the technology that surrounds us gives greater and greater possibilities.
More people who go to the cinema and watch films are increasingly prepared for
abbreviations and synthesis. Young people watch pop videos. Ninety-five percent of pop
videos are shit but there is five percent that are works of art, that are able, in the space of
two or three minutes, to relate a person's history, his problems, his tragedy, his despair,
his emotions, nostalgia, etc.. Hence, people who are currently going to the cinema are
prepared for a form that might even be difficult, are prepared for certain signs, for certain
allegories. But one has to work on this, one has to have ideas for this. Of course, it's
very easy to have someone kill a person, then they chase him and so forth for two hours.
However, to be able to talk about real psychological mechanisms, about real human
priorities, about real human occurrences... [sic] For instance, when watching a film I'm
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not interested in the fact that someone shoots another person. I'm interested in why
someone shoots and what should be done after the shooting.
ED: That 's the basis ofA Short Film about Killing right?
KP: Yes. It's what interests me. For instance, all the screenplays that I'm writing
currently begin with scenes that would be the climactic scenes in ordinaiy films. For
instance, some one jumps through a window, and that's how I begin. Someone falls
under a car, and with that I begin the film.
ED: Isn 't that the case with the Three Colours trilogy? Kie.lowski said that the final
scene, in which several people from the ferry are saved, is the beginning. It was
generally read as being a happy ending in which the main protagonists are saved, but he
said that it was actually the beginning of the trilogy and that he had chosen these people
just as he chose those from the apartment-block in The Decalogue.
KP: Yes. The business with the ending is quite simple. We thought up this ending in
Paris in order to close the three films, and it doesn't depend on the fact that they in
particular were chosen. It's something different. An intelligent person will come to the
conclusion that these people were saved but they deserved to be so.
ED: Did the others not deserve it as well?
KP: I don't know. It's simply that they behaved during their lives in such a way that they
deserved it. They deserved it. Julia from Blue is a wonderful woman, the kind of woman
whom one very rarely meets, a woman who so loved her husband who died that she
accepted his pregnant lover. The entire Decalogue is constructed in this manner. The
main argument underlying The Decalogue is this: there is no such thing as a situation
without a solution.
ED: You really think so? There 's no situation without a solution?
KP: There isn't. There are extremities but these are not up to us. All situations that
depend upon us, upon our decision, are situations from which a way out can be found.
ED: But how does one dyfferentiate between these two types?
KP: I can give you dozens of examples. If you fall under a car then you have no choice.
It's fate, it's fate's judgement. If a plane falls from the sky, you don't have a chance. But
if your husband has been unfaithful to you then you have a choice, if you truly love him.
If pride alone is the motivator... [sic] the second part of The Decalogue is a perfect
example of the fact that if one accepts human nature and is able to forgive, and not merely
hate, then one can build a wonderful world. But the hero of The Decalogue, 2 has to
reach rock bottom in order to accept the child and say at the end, 'We are going to have a
baby', although it is not his child.
ED: But surely he doesn 't know that it is not his chilcP
KP: He knows, of course he knows. He's not an idiot
ED: i've already mentioned that Kie.lowski 'sJIlrns are regarded as being very serious.
Of course, they are serious as they deal with weighty issues, but surely they also have
elements of comedy?
KP: When I met him I always dreamed about making real comedies with him.
ED: Surely White is a comedy?
KP: Yes, exactly. For instance, for me the funniest people are those who are good, who
are good by nature, and want too much. And for me there are two or three models that
are very close to what I wanted and which I was able to produce twice with Kielowski. I
considered him to have an enormous sense of humour, which made its mark in the film
Personnel, for example, in '75. And I always pressed him to do comedy, even though he
didn't want to despite enjoying doing so, because he feared it as he considered it to be the
most difficult of forms. It's what I term the climate or style that comes from as far back
as Brueghel, which we next had in The Good Soldier Svejk, which we had in Chaplin,
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which we had in some dramatic fragments or in the whole of Shakespeare's dramas, and
this is the great touching upon of humanity. I call it the stoiy about the mouse that fell
into some milk and paddled its feet so that eventually it was left standing on top of butter.
And so twice, laughing, we wrote two screenplays. One is White, which is about Poles.
For me Karol is the quintessence of a common Polish mentality.
ED: So is his wife the quintessence ofFrenchness?
KP: No. In any case, I don't want to talk about France.
ED: No?
KP: No, because I know nothing about it. I lived there for quite a while but for
me... [sic] Because Poles are called romantics but in reality the romanticism of the
average Pole is on a par with that of Karol, the hairdresser. And this hairdresser, a
romantic, collides with the brutal mechanism of the free market in Poland. Well, and he
changes from a romantic into a fighting, cynical guy. But at the end he looks once again
through a window as though at the Virgin Mary, for contact. There's a scene where he
buys land from a peasant and he's brushing his hair in the morning and the Virgin Mary is
there. Mummy, mama, right, because there's a cult of this in Poland. And it seems to me
that Karol is a kind of personification of the average Pole after 1989, after the spectre of
communism. In any case, a phenomenal example since I don't know if you were here in
Poland fifteen years ago.
ED: No.
KP: Well, you know, there have been changes. This country, of course, is as it is
because it has emerged from two hundred years of captivity yet it was able to retain its
own way of life, and so in the course of eight years there is now almost no difference in
some areas between Poland and certain Western countries.
ED: I know. I came here for the first time in '89 and the difference now is enormous.
KP: Yes. Still, these are things. We show this person who paddles his feet yet
simultaneously has these simple kmds of romantic feelings and wants to avenge all his, so
to speak, injuries and so forth. The second film that is also based upon the
Brueghelesque-Chaplinesque convention is the tenth part of The Decalogue, about
stamps.
ED: The same brothers as in White, right?
KP: Yes. In any case, I think that I can give three examples from all these screenplays of
a very modern kind of thinking about film and modern construction of a screenplay.
They are The Decalogue, 10, A Short Film about Killing, and Red. These are examples of
extremely complexly-constructed screenplays - and also The Double Life of Véronique where fairly fast-moving stones are told, quite involving stories, with suspense and
tension, yet which simultaneously hold some mystery within themselves, always have a
second meaning. I remember how I had a nomination for an Oscar for the screenplay of
Red, and sitting next to me was a young thirty-two-year old screenwnter who also had a
nomination. He was called Avery and he had a nomination for Pulp Fiction. Of course, I
knew that he would get the Oscar because it would be impossible for it to happen
otherwise in America. And anyway, just getting the nomination itself... [sic] And after
the announcement he comes out, returns, takes me by the hand and says 'Don't worry
about it. I learned how to write screenplays from the tenth part of The Decalogue.
ED: That 's great!
KP: Yes, yes. Hence I think that 10 also possesses a very interesting kind of structure.
ED: Pulp Fiction also won the Palme D 'Or at Cannes, right 7
KP: Yes, there was outrage.
ED: I remember that it was also seen as scandalous in England It's a pity as I must say
that I prefer Red to Pulp Fiction. Now, Reservoir Dogs is a great film but Pulp Fiction...
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KP: You know, it's a wall, it's the rock bottom. That is to say, it can go no further,
nothing can result from it. People turn into automatons. It has only one virtue, which is
that it reflects the climate and energy of contemporary culture and contemporary life.
ED. Yes, it's aft/rn for young people.
KP: Yes, inasmuch as it's photography. However, it's tragic as it doesn't bring about
any concentration. I believe that what is absolutely indispensable and essential at this
moment in contemporary culture and the contemporary world is prayer, allegoncally or
metaphorically speaking of course. There is a need for prayer, that is to say, a need for
concentration. And perhaps there is a need for confession and prayer.
ED: There is very little of either in the West.
KP: Yes.
ED: Maybe there is more here in Poland
KP: I travel a lot. I meet with students in Spain, in Italy, in France, in America, two
weeks ago I was in Slovenia, and so forth. Young people are all the same, they are the
same everywhere right now. I'm talking about our circle of civilisation, I'm not talking
about lunatics, about some kind of fundamentalists and so forth. I'm talking about young
people. People are the same. And these films meet with an identical reception
everywhere. It's extraordinary, it's extraordinary. And there's an absolute longing for
this confession and for this prayer. Of course, I'm not talking about prayer here in terms
of religion. I'm talking about some kind of concentration, some kind of retreat, selfreflection.
ED: About the soul.
KP: Yes. More. When in Slovenia I had a conversation about erotic issues, about sexual
issues, about love and so forth. And yet, all these conversations are in complete
opposition to this whole culture. And I fear only one thing, namely, that if one does not
speak out against these conversations and what one hears in them, then in ten, fifteen,
twenty years they may bring about a call for a new ideology. And that would be a
tragedy.
ED: Do you mean a political or moral ideology?
KP: No, simply an ideology, a new ideology. We already know from of the whole of the
twentieth century, from the experiences of totalitarianism, communism, fascism,
everything, we know that there are no good ideologies, none. We know perfectly well
upon which everything really depends. It depends on goodwill amongst people and on
the understanding that nobody is right. And there is a problem now, for instance, that
practicalness can not be absolute. The elites can not rely upon the fact that they alone are
competent. Authorities can not claim authority. For instance, right now we have the
various foundations owned by men who make enormous amounts of money by
speculating on the markets, and they attempt to touch upon everything, philosophy,
sociology, morality, ethics and so forth. What the flick is all this? What is all this about,
who are these men? What is this? You open some newspaper and some shaven-headed
actress talks about how one should live. There are no great authorities or professors any
longer, there are no great people any longer. Well, and who remains? There's Wojtyla,
the Pope, but they also attack him because he has a different religious persuasion Yet he
is the one person in whom one can have one hundred percent faith because it's clear that
he isn't manipulative.
ED: But that 's not how it 's seen in the West. There they think that all this is oldfashioned and no longer important.
KP: Well then it's the end, it's the end. People will always use condoms and will always
have abortions, but someone has to say that this is not right. I spoke with Wojtyla not
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long ago for an hour, and he told me 'Of course abortions will take place because that's
how people are, but am I supposed to say that this is right?'.
ED: In The Decalogue, 1 the father is called Krzysztof and he is the first of the
protagonists lacking authority, because generally there is a lack of authority in The
Decalogue. I assume that this refers also to you and Kie.siowski, given that you both have
the name 'Krzysztof.
KP: Yes.
ED: In The Double Life of Véronique there are two versions çf* one life, and in Blind
Chance there are three versionsKP: The Double Life of Véronique is about... [sic] Let me tell you something. If you're
planning to write seriously about these things, when are you supposed to write this PhD?
ED: I 'vejust begun it. I have another 3 or so years.
KP: Right, so maybe we can meet up again and talk about it.
ED: OK, thank you.
KP: These are very complicated issues. You know, Kielowski died at the age of fiftyfour years. I think that it was no accident that he died. Today I know that one pays the
price for certain things. This work isn't only of a physical nature but it also causes moral
deterioration. And I believe that in a great many of the films that we made together there
is a kind of intuitive foreshadowing of what will happen. One's psychological and
physical conditions pay terribly for a certain effort of struggling through, of breaking
through, certain situations. After all, in order to achieve such a position in the world and
to receive four Oscar nominations for Red,' in these times, you understand, leaving
Warsaw, that this is no easy matter. What terrible strength you must possess, how you
must work, how much you have to say, and how you have to be able to talk to the media
in order for all this to come about. How we had to work in Poland in order to have the
production of The Decalogue accepted under the communist system. They accepted it in
'86 out of fear, because the system was coming to an end. There was the battle with the
Church in Poland, because atheism was the ideology, and in schools they taught that God
is the opium of the masses. And anyway, you see, you have to pay for this. And in The
Double Life of Véronique...
ED: Weronika, the Polish girl, pays for it, right?
KP: Well, she wanted a little bit too much.
ED: Do you think that it 's better to be like the singer in The Decalogue, 9, who wanted
only this much? [Holds finger and thumb a I (tie apart]
KP: That's how the screenplay started.
ED: Is it better to be like that, or to be somebody who wants everything?
KP: I don't have an answer for that. I can only tell you that if I were starting my life
anew today, then I might become an astronomer, a mathematician, I might take up music.
ED: But not law?
KP: I'm busy with dozens of things. I'm a senator, I'm a barrister, I'm a political
commentator, I write a lot. At the moment I spend on tenth Of my life in aeroplanes.
Quite simply, I'm running out of strength And what really counts is some kind of
coherent, warm, world filled with love, and some minimal financial means that allow one
to live independently. All the rest is a trap.
ED: Do you think that it 's better in Poland now that there is no more of this kind of
dependence?
KP: That has nothing to do with it. I'm talking about something different, because even
under communism one could have some kind of independence. I'm talking about family,
t Actually three.
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about close friends, about books, about children. What is all this? I look at the high-rise
buildings being built in Warsaw, and they're some kind of erections, they're some kind of
penises. What's it all for? What's the sense of it? What is all this? Isn't it better to have
lower ones, somehow nicer, somehow different... You've noticed, for instance, that I have
this [points to his mobile telephone] because I have to have it. And what, am I any the
better for it?

ED: It 's rather unlikely.
KP: Some five or six years ago Spielberg came to Paris and invited us over, because he
was making Schindler 's List, to tell him how things were in Poland and so forth. We
were then living in Paris. I walk into the Ritz and in the middle of their suite stands a fax,
working constantly. How can such a person produce art? It is completely impossible, it
is completely impossible. To produce art one needs a piece of paper and a pencil. No
machine is necessaiy, a hotel perhaps. These machines can do something, but it's
all... [sic] And then you have a film like his latest one, what's it called?
ED: Saving Private Ryan.
KP: Yes. And, well, it's seemingly horrifying but is there any conclusion to be drawn
from it?

ED: Not really. I don 't like it that much but it 's very popular. As for when you 're
writing screenplays, you seem to be thinking not merely about Poland but about universal
issues, so that everyone, rather than Poles alone, can understand them
KP: I truly believe that if you meet a goatherd in Turkey who runs around after goats,
and if you accept the world in which he lives, his falling-apart hut, the goats, his dirty
trousers, the bucket in which he washes himself, if you sit down and look deep into his
eyes, then his basic question is 'How to live?'. Because generally speaking it's not a
question of whether you live in a palace or whether you live in that goat's mess, because
everyone can find peace.

ED: You mean of an inner kind?
KP: Yes. And in that lies the heart of the matter. The question that Kielowski and I
always asked was 'What is the most important thing in life?'. Peace. Can one attain it?
One cannot, but the whole mystery of mankind depends upon this. However, the road to
it is an interesting one.
ED: Have you read The Birch Wood? The last line in it is Teace, peace, happiness

almost
KP: Yes, yes. And I must tell you that people demand too much from others. Of course,
they can demand something from others, but they don't think enough about what they
themselves are giving. This tragedy of all this rushing and agitation and so forth rests
upon this. I'm afraid, you know, I'm afraid of various issues now. I shouldn't be telling
you this but for me, for instance, a classic example of a dangerous person, of those people
who currently enjoy great influence over various things is, it's the so-called ideological
eclecticism, ideological eclecticism. In England you currently have Tony Blair for a
prime minister, nght? These are such practical people that sometimes you don't know
what they're on about. Eclecticism, you know. These are all people who used to be
Marxists and now know that that didn't stand the test, so they're trying to attain the same
thing from another angle. I, however, prefer harsh patriarchs because there are certain
things that can not be abandoned.

ED: For example?
KP: It's what one might call a certain anthropological code. For me, a European Council
that passes the proposition that homosexual couples are allowed to bring up children is
the beginning of the end.

ED: That is to say, you believe that certain fundamental values exist?
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KP: Yes, because they situate us, they are the basis of the beginning and end of
everything. If, for example, we question the concept of the family, then we question
everything. If a child is to be brought up by people who are unable to procreate, then this
is a questioning of everything. If we recognise a homosexual relationship as a family, we
can accept this relationship but not as a family, because the family is a concept, it has
designations, and we cannot question such things. I for instance am in favour of complete
rights for homosexuals, of everything, of their living together in relationships, even
marital ones. Everything, everything, everything, absolutely everything. I'm in favour of
completely equal rights. But they cannot be called families, because this is the beginning
of the end.
ED: Have you read Kielowski 's autobiography, Kielowski on Kielowski?
KP: Yes. It has to be approached with great care, since it was recorded on the run. He
was making films. He didn't know that he was to die shortly. Everything in it has to be
unravelled. It fails to answer all questions. One has to be very careful.
ED: Doesn 't it also have a lot of irony as well?
KP: Irony, yes.
ED: For example, on one page he writes that a bottle of milk can only signify a bottle of
milk, and then afew pages later he says that Weronika 's shoe-lace symbolises her heart
problems. I guessed that one has to take immense care with it.
KP: Kielowski, above all, was not an intellectual. He was an intuitive person. He was a
pure person. He never gave in to speculation.
ED: And are you the same7
KP: I don't know. What can I say about myself? You'd have to read the dozens of
interviews that have been carried out with me and so forth, as it's difficult for me to say.
Of course, I went more deeply into certain things. However, there's no doubt that
Kielowski was undergoing a certain journey that I had probably undergone earlier. All I
can tell you about this journey today is that there's more to life other than this dictaphone
and the box of matches on the table.
ED: You're more religious than Kie.lowski, aren 'tyou?
KP: What does "religious" mean?
ED: OK, so the fact that one doesn 't go to church doesn 't mean that one isn 't religious,
or that one doesn 't reflect upon one 's soul and so on.
KP: Yes, yes. All I can tell you is that there are certain pillars that must be touched
upon. We have the old Jewish covenant, right? We have God. We have Greek
philosophy, which teaches us amazing things, but, above all, to accept the world as it is.
And that nobody deserves anything, that's the truth. And we have the appearance of this
young guy called Christ, who combines the old covenant, the Old Testament, with
Antigone. Antigone says at one point that it is better to listen to God than to people,
right? It's as though Antigone anticipates Christianity. I not talking about theology here,
I'm talking in practical terms, practical. For various reasons no one's bothered with how
such a guy could appear, who knows so much, who knows practically everything. Not in
terms of religion, because one can believe in various things, but in terms of psychology.
If you take the most outstanding contemporary psychological studies, which have been
empirically tested, I'm talking empirically, they completely agree with Christ's teaching.
Not in a theological sense but in a practical sense. If you take the Sermon on the Mount,
which is one of the most wonderful literary texts in history of mankind, and if you look at
the eight Beatitudes, then you know now that if these eight Beatitudes are not fulfilled in
some part in the twenty-first century, then this century will end in disaster. Nota bene,
the first beatitude says 'Blessed are the poor in heart, for the kingdom of heaven shall
belong to them'. I spent a long time analysing this and I couldn't figure out why the poor
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in heart are blessed, because they have smaller hearts, right? And I found an English
translation of the Old Testament. It's a great translation and it said, 'Blessed are those
who know that they are poor in heart', that is, who know more, who have humility. And
this is just the first beatitude which, if fulfilled, if people wanted to be marked by it, that
is, blessed by it, and if they knew that they don't know everything for the best...
ED: It's a start.
KP: It's a start. And you have eight of these things, which constitute the roots of the
possibility of coexistence. Later there were revolutions, democracies, the rights of man,
but that's all shit. Everything is written there only more profoundly, based on the Old
Testament and Greek philosophy. It's all there. You know, now there's a question, for
instance, which is suited to Christ at this moment: whence did this person come who had
everything in his little finger? He had the past six hundred years in his little finger.
Where did this Jew come from? Who was he? Who were his teachers? Where did this
greatness come from, where are these texts from? Were they fabricated later on, were
these texts written by some institute of education? Because if not it means that either this
was a person marked by God or else a genius who has never since appeared in the history
of mankind. And this cannot be ignored. You don't have to believe in God, you don't
have to believe in anything, but these texts cannot be ignored.
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FILMOGRAPHY

This filmography provides brief production details as well as a short synopsis of each of
Kielowski's films. The production information has been derived from the films, film
credits, and from various filmographies published in Poland and England, while the
synopses are my own.
The following abbreviations have been used:
bw black and white
colour
col
director
d
editor
ed
minutes
m
music
m
producer/production company
p
cinematographer
ph
writer
w
Readers requesting a more detailed filmography, including details of awards won by
Kielowski, are advised to use that compiled by Paul Coates in Paul Coates (ed.), Lucid
Dreams: The Films ofKrzysztofKielowski, Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1999, pp.175-187.

Tramwaj

The Tram
Short feature
Poland 1966 6m bw
A boy runs and catches an almost-empty night-time tram. Attracted to a pretty girl, he
tries to get her attention, then watches her as she sleeps. He gets off at his stop, leaving
the girl behind, but upon second thoughts he once again runs after the tram.
w Krzysztof Kielowski
d Krzysztof Kielowski
p Lód Film School
ph Zdislaw Kaczmarek
main cast Jerzy Braszka, Maria Jamec

Urzqd

The Office
Documentary
Poland 1966 6m bw
Based in a Social Security office, the film observes the interaction between claimants and
staff over an unspecified period of time.
w Krzysztof Kielowski
d Krzysztof Kieslowski
p Lôdi Film School
ph Lechoslaw Trzçsowski
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Koncert zyczeñ
Concert of Requests
Short feature
Poland 1967 17m bw
A coach-party of youths stops by a lake, where the young people drink and have a rowdy
time. One of the party is a bespectacled loner who goes off by himself. He watches a
young couple who have been camping by the lake and are at odds with each other as they
pack their bags and ride off on a motorbike. The coach-party also departs and the driver
finds a bag dropped by the girl from the young couple. The couple return for the bag,
which the girl claims contains her identity papers. A tense situation arises when the
coach-driver demands that the girl join the coach-party if she is to have her bag back but
eventually her boyfriend finds that in fact he has her papers and they ride off together,
watched by the bespectacled youth.
w Krzysztof Kielowski
p Lód Film School
d Krzysztof Kielowski
ph Lechoslaw Trzçsowski ed Janina Grosicka
main cast Jerzy Fedorowicz, Ewa Konarska

Zdjçcie
The Photograph
Documentaiy
Poland 1968 32m bw
Kielowski is given an old photograph of two little boys. He goes in search of these two
boys, now grown men, and encounters their neighbours and relatives. Eventually he
meets the men themselves and films them as they look upon the photograph of
themselves.
p Polish Television d KrzysztofKielowski ph Marek Jówiak ed Niusia Ciucka

Z miasta Lodzi
From the City of Lóth
Documentary
Poland 1969 17m bw
A portrait of Lód and its inhabitants, showing the decrepit post-war state of the city and
depicting the townspeople at work and at play.
p Wytwôrnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kielowski ph Janusz Kreczmañski, Piotr Kwiatkowski, Stanislaw Niedbalski
ed Elzbieta Kurkowska, Lidia Zonn

Bylem zolnierzem
I Was a Soldier
Documentary
Poland 1970 16m bw
Kie1owski interviews a handful of ex-combatants, all of whom lost their sight as a result
of war. They talk about their disability, their suffering, and their hopes.
p Czolówka d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzyszto Kielowski, Ryszard ZgOrecki ph
Stamsiaw Niedbalski
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Fabryka
The Factory
Documentary
Poland 1970 17m bw
A film about the Ursus tractor factory. The camera alternates between showing the
workers, as they set about their daily toil, and a management board meeting, the members
of which are unable to agree with one another. As the meeting progresses, it becomes
apparent that despite the workers' best efforts, the factory is on its last legs as a result of
shortages and bureaucracy at the national level.
p Wytwómia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Stanislaw
Niedbalski, Jacek Tworek ed Maria Leszczyñska

Przed rajdem
Before the Rally
Documentary
Poland 1971 15m bw
Kielowski films the Polish Fiat team as they prepare for the Monte Carlo rally.
Although the car is eventually overhauled to the point that it can be entered for the race,
the team never completes the competition.
d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Piotr
p Wytwómia Filmów Dokumentalnych
Kwiatkowski, Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn

Refren
Refrain
Documentary
Poland 1972 lOm bw
A film concerning the bureaucracy involved in making funeral arrangements in Poland.
The dead figure only as paperwork and their relatives' emotions disappear amongst the
facts and figures.
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Witold Stok ed
Maryla Czolnik

Miçdzy Wroctawiem a Zielon Górq
Between Wroclaw and Zielona Góra
Documentary (commissioned)
Poland 1972 lOm col
A film about the city of Lublin and all it has to offer to prospective inhabitants.
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, commissioned by Lublin Copper Mine
d KrzysztofKielowski ph Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn

Podstawy BlIP w kopalni miedzi
The Principles of Safety and Hygiene in a Copper Mine
Documentary (commissioned)
Poland 1972 21m bw
An instructional film about the conditions of safety and hygiene in the Lublin copper
mine.
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p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, commissioned by Lublin Copper Mine
d KrzysztofKie1owski ph Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn

Robotnicy '71: nic o nas bez nas
Workers '71: Nothing About Us Without Us
Documentary
Poland 1972 46m bw
A broad picture of the Polish workers' state of mind in 1971, following strikes in
December 1970 and the downfall of Gomulka, then president. Despite changes made by
the directors to make the film more palatable to the authorities and censors, it was later
re-edited by Polish Television and released under the title Gospodarze (Masters).
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski, Tomasz Zygadlo,
Wojciech Wiszniewski, Pawel Kedzierski, Tadeusz Walendowski ph Witold Stok,
Stanislaw Mroziuk, Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn, Maryla Czolnik, Joanna Dorozyñska,
Damela Ciepliñska

Murarz
The Bricklayer
Documentary
Poland 1973 17m col
A documentary that follows Józef, a bricklayer, as he prepares for and participates in a
May Day celebration. He recounts how he joined the Party in his youth and worked as an
activist. In later years, however, he became disillusioned with his masters and resigned
from the Party, deciding to concentrate upon his bricklaying.
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Witold Stok ed
Lidia Zonn

Przejcie podziemne
Pedestrian Subway
Television drama
Poland 1973 30m bw
A teacher seeks out his wife, who has left him and her own job as a teacher to work in a
crafts shop in a pedestrian subway in Warsaw. He attempts to convince her over the
course of one night to return to him and her former profession but as they talk the faults in
their relationship become increasingly apparent.
p Polish Television d Krzysztof Kielowski w Ireneusz Iredyñski, Krzysztof
Kielowski ph Slawomir Idziak ed Elzbieta Kurkowska, J. Winiewska
main cast Teresa Budzisz-Krzyzanowska, Andrzej Seweryn

Przewietlenie
X-Ray
Documentary
Poland 1974 12m col
A film about a group of tuberculosis patients. They speak of their reactions to the
disease, their fears, and their hopes for the future.
p Jerzy Tomaszewicz d KrzysztofKielowski ph Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn
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Pierwsza miloé
First Love
Documentary (television)
Poland 1974 50m col
A film documenting the emotional but more often bureaucracy-induced trials of a young
couple as the girl undergoes a pregnancy, she and her boyfriend are married, and finally
the baby is born.
p Polish Television d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Jacek Petrycki ed Lidia Zonn

yciorys
Curriculum Vitae
Drama Documentary
Poland 1975 45m bw
A Party Control Committee, composed of real-life Committee members, cross-examines a
Party member threatened with expulsion from the Party. Although the life-story of the
accused is fictional, the actor playing the role underwent a similar experience in his own
life, and the Committee members treat him as they would any real-life Party member.
The film also exists in a shorter version known as Krótki ±ycio?ys (Short Curriculum
Vitae).
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski w Janusz Fastyn,
KrzysztofKielowski ph Jacek Petiycki ed Lidia Zonn

Personel
Personnel
Television drama
Poland 1975 67m cot
Romek, a shy young man, joins the opera where he works as a tailor. He is entranced by
the arts but is also repeatedly confronted by the ugly reality behind the scenes of infighting, jealousies, and corruption. As Romek becomes more and more caught up in life
at the opera house and is invited to join a committee of opera-workers, his friend and
fellow tailor runs into conflict with an arrogant singer. Romek is asked to denounce his
friend and the film ends upon the former being faced with a sheet of paper on which he
must either defend or condemn his friend.
w Krzysztof Kielowski
d Krzysztof Kielowski
p Polish Television/Tor
ph Witold Stok ed Lidia Zonn
main cast Juliusz Machuiski, Michal Tarkowski, Irena Lorentowicz, Wlodzimierz
Boruhski

Szpital
The Hospital
Documentary
Poland 1976 21m bw
A film following a group of orthopaedic surgeons as they go about a thirty-two hour shift.
Despite the appalling conditions in which they have to work, the doctors retain their
humanity and good humour.
p Wytwôrnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Jacek Petrycki
ed Lidia Zonn
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Blizna
The Scar
Feature
Poland 1976 104m col
Bednarz, a Party man, is given the job of manager at a new chemical plant being built in a
town in which he used to live. He has unpleasant memories of the town but sets about his
job in the belief that be can please both the townspeople and the authorities. However,
his good intentions come to nothing: the townspeople remain unhappy with the plant; the
plant itself has been built and is run along corrupt lines; and Bednarz is too intransigent
and insensitive to those about him. Finally, he gives up his post.
p Tor d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, based on a story by Romuald
Kara dialogue Romuald Kara, Krzysztof Kielowski ph Slawomir Idziak ed
Krystyna Górnicka
main cast Franciszek Pieczka, Mariusz Dmochowski, Jerzy Stuhr, Jan Skotnicki,
Stanislaw Igar, Stanislaw Michalski, Michal Tarkowski
Kiaps
Slate
Short feature (compilation of out-takes from Blizna (The Scar))
Poland 1976 6m col
d KrzysztofKielowski ph Slawomir Idziak ed E. Dmitroca
Spokój
The Calm
Television drama
Poland 1976 82m col
Antek Gralak is released from prison and goes to work on a building site. All he wants
are basic necessities, including work, a home, food, a wife, and in particular peace. He is
friendly to his co-workers and boss alike and begins a relationship with a young woman.
However, after getting married he finds himself torn between his conflicting colleagues
and boss. Both sides expect his loyalty. Hoping to make a deal on behalf of his friends,
he goes to see his boss but discovers that the latter has planned to sack everyone apart
from himself. He leaves his boss's home in disgust to be set upon by his former friends,
who think he has betrayed him and beat him up.
p Polish Television d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, based on a story
by Lech Borski dialogue Krzysztof Kieslowski, Jerzy Stuhr ph Jacek Petrycki ed
Maryla Szymañska m Piotr Figiel
main cast Jerzy Stuhr, Izabella Olszewska, Jerzy Trela, Michal Szulkiewicz, Danuta
Ruksza, Jerzy Fedorowicz, Elzbieta Karkoszka
Z punktu widzenia nocnego portiera
From a Night Porter's Point of View
Documentaiy
Poland 1977 17m col
A portrait of Marian Osuch, a factory porter who likes to apply the disciplinaiy and
authoritarian features of his professional job to all aspects of life. Osuch's often despotic
views coincide with those of the Party, of whom he is a supporter, but Kielowski's film
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is a sympathetic portrayal of a complicated man.
p Wytwómia Filmôw Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowsh ph Witold Stok ed
Lidia Zonn m Wojciech Kilar

Nie wiem
I Don't Know
Documentary
Poland 1977 46m bw
The former director of a factory talks about how in attempting to eradicate corruption and
incompetence in the workplace he found himself increasingly at odds with the workers
but also his Party bosses. As the film progresses, the former manager's narrative
becomes ever bleaker.
p Wytwómia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kie1owski ph Jacek Petrycki
ed Lidia Zonn

Siedem kobiet w róznym wieku

Seven Women of Different Ages
Documentary
Poland 1978 16m bw
The seven ages of man is refigured in the form of seven ballerinas of different ages. With
each female corresponding to a different day of the week, Kielowski explores the
changes undergone over the course of life.

Amator

Camera Buff
Feature
Poland 1979 108m col
Filip Mosz buys a film-camera with which to record the life of his new baby but quickly
becomes interested in filming subjects other than his family. His bosses encourage him to
film events taking place at the workplace but they also begin to censor his efforts. After
winning a prize at a film festival, Filip is increasingly taken up by his filming at the
expense of his family, and his wife eventually leaves him. Naively convinced of the truth
of his films, Filip makes a documentary about misappropriation of town funds without
realising that the money has been used for other beneficial project and causes the sacking
of one of his bosses. Disenchanted, he exposes his film-stock. The film ends with Filip
turning the camera upon himself.
p Tor d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski dialogue Krzysztof
Kielowski, Jerzy Stuhr ph Jacek Petiycki ed Halina Nawrocka m KrzysztofKnittel
main cast Jerzy Stuhr, Malgorzata Zbkowska, Ewa Pokas, Stefan Czyewski, Jerzy
Nowak, Tadeusz Bradecki
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Dworzec
The Station
Documentary
Poland 1980 13m bw
A film set in the Central Railway Station in Warsaw. The station flmctions badly with the
staff being apathetic and the trains delayed. The travellers fare badly in this hostile
environment and nobody is seen to arrive or depart.
p Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Witold Stok ed
Lidia Zonn

Gadajqce glowy
Talking Heads
Documentary
Poland 1980 15m bw
Seventy-nine Poles, ranging between a baby and a hundred-year old woman, explain who
they are and what they wish for.
p WytwOrnia Filmów Dokumentalnych d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Jacek Petiycki,
Piotr Kwiatkowski ed Alma Siemiñska

Przypadek
Blind Chance
Feature
Poland 1981 117m col
The film consists of three versions of the life of Witek Dlugosz, the main protagonist. In
the first he catches a train, meets a Communist, and joins the Party but soon becomes
disillusioned. This version finishes with the cancellation of his aeroplane trip abroad due
to strikes in Poland. In the second version, he misses the train, is arrested for fighting a
railway guard and, as a consequence of being jailed, joins the opposition. Again, he
becomes disenchanted and this time chooses not to make a aeroplane trip abroad on
behalf of the opposition. In the final version of Witek's life, he misses the train, meets a
fellow medical student whom he marries, and completes his own studies to become a
doctor uninterested in politics. Asked to go abroad on a work-trip on behalf of his boss,
this time he catches the aeroplane, which explodes shortly after take-off.
p Tor d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski ph Krzysztof Pakulski ed
Elzbieta Kurkowska m Wojciech Kilar
main cast Boguslaw Linda, Tadeusz Lomnicki, Boguslawa Pawelec, Jacek Borkowski,
Adam Ferency, Irena Byrska, Monika Gozdzik

Krótki dzieñ pracy
A Short Working Day
Feature
Poland 1981 79m col
Poland, 1981: a former Party Secretary of a large town is interviewed about his
impression of events that took place in 1976 after the government proposed price-rises.
The film shows how the unnamed Party Secretary tried to cope with the strikes that break
out amongst the workers as a result of the announcement. The Party Secretary veers
between trying to placate the rioting townspeople and appease his exacting bosses, whilst
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all the while hoping above all to save himself. As he finally abandons his office out of
fear for his life, he imagines the workers winning this struggle but also remembers how
such past apparent victories have turned to nothing.
p Polish Television d Krzysztof Kie1owski w Hanna Krall, Krzysztof Kie1owski,
based on Krall' s report Widok z okna na pierwszym pitrze (The View from a First-Floor
Window) ph KrzysztofPakulski ed E1bieta Kurkowska m Jan Kanty Pawluskiewicz
main cast Waclaw Ulewicz

Bez koñca
No End
Feature
Poland 1984 107m col
Poland is under martial law. Urszula, the widow of Antek, a young lawyer, tries to cope
with life without her husband. His ghost watches her as she realises the full extent of her
loss. Urszula becomes involved with the case of an opposition activist, whom her
husband was going to defend but who must now, instead, be defended by an older lawyer
who believes the best course of action is compromise. However, despite a half-hearted
one-night stand with an American tourist and an attempt to help the family of the activist,
Urszula is unable to go on with life. After leaving her son with his grandmother, she
commits suicide. The final scene of the film shows her reunited with Antek.
p br d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz
ph Jacek Petrycki ed Krystyna Rutkowska m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Grazyna Szapolowska, Jerzy Radziwillowicz, Maria Pakulnis, Aleksander
Bardini, Artur Barci

Siedem dni w tygodniu
Seven Days a Week
Documentary
Poland 1988 18m col
One of a cycle of films called City Life made by different directors about various cities.
Kielowski concentrates on a different protagonist on each day of the week from Monday
to Saturday, as he or she goes about his daily life. On Sunday, the six protagonists are
shown to be the members of one family.
p City Life (Rotterdam) d Krzysztof Kielowski ph Jacek Petiycki ed Dorota
Warduszkiewicz m Fryderyk Chopin

Krótki film o zabijaniu
A Short Film about Killing
Feature
Poland 1988 85m col
A young man, Jacek, brutally murders a taxi-driver for no reason. Jacek's lawyer, Piotr,
is unable to prevent his client from being sentenced to execution by hanging. Jacek and
Piotr talk just before the execution and the former explains what led to his sociopathic
state-of-mind. Having killed, Jacek is then killed in the name of the state.
p Tor/Polish television d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kie1owski, Krzysztof
Piesiewicz ph Slawomir Idziak ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Miroslaw Baka, Krzysztof Globisz, Jan Tesarz, Artur Barci
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Krótki film o miloci
A Short Film about Love
Feature
Poland 1988 87m col
Tomek, a young postal worker, spies upon Magda, an older, promiscuous woman who
lives in the tower-block opposite his own. He endeavours to get her attention through
various methods. Finally, he declares his love and she agrees to go on a date with him.
Magda tells Tomek that there is only sex, no love, and finishes the date by sexually
humiliating him. He attempts suicide and is taken to hospital. Now Magda, upset at what
she has caused and drawn to the idealistic young man, becomes obsessed with him. The
film ends with her imagining his comforting her.
p Tor d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz
ph Witold Adamek ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Grayna Szapolowska, Olaf Lubaszenko, Stefania Iwiñska, Artur Barci

Dekalog
The Decalogue
Ten television dramas based on the Ten Commandments
Poland 1988

Dekalog 1
The Decalogue: 1
Television drama
Poland 1988 53m col
Krzysztof and his young son Pawel are fascinated by the apparent omniscience of
computers. Pawel wants to go skating on a nearby lake, so Krzysztof uses his computer
to calculate that the ice is safe. When Pawel doesn't come home one afternoon,
Krzysztof refuses to believe an accident has occurred, despite all the signs pointing to
this. Finally, he goes to the lake, where a crowd has gathered. The computer was wrong:
Pawel fell through the ice and drowned. Krzysztof runs to his church, where candle wax
falls like tears upon the portrait of the Black Madonna.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Wieslaw Zdort ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Hemyk Baranowski, Wojciech Kiata, Maja Komorowska, Artus Barci

Dekalog 2
The Decalogue: 2
Television drama
Poland 1988 57m col
Dorota approaches a doctor who lives in her apartment block. Her husband, Andrzej, is
dying in hospital. She is pregnant but not by her husband. Dorota loves her husband but
also wants to keep the baby, especially as it may be her last chance to have one. Not
wishing to keep the baby if Andrzej lives, she wants the Doctor to tell her whether or not
her husband will die. The Doctor is unwilling to make such a decision, not wanting to
play God nor, by judging Andrzej's chances to be good, leading Dorota to abort her
unborn baby. Finally, the Doctor tells her that Andrzej will die. In fact, Andrzej recovers
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and tells the Doctor how happy he is that his wife is to bear a child.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kie1owski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Edward Klosiñski ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Krystyna Janda, Aleksander Bardini, Olgierd Lukaszewicz, Artur Barci

Dekalog 3
The Decalogue: 3
Television drama
Poland 1988 56m col
Christmas Eve. Ewa asks Janusz, her ex-lover to help her find her husband, whom she
claims has gone missing. Janusz leaves his family and spends the night with Ewa
searching for her husband. During their time together they talk about their affair and each
recriminates the other about its breakdown. When dawn approaches, Ewa admits that her
husband is not missing - in fact, he left her several years ago upon discovering her affair
with Janusz - and that she required Janusz to be with her that night if she were not
commit suicide. They part and Janusz returns to his family.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Piotr Sobociñski ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Daniel Olbrychski, Maria Pakulms, Joanna Szczepkowska, Artur Barci

Dekalog 4
The Decalogue: 4
Television drama
Poland 1988 55m col
Anka, a young student of acting, lives with her father, Michal, and they get on well.
While Michal is away on a trip, Anka finds a letter written to her by her mother, who died
many years ago. Upon Michal's return, Anka tells him that she read the letter and that it
says she is not his biological daughter. They undergo a difficult night during which they
discuss the change in their relationship. Anka attempts to seduce Michal. He resists and
in the morning looks set to leave. Anka calls after him and confesses that she never read
the letter and made up its contents. They burn the original letter.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
ed Ewa Smal
ph Krzysztof Pakulski
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz
m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Adrianna Biedrzyñska, Janusz Gajos, Artur Barci

Dekalog 5
The Decalogue: 5
Television drama
Poland 1988 57m col
Television version of Krótki fIlm o zabijaniu (A Short Film about Killing); see above.
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Dekalog 6
The Decalogue: 6
Television drama
Poland 1988 58m col
Television version of Krótki film o miloci (A Short Film about Love); see above. The
ending differs in this version: when Magda, who has been eager to see Tomek ever since
his suicide attempt, finally sees him, he tells her that he is no longer spying on her.

Dekalog 7
The Decalogue: 7
Television drama
Poland 1988 55m col
A little girl, Ania, is being brought up by Ewa and believes Majka, Ewa's teenage
daughter, to be her sister. In fact, Majka is Ania's biological mother and Ewa her
grandmother. Wanting to have a proper motherly relationship with her daughter, Majka
takes Ania and runs away from her parents to seek refuge with Wojtek, Majka's exteacher and the father of Ania. Majka calls her mother and tells her that unless she
recognises that Ania is her granddaughter and not daughter, Majka will take Ania abroad.
Ewa is too slow to agree, so Majka breaks off contact. With Wojtek unwilling to help
Majka in her plans, she runs away again with Ania and hides at a train-station. Ewa
reaches the station and finds Ania just as a train pulls in. Majka, seeing Ania run to Ewa,
departs on the train.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Dariusz Kuc ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Anna Polony, Maja Barelkowska, Wiadyslaw Kowalski, Boguslaw Linda

Dekalog 8
The Decalogue: 8
Television drama
Poland 1988 55m col
Zofia is an elderly professor of ethics at the University of Warsaw. Elzbieta, a younger
woman researching the fate of Jewish survivors of the Second World War, sits in on a
class in which Zofia posits a dilemma: how could a Christian Polish couple during the
war refuse to hide a baptised Jewish girl on the grounds that her baptism is a falsehood
against God? Elzbieta approaches Zofia after the lecture. Zofia admits the dilemma is
one drawn from her own life and ELbieta tells her that she is the little girl whom Zofia
and her husband turned away. Zofia eventually reveals that they did this because they
feared the tailor with whom they planned to place ELThieta was a traitor and would betray
their underground movement; ironically, it later turned out that the tailor was no traitor.
Zofia and Elzbieta are reconciled. However, when Elbieta meets the tailor and tries to
thank him, he refuses to talk about the war.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
ed Ewa Smal
ph Andrzej Jaroszewicz
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz
m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Mara Kocialkowska, Teresa Marczewska, Tadeusz Lomnicki, Artur Barcis
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Dekalog 9
The Decalogue: 9
Television drama
Poland 1988 58m cot
Roman learns that he is impotent but his wife, Hanka, insists that what matters is love, not
sex. Nevertheless, Roman begins to suspect Hanka of having an affair with a student,
Mariusz, and becomes obsessed. Hanka, already unhappy about the affair, breaks it off,
and when she learns that Roman knows about it, promises him it will never happen again.
She goes on a skiing trip. Roman sees Mariusz is also going skiing and, suspecting the
affair has been rekindled, attempts to commit suicide. In fact, Hanka brushes Mariusz off
when he turns up and, sensing something is wrong with Roman, rushes home. Just as she
reads his suicide note, the telephone rings. It is Roman, alive in hospital. They are
reunited.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowsh w Krzysztof
Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Piotr Sobociñski ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Ewa Blaszczyk, Piotr Machalica, Jan Jankowski, Artur Barci
Dekalog 10
The Decalogue: 10
Television drama
Poland 1988 57m cot
A man dies and leaves his valuable stamp collection to his sons, Jerzy and Artur. They
learn that one very rare stamp is needed to complete a set and thus add to the value. A
stamp-dealer offers to give them that stamp in exchange for Jerzy's kidney, which he
requires for his ailing daughter. Whilst Jerzy has his kidney removed and Artur waits in
the hospital, the flat is robbed and the entire stamp collection gone. Each brother suspects
the other and their relationship sours. However, it turns out that the robbery was
orchestrated by the stamp-dealer. The brothers are reconciled and it transpires that both
have decided to start a new stamp collection.
p Polish Television/Sender Freies Berlin d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof
Kie1owski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Jacek Blawut ed Ewa Smal m Zbigniew
Preisner
main cast Jerzy Stuhr, Zbigniew Zarnachowski, Henryk Bista
La Double Vie de VéroniquefPodwójne zycie Weroniki
The Double Life of Véronique
Feature
France/Poland 1991 98m col
Two girls, Weronika and Véronique, are born at the same time in Poland and France
respectively. Weronika sings but suffers from a potentially fatal heart condition. Turning
away from her boyfriend, she accepts an offer to perform in a concert. Whilst doing so,
she suffers a heart attack and dies. In France, Véronique senses a change. She, who also
sings and has a heart condition, decides to stop singing. A puppeteer and writer,
Alexandre, visits the school at which she teaches music, and she is fascinated by him. He
sends her mysterious tokens through the post, which she understands from having read his
books, and she also receives a tape-cassette of noises made at a station café at which he is
waiting for her. Véronique tracks Alexandre down but instead of revealing his love, he
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tells her that in manipulating her so he was simply testing an idea for a book. Distraught,
she runs away. He catches up with her in a hotel and confesses he was lying about using
her for a story. They become lovers. Later, Alexandre finds some photos Véronique took
on a recent visit to Poland and he points out that one of the photos is of herself. She looks
and realises that in fact it is of her double, Weronika. Shortly afterwards, Véronique
discovers that Alexandre has made two puppets of her and wants to use the idea of her
and her Polish double for a story. Disillusioned by his manipulations of her, she leaves
him and returns home to her father.
p Sideral Productions/Le Studio Canal PIus/Tor/Norsk Film d Krzysztof Kielowski w
Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz ph Slawomir Idziak ed Jacque Witta m
Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Irene Jacob, Halina Gryglaszewska, Wiadyslaw Kowalski, Philippe Volter,
Claude Duneton

Trois Couleurs: BIeu, Blanc, Rouge
Three Colours: Blue, White, Red
A trilogy based upon the concepts of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.
France/Poland/Switzerland 1993-1994

Trois Couleurs: BIeu
Three Colours: Blue
Feature
France/Poland 1993 lOOm col
Julie loses her husband, Patrice, a renowned composer, and their daughter Anna in a car
accident. In order to forget and cut off all ties to the past, she moves to Paris and tries to
live anonymously. However, despite her efforts, she finds herself being drawn into
various relationships and is also haunted by excerpts of her husband's unfinished
concerto. She also learns from Olivier, a family friend who is in love with her and
attempting to finish off Patrice's concerto, that Patrice had a mistress, Sandrine, pregnant
with his baby. Julie approaches Sandrine and gives her Patrice's house for the unborn
baby. She also helps Olivier to complete the concerto and spends the night with him.
P MK2 SA/CEI) Productions/France 3 Cinema/CAB ProductionslTor d Krzysztof
Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz screenplay consultants
Agnieszka Holland, Slawomir Idziak, Edward Zebrowski ph Slawomir Idziak
ed Jacques Witta m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Juliette Binoche, BenoIt Regent, Florence Pemel, Charlotte Very, Emmanuelle
Riva

Trois Couleurs: Blanc
Three Colours: White
Feature
France/Poland 1993 91m col
Karol, a Polish hairdresser in Paris, is thrown out and divorced by his French wife
Dominique because of his impotence. He gets back to Poland with the help of Michal, a
fellow Pole. Back at home, Karol plots to make his fortune. Instead of hairdressing, he
becomes involved in black-market money dealing and makes a small fortune by
swindling his boss out of a good deal. Karol sets up a business with Michal and his
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wealth grows. Deciding to revenge himself upon his ex-wife, Karol feigns his own death
and then, when Dominique comes to Poland for his funeral, appears to her and they
successfully make love. He leaves her the next day and she is arrested on suspicion of
causing his death. However, Karol realises that he still loves Dominique. He stands
outside her prison window and weeps as she signals that she too still loves him.
p France 3 Cinema (FR 3)/MK2 Productions SA/Tor/CAB Productions SA/Canal+
Productions d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz
screenplay consultants Agnieszka Holland, Edward Zebrowski, Edwards Klosiñski ph
Edward Klosinski ed Urszula Lesiak m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Zbigniew Zamachowski, Julie Delpy, Janusz Gajos, Jerzy Stuhr

Trois Couleurs: Rouge
Three Colours: Red
Feature
France Switzerland/Poland 1994 99m col
Valentine, a young model, finds the jealousy of her boyfriend, who is away on a trip,
increasingly difficult, and is also worried by her drug-addicted brother. She knocks down
a dog as she drives and takes it to its owner. He, an ex-judge called Joseph, lives alone
and listens in to the conversations of his neighbours. Initially disgusted by his behaviour
and unconcern for the dog, Valentine gradually becomes friendly with Joseph. He reports
his eavesdropping to the police. At the court-case, Kann, a young woman who is seeing
Auguste, a young judge who lives close to Valentine, albeit unknown to her, meets
another man and starts an affair with him. Valentine decides to go on a trip to England.
Auguste, depressed at the break-up of his relationship, catches the same ferry as
Valentine. The ferry sinks and almost everyone on-board drowns. Joseph watches the
news report in trepidation and the survivors are shown to include the main protagonists of
Trois Couleurs: B/eu (Three Colours: Blue) and Trois Couleurs: Blanc (Three Colours:
White), as well as Valentine and Auguste.
p France 3 Cinema (FR 3)/MK2 Productions SA/Tor/Canal+ Productions/Television
Suisse Romande (TSR) d Krzysztof Kielowski w Krzysztof Kielowski, Krzysztof
Piesiewicz ph Piotr Sobociñski ed Jacques Witta m Zbigniew Preisner
main cast Irene Jacob, Jean-Louis Tnntignant, Fredérique Feder, Jean-Pierre Lorit, Juliet
Binoche, Julie Delpy, BenoIt Regent, Zbigniew Zamachowski
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following bibliography has been arranged according to two principles: first, it
separately categorises primary and secondary sources, and second, it lists these sources in
terms of English and Polish material. I located the main bulk of the Polish material at the
Filmoteka Narodowa (National Film Archive) in Warsaw. This archive files its material
as clippings, often without giving full bibliographical details for any given piece.
Therefore, although I have tried to supply comprehensive bibliographical information,
some of the Polish material lacks details of pagination or, occasionaily, authorship. The
same is also true of some of the bibliographical detail of the listed English newspaper
articles and interviews, due to deficiencies on the related CD-ROMS. Where the details
of authorship are missing, the piece in question is listed by title. I have not made use of
the considerable French matenal available on Kielowski in the original. However, quite
a few key interviews with Kielowski in French have been translated into Polish and are
included in their Polish versions.
Several of the books on Kielowski (sections 11 and 12) are compilations of essays by
various authors. All such essays that I have cited specifically in my thesis receive their
own bibliographic reference in sections 13 and 14 (Essays on Kie1owski in English and
Polish). Similarly, where I have cited essays from books listed in sections 15 and 16
(General books in English and Polish), these too receive a reference in the following
sections 17 and 18 (General essays in English and Polish). All articles and essays that are
taken not from books but from sources such as newspapers and periodicals are listed in
sections 19 and 20 (Newspaper/periodical articles and reviews in English and Polish). I
have largely avoided making reference to material available on the Internet as this very
rarely outstrips that available in other secondary sources. However, I have included a
reference to one Polish webpage, which contains information that I have been unable to
confirm elsewhere, and this is listed in section 20 (Newspaper/periodicallwebsite articles
and reviews in Polish).
Primary sources
1. Screenplays (English)
2. Screenplays (Polish)
3. Statements by Kielowski in English
4. Statements by Kielowski in Polish
5. Interviews with Kielowsh in English
6. Interviews with Kielowski in Polish
7. Documentaries about Kielowski in English
8. Documentaries about Kielowski in Polish
9. Interviews with Kie1owski's colleagues in English
10. Interviews with Kielowski's colleagues in Polish
Secondar
y sources
11. Books on Kie1owski in English
12. Books on Kielowski in Polish (including special journal issues)
13. Essays on Kielowski in English
14. Essays on Kielowski in Polish
15. General books in English
16. General books in Polish
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17. General essays in English
18. General essays in Polish
19. Newspaper/periodical articles and reviews in English
20. Newspaper periodicallwebsite articles and reviews in Polish

1. Screenplays (English)
Kie1owski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Decalogue. The Ten Commandments,
trans. Phil Cavendish & Suzannah Bluh, London: Faber, 1991
Kielowski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Three Colours Trilogy: Blue, White, Red,
trans. Danusia Stok, London: Faber, 1998

2. Screenplays (Polish)
Kielowski, Krzysztof, Przypadek I inne teksty, ed. Hanna Krall, Cracow: Wydawnictwo
Znak, 1998
Kielowski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Dekalog, 2 ed., Warsaw: Jacek
Santorski & Co. & Wydawnictwo System, 1996
KieIowski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Raj', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 3, 3-1997,
pp.5-33
Kielowski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, 'Raj' Czyáciec Pie/do, Warsaw:
Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1999
Kielowski, Krzysztof & Krzysztof Piesiewicz, Trzy kolory: niebieski, bialy, czerwony,
Warsaw: Agencja Scenariuszowa, 1997
Piesiewicz, Krzysztof (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wrôblewska), 'Pieklo', Dialog,
Warsaw, no. 5, 5-1997, pp.5-3 1
Piesiewicz, Krzysztof (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wróblewska), Raj 'Czykiec ' Pieklo,
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1999
Piesiewicz, Krzysztof (assisted by Agnieszka Lipiec-Wróblewska), Raj Czykiec 'Pieklo',
Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1999

3. Statements by Kielowski in English
Stok, Danusia, (ed.), Kieálowski on Kie.lowski, London: Faber, 1993

4. Statements by Kielowski in Polish
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Czego oczekujç od operatora?', Film, Warsaw, 3-1998, p.102
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Dramaturgia rzeczywistoci' (fragment of Kielowski's MA
thesis), Film na Swiecie, Warsaw-Lôd±, nos. 3 4 (388 389), 1992, pp.7-9
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Dziennik 89-90 (1)', Kino, Warsaw, 12-1991, pp.38-39
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Dziennik 89-90 (2)', Kino, Warsaw, 1-1992, pp.36-37 (trans.
from Du, Zurich, nos. 5,6, & 7, 1990)
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Dziennik 89-90 (3)', Kino, Warsaw, 2-1992, p.44 (trans.
Bartlomiej Hañski from Du, Zurich, no. 8, 1991)
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Kie1owski, Krzysztof, 'Film dokumentalny: co to jest?'(Commissioned for the
Documentary Film Festival in Yamagata), Film, Warsaw, 3-1998, p.101
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'Glçboko zarniast szeroko', Dialog, Warsaw, no. 1, 1-1981,
pp.109-ill
Kie1owski, Krzysztof, 'Kzysztof Kielowski', Rezyser, 11-3-1992
Kielowski, Krzysztof, 'KrzysztofKieIowski', Zeszyty Literackie, no. 2,2-1994
KieIowski, Krzysztof, 'Milczenie Bergmana', 2ycie Warszawy, Warsaw, 6-6-1994
Kie1owski, Krzysztof, 0 Sobie, ed. Danusia Stok, Cracow: Wydawnictwo Znak, 1998
5. Interviews with Kie1owski in English

Anipare, Eileen (dir.), A Short Film about 'Decalogue'. An interview with Krzysztof
Kie.lowski, Copyright: Black & White Productions, London, 1995 (transcript of filmed
interview)
Cavendish, Phil (in), 'Kie1owski's Decalogue', Sight & Sound, Summer 1990, vol. 59,
no. 3, pp.162-165
Coates, Paul (mt.), "The inner life is the only thing that interests me": a conversation
with Krzysztof Kie1owski' in Paul Coates (ed.), Lucid Dreams: The Films of Krzysztof
Kie.lowski, Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1999, pp.160-174
Curtis, Quentin (mt.), 'Tell it like it is: Krzysztof Kieiowski', The Independent on
Sunday (The Sunday Review), London, 3-10-1993, p.20
Gristwood, Sarah (mt.), 'The reluctant auteur', The Guardian (FEA), London, 17-5-1991,
p.37
Hattenstone, Simon (mt.), 'Auteur of his own destruction', The Guardian (G2T), London,
8-11-1994, p.4
Johnston, Sheila, 'Kielowski. The end', The Independent (Film), London, 3-11-1994,
p.28
Kerr, Paul (mt.), 'A revolution that's turned full circle', The Observer (Rev), London, 155-1994, p.14
Moszcz, Gustaw (mt.), 'No heroics, please', Sight & Sound, Spring 1981, vol. 50, no. 2,
pp.90-91
Robinson, David, 'Polished clues to the colour of liberty; Krzysztof Kielowski, Polish
Director', The Times, London, 12-10-1993
Romney, Jonathan (i.), 'No end to the enigma', The Guardian (G2T), London, 15-101993, p.6
6. Interviews with Kie1owski in Polish

Anquetil, Gilles (in), 'Metafizyczny kryminal Kielowskiego...', Forum, Warsaw, no.
56, 8-9-199 1 (trans. from Le Nouvel Observateur, 9-5-199 1)
Bajer, Leslaw (mt.), '0 sobie samych dla wspó1czesnoci', Literatura, Warsaw, no. 27, 57-1979
Banaszkiewicz, Grazyna (in), 'Z rzeczywistosci', Ty&ie, Poznañ, no. 41, 14-10-1979
Baniewicz, ELbieta (in), 'Pytania bez odpowiedzi', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 7,
18 19-2-1995
Bartowska, Lilliana, 'Koñczç...', Glos Szczecthski, Szczecin, no. 51, 2-3-1994
B.H. (mt.), 'Zarty I etiudy', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 71, 35-3-1994
Bielous, Urszula (in), 'yjemy osobno', Kultura, Warsaw, no. 38, 2 1-9-1988
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Blaszczyk, Stamsiaw (in), 'Rezyser o sobie, filmach i nagrodach', Nowiny, Rzeszów,
no. 281, 3/4-12-1988
Ciment, Michel & Hubert Niogret (in), 'Pañskie filmy s rentgenogramami duszy...',
Film na wiecie, Warsaw-Lód±, nos. 3 4 (388/389), 1992, pp.26-35 (trans. Józef
Podgorski from Positzf, 10-1989).
Danilewicz, Blanka (mt.), 'Chcç robié filmy o tym, jak trudno jest 2yé...', Myfi
Spoleczna, Warsaw, no. 21, 24-5-1987, p.3
Dipont, Malgorzata (in), 'Spokój', Zycie Warszawy, Warsaw, no. 232, 3-10-1991
Domagala, Jerzy (mt.), 'Co to znaczy?', lTD Tygodnik Studencki, Warsaw, no. 51, 18-121977
Duponcheile, Valéne & Marie-Nolle Tranchant (i.), 'Kolor czarny', Forum, Warsaw,
no. 12, 24-3-1996 (trans. let from Le Figaro, 14-3-1996)
Femey, Frédéric & Marie-Noelle Tranchant (mt.), 'Kie1owskiemu z pytaniami, które
stawiajq, wszyscy', Film, Warsaw, no. 12,22-3-1992 (trans. mol from Le Figaro)
Forestier, Francois (in), 'Przypadek i koniecznoé', Film na wiecie, Warsaw-Lódi, nos.
3/4 (3 88/389), 1992, pp.5-6 (trans. Piotr Szczepañski from Premiere, France, 7-199 1)
Garbicz, Adam (in), 'Gra z widzem', Gazeta Krakowska, Cracow, 9/10-10-1993
Goszczurny, Stanislaw (mt.), 'Jestem przeciw zabijaniu!', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no.
54, 4/5-3-1989, p.1 & p.3
GwOd±, Andrzej (mt.), 'Zmierzaé ku diagnozie', Trybuna Robotnicza, Katowice, no.
142, 27/29-6-1980
Hendrykowski, Marek & Mikolaj Jazdon (mt.), 'Fragmenty spotkania z Krzysztofem
Kielowskim (24.11.1996)', Kino, Warsaw, 5-1996, pp.9-12
Hollender, Barbara (in), 'Nie zag1dam w obiektyw', Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 279,
2/3-12-1995
Horoszczak, Adam (in), 'Najwaniejsza jest milosé...', Dziennik Zachodni, Katowice,
no. 110, 8-6-1994
Invernizzi, Gabnele (in), 'Krótki wywiad z Kie1owskim', Forum, Warsaw, no. 21, 265-1991 (trans. from L 'Espresso, 12-5-1991)
Janicka, Bo2ena (in), 'Beze mnie', Film, Warsaw, no. 43, 23-10-1988
Jastrebska, Zuzanna (mt.), 'Chwila namyslu', Filipinka, Warsaw, no. 21, 2 1-10-1979, p.7
jm (mt.), 'Kielowski ma dosyé?', Forum, Warsaw, no. 10, 6-3-1994, (trans. from Der
Spiegel, 14-2-1994)
Józefowicz, Katarzyna (mt.), 'Kielowski nie sterowany', Express Wieczorny, Warsaw,
no. 43, 1-3-1994
Kahiynski, Zygmunt & Marian Turski (in), 'Zagl4daé ludziom pod czaszkç: Rozmowa
z Krzysztofem Kie1owskim', Polityka, Warsaw, no. 10, 6-3-1976, p.1 & p.10
Karelak, Hanna (mt.), 'Dwie nagrody dia Krzysztofa Kielowskiego w Cannes', Przekrój,
Cracow, no. 2244, 12-6-1988
Kolodyñski, Andrzej (in), 'Wywiad me do druku (14.Xll. 1973)', Kino, Warsaw, 5-1996,
pp.4-7
Koszur, Ewa (mt.), 'Wolnoé artysty', Glos Szczecinski, Szczecin, no. 235, 19-10-1991
Kobiel, Jamna (mt.), 'Krótka rozmowa z Krzysztofem Kielowskim', Odrodzenie,
Warsaw, no. 28, 15-7-1989
KraIl, Hania (mt.), 'Zrobilem i mam', Polityka, Warsaw, no. 4,27-1-1979
Krywow, Teresa (mt.), 'Bli2ej tego co dzi', Czas, Warsaw, no. 37, 16-9-1979, pp.24-25
Kunach, Boguslaw (mt.), 'Twórca przypadku', Ga-eta Wyborcza (Gazeta Regionalna),
Bydgoszcz, no. 83, 9-4-1994, p.3
Lewin, Ludwik (mt.), 'Idç na emeryture', Gazeta Wyborcza, Warsaw, no. 22, 27-1-1994
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Lazarkiewicz, Piotr, 'Zapis I', Rezyser, no. 65, 3-1997, pp.1-4 (transcript of Lothar
Kampatzki & Andreas Voigt (dir.), Kieálowski, prod. 'a jour' Film in Auftrag des
Bayenschen Rundfunks, 1995)
Luzyñska, Jadwiga (in), 'Nie mam pociqgu do Hollywood', Przeglqd Tygodnioisy,
Warsaw, no. 6, 14-2-1993
Luzyñska, Jadwiga Anna (ml), 'Zawsze robilern filmy romantyczne', Sycyna, Warsaw,
no. 20, 24-9-1995, pp.3-4
Marczyñski, Jacek & Bogdan Mozdyñski (in), 'Mocne strony, slabe strony', Literatura,
Warsaw, no. 46, 11-11-1976
Marszalek, Maria (mt.), '0 mnie, o tobie, o wszystkich', Kino, Warsaw, 8-1987, pp.8-10
Michalczak, Janusz (in, with Kie1owski, Piesiewicz, & Preisner), 'Kady z nas
,,kombinuje" podobnie', Dz:ennik Baizycki, Gdañsk, no. 246, 22-10-1993
Michalczak, Janusz (mt. with Kielowski, Piesiewicz, & Preisner), 'Nie wiemy lepiej',
DziennikPolski, Cracow, no. 234, 8-10-1993, pp.7-.8
MOL (in), 'Robiç filmy niemo±liwe do zrobienia', Kino, Warsaw, 12-1993 (includes
Gilles Anquetil (in), 'Spotkanie z fascynujqcym artystq', trans. from Le Nouvel
Observateur, 2-9-1993)
Orzechowska, Joanna (mt.), 'Widownia jest podobna do mnie', K/no, Warsaw, 5-199 1,
pp.40-41
Ostna, Vincent (in), 'Przypadek i koniecznoó' in Tadeusz Lubeiski (ed.), Kino
Krzysztofa Kielowsk:ego, Cracow Universitas, 1997, pp.28 1-187 (trans. Maria
Oleksiewicz & Tadeusz Lubeiski from Les Jnrockuptzbles, Paris, no. 36, 1992)
Ostria, Vincent (i.), 'Wolnoci me ma', Kino, Warsaw, 8-1992 (trans. MOL from Les
Inrockuptibles, Paris, no. 36, 6-1992)
Otrçbska, Agata & Jacek Blach (i.), 'Poniewaz sq cia.gle ci ludzie...' in Tadeusz
Lubelski (ed.), K/no Krzysztofa Kie.lowskzego, Cracow: Universitas, 1997, pp.288-301
(reprinted from Incipit, Katowice, no. 2,4-1996)
Paprocka, Aleksandra (mt.), '0 swoich filmach: Kilka prostych pytañ które musimy sobie
postawió', DziennikBaltycki, Gdañsk, no. 208, 15/16-9-1979
Pawlas, Jerzy (in), 'Propozycja wspólnego my1ema', Kurier Szczecuski, Szczecin, no.
78, 5/7-4-1980
Pawlas, Jerzy (mt.), 'Zajqó sic tym, co sic dzieje wokól', Tygodnik Kulturalny, Warsaw,
no. 6, 10-2-1980
Piqtek, Andrzej (i.), 'Zyciorys na wszystkich i kazdego z osobna', Now/ny, Rzeszów,
no. 29, 7-2-1977
Pietrasik, Zdzislaw (in), 'rednia przyjemnoY, Polityka, Warsaw, no. 27, 6-7-1985, p.1
&p.6
Rogiony, Simonetta (in), Forwn, Warsaw, no. 38, 19-9-1993 (trans. mn from La
Stampa, 6-9-1993)
Rój, Urszula (in), 'Nie omija rzeczywistoci', Trybuna Robotnicza (Magazyn
niedzielny), Katowice, no. 130, 11/12-6-1977
Safuta, Jacek (in), 'Wracam miçdzy swoich', Kurier Poranny, Bialystok, no. 32, 15-31994 (trans. excerpts from interview in Le Soir, Belgium)
Shulman, Ken (in), 'Pytania bez odpowiedzi', Nowa Trybuna Opoiska, Opole, no. 113,
17-5-1995 (trans. J. from Newsweek)
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (in), 'Klucz do wraliwoci', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1993, pp. 13-14
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (in), 'Niebieski lizak', Tygodnik Powszechny, Cracow, no. 43, 1410-1993
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (in), 'Niecierp1iwoó wyszego rzcdu', Gazeta Wyborcza,
Warsaw, no. 236, 9-10-199 1
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Sobolewski, Tadeusz (in), 'Nie szukam inspiracji w Europie', Kino, Warsaw, 4-1994,
pp.8-9
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (in), 'Normalna chwila', Kino, Warsaw, 6-1990, pp.19-22
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (i.), 'Te same pytania', Film, Warsaw, 5-1995, pp.68-69
Sobolewski, Tadeusz (mt.), 'Za kulisami', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1993, pp.15-16
Stasiak, Anna (in), 'Krzysztof Kie1owski - czy bçdzie konsekwentny?', Gazeta
Olsztyñska, Olsztyn, no. 35, 17/19-2-1995
Szczepañski, Tadeusz (mt.), 'Drzewo ktOre jest', Film na wiecie, Warsaw-Lóth, 1991,
p.18
Szyma, Tadeusz (in), 'Pomóc samemu sobie', lygodnik Powszechny, Cracow, no. 46,
12-11-1989, pp.6-7
Szyma, Tadeusz (i. with Kie1owski and Piesiewicz), 'Wokól ,,Dekalogu", Tygodnik
Powszechny, Cracow, no. 11, 18-3-1990
Takahashi, Hiroshi (mt.), 'Piçkne hasla i tajemmca', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1993, pp.11-13
(shortened version of interview conducted with the help of Ewa Misiewicz for the
Japanese Switch)
T.K. (in), 'Nie wierzç, e filmem mozna co zmienié', Glos Wielkopoiski, Poznah, no.
50, 28-2-1989, pp.3-4
Torbicka, Grayna & Tadeusz Sobolewski (in), 'Zapis II', Rezyser, no. 65, 3-1997, pp.48 (transcribed by Piotr Lazarkiewicz from TVP programme Kocham kino)
Tremois, Claude-Marie & Vincent Remy (in), 'Wqtpie, zawsze wtpie...', trans. in
Goniec Pomorski, Koszalin, no. 207, 22/24-10-1993
Tygodnik Kulturalny, Warsaw, no. 40, 5-10-1980
Umer, Teresa, 'Dziesiçcioro Przykazañ', Tygodnik Poiski, Warsaw, no. 19, 10-5-1987,
p.1 &p.7
Wimphen, Catherine (mt.), '0 wo1noci I norch regulach gry', Kino, Warsaw, 9-1991,
pp.7-9 (trans. Wanda Wertenstein from Studio, Paris, 1991)
Wojciechowski, Piotr (mt.), 'Zedrzeé wszystkie kóry', Przeglqd Katolicki, Warsaw, no.
10, 1990
Wróblewski, Janusz (mt. with Kie1owski, Piesiewicz, & Preisner), 'Lwie pazury',
Trybuna, Warsaw, no. 237, 9/10-10-1993
Wróblewski, Janusz (in), 'Miloó wazniejsza jest od wo1noci', ycie Warszawy
(Kultura), Warsaw, 12/13-3-1994
Zawi1iñsh, Stanislaw (in), 'Glód sensu', Trybuna, Warsaw, no. 60, 18-3-1996, p.10
Zawiliñski, Stanislaw (mt.), 'Jeden na jednego' in Stanislaw Zawiliñski et a!,
Kielowski bez ko,ca, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Skorpion, 1994, pp.9-45
Zawiliñski, Stanislaw (in), 'Jezeli w zyciu jest za latwo, to moze wcale me jest
dobrze...' in Stamsiaw Zawi1inski (ed.), Kielowski: varia, Warsaw: Wydawnictwo
Skorpion, 1998, pp.101-106
Zawi1iñski, Stanislaw (mt.), 'Najwaniejsze jest samo zycie', Trybuna, Warsaw, no. 218,
19-9-1991
zh (in), 'Kilka pytañ do... Krzysztofa KieIowskiego', Przekrój, Cracow, no. 2326. 2 1-11990
7. Documentaries about Kielowski in English
Low, Adam (producer), The Ten Commandments ofKrzysztofKze.lowski, Arena, BBC2,
televised 4-5-1990
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8. Documentaries about Kielowski in Polish
Kampatzki, Lothar & Andreas Voigt (dir.), Kie.lowski, prod. 'a jour' Film in Aufirag des
Bayenschen Rundfunks, 1995
Wierzbicki, Krzysztof (dir. & written), Tak sobie (I'm So-So), 1995

9. Interviews with Kielowski's colleagues in English
Bowdier, Neil, (i. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'His life's work', The Guardian (G2T),
London, 17-10-1997, p.13
Brown, Robert, (mt. with Irene Jacob), 'Film: For Irene Jacob of France, two roles are a
day's work', The New York Times (Sec: 2 Arts & Leisure Desk), New York, 15-9-1991,
p.22
Hattenstone, Simon (mt with Irene Jacob), 'Kielowski made her his muse...', The
Guardian (G2T), London, 10-1-1997, p.4
Macnab, Geoffrey & Chris Darke (mt. with Witold Stok, Andrzej Krauze, & Zbigniew
Preisner), 'Working with Kie1owski', Sight & Sound, vol. 6, issue 5, 5-1996, pp.16-22
Macnab, Geoffrey (mt. with Andrzej Wajda), 'Endgame', The Independent (Film),
London, 20-3-1997, p.9 & p.10
McNab, Geoffrey (mt. with Krzysztof Wierzbicki), 'The world in a drop of water', The
Independent (Film), 25-7-1996, p.8 & p.9
Quinn, Anthony (in, with Irene Jacob), 'The double life of Irene', The Independent on
Sunday (The Sunday Review), London, 30-10-1994, p.24
Williams, Richard (in, with Zbigniew Preisner), 'The music of friendship', The Guardian
(G2T), London, 9-10-1998, pp.22-23
Winner, David (mt. with Krzysztof Wierzbicki), 'A short film about Kielowski', The
Independent (Features), London, 18-3-1999, p.1 1
10. Interviews with Kielowski's colleagues in Polish
Bartowska, Lilanna (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Chcialbym lqczyó Bergmana z
Hitchcockiem', Dziennik Ballycki, Gdañsk, no. 41, 18-2-1994, p.1 & p.3
Bielas, Katarzyna & Jacek Szczerba (mt. with Edward ebrowski), 'Padlo na mnie',
Gazeta Wyborcza, Warsaw, 13-3-2002
Bielous, Urszula (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Krôtki film o telefonach', Film,
Warsaw, 5-1994, pp.19-2!
Ciela, Wojtek (mt. with Piotr Jaxa-Kwiatkowski), 'Kielowski intymny', Dziennik
Poiski, London, 13-3-1998, p2
Ciment, Michel (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Wyzbyó sic polonocentiyzmu...' in
Film na Ewiecie, Warsaw-Lódi, nos. 3 4 (388 389), 1992, pp.22-25 (trans. Witold
Zakrota from Positif 10-1989)
FF (mt. with Irene Jacob), 'Od Weroniki do Celimeny', Forum, Warsaw, no. 36, 8-91991 (trans. from LeFigaro, 15/16-5-1991)
Fuksiewicz, Jacek (mt with Mann Karmitz), 'Musimy polczyé nasze sily' in 'Three
Colours: White 'Press Release, Studio Filmowe ,,Tor" & IvlK2 Productions, pp.5-7
Fuksiewicz, Jacek (mt. with Mann Karmitz), 'Wierzç w przypadek', Polityka, Warsaw,
no. 42, 16-10-1993
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Gazda, Grzegorz (in, with Wieslaw Zdort), 'Nie chóç realizowaé formy poza
wiadomociq, re2ysera...' in Film na wiecie, Warsaw-Lód±, nos. 3/4 (388/389), 1992,
pp.127-13!
Gina!, Adrianna (mt with Zbigmew Preisner), 'W stronç piekna', Gazeta Krakowska,
Cracow, no. 170, 26-7-1994
Nerpe, No1 (in, with Mann Karmit.z), 'Rozniowa z Marinem Karmitzem o spotkaniach z
Kie1owskim' in Stanislaw ZawiIiñski (ed.), Kie.lowski znany I nieznany (Exhibition
catalogue), Warsaw, 1998, pp.73-75
Heymann, Danièle (mt. with Mann Karmitz), 'Kie1owski wcia,ga na maszt Trzy Kolory'
in 'Three Colours: Blue' Press Release, Studio Filmowe ,,Tor" & MK2 Productions,
pp.1-5
Hollender, Barbara (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Nie kreuje fantomów',
Rzeczpospolita, Warsaw, no. 111, 14/15-5-1994, p.1 & p.4
Hrybacz, Barbara (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Czlowiek z tajemnic', Pani, 101996, pp.76-78 & p.107
Janicka, Bozena (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Co g nadchodzi', Film, Warsaw, no. 6,
11-2-1990
Januszewska-Skroiberg, Janina (mt. with Krzysztof Zanussi), '0 sobie i Kie1owskim',
Dziennzk Poiski, London, 13-3-1998, p.4
Jaros, Magdalena (mt. with Marta Kie1owska), 'Podwójne ycie Marty', Twój Sty!, no.
10 (99), 10-1998, pp.130-132
Karelak, Hanna (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Szkoda czasu', Express Wieczorny,
Warsaw, no. 258, 23/26-12-1994
Kie1añczyk, Aleksandra (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'Dotkniçcie tajemnicy',
Przeglqd Tygodniowy, Warsaw, no. 45, 14-11-1993, pp.9-10
Kostyra, Andrzej (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'To me mój czas', Sukces, Warsaw,
no. 7,7-1993, pp.24-25
Kwiatkowska, Danuta (mt. with Krzysztof Piesiewicz), 'W ciemu reysera', Express
Wieczorny, Warsaw, no. 56, 18/20-3-1994
Michalczak, Janusz (mt. with Zbigniew Preisner), 'Bez kompleksów', Dziennik Baltycki,
Gdañsk, no. 71, 26-3-1993, p.1 & p.3
Mikos, Marek (mt. with Jerzy Stuhr), 'Jestem za stary, zeby zwariowaó', Polityka
(Wysokie Obcasy), Warsaw, 4-9-1999, p.37
Miodek, Mariusz (mt. with Jerzy Bochenek), 'Kie1owski eksportowany: Rozmowa z
Jerzym Bochenkiem, zastçpcq, dyrektora generalnego ,,Filmu Poiskiego", Film, Warsaw,
no. 51, 18-12-1988
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